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ABSTRACT

In the present effort, the philosopher Henri Bergson’s (1859-1941) seminal 

philosophical work functions as a revitalizing force and even an implicit point of 

departure for the more urban-oriented critique of Henri Lefebvre’s (1901-1991) 

watershed text L’Producción de l’espace/The Production of Space (1974). Both Lefebvre 

and Bergson in fact share a common perception of space—it is neither a static ground, 

nor an apriori condition of experience as Kant argued, but is instead a process 

inseparable from time and implicated in thought itself. Grounded in this resulting novel 

understanding of space, time and difference, I use an interdisciplinary approach to 

analyze Madrid’s cultural imaginary through novels by Belén Gopegui (1992), Pío Baroja 

(1911) and Luis Martín-Santos (1961); films by Carlos Saura (1996), Alejandro 

Amenábar (1997), and American Jim Jarmusch (1992); and the urban space of Madrid’s 

Retiro Park.

The purpose of this work is twofold. On the one hand it is an attempt to reconcile 

the spatial issues of concern to cultural or human geography with an approach to social 

life grounded in the humanities. On the other it is a call for a deeper understanding of 

methodology taken in its widest sense. The former seeks not only to introduce spatial 

questions to the analysis of literature and film but also to articulate the intimate relation 

of cultural products to the urban processes in which they are formed, interpreted and sold. 

The latter requires an investigation of the philosophical preconceptions that structure our 

spatial practice and interpretation, as well as an awareness of the consequences these 

preconceptions hold—not only for understanding our common world, but also for 
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producing it and finally for the possibility of changing it through action. These twin 

purposes—bringing geographical concerns into the humanities and assessing the 

philosophical bases of our spatial production and interpretation—are not so far removed. 

Through a careful reading of the above key literary, filmic and urban texts from twentieth 

century Madrid, this work explores the important consequences of conceiving of space as 

simultaneously mental and physical. In the Bergsonian fashion, these explorations seek to 

dispense with the stagnant and irreconcilable philosophical tropes of both pure 

materialism and pure idealism in order to yield a more precise understanding of cultural 

forms as living processes.
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COMMONLY USED ABBREVIATIONS
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INTRODUCTION I — THE DIFFERENCE SPACE MAKES

The purpose of this work is twofold. On the one hand it is an attempt to reconcile 

issues of concern to cultural or human geography with an approach to social life 

grounded in the humanities. On the other it is a call for a deeper understanding of 

methodology taken in its widest sense. The former seeks not only to introduce spatial 

questions to the analysis of literature and film but also to articulate the intimate relation 

of cultural products to the urban processes in which they are formed, interpreted and sold. 

The latter requires an investigation of the philosophical preconceptions that structure our 

spatial practice and interpretation, as well as an awareness of the consequences these 

preconceptions hold—not only for understanding our common world, but also for 

producing it and finally for the possibility of changing it through action. It is the intent of 

this work to assess the degree to which these twin purposes—bringing geographical 

concerns into the humanities and assessing the philosophical bases of our spatial 

production and interpretation—are not so far removed from each other as one might 

think. In the Bergsonian fashion, these explorations seek to dispense with the stagnant 

and irreconcilable philosophical tropes of both pure materialism and pure idealism in 

order to yield a more precise understanding of cultural forms as living processes.

Space makes a difference in two ways. Understanding the first entails recognizing 

the increasing importance of cultural products to the negotiation of regional and national 

identities as they are constituted out of place-bound struggles over class, race and gender. 

Literature and film are no mere reflection of social realities but are creations that, like the 

cities in which they are written, read, screened and critiqued, are best understood as part 
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of larger processes of social differentiation and larger power struggles. As such, these 

texts are not solely fictional, but are necessarily a comment on the very real places they 

depict explicitly or on the fictionalized places that implicitly evoke the environment of 

their creation. More importantly, these works necessarily explore the key questions of 

modern urban life such as: Who has access to the city? How are cities shaped? What 

concepts of difference are legitimized in the production and reproduction of the modern 

city? What are the consequences of privileging certain conceptions of difference over 

others? Whose city is privileged in a given text? How? Why? This approach does not 

seek to dispense with traditional textual analysis altogether but to reconcile deep textual 

criticism with the importance of urban struggles. This is to find the concrete and 

particular in what might otherwise be considered more abstract or universal forms of art. 

At the same time, this approach pushes for the recognition of the role that abstract 

categories and universalized concepts play in the very real concrete struggle over power 

in the city.

The second way in which space literally makes a difference is that it can no 

longer be conceived of as a mere container for events. Space is not an apriori ground for 

human experience, but is both constitutive of and constituted by experience. Spatial 

analysis cannot be merely the study of the distance between people or buildings in the 

city, but must also be understood as pertaining to the way concepts and categories are 

differentiated from another. This second understanding of the difference space makes is 

philosophical—not in the sense that it treats a speculative world of ideal and transcendent 

forms somehow displaced from a reality understood as physical and material—but in the 
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sense that it accounts for the very way in which we differentiate from the outset the ideal 

from the material, the imaginary from the real, the universal from the particular, the 

abstract from the concrete, the sensory from the rational, qualitative from the 

quantitative—in short, time from space.

There are many relevant figures who have sought to articulate the intimate 

relationship of time to space and to highlight the important role that perception plays in 

our understanding of the world, but none who have done so in such a rigorous and

extensive way as has the philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941). His unrelenting 

struggle to return time and space, the qualitative and the quantitative, to a single common 

world, while frequently misunderstood and undoubtedly provocative, was always 

accompanied by the awareness that the human brain understands that world spatially—

that is through delineation, demarcation, definition, through perceiving movement only 

through static representations—without understanding the consequences of this act of 

partitioning. In the present effort, Bergson’s seminal philosophical work functions as a 

revitalizing force and even an implicit point of departure for the more urban-oriented 

criticism of Henri Lefebvre (1901-1991), whose epic work L’Producción de l’espace/The 

Production of Space (1974) seeks to understand space as a process, simultaneously ideal 

and real.

Lefebvre is concerned with the interaction between mental space and physical 

space in that complex compound termed social space, and moreover with the division 

which keeps the various types of space away from each other. He notes that each kind of 

space, ideal space and real space, each “involves, underpins and presupposes the other” 
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(14). He is suggesting that the two can in fact never be separated and that each is rather, 

to use Bergson’s words, a mere tendency, or even a certain view taken by mind. Very 

interesting is the fact that Lefebvre notes the philosophical basis of this division: 

“Philosophers have themselves helped bring about the schism with which we are 

concerned […] Not that we can have no recourse to philosophy, to its concepts or 

conceptions. But it [philosophy] cannot be our point of departure” (14). He is speaking of 

course of traditional distinctions between materiality and ideality as constituted out of 

philosophical debates going back to Plato’s allegory of the cave—in Plato’s cave, 

prisoners were chained to a wall and only able to see the shadows projected on the wall 

by a light source and objects not within their view. In this model the ‘real’ material world 

is severed from a more ‘ideal’ world that is somehow beyond perception. Yet although he 

is critical of traditional metaphysical distinctions, he refuses to solve the very 

philosophical problem he poses through a critical philosophy such as Bergson’s.

It is here that Bergson’s philosophy becomes extremely relevant to Lefebvre’s 

project. Lefebvre knew of Bergson, mentioning him by name twice in The Production of 

Space. Nevertheless, I believe a few common misperceptions kept Lefebvre from 

understanding the whole of Bergson’s relevance to his work. Bergson’s philosophy is 

best understood as an anti-philosophy that challenges the very problems of which 

Lefebvre is aware. Bergson was maligned by those of his day as a mystic. He was 

certainly involved in an occult revival in early twentieth century Europe, but very few of 

his day sought to understand what mysticism was, what the relevance of mysticism to 

philosophy was, or even what Bergson meant by mysticism—a subject he discussed in 
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his last work The T wo Sources of Morality and Religion (1932). He was also too easily 

categorized as a philosopher of time. This is in fact Lefebvre’s conception of him. Yet 

Bergson is not merely interested in time, but like Lefebvre himself in the relationship 

between time and space, and moreover in the way in which each is abstracted out of a 

unitary experience where the two exist only as tendencies.

Lefebvre and Bergson thus share a common perception of space—it is not a static 

ground, nor an apriori condition of experience as Kant argued, but is a process, thus 

inseparable from time and implicated in thought itself. Space is no longer a mere 

container for events, but is a particular method of or tendency of division. This idea that 

“things are not in space, but rather that space is in things,” constitutive of and constituted 

by experience, is stated quite clearly by Bergson is 1889 in one of his two doctoral theses. 

Essay on the immediate data of consciousness. Yet this dictum is also very important to 

Lefebvre’s understanding of space as process, not to mention to the writings of 

conceptual physicist Paul Hewitt (1974) and Urban Geographer David Harvey (1996) as 

well.

As should be surmised, the goal of this book is interdisciplinary—exposing the 

common methodological assumptions that obtain in both geography and studies in the 

humanities. It focuses in turn on philosophy, literature, film and urban space, yet always 

reaching outside of one text or discourse to another. This book functions as a reminder of 

the consequences of delineation, whether in the production of the city or in disciplinary 

conventions. The very act of demarcation—which in the city severs one population from 

another or one appropriate use of space from another, and which in literature and film 
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proscribes certain approaches and from the outset limits the possible conclusions of 

analysis—will always be an exercise of power that privileges some and marginalizes 

others. We need to understand why we draw the lines that we do—what motivations lie 

behind the lines and what are their consequences—and furthermore how we have come to 

produce the present world of inequalities rather than another incompossible world that 

might have been. This effort is indispensable to the creation of a world other than that 

which currently exists. The way we understand space affects the way we produce space, 

which affects all subsequent efforts to transform it. Bergson himself prized the 

interdisciplinary nature of his work and was quoted as having once said that “We gauge 

the significance of a doctrine of philosophy by the variety of ideas which it unfolds, and 

the simplicity of the principle it summarizes” (Chevalier 74). Through careful readings of 

key literary, filmic and urban texts from twentieth century Madrid, I will explore the 

importance of conceiving of space as simultaneously mental and physical in a variety of 

disciplinary frameworks. 

In the first meditation I will explore how space and time, materiality and ideality, 

economy and culture are differentiated but not ontologically separated through use of a 

Bergsonian intuitive approach. I will show that this approach is activated in recent 

cultural analyses and implicit in approaches to the production of space. I will be clear 

about what I take to be the phenomenological and philosophical dimensions of the 

production of space and will illuminate a road to the analysis of cultural production that 

refuses to content itself with the object studied, thus preparing the way for the literary to 

exceed the text, for health to exceed the notion of disease, for the urban to exceed the 
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city, and for filmspace to exceed the film itself. In the five following meditations I will 

consider each of these excesses.

In the second meditation I will first take up the explicit concerns of the first 

meditation directly in discussion of Belén Gopegui’s novel La escala de los mapas

([1992]1993) whose novelistic form and content dissolve the distinction between mental 

and cartographic space in the production of city space through references that ground the 

work in an undeniably geographically urban format. The novel functions with Bergsonian 

methodology and engages the contemporary debate in cultural geography in order to 

argue for “a notion of the material that admits from the very start the presence and 

importance of the immaterial” (Latham and McCormack 2004: 703).

In the third meditation I will explore the wholly spatial nature of the traditional 

paradigm of medical practice. Opposed to this paradigm I will take on the recent nursing 

theory of Margaret Newman who articulates the variegated terrain of health/disease in a 

Bergsonian fashion. I will use this theoretical framework, an implicit reformulation of 

Bergson’s work on space-time and differentiation through a discussion of the novels El 

árbol de la ciencia (Baroja 1911) and Tiempo de silencio (Martín-Santos 1961). This 

latter discussion will be informed by Pío Baroja’s El dolor (1896), Susan Sontag’s Illness 

as Metaphor ([1978]1990) and a close reading of Margaret Newman’s Health as 

Expanding Consciousness (1999).

The fourth meditation will focus on public/private space as produced in terms of 

social struggle in and around Madrid’s Retiro Park. The park, comparable in many ways 

to New York’s Central Park and situated behind the renowned Prado museum, is a large 
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green royal legacy in the center of the city and at the heart of a recent battle over public 

and private space. The park’s most recent manifestation, as a space in continuous 

production by both material and ideological forces, has been fraught with simultaneous 

historical restoration, increased privatization, subsequent police intervention and the 

production of what Steven Flusty (1994) terms “crusty space”— “space that cannot be 

accessed, due to obstructions such as walls, gates and check points” (17). At issue is 

certainly the question “who has the right to the city?” (Lefebvre 1968, reformulated in D. 

Mitchell 2003). Faced with the all too one-sided struggle for power that underlies the 

cleansing of the park and surrounding areas, whose collective image is being sold to 

transnational interests and dominated by the intercity competition requisite of a local, 

regional and national tourist-centered economy, the answer to the question “who has the 

right to the city” would seem to be: the urban developers who are given priority in 

shaping space and contingent privileges of race and class. How then, to correct this 

wrong, to assure that the people who live in the city have the right to the park’s space as 

well? I will argue for reframing this question by necessarily  interrogating concepts of 

“culture,” “state,” and “public and private space.”

The fifth meditation, on the philosophical bases of film theory, will provide an 

opportunity to examine the nondualities of form/content, metaphor/metonymy, and 

real/imagined space. I will thus have opportunity to review the works of Sontag (1969), 

Roman Jakobson (1975), and the important intersection of Geography and Film through 

the studies of filmspace (Aitken & Zonn 1994, Harvey 1990, Dear 2000, Hopkins 1994, 

Compitello 1999) as opposed to those of more traditionally-minded critics (D’Lugo 1991; 
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Higginbotham 1988; Kinder 1997; Jordan and Morgan-Tamosunas 2000; Stone 2002). In 

doing so, I will continue to map out the Bergsonian trajectory outlined in the first 

meditation. Using Michael Dear’s components of filmspace as an organizational 

framework, I will explore “film text,” through a theoretical discussion of metaphor and 

metonymy with relation to film theory and subsequently “consumption in place” through 

a discussion of the problematic relation between the real and the imaginary in Alejandro 

Amenábar’s Abre los ojos (1997). The former will entail a discussion of the 

interdependence of conceptual categories which Film Theory has implicitly separated and 

an important reevaluation of the role of iconicity in Film Studies (Prince 1993). The latter 

will use a Bergsonian/Deleuzian approach to film in order to reclaim cinema from 

historical isolation as a merely representational art form and to instead argue the 

importance of seeing discussions of film as crucial to understanding the limitations that 

we place on the creation of future possible worlds.

The final and sixth meditation will take on Michael Dear’s “place of production” 

and “production of place” through a comparative analysis of Carlos Saura’s Taxi (1996) 

and American indie-director Jim Jarmusch’s Night on Earth (1992). In an implicit 

extension of the discussion on iconicity from the fifth meditation, I will revisit the fourth 

meditation’s focus on Madrid’s Retiro Park in an attempt to sketch out the immanence of 

filmspace to urban space and to show the necessity of using the same conceptual and 

methodological frameworks to understand both film and the production of larger social 

problems.
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Through these meditations I hope to encourage a closer look at the method 

through which scholarship approaches its object. In addition to highlighting Bergsonian 

methodological concerns, this will necessarily involve a conscious understanding of the 

way that standard perception operates through categories and divisions whose ontological 

status it does not question. This emphasis on both methodology and ontology is important 

not only for what it reveals about the interpretation of culture but also because it exposes 

a mechanism simultaneously at work in the very production of cultural processes and 

social realities themselves. I want to challenge that theory pertains to a world removed 

from that of our everyday lives and instead return theory to the material world at the same 

time that I expose the theoretical basis of our construction of the material. I propose that 

thought and action are not as distinct as we might commonly imagine, but that they are 

each wrapped up in the other. This is ultimately to underscore the very real possibility of 

creating a material world quite different from that which now exists. To understand space 

not as a passive ground for human experience nor as a static container for human action 

but as a very real production of the human intellect whose unchallenged movement is to 

separate, define, limit, restrict and codify is to see the difference that space makes.
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INTRODUCTION II—BERGSONISM & THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPACE

The dilemmas of space appear to lie in the way we relate to it: the way we 
understand and therefore transform, it. The debates between absolute and 
relational space, the dilemma between physical and social space, between 
real and mental space, between space and mass, between function and 
form, between abstract and differential space, between space and place, 
between space and time, can all be seen as indicators of a series of open 
philosophical questions: how do we understand space and relate to it? 
Does it exist beyond our cognition or is it conditioned by it? Do we relate 
to it by our reason or our senses? Is space a collection of things and 
people, a container for them, or are they embedded in it? Is it representing 
openness or fixity? Do we understand and transform space individually or 
socially? How do we relate space and time? In our response to these 
questions, we find ourselves divided between rationalism and empiricism, 
between materialism and idealism, between objective and subjective 
understanding, between reason and emotion, between theory and practice, 
between uniformity and diversity, and between order and disorder.

—Ali Madanipour

Space, culture, the imaginary

The way cultural theorists approach works of literature, film, and even urban 

space itself quite often rests on implicit and misleading philosophical preconceptions. 

The consequence of such an act of interpretation is that, in refusing to acknowledge these 

preconceptions, criticism starts from false philosophical problems and then reproduces 

those very problems in its conclusions, in the process limiting struggles for social justice. 

The preeminent philosophical problem is wholly spatial: lines are drawn between 

materiality and immateriality, between reason and emotion, between an outer society 

envisioned as container and an inner subject acting from within that society, between the 

material flows of capital that regulate behavior and the immaterial process of thought that 

produce and perpetuate those material flows, between bounded cultural objects 

understood as containers for ideas and the community in which they are produced, 
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interpreted, used and transformed. The tendency of human thought and action taken in 

the widest sense is to produce and understand reality through divisions, to delineate, to 

categorize, classify and create notions of difference, and then to connect, reclassify or 

cross over those boundaries if necessary. Space is no mere container for action, nor is it 

the passive a priori ground of experience, but rather a method of division, at once 

physical and mental, both material and immaterial, simultaneously received and 

produced. Understood in this way, space literally makes a difference.

In recent years, Cultural Studies has begun to reassess the notion of culture 

drawing upon a host of theories influenced by geographical concerns. This urban 

investigatory trajectory, having declared space the preeminent question, has quite often 

taken up the theoretical framework outlined by Henri Lefebvre in his watershed text 

Production de l’espace (1974) [Trans. The Production of Space (1991)], with critics such 

as David Harvey (1989, 1990, 1996, 2000), Edward Soja (1996), Michael Dear (2000), 

Don Mitchell (2000), and David Thorns (2002) following his lead explicitly or implicitly, 

among others. Yet what has been insufficiently explored in all of these is the way that 

philosophical assumptions are entangled with the way in which space is perceived and 

understood. These works do not adequately address the relationship between space and 

time, nor do they delve sufficiently into the philosophical issues that negotiation of this 

subtle relation requires. The consequence is that research of space tends to emphasize 

either concrete space or abstract space. A current crisis in geography revolves precisely 

around how much of the production of space may be cultural, with unflinching 

materialists and immaterialists lining up on either side, as the recent pages of Progress in 
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Human Geography testify. I argue that in order to explore the philosophy inherent in 

spatial analysis and its undeniable presence in spatial practices and criticism, a 

methodology is necessary that from the outset concerns itself not only with concrete 

places and abstract flows, but with the immanence of space to time and of culture to 

spatial production. 

French Philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) provides this methodology. As I 

will argue in more detail in the first meditation of the present work, the Bergsonian 

approach to space can be read as a precursor to and an extension of Lefebvre’s substantial 

and important writings on spatial practice. His critical assessment of philosophy, or better 

said his anti-philosophy, functions as a complement to The Production of Space and 

allows a deep articulation of the foundations of Lefebvre’s seminal work not only with 

urban studies but also with studies of literature, illness and film. More than merely 

producing a new way of viewing cultural objects, this extended and revitalized approach 

challenges the presumed solidity of traditional disciplinary divides. Bergson’s attention to 

the very problems important to urban geography allow Cultural Studies to assess its own 

intentions and provide the necessary philosophical counterpart to analyses of an 

intellectual and arguably scientific shape. The philosopher himself made just such an 

effort to complement science in 1922 with the publication of Duration and Simultaneity –

a meditation on the revolutions within that changing scientific paradigm championed by 

investigators such as Einstein. In the preface Bergson notes the impetus for this work: 

“Our admiration for this physicist [Einstein], our conviction that he was giving us not 

only a new physics but also certain new ways of thinking, our belief that science and 
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philosophy are unlike disciplines but are meant to implement each other, all this imbued 

us with the desire and even impressed us with the duty of proceeding to a confrontation” 

(xxvii).1 The time is ripe for just such another confrontation.

Although Bergson may be widely regarded as “the first modern philosopher to 

take time seriously” (Linstead & Mullarkey 2003: 3), I will show that his approach to the 

question of space is best understood as a recognition of the importance of both time and

space through an overarching theory of differentiation itself. Following Bergson, I 

propose that starting from questions of space we find ourselves immersed immediately in 

this problem of differentiation: of space from time, of the material from the ideal, of outer 

from inner, of the concrete from the abstract, of the particular from the universal, of the 

real from the imaginary, of action from thought. The tension between these respective 

oppositions is at the heart of current spatial analyses, as urban critics and researchers of 

culture alike attempt to explain processes of cultural and spatial production. 

1 In a passage from The Creative Mind Bergson again touches on the complementary nature of this 
encounter: “[W]e attribute an equal value to both [science and metaphysics]. I believe that they can both 
touch the bottom of reality. I reject the arguments advanced by philosophers, and accepted by scholars, on 
the relativity of knowledge and the impossibility of attaining the absolute” (37). And later: “To sum it all 
up, what is wanted is a difference in method between metaphysics and science: I do not acknowledge a 
difference in value between the two. Less modest in my claims for science than most scholars have been, I 
consider that a science founded on experience as the moderns understand it, can attain the essence of the 
real. No doubt it embraces no more than a part of reality; but some day it will reach the bottom of that part; 
in any case, it will approach it indefinitely. It is, therefore, already fulfilling half of the program of the old 
metaphysics: it could be called metaphysics did it not prefer to keep the name of science. There remains the 
other half. This half seems to me to get back by right to a metaphysics which also starts from experience, 
and which, too, is itself capable of obtaining the absolute: we should call it science, did not science prefer 
to limit itself to the other part of reality. Metaphysics, then, is not the superior of positive science; it does 
not come, after science, to consider the same object in order to obtain a higher knowledge of it. To suppose 
such a connection between them, as is the most invariable custom among philosophers, is to wrong both of 
them: science, which one condemns to relativity; metaphysics, which will never be anything more than a 
hypothetical and vague knowledge, since science will necessarily have taken to itself in advance everything 
precise and certain that can be known of its object. Quite different is the relation I establish between 
metaphysics and science. It is my belief that they are, or that they can become, equally precise and certain. 
They both bear upon reality itself. But each one of them retains only half of it so that one might see in 
them, if one wished, two subdivisions of science or two departments of metaphysics, if they did not mark 
divergent directions of the activity of thought” (CM 43-44).
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The questions recent investigators ask of space are broad and far-reaching—

proving sufficiently global as to embrace capitalist exploitation, systematic problems of 

race, class, gender, sexuality, nation and other such cultural constructs of flesh and bone. 

Spatial discourse, both implicitly and explicitly, has sought reconciliation of the material 

and the ideal with an eye turned towards the creation of a space attuned to the eradication 

of social-personal and institutional ills. This must be understood not as naïveté spread 

thin, but as the production of a scholarly emphasis that resonates with the problems of the 

whole of human experience. It is thus imperative not to restrict or limit the spheres with 

which spatial analysis might resonate, but rather to open the set of spatial problems even 

further. A reexamination of the application of the terms “space” and “culture” will have 

the effect of uniting the seemingly disparate systemic problems that traditional academic 

disciplines partition into so many closed-systems. The result will be a scholarship more 

conscious of how it is that space is produced, of what mechanism connects us to things, 

to one another, and to social problems, and ultimately of what prevents the formation and 

execution of a plan to better create a common world. 

As I will discuss with more precision in the following first meditation, it is the 

starting point of Bergson’s methodology that the whole of human experience routinely 

bifurcates experience into two tendencies which it then erroneously takes to be self-

enclosed: space and time, the material and the ideal, the concrete and the abstract, the 

particular and the universal, the real and the imaginary, action and thought. This routine 

error is given already in the method of quotidian thought itself, and as such has a 

perceptual basis. It is manifest in a methodology that first believes itself able to define 
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and then separate. It is this process which obtains in the natural tendency of intellect to 

proceed by stitching together a whole from parts it takes to be discrete. Yet as Bergson 

advises, thought may take another path, turning against itself to thus acknowledge the 

role it plays in the very perception of the world, and concomitantly the production of the 

world. Such a perception, finds itself in, and finds in itself, those problems which it took 

to be external. In doing so, it may now come to accept as a marked process the routine 

differentiation sought by the human intellect. In place of this traditional and limiting 

differentiation, which places opposites outside each other, it may now find the 

Bergsonian commingling of opposing tendencies. As contrasted with oppositional 

externality, these tendencies may never be separated from each other. Spatial extensivity 

and temporal intensivity are no longer divisible. The real is no longer outside the 

imaginary, nor is the imaginary outside the real, but rather each pervades the other as a 

constitutive tendency. Adopting this approach to space requires a reassessment of 

traditional spatial problems as well as of the habitual relationship between scholarship 

and object of study.

Along with reevaluating the very notion of space, it will be necessary to rethink 

the notion of culture and subsequently to replace cultural product with cultural 

production. I will emphasize culture as a process thus challenging the assumptions of 

many approaches with which the reader is doubtless familiar. Some precepts: that culture 

is not an object; that production does not start or end; that the break points in production, 

if there even are any, are also produced; that a book, a film, a park, a person, are all 

wrought of a certain indeterminacy, in which a tension between seemingly essential 
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qualities and apparently superfluous excesses is manifest, and through which battles of 

power are conceived and subsequently waged; that power is a process, that capital is a 

process, that thought is a process, and that culture as a process is in no way separable 

from power, capital or thought itself. This approach takes up that movement of 

scholarship which has brought words such as “flexible,” “negotiation,” “process,” 

“production,” “practice,” “performance” and others into critical lexical vogue. Just as 

Lefebvre rightly acknowledges The Production of Space (1991), cultural critics recognize 

femininity as “an ongoing discursive practice” (Butler 1990: 33), race as a social 

construction (Wade 1997), the notion of scale as culturally constructed (Marston 2000), 

nationalities as Imagined Communities instead of ontologically-given categories 

(Anderson 1983) and even the state itself as an “effect” (T. Mitchell 1999). The challenge 

for scholarship is to accept the culturally constituted base of material production and to 

reclaim the possibility of producing a world other than the one which presently exists. As 

with the notion of space, approaches to the idea of culture may lead either to a static 

reification of the term or to the understanding that thought, and criticism as such, actively 

produces a relationship between body and world.

The notion of an “imaginary” is then not that of something imagined but this very 

process of creation. Cornelius Castoriadis’s usage of the term is instructive:

That which, since 1964, I have termed the social imaginary – a term which 
has since been used and misused in a number of different ways – and more 
generally, that which I call the imaginary has nothing to do with the 
representations currently circulating under this heading. In particular, it 
has nothing to do with that which is presented as ‘imaginary’ by certain 
currents in psychoanalysis: namely the ‘specular’ which is obviously only 
an image of and a reflected image, in other words, a reflection, and in yet 
other words a byproduct of Platonic ontology (eidolon) even if those who 
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speak it are unaware of its origin. The imaginary does not come from the 
image in the mirror or from the gaze of the other. Instead, the ‘mirror’ 
itself and its possibility, and the other as mirror, are the works of the 
imaginary, which is creation ex nihilo. Those who speak of ‘imaginary’, 
understanding by this the ‘specular’, the reflection of the ‘fictive’, do no 
more than repeat, usually without realizing it, the affirmation which has 
for all time chained them to the underground of the famous cave: it is 
necessary that the world be an image of something. The imaginary of 
which I am speaking is not an image of. It is the unceasing and essentially 
undetermined (social-historical and psychical) creation of 
figures/forms/images, on the basis of which alone there can ever be a 
questions of ‘something’. What we call ‘reality’ and ‘rationality’ are its 
works. (3)

The “cultural imaginary” of the present work’s title, then, is not meant to designate 

novels and film as privileged ‘imaginary’ creations, but rather to reference a wider social 

and cultural imaginary of which these creations are a part. These creations are important 

in so far as they are on par with the creations known as interpretation and theory, those of 

everyday activity and speech, and even those of bodily movement and city-shaping. As 

what makes these productions possible, this imaginary is constitutive and far-reaching, 

multivalent and contested. 

Producing Madrid

Given the focus of the present work, these reassessments of the ideas of space and 

culture call for a similar reconsideration of the space and culture of Madrid. Is Madrid an 

object? A bounded territory? Is it something produced or is it a force of production? Is 

Madrid an idea? A representation? What is Madrid? To this implicit question Mariano

José de Larra in 1836 penned a most succinct and disgruntled reply: “Madrid es el

cementerio.” Of course, Larra was denouncing what he saw as a repugnant nineteenth-
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century society, bereft of vitality, as part of his project of political, societal and personal 

criticism of stagnant social norms and bourgeois façades (see Azorín 1948). This 

criticism is still poignant today—although it is important to qualify—Madrid is not a 

cemetery where the dead rest peacefully in their graves, but rather where the decaying 

corpses of immobile traditions stand up to be counted and walk among the living, 

animating static conceptualizations as so many golems.2 Not only are we surrounded by 

modernity’s ghosts, marginalized and cannibalized by the construction of the modern 

nation-state (Labanyi 2002), but in fact we are ourselves are the living dead. The creation 

of modernity’s ghosts has as twin process the creation of modernity’s golems, who hang-

on to and weigh down the new so as to impede its movement away from what it has been. 

We are these golems, objects at rest who nevertheless move. We produce and reify 

knowledge, extract the real from the imaginary, and invoke the creative destruction of 

capitalism in our very thought. To Marx’s dictum (Berman 1982) that “all that is solid 

melts into air” must be added the corollary “From air itself the solid congeals.” Madrid is 

thus neither “out there” as a material object of enquiry nor “in here” as an idea. It is 

process itself. It does not cease being so when one undertakes its analysis. Neither are 

these analyses static reflections of an in-itself, but, like the process itself, creations 

destined to possess only intermittent fixity. 

In After-Images of the City (1997), the authors undertake just such an implicitly 

phenomenological approach. Malcolm Alan Compitello & Susan Larson (2001) likewise 

2 The online source Wikipedia defines the golem succinctly: “In Jewish folklore, a golem (גולם, sometimes 
[as in Yiddish] pronounced goilem) is an animated being which is crafted from inanimate material” 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golem).
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provide an overview of several important works that redraw city production along the 

contours of traditionally “cultural” production. In this tradition they show that Edward 

Baker’s Materiales para escribir Madrid. Literatura y espacio urbano de Moratín a 

Galdós (1991) “situates literary texts among other discourses” with an “urban emphasis”

(232). In their assessment, Michael Ugarte’s Madrid 1900: The Capital as Cradle of 

Literature and Culture (1996) similarly “selects authors […] who recreate city space as a 

replica not only of locale but of an entire aesthetic project” (233). Compitello and Larson 

argue that it is the notion of city as process that motivates, with varying degrees of 

success, Paul Julian Smith’s The Moderns: Time, Space and Subjectivity in 

Contemporary Spanish Culture (2000), Joan Ramón Resina’s edited volume Iberian 

Cities (2000), and Manuel Vázquez Montalbán’s La literatura en la construcción de la 

ciudad democrática (1998). As Jo Labanyi (2001) notes, too, in the essays of Baker’s 

(1999) special section of the Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies, “Madrid 

writing / reading Madrid,” to some degree “both text and world are seen as 

interconnected discursive formations” (239). It is in this tradition that our present work 

hopes to take on “the important constructive forces and tensions out of which a city is 

constantly transformed” (Compitello & Larson 2001: 236) and, perhaps more 

importantly, sold (Philo & Kearns 1993; Logan & Molotch 1987; Thorns 2002; 

Madanipour 2003). 

Madrid as immediately material and ideal is an opening onto the whole of human 

experience, one opportunity among others to see how the production of space is a 

negotiation of becomings solid and becomings air. In this approach to Madrid, there is the 
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opportunity to reach both material suffering and ideological speculation, to approach both 

the production of culture and the culture of production. Unlike Elizabeth Nash (2001), I 

am not interested in writing “a book for those who have visited the Prado, sampled the 

nightlife, half-adjusted to the crazy hours, and are curious about what makes the place 

tick, socially and psychologically” (xiii). Nor, as she does will I maintain that “[…] 

Madrid remains the most exciting city in Europe” (232). Neither, as does Albert Calvert 

(n.d.), will I content myself with the speculative thought that “It is from Madrid that one 

may expect the impetus of a patriotic, national, and racial advancement, based upon 

culture and the recognition of the principles of social liberty” (17). Rather, as Nina Epton 

(1965) writes, “To the question: ‘What do you think of Madrid?’ it is still possible to 

make the same reply as the peasant who came to the fiesta of San Isidro over a century 

ago: ‘I’ll tell you what I think about Madrid when it’s finished’” (39-40). Madrid, like the 

ideas of space and culture, is best understood as a process and within the context of a 

Bergsonian methodology that unites the material with the immaterial from the outset.

Although I may be the first to suggest the relevance of Bergson’s philosophical 

methodology to the space and culture of Madrid, I am certainly not alone in suggesting 

Bergson’s importance to contemporary struggle. The philosopher, in fact, may be 

experiencing a new wave of attention in critical theory as a recent issue of the journal 

Culture and Organization (9.1, 2003) shows, to name just one example. 3 These analyses 

3 In their essay “Time Creativity and Culture: Introducing Bergson” Stephen Linstead and John Mullarkey 
(2003) argue for the relevance of Bergson’s work to the analysis of culture (see also Linstead 2002). 
Alexander Styhre’s “Knowledge as a Virtual Asset: Bergson’s Notion of Virtuality and Knowledge 
Organization” (2003) shows the importance of Bergson’s thought to a theory of knowledge as process. 
Sean Watson attempts to bring Bergson to bear on the analysis of both literature and social groups in his 
“Bodily Entanglement: Bergson and Thresholds in the Sociology of Affect” (2003). Antoine 
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take their place among more than a few other articles, collections and books which either 

propose a similar reevaluation of Bergson’s philosophy or which align themselves with 

his texts methodologically. Even so, an insufficient number of these endeavors actually 

attempt that integration of the concrete and the abstract which is so central to Bergson’s 

writings.4

The following eclectic mix of close textual analysis and meta-theoretical critique 

will from the outset be concerned with the relation of the universal to the particular, with 

the application of Bergson’s philosophy to that (not only) tangible area called cultural 

production as it unfolds in the very concretely-abstract place of Madrid, Spain. I will use 

an interdisciplinary approach to cultural and literary production, drawing on the 

philosophies of Henri Bergson, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gilles Deleuze, as well as 

the cultural and urban theories of Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey, Michael Dear, Margaret 

Newman, David Bohm, Victor Turner, Arnold Van Gennep and a host of others to 

analyze novels by Belén Gopegui, Pío Baroja and Luis Martín-Santos; films by Carlos 

Saura, Alejandro Amenábar, and American Jim Jarmusch; and the urban space of 

Madrid’s Retiro Park. I will thus demonstrate how a Cultural Studies approach rooted in 

a Bergsonian reappraisal of the recent directions taken by spatial theory can provide

significant reevaluations of important narrative and filmic works. 

Hatzenberger’s “Open Society and Bolos: A Utopian Reading of Bergson’s ‘Final Remarks’” (2003) 
likewise finds great relevance of Bergson’s ideas to current and alternative social organizations. Carl 
Power’s “Freedom and Sociability for Bergson” (2003) suggests that “we need to re-evaluate the relevance 
and value of Bergson’s thought today” (71).
4 In the aforementioned issue of Culture and Organization, only Watson and Hatzenberger attempt this 
connection.
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The interdisciplinary scope of this work is in no way casual. Bergson himself 

stated that “We gauge the significance of a doctrine of philosophy by the variety of ideas 

which it unfolds, and the simplicity of the principle it summarizes” (Chevalier 74).5 In 

cutting across Philosophy, Literature, Film, and Geography in a primary fashion, as well 

as across Anthropology, Linguistics, Nursing Theory, (Quantum) Physics, Psychology, 

(Vedantic) Religion and Semiotics secondarily, I will construct an argument against a 

restrictive view of knowledge. Similarly, it is the intent of this work to present each 

chapter as an open narrative. Here the label “meditation” is used to signal the idea that it 

is unnecessary and impossible to present a definitive take on a given question, but rather, 

and following a Bergsonian dictum, that it is more important to attune oneself to the 

creation of the questions themselves. 

The composites analyzed in this volume are consistently framed in two 

supposedly mutually exclusive terms. Yet as with the idea of a unified space-time, I will 

insist that each term is supposed a static concept by the spatializing process of 

intellection, whose dissolving necessitates not merely the proof that each term is not 

mutually exclusive, but also that the very division between the two is the product of this 

spatialized, reifying manner of conceptualization. The two terms of each opposition, 

together then, form one collective bifurcative tendency of the composite, while the other 

tendency, which escapes categorization and therefore traditional analysis, is a dynamic, 

heterogeneous, inclusive movement out of which such static terms are abstracted. A first 

priority in each meditation, will be to show the cohabitation of one term in the other. A 

5 The note beneath this epigraph from Chevalier’s text reads “From the preface written by Henri Bergson 
for G. Tarde’s Extracts, published in the series Les grands philosophes (Paris, Michaud, 1909).”
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second will be to show how the division between the two is itself culturally produced, 

and to articulate the consequences for issues of social justice of continuing to produce 

this division. In each case, the production of difference itself, in the Bergsonian sense, 

will be taken to be an act of mind bent towards a certain purpose, a perception that is by 

nature a provisional or virtual action, one which already establishes its own possible lines 

of articulation for future action and the resolving of issues of social justice. The 

implication is that struggles for social justice must follow a more intuitive bent, 

continually releasing lines of articulation, relinquishing their design on things in an act of 

mind which takes itself as its own object. 

By this I propose nothing new, the movement of much scholarship and individual 

action has been to illuminate this road of intuition, of questioning, a retracing of steps. 

This has been true in the dynamic tendencies of human thought. Rather, I mean to make a 

call that more attention be placed on the extent to which static concepts are taken for 

granted in human production. The divisions of space/time, culture/economy, 

ideal/material, health/disease, form/content, metaphor/metonymy, on/off screen, 

mental/cartographic space, and public/private space, all replicate the fundamental 

perceptual division between self/other in a movement that ignores the conditions of its 

own production. In dissolving these produced oppositions, in returning them to their 

ground that is neither material nor ideal, in retracing the steps of their spatial formation, I 

propose to find once again the nondual ground of human experience and prepare the road 

for a thought that sees its own limitations. Planning, thinking, moving towards social 

justice, then, will consist not in producing some new relation between opposing ideas, not 
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some bridge to connect marginality to the mainland, but rather to release those methods 

through which exclusion has first been produced and subsequently reproduced.

Philosophical ground of the present work

It is important to be clear regarding the philosophical dimension of this work. By 

the word “philosophy” I refer to the corpus of Bergsonian philosophy as it is taken up by 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) and Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995).6 Bergson indeed 

continues a Cartesian philosophical-phenomenological questioning under the guiding 

principle that one must start philosophy with one’s self, but he introduces a fundamental 

reorganization changing the Descartes’s dictum “I think therefore I am” to what amounts 

to “I think and I am.” This change makes the ontological question preeminent and 

undertakes to assess the mechanism by which a thinking subject comes to distinguish the 

world around him or her from his or her own perception of it. It will not be my task here 

to directly examine the influence of previous philosophies on Bergson, an interpretive 

malpractice which in the case of Descartes has mistakenly identified Bergson’s 

philosophical project as a continuation of the former’s study of “the duality of body and 

soul” (see Smith 2003 for one such example). I am concerned not with writing a history 

6 Bergson’s philosophy offers affinities with that of his near-contemporaries Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-
1900) and, to be sure, Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), and resonates not unprofoundly with writings by 
earlier thinkers Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) and René Descartes (1596-1650) before him. The latter’s 
Discourse on Method (1637) and Meditations (1641) in themselves initiate a particularly radical project of 
philosophical doubt and, in grounding philosophy in a thinking subject, take the form of a simultaneous 
phenomenology. The Cartesian cogito ergo sum lays bare for the reader the overwhelming influence the 
intellect has for the human subject. That being so, it is necessary to point out that his critique accomplishes 
much more in the realm of epistemology than it does in ontology, and that it indeed suffers systemically 
from this very imbalance. It is this weakness which obtains in his insistence on the “real distinction 
between the mind and body of man” (126) and the idea that man is “a thinking and not an extended being” 
(132).
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of philosophy, nor with philosophical ideas per se, but rather with the production of 

philosophical ideas, that is, as Bergson was, with a mechanism of thought itself. If in this 

introduction I must take to briefly reporting the who, what and when, certainly a vestigal 

scholarly obligation, I intend to report only in the se nse that all reporting is a production. 

I rather seek to return the imaginary back to the real from which standard practice has 

distanced it—Merleau-Ponty’s comment is a lucid one: “The imaginary is lodged in the 

world” (PW 47, footnote). This is no mere metaphysical magician’s trick, but an effective 

methodological tool for both the hard and the “soft” sciences. Just as practical 

Engineering finds that the set of real numbers and the set of imaginary numbers are both 

subsets of the set of complex numbers (Jeffrey 2005), work in the social sciences and 

humanities may benefit from the renovation of perceptual categories in the production of 

knowledge. In this way, Bergson’s work, and its legacy as activated in the work of 

Merleau-Ponty and Deleuze, provides a new and important approach to the perception 

and production of space in literature, illness, film and the city itself. I will briefly 

introduce the reader to each of these three theorists before closing this introduction with a 

succinct plan for the present work.
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Henri Bergson (1859-1941)7

Born in Paris of a Polish-Jewish father and an Anglo-Irish mother, Bergson was a 

professor at various provincial and Parisian lycées (high-schools) before joining the 

Collège de France in 1900. He had a professional friendship with William James (who 

promoted the philosopher 17 years his junior), was part of a controversy over Einstein’s 

work (see Murphy 1999), was identified with an occult revival in early twentieth-century 

France (Grogin 1988), and has been linked with vitalism (Burwick & Douglass 1992). 

His work, although praised by some and by our own estimation at least noteworthy if not 

radical, was never far from controversy and subsequently has been the object of many a 

critique.

Bergson was commonly accused of espousing a perceived metaphysical idealism 

(see Elliot 1912). In characterizing this mistaken attitude, Daniel Herman (1980) reports 

that “Other criticisms and interpretations […] have turned Bergsonism into an 

irrationalism, pantheism and monism. […] And finally the lack of distinction between 

mind and matter, with a strong preference for mind, has convinced some commentators 

that the philosophy of Bergson is an idealistic monism” (xi). Even Bertrand Russell took 

it upon himself to denounce Bergson’s thinking (The Philosophy of Bergson 1914), 

7 Henri Bergson is the author of: Essai sur les données immédiates de la conscience (1889, Trans. Time and 
Free Will//TFW), completed in partial requirement for the docteur ès lettres along with another essay on 
Aristotle’s sense of place—Quid Aristoteles de loco senserit; Matière et Mémoire: Essai sur la relation du 
corps avec l’esprit (1896, Trans. Matter and Memory/MM); L’Evolution créatrice (1907, Trans. Creative 
Evolution/CE); Le Rire (1900, Trans. Laughter); L’Energie Spiritualle (1919, Trans. Mind-Energy); Durée 
et Simultanéité (1922, Trans. Duration and Simultaneity/DS); Les Deux Sources de la Morale et de la 
Religion (1932, Trans. The Two Sources of Morality and Religion/TTSOMAR); and Le Pensée et le 
Mouvant (1934, Trans. The Creative Mind/CM). I will not, here, undertake a brief description of each of 
Bergson’s works, although readers wishing to read such are referred to the concise and generally 
informative introduction (1-13) of Bergson: Thinking Backwards (1996) by F.C.T. Moore who does just 
that. Karin Stephen (1922), too, offers a wonderfully concise, albeit not total, introduction to Bergson’s 
early ideas, in a simple style reminiscent of her subject.
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saying that “as a rule he does not give reasons for his opinions, but relies on their inherent 

attractiveness, and on the charm of an excellent style” (11), and that “One of the bad 

effects of an anti-intellectual philosophy, such as that of Bergson, it [sic] that it thrives 

upon the errors and confusions of the intellect” (16).

George Santayana did likewise in an essayistic attack whose particularly scathing 

nature is only bested by its author’s superficial grasp of the Bergsonian trajectory (“The 

Philosophy of M. Henri Bergson” [1913]1926). Santayana errs in suggesting, among 

other hardly credible claims, that “the evolutionist, however, proceeds to assume that 

later things are necessarily better than what they have grown out of: and this is false 

altogether” (59), that Bergson takes up “the malicious psychology which had maintained 

since the time of Locke that the ideas in the mind are the only objects of knowledge, 

instead of being the knowledge of objects” (62), that he reiterates “the blunder of 

Protestantism that, in groping after that moral freedom which is so ineradicable a need of 

a pure spirit, thought to find it in a revision of revelation, tradition, and prejudice, so as to 

be able to cling to these a little longer” (62), and that, in reference to the problems posed 

by “the naturalist [scientist],” “the suggestion only is that no solution is possible, that the 

phenomena of life are simply miraculous, and that it is in the tendency or vocation of the 

animal, not in its body or its past, that we must see the ground of what goes on before us” 

(67). 

Santayana’s claims, however, are easily  dismissed by the respective redirections 

that 1) Bergson does not embrace a positivist idea of “better” evolution, only of newness, 

and within this, the very real capacity for the old to hide the new, as they are inseparable, 
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2) he does not embrace any idealism such of the sort perceived by M. Santayana, but 

rather rigorously escapes both realism and idealism (as I will discuss in detail throughout 

the first meditation), 3) the whole of Bergson’s work is an explicit explanation of and 

qualification to the mechanism of prejudice, as well as a dismantling of the problem of 

freedom as it has been traditionally posed by a myopic philosophy, and lastly 4) that 

Bergson indeed unabashedly foregrounds the problems of body and past as indispensable 

to “what goes on before us,” only that Santayana has refused to rethink the very idea of 

the body and the past, content as he is to take his idea of the thing for the thing itself.

In a more sacrosanct attack, the Holy Office, in 1914, placed Bergson’s works on 

the Index of prohibited books (Kolakowski 1985: 1). Others of the time, however, 

defended the Bergsonian philosophy, “considering it as a living act” (Le Roy 1913: iv), 

intimating that it might be “indispensable for the average man” (Dodson 1913: 2), and, 

even in a self-proclaimed “critical” engagement of the philosophy, calling attention to 

Bergson’s “brilliant, untiring, yet futile efforts to limn for his readers the nature of the 

intuition” (Stewart 1911: 28). He was invited to have breakfast with Roosevelt in 1917, 

was awarded the French Legion of Honor in 1919, received the Nobel Prize for Literature 

in 1928, and in his final years opposed the anti-semitic Vichy government in France. Late 

in his life, he faced a grueling illness after which he published his last work The Two 

Sources of Morality and Religion. 

The view that Bergson was anti-scientific (although clearly extensively, explicitly 

and systematically denied in his works) was quite hegemonic in the early twentieth 

century. In years hence, the connection between science and, at least Bergsonian, 
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philosophy has been reexamined, leading to edited volumes such as Bergson and the 

Evolution of Physics (Ed. Gunter 1969) and Bergson and Modern Thought: Towards a 

Unified Science (Eds. Papanicolaou & Gunter 1987). Despite frequent assertions that his 

ideas about the brain are outdated, in fact, the selective theory of memory outlined in 

Matter and Memory (1896) still holds its own in neuroscience against models of memory 

that argue memories are “stored” in the brain (McNamara 1996). 

Bergson’s work has lent itself quite naturally not only to a scientific enquiry, but 

also to an interdisciplinarity that resonates with work being done in the humanities and 

social sciences. Donald Maxwell (1999) examines in depth the commonly acknowledged 

interchange between Bergson and the literature of Marcel Proust. John Mullarkey’s 

edited volume The New Bergson (1999b) comprises articles that tackle not only the 

philosophical, but also the musical, the cinematic and the artistic with consistent 

Bergsonian inflections. Similarly, Mark Antliff (1993) explores the connection of 

Bergsonism with the Parisian Avant-Garde. Much of this interdisciplinarity is indeed to 

be found in Bergson himself. In addition to the standard phenomenological, ontological 

and epistemological concerns of his work (Lawlor 2003), Bergson’s thought takes on 

biology, the comic, and morality and mysticism directly (Lacey 1989). It is perhaps this 

attractive interdisciplinarity that made his ideas resonate not only with philosophers, but 

also as Chevalier (1969) argues, with syndicalists and musicians (66).
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As all of the above studies show, the impact of Bergson’s writings is not limited 

to studies undertaken in French8 but also extends to the Spanish language,9 among others. 

The Spanish Philosopher Manuel García Morente took most to Bergson’s philosophy and 

was largely responsible for disseminating his ideas to a Spanish reading public.10

Bergson, in fact, visited Spain and gave talks at Madrid’s Ateneo on the 2nd and the 6th of 

May, 1916.11 Bergson himself considered Spain to be “on the same moral plane and at 

the same moral altitude” as France (Chevalier 71). Even his direct influence on Spanish 

Literature was not altogether unweighty. The poet-philosopher Antonio Machado 

attended his early twentieth-century lectures in Paris and, I suggest, might have even 

arguably caricatured him as the professor apócrifo Juan de Mairena (1936). Nelson R. 

Orringer (1980) reveals novelist Juan Benet’s admission that he had read Bergson’s 

works in their entirety and consequently that they had exerted a great influence on him

(see also Manteiga 1984). The relationship between Bergson and Spain, however, is bi-

directional. Jorge Uscatescu (1991) provides the counterargument that indeed “España y 

8 We invite an interested reader to peruse the bibliography in Time and Free Will (Dover 2001) as a start to 
such publications—likewise the journal Les Etudes bergsoniennes offers a consistent articulation of his 
ideas.
9 The interested reader should see the bibliography of translations and criticism in Gabriela Hernández’s La 
vitalidad recobrada: Un estudio del pensamiento ético de Bergson (2001). In addition, studies of Bergson 
in Spanish include Benito y Durán (1969), Elosegui Itxaso (1990), Gemma Muñoz (1996), González 
Bedoya (1976), González Umeres (2001), Izuzquiza Otero (1986), Osegueda (1949), Sator Ros (1975), 
Suances Marcos (1974), Uscatescu (1991), and Zaragüeta (1941).
10 Although for the most part García Morente reacted positively towards Bergson’s ideas, the publication of 
Bergson’s last book The Two Sources of Morality and Religion brought on his disapproval. He writes, “el 
fracaso de Bergson en este libro era inevitable” (141). “[A]l enfrentarse con la moral y la religión, es decir, 
con “cosas”, ha olvidado el pequeño detalle de que la moral y la religión son, en efecto, “cosas”, es decir, 
algo más que estados de conciencia” (142). García Morente prefers a Bergson who sticks to states of 
consciousness, ignoring that Bergson’s very philosophical goal is to bring into question the way in which 
we distinguish states of consciousness from external things. The Spanish philosopher seems unwilling to 
accept this as a basic tenet of Bergsonism.
11 See Bergson’s El alma humana (1916) for these two talks, originally published by the weekly 
<<España>>.
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la espiritualidad hispana han ejercido un singular influjo sobre la formación y el espíritu 

de Henri Bergson” (465). 

Unfortunately, Spanish scholars and others have been as likely as the French to 

misunderstand Bergson’s philosophy as “mentalist.” This troublesome reduction of the 

application of his work is nevertheless frequent and severe. In a footnote to Machado’s 

“Poema de un día” in their Antología general de la literature española (1960), Angel del 

Río and Amelia A. de del Río state that Bergson “[proclama] la superioridad de la mente 

sobre la materia” (Vol. II 580, n. 10). This erroneous appraisal of his work likewise

obtains in the assertions that Bergson is not a phenomenologist because he insists on the 

“primacy of memory” instead of that “primacy of perception” proclaimed by Merleau-

Ponty (Lawlor 2003). Misunderstanding Bergson’s contribution has caused like-minded

scholars to renounce his thoughts only to claim them from other sources. Geographer 

Richard G. Smith (2003), for example, maintains that space and time cannot be separated 

(578 n. 8) and yet opposes this view to Bergson’s (which he problematically even lumps 

into a category with Descartes 578, n. 7) stating that the Bergsonian idea “subordinates 

space to time in its movement from a space that is solid, discontinuous and concrete to a 

space that is a continuous abstract extension (mathematical time)” (563). He goes even 

further in allying himself with a critic of Bergson who “relies on arguing that this duality 

of space is no more than a product of different degrees of abstraction” (563). As I will 

argue in the first meditation of this work, Bergson’s philosophy is better understood, not 

as dualism or monism, but as nondualism. In fact, as I will show, there is much mistaken 

criticism of Bergson’s philosophy and methodology. It will be my intent to establish that 
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Bergson does indeed take upon a study of a unified if variegated space-time and in no 

way is a “spiritualist” or “mentalist.” It is not enough, as does Rob Shields (2003), to see 

Bergson as “establishing a series of binaries” (28; actual-virtual, matter-memory, spatial-

temporal, complete-in-process). Rather, his works provide a dissection of the very 

methods through which space and time are perceived as separated. Elizabeth Grosz 

(2004)—a feminist scholar with a notable Bergsonian influence—concurs, writing that 

“Although Bergson is commonly understood as an irredeemable dualist, for whom binary 

oppositions, such as mind and matter, are given, his position is more complex and less 

easy to decipher than oppositional models allow” (163). His method does not advance a 

dualism, but a nondualism, and as such, has “an unrecognized relevance to feminists and 

cultural theorists” (Grosz 2004: 13; see also Grosz 1994, 1995, 2001, 2005).12 Following  

Grosz’s eloquent and quite warranted call for a reappraisal of Bergsonism, I will in the 

present work venture to evoke the significance of his ideas not only to philosophy and 

theory as she so wonderfully has done, but also to cultural artifacts as well. 

I now leave these polemics over Bergson for two other philosophers of note, 

coinciding with Mullarkey (1999a) in that Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gilles Deleuze 

both take up Bergson’s project to some degree. For all their differences, these theorists 

first and foremost share a concern for the correct formulation of philosophical problems 

as did Bergson (see first meditation), and are attuned to the manner in which perception is 

itself productive of reality.

12 Elizabeth Grosz goes on to note of Bergson that “his notion of the virtual, embedded in his understanding 
of duration, is a crucial if commonly unrecognized concept for reconceptualizing the dynamics of political 
change and social and cultural upheaval. This is a concept that will develop increasing relevance as 
feminist theorists come to consider how change is developed and the new brought into existence” (13).
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Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961)13

Merleau-Ponty’s work is most certainly a critique of classical theories of 

perception (Plomer 1991). And yet, along with more properly, but certainly not 

traditionally, philosophical topics, his works have been brought to bear on the problems 

of ethics (Davis 2001), postmodernity (Dillon 1991, Busch & Gallagher 1992), 

hermaneutics (Busch & Gallagher 1992), structuralism (Edie 1987; Schmidt 1985), 

semiology (Lanigan 1991), metaphor (Gill 1991), and painting (Johnson & Smith 1993; 

Fóti 1996). Merleau-Ponty indeed took it upon himself to explore language, art and even 

politics in his own writings. He was a student of Bergson’s in Paris whose personal 

connections and philosophical divergences with Jean-Paul Sartre (see Davis 2001; 

Whitford 1982) and Simone de Beauvoir have caused his designation as part of a 

debatable existentialism (Priest 1998: viii; Carman & Hansen 2005: 1; Spurling 1977) or 

even an “existential naturalism” (McCurdy 1978: x). His own lectures, attended by 

Michel Foucault, who expressed for the former a great admiration (Crossley 1994), were 

more than once focused on Bergson’s teachings (see Bjelland & Burke 2001).14

13 Maurice Merleau-Ponty is the author of: La Structure du comportement (1942, Trans. The Structure of 
Behavior/SB); Phénoménologie de la perception (1945, Trans. The Phenomenology of Perception/PhP); 
Humanisme et terreur, Essai sur le problème communiste (1947, Trans. Humanism and Terror/HT); Sens et 
non-sens (1948, Trans. Sense and Non-sense/SNS); Les Aventures de la dialectique (1955, Trans. The 
Adventures of the Dialectic/AD); L’Oeil et l’esprit (1964, Trans. The Primacy of Perception/PrP); Le 
Visible et l’invisible (1964, Trans. The Visible and the Invisible/VI); and La Prose du monde (1969, Trans. 
The Prose of the World/PW). As with Bergson, I will not undertake a description of each of Merleau-
Ponty’s works. Such an interested reader shall be referred to Baldwin’s (2004) introductory edited volume 
of his works.
14 These lectures, given 1947-1948, however, were not altogether laudatory. Rather, where he finds 
Bergson’s philosophy lacking, Merleau-Ponty’s preference is for Husserl’s phenomenology (see esp. 
Merleau-Ponty’s The Phenomenology of Perception). This Husserlian phenomenological emphasis can be 
found to some degree or another throughout his major works. Even so, we shall have chance to see in what 
capacity Husserl’s (through Merleau-Ponty) and Bergson’s trajectories are intimately complementary.
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Perhaps because of both the varied subject matter of his investigations and his 

inherently innovative methodology, his work has been labeled politically “ambiguous” 

(see Mallin 1979: 2; Howard 1973). Described as a “Left-wing Catholic” and as having a 

“political commitment to a humanistic Marxism” (Matthews 2002: 3, 1; see also Rabil 

1967: 75-83; Ollero Tassara 1971), it is not impossible to see a radical humanism of 

politics in his writings (O’Neill 1974, see also O’Neill 1970). He was aware of the trend 

of a Marxism further divorced from the original Marx. In the words of John Bannan 

(1967), Merleau-Ponty felt that “contemporary Marxists […] have tended toward 

mechanical materialism rather than this original [Marxist] man-centered position” (20). 

There will be chance to speak again of Marxism in the first meditation. In this 

introduction, more immediately pertinent than Merleau-Ponty’s stance on Marxism is the 

fundamental critique of traditional, Cartesian, ontology in Merleau-Ponty’s work (Dillon 

1988). His phenomenology is indeed necessarily ontological (Houghton 1970, 2). This 

critique of traditional ontology, something he shares with Bergson who likewise 

undertakes a revitalizing critique of Descartes, in fact allows a more circumspect 

approach to problems of a cultural, political, social and even individual nature. 
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Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995)15

Gilles Deleuze is perhaps most widely recognized for his frequent work with 

Félix Guattari—a radical psychoanalyst and longtime political activist who with Deleuze 

coauthored the two Capitalism and Schizophrenia volumes: Anti-Oedipus and A 

Thousand Plateaus. Although an uncommon number of his works are regarded as 

seemingly inaccessible and A Thousand Plateaus is purposely, exceptionally and even 

brilliantly so in rebellion against a traditional and stagnant academic project, they have 

resonated profoundly with some feminisms16 as well as with some Marxisms, and offer 

15 Gilles Deleuze was the author of Bergsonisme (1966, Trans. Bergsonism); L’Anti-Oedipe: capitalisme et 
schizophrénie (1972, Trans. Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia/AO); Mille plateaux: capitalisme 
et schizophrénie (1980, Trans. A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia/ATP); Cinéma 1: 
L’Image-Mouvment (1983, Trans. Cinema 1: The Movement-Image/MI); Cinéma 2: L’Image-temps (1985, 
Trans. Cinema 2: The Time-Image/TI); Foucault (1986, Trans. Foucault/F); Le pli: Leibniz et le baroque
(1988, Trans. The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque/FLB); Critique et clinique (1993, Essays Critical and 
Clinical/ECC); and L’île déserte et autres textes (2002, Trans. Desert Islands and Other Texts 1953-
1974/DI). To a reader even minimally acquainted with Deleuze, the very idea of a concise introduction to 
his works will seem not outside of the realm of absurdity.
16 Elizabeth Grosz has in fact integrated Bergson, Merleau-Ponty and Deleuze in a successfully embodied 
political project. See her works: Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism (1994), Space, Time and 
Perversion: Essays on the Politics of Bodies (1995), Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and 
Real Space (2001), and The Nick of Time: Politics, Evolution, and the Untimely (2004). In the latter text, 
Grosz outlines the political application of Bergson’s notion of difference, underscoring its importance for 
understanding both Deleuze and feminist scholar Luce Irigaray (a project which she has continued in Time 
Travels (2005)). The following excerpt serves as introduction to a concern I will more fully address in later 
sections of the present work:

It is significant that this difference between different conceptions of difference underlies 
not only an ontological rift between the quantitatively oriented differences of degree and 
the qualitatively directed differences in kind, but also a political difference between 
strategies oriented toward the affirmation of suppressed identities and those directed to 
the affirmation of incomparable differences. The first strategy utilizes quantitative 
difference, difference of degrees, differences in which one category of subject (women, 
homosexuals, ethnic or political minorities) is relegated to the status of lesser or greater 
relative to another category (men, heterosexuals, ethnic or political majorities) . The 
second strategy utilizes the so-called politics of sexual difference associated with 
Irigaray, and with Derridean deconstruction, which are both invested in noncalculable 
differences, differences-to-come rather than merely with distinctions and oppositions that 
presently exist. (160)
[…]
The first sense of difference is oppositional, binary, dichotomized: difference is defined 
through negation, absence, and lack. (160)
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an unceasing critique of the way in which power is self-legitimized. More importantly, as 

evidenced by the two essays originally published in 1956 and now available in Desert 

Islands (2002)17 as well as by his early text Bergsonism (1966), Deleuze was interested in 

Bergson from the beginning. Although in Deleuzian terms it would seem “arborescent” to 

make such a claim, a profound Bergsonian élan vital pervades the very Deleuzian 

rhizomatic structure. Bergsonism and his work on cinema are directly inspired by 

Bergson’s thought, the latter strongly taking up the Bergsonian metaphor of the 

“cinematograph of the mind” (see also Rodowick 1997; Flaxman 2000). Needless to say 

the cinema books are not about cinema, but rather encapsulate a philosophy and are 

arguably an expression of the very becomings that had motivated the [Bergsonian] sea-

change in philosophy in the late nineteenth-century. It is in Foucault that Deleuze most 

succinctly points out that Bergson’s perceived lack of relevance has been due to 

misunderstanding. In defining Foucauldian statements as multiplicities, Deleuze writes 

that

the notion [of multiplicity] died out in these two areas [in 
physics/mathematics with Riemann and in philosophy with Husserl and 
Bergson], either because it became obscured by a newly restored simple 
dualism arising from a distinction made between genres, or because it 
tended to assume the status of an axiomatic system. (13)

[…]
In the second sense, difference is neither oppositional nor complementary; differences 
here are understood as occupying different conceptual landscapes, qualitatively different, 
and thus incapable of being specified in advance or compared to each other, for these are 
differences that are in the process of being made rather than already given. (2004: 160-
61)

17 The two essays are: “Bergson, 1859-1941,” originally appearing in a volume edited by Maurice Merleau-
Ponty, 1956 (for full citation, see Desert Islands: 293); and “Bergson’s Conception of Difference,” from 
the journal Les Etudes bersoniennes, 1956 (for full citation see Desert Islands: 294).
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But let there be no misunderstanding here. I follow Dorothea Olkowski (2002), who in 

“Flesh to Desire: Merleau-Ponty, Bergson, Deleuze” links the three philosophers in spite 

of a declared aversion by Deleuze towards phenomenology. There will later be 

opportunity to negotiate their philosophical convergences in more detail. For now, it 

should suffice that like Bergson, Deleuze held an immense dissatisfaction with the 

Western philosophical ontology on the whole. Like Merleau-Ponty, he found the 

perpetuation of a standard subject-object binary intolerable. And his work, like the city of 

Madrid if one will permit the comparison, is a mixture of structure and intensity whose 

negotiation requires the interrogation of patterns of power and revolution, of process and 

capital.
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I FIRST MEDITATION—PHILOSOPHY:
A REAPPRAISAL OF BERGSONIAN METHOD & THE QUESTION OF SPACE

Introduction: Bergson as precursor of Lefebvre

[I]t is the same world that contains our bodies and our minds. 
—Maurice Merleau-Ponty

It is my starting point that a thorough answer to interrogations of space must 

acknowledge “a notion of the material that admits from the very start the presence and 

importance of the immaterial” (703) as Alan Latham and Derek McCormack (2004) 

express so succinctly responding to questions that have been of utmost importance to 

recent developments in the field of Cultural Geography. Henri Bergson’s philosophy is 

exceptionally suited to grasp the materially-immaterial and the immaterially-material and 

thus to approach a spatial production that is constituted by two convergent and 

inseparable tendencies.18 His methodology offers direction in assessing how one 

variegated process becomes cleaved into two seemingly distinct parts, whether those be 

understood as the material and the immaterial, space and time, the material and the ideal, 

outer and inner, the concrete and the abstract, the particular and the universal, the real and 

the imaginary or even as action and thought. In this meditation, I will first touch upon the 

methodological errors common to understanding spatial production before then 

emphasizing how Bergson’s philosophical and phenomenological approach more fully 

allows us to grasp space as a process and ultimately to assess the pernicious spatial 

divisions present in both the production of social realties and the interpretation of cultural 

18 The field of Hispanism is not without similar methodological frames. I would argue that David 
Herzberger’s (1978) attempt to reconcile what he terms the “word/world” dialectic is in fact a comparable 
approach. Nevertheless, in this meditation I will focus in depth on the philosophical basis for the rest of the 
present work and will leave the relevance of Hispanist critics for the appropriate later meditations.
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products. I argue that the Bergsonian approach to space can be read as both a precursor to 

and an extension of Henri Lefebvre’s substantial and important work on spatial 

practice—The Production of Space (1974).

As I am attempting an articulation of a kind of phenomenological analysis with 

Marxist concerns regarding flows of capital and the structure of a capitalist society 

(regarding the latter, specifically Harvey 1989, 1990, 1996, 2000), a brief comment on 

the connection between both is in order, if problematic. As Fred Dallmayr (1984) states 

so well, “Both ‘phenomenology’ and ‘Marxism’ are very broad and ambiguous concepts, 

and there is no general consensus concerning their precise usage” (3). It is perhaps trite to 

note that there may be as many phenomenologies and Marxisms as there are 

Phenomenologists and Marxists. In order to be precise about either one I would be forced 

to work against the very methodology of Bergson, which clearly emphasizes dynamic 

connections over static definitions and the open over the closed. In addition, I am here in 

no way attempting a historical account of the two. Such a task would take me far from 

my goal of assessing the philosophical preconceptions at the heart of current spatial 

analysis. For this reason, I direct those interested to Shirley R. Pike (1986), who 

undertakes the daunting task of attempting to relate both phenomenology and Marxism, 

and Roslyn Wallach Bologh (1979), who considers Marx’s methodology itself to be one 

of “dialectical phenomenology” (2). A further problem involved in placing too much 

attention on these terms is the reticence of Bergson himself to use the word 

phenomenology and the corresponding fact that it is rare that an introduction to 

phenomenology refer to his work. Outside of a few sporadic and passing references, 
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Dermot Moran’s (2000) Introduction to Phenomenology does not, for example. 

Nevertheless, because I believe that use of the words phenomenology and Marxism may 

aid in the present investigation I will use them, although sparingly and not without 

elaboration. I request that the reader try to be aware of the influence that previous contact 

with the terms has on their understanding of the present work, and wherever possible that 

he or she suspend the need to square what I am exploring here with those previous 

assessments.

It is important to state from the outset that I do not intend to perform an 

exhaustive articulation of Lefebvre’s work with what I consider to be Bergsonian 

methodology. Rather, I plan to underscore Lefebvre’s important contribution to 

discussions of space in order to suggest new paths of investigation that retain the vital 

impetus of his work and extend it to a wider range of cultural analyses. His epic treatise, 

The Production of Space is quite clearly concerned with space in a broad sense and more 

importantly the way in which we apprehend and make sense of it. This work clearly 

suggests that philosophical assumptions play a role in our understanding of space, even if 

he lamentably chooses not to pursue this significant motivation for his investigation:

What term should be used to describe the division which keeps the various 
types of space away from each other, so that physical space, mental space 
and social space do not overlap? Distortion? Disjunction? Schism? Break? 
As a matter of fact the term used is far less important than the distance that 
separates ‘ideal’ space, which has to do with mental (logico-mathematical) 
categories, from ‘real’ space, which is the space of social practice. In 
actuality each of these two kinds of space involves, underpins and 
presupposes the other.

What should be the starting point for any theoretical attempt to 
account for this situation and transcend it in the process? Not philosophy, 
certainly, for philosophy is an active and interested party in the matter. 
Philosophers have themselves helped bring about the schism with which 
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we are concerned by developing abstract (metaphysical) representations of 
space, among them the Cartesian notion of space as absolute, infinite res
extensa, a divine property which may be grasped in a single act of 
intuition because of its homogeneous (isotopic) character. This is all the 
more regrettable in view of the fact that the beginnings of philosophy were 
closely bound up with the ‘real’ space of the Greek city. This connection 
was severed later in philosophy’s development. Not that we can have no 
recourse to philosophy, to its concepts or conceptions. But it [philosophy] 
cannot be our point of departure. (14, emphasis added)

As I will shortly have chance to show, none other than Bergson himself would agree with 

Lefebvre in insisting upon the philosophical origin of this split, between physical, mental 

and social space. Lefebvre clearly opposes philosophy as the point of departure for 

reconciling these areas. And yet it is precisely because of the fact that Bergson’s is an 

anti-philosophy—one which calls traditional philosophical categories into question and 

which takes it upon itself to explain the origin of philosophical error—that his works are 

of such great relevance to Lefebvre’s goal to arrive at a “[…] unitary theory of physical, 

mental and social space” (21). What Lefebvre is at a loss to name (“Distortion? 

Disjunction? Schism? Break?”) is in fact the Bergsonian idea of “space” itself—a method 

of division, of carving up reality which in itself produces not only physical space, mental 

space and social space but also their division from one another.

I believe that Lefebvre’s (implicit) dismissal of Bergsonian methodology, when in 

fact it would most behoove him to explore it, is itself predicated on two quite common 

misunderstandings: the first, of Bergson as a philosopher of “time;” and the second, of 

phenomenology as a study of subjectivity (21-22). Readers grounded in materialist theory 

(or traditional metaphysics) may want me to prove that there is indeed anything at all 

materialist about phenomenology (or alternately that there is anything ideal about 
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material reality). I refuse, on the basis that these requests are founded on erroneous 

conceptions of reality itself. Instead, I insist upon the following significant realization—

that just as Bergson sought to correct the errors of a traditional metaphysics, Lefebvre 

sought to correct the way those same errors had influenced our understanding of space. 

As long as philosophy remains a conceptual realm displaced from the realm of action, it 

is indeed useless. Yet a philosophy such as Bergson’s which can account for the 

cohabitation of action and thought in process, materiality in ideality and the ideal in the 

material, is properly suited to correct this wrong.19

In what follows of the present meditation, I will show how a Bergsonian approach 

to the production of space works toward that same goal articulated by Lefebvre above. In 

doing so I will strive toward those characteristics of the investigation performed in The 

Production of Space highlighted by David Harvey (1991):

The reader will find here not only innumerable lines of thought to be 
followed up, but tacit or implicit criticisms of structuralism, of critical 
theory and deconstruction, of semiotics, of Foucault’s views on the body 
and power, and of Sartre’s version of existentialism. Yet Lefebvre never 
rejects such formulations outright. He always engages with them in order 
to appropriate and transform the insights to be gained from them in new 
and creative ways. The book is, therefore, also an opening towards new 
possibilities of thought and action. (431)

It is my aim to perform a complementary and similarly interdisciplinary reevaluation of 

literary, cultural and urban theory in order to rediscover Lefebvre’s original intention, 

even if in doing so I must defy the explicit instructions of Lefebvre himself and take on 

the philosophical understandings that constitute our spatial experiences and practices. In 

19 Readers familiar with Lefebvre’s engagement with and departure from both the French Communist Party 
and the Situationist International (see Harvey 1991; Merrifield 2002) before and during the political 
upheaval of the late 60s will understand further his commitment to creating new social realities utilizing
both thought and action. 
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addition to grounding our understanding of the struggles over urban space, Bergsonian 

methodology allows us to take Lefebvre’s analysis where it has not yet gone, not only 

into philosophy, but also deep into the literary text, into theories of disease, into recent 

theories of the state, into conceptual wars over iconic and arbitrary representation, and 

into the relationship of a park with its filmic counterpart. I will make an attempt in all of 

these areas, to bring thought and theory back from their metaphysical displacement as 

separate from a material realm of action. Terry Eagleton in The Illusions of 

Postmodernism (1996) takes it upon himself to denounce idealism and call for a return to 

materiality—and the idealism he rails against is certainly an indefensible position. Yet I 

believe that Bergson and Lefebvre would equally denounce a self-proclaimed 

metaphysical stance that has indeed separated itself from material reality in the first 

place.20 I want to show that materialism and idealism are not estranged referents, to return 

each to the other. This is, in the end, to show that there can be no plan for material action 

that ignores the ideal, nor any talk about concepts that does not hold consequences for 

material and lived conditions. Rather it is the act of severing the one from the other that 

restricts our understanding of how material inequalities have been produced and limits 

the effectiveness of our attempts to change them. Acknowledging space as the 

preeminent question urges us to consider the spatializing assumptions at work not only in 

approaches to the interpretation of cultural artifacts, but also in the production of a 

capitalist geography that displaces rich from poor, draws lines of wealth accumulation 

20 Bergson is, in my estimation, one of the least understood philosophers of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century. I have had chance in the Introduction of the present work to comment in passing how 
Bergson was misunderstood by those of his day and by more recent scholars. To cite one example here, in 
A Singular Modernity (2002), and in a discussion of Deleuze where he does not acknowledge the Deleuzian 
work Bergsonism (1966), Fredric Jameson speaks simplistically of “Bergsonian idealism” (194).
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and produces and differentiates identities of race, gender and nationality in the creation of 

a spatially-stratified social whole.

Methodological errors framing the production of space

Models of the production of space have frequently been unaware of or 

undervalued their inherently phenomenological dimensions. The tripartite model of 

spatial production contained in Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space (1991), a 

watershed in the current of contemporary spatial analysis, best articulates the tendency of 

the literature on spatial production to work from abstracted separate spheres of the mental 

and the physical in order to reconstitute that very indivisible experience which 

phenomenology takes as its very point of departure. In this model, space is experienced, 

perceived and conceived – spatial practices, representations of space and spaces of 

representation all collectively engender the real movement of spatial processes (1991: 

33). David Harvey follows suit and explicitly bases his own investigations on this model 

(1990: 218-19). Edward Soja, in expressing his notion of “thirdspace” quotes Lefebvre at 

length in a passage that draws out the problems of stitching concepts together to form the 

Whole:

The “imaginary.” This word becomes (or better: becomes again) magical. 
It fills the empty spaces of thought, much like the “unconscious” and 
“culture.”…

…After all, since two terms are not sufficient, it becomes 
necessary to introduce a third term…. The third term is the other, with all 
that this term implies (alterity, the relation between the present/absent 
other, alteration-alienation).

Reflexive thought and hence philosophy has for a long time accentuated 
dyads. Those of the dry and the humid, the large and the small, the finite 
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and the infinite, as in Greek antiquity. Then those that constituted the 
Western philosophical paradigm: subject-object, continuity-discontinuity, 
open-closed, etc. Finally, in the modern era there are the binary 
oppositions between signifier and signified, knowledge and non-
knowledge, center and periphery…. [But] is there ever a relation only 
between two terms…? One always has Three. There is always the Other.

(Henri Lefebvre, La Prèsence et l’absence, 1980: 225 and 143) 
(quoted in Soja 1996 : 53)

Lefebvre, then, faltering under the pressure of false dichotomies, evokes a third term in 

order to capture the relationship between the two. In seeking to escape reflexive thought, 

he utilizes the very mechanism he fears, producing yet another concept rather than 

dissolving from the Two into the One. Lacking Bergson’s critique of intellection, or an 

overarching theory of perception such as those provided by both Bergson and Merleau-

Ponty, he fails to see that each half of the dichotomies is abstracted from a unitary human 

experience through the very mechanism/tendency of abstraction that is the natural bent of 

the human intellect. The process of separation and cleavage that Lefebvre invokes in this 

passage, present also in The Production of Space, can of course be continued to abstract 

out even more in-betweens.21 In this way, the human capacity for abstraction seeks to 

comprehend the universe with an infinite number of fragments or immobile sections of 

reality. The Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges (Other Inquisitions, 1952) wrote that he 

hated both rabbits and mirrors because they multiplied reality, and yet reflected rabbit-

breeders abound. For example, Michael Dear (2000) advances his theory of “filmspace,” 

whose agenda means to incorporate historical materialism, psychoanalysis and semiotics. 

21 As a personal anecdote I offer that the purportedly mystical vortices of Sedona, Arizona take this process 
one step further than does Lefebvre, becoming almost comical. In addition to one vortex of masculine 
character and a second of feminine character there is a third, pertaining to the balance between masculine 
and feminine forces, and indeed even a fourth, comprising the balance between the first three. See 
www.lovesedona.com/01.htm for further description.
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Are not these ingredients already carved out of the whole movement of human thought 

into particularities, into disciplines, that represent one opening onto the world, each with 

its own truth? In short, “alterity” is not the third term Lefebvre states that it is, but rather 

is a constitutive first movement of thought, as indeed shall become apparent during the 

investigation of Bergson’s methodology below. Difference, as Bergson astutely argues, 

does not itself constitute a separate thing, but is within the thing itself.

The Lefebvrian model of the production of space certainly succeeds in conveying 

a sense of caution about using a given, presumably static or closed, sets of knowledge to 

reach an understanding of necessarily open constitutive flows. And yet the way in which 

he conveys this sense of questioning errs in merely coupling one closed set of knowledge 

with another, and another. Said another way, one is obliged by both good sense and social 

justice to agree completely with the conclusion drawn by Lefebvre, that space is 

produced—and yet one must go further to see that the model he constructs to arrive at 

this conclusion betrays flaws in his argument that have been extended into the current 

debate on spatial practices. He draws a tripartite scheme of perceived, conceived and 

lived space and then questions the ontological barriers between his own concepts in what 

becomes a false copy of the double-movement of philosophy that concerns us here. 

Lefebvre’s model has to a great degree followed an implicit Bergsonian inspiration, yet 

he turns his back upon this inspiration. He has put the physical and the mental on a plane 

of equivalence supposing them, against the warning of Bergson, as “duplicates the one of 

the other” (MM, 300). 
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In explaining how Bergson effectively contributes a methodology appropriate to 

understanding spatial production the present work will not, as does Lefebvre, start from 

discrete concepts to arrive at a unitary model of spatial production. Instead, I emphasize 

the importance of proceeding from the experienced reality of a unitary process to end 

with the production of a fundamental conceptual division between the mental and the 

physical. I will argue that this fundamental conceptual division appears in various 

cultural avatars of a dualistic form, and that dissolving these dualisms is the path to social 

justice on both a personal and societal level. This inquiry into space will be one path into 

an inquiry of the Whole. 

Taking on the production of space from the outset requires a confrontation with 

two problems. One is the problem of the nature of space, and the other is the problem of 

how space is perceived. The first is ontological, the second perceptual. Yet both of these 

problems are one, for it is in phenomenological analysis, specifically that of Bergson 

(original publication dates—1889, 1896, 1907, 1919, 1922, 1932, 1934) and Merleau-

Ponty (original dates—1945, 1948 & posthumous works—1964a, 1964b, 1973), that the 

movement is made to take space as simultaneous ontological and perceptual problem. 

The writings of these philosophers, along with their implicit subsequent development by 

Deleuze (& Guattari) (original dates—1966, 1972, 1980, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1993) 

take up and deepen our understanding of indispensable geographical analyses by 

Lefebvre (original dates—1947, 1968, 1974) and David Harvey (original dates—1989, 

1990, 1996, 2000). Space cannot be understood, as it traditionally has been by 

philosophy, as an extensive medium opposed to an intensive medium. Things are not in 
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space. Instead, space is fundamentally in things as not only Bergson (1889) the 

philosopher, but also David Harvey (1996) the urban geographer and even Paul Hewitt 

(1974) the conceptual physicist suggest. Moreover, there is no opposition between a 

thinking subject who perceives space and the space thus perceived. It is to the credit of 

Lefebvre and Harvey that they have above all else sought to explain spatial production as 

linked both to the imaginary and to the real. And yet there is more. The production of 

space is an indivisible movement, as is our being in the world. Space is produced not 

because governments, developers, architects, city planners, communities, activists and the 

like are deftly able to coordinate the philosophically differentiated categorizations of the 

imaginary and the real, or to synthesize the Lefebvrian tripartite structure of perceived, 

conceived and lived space, but because movement is the condition of our experience in 

the world, and because before there is the separation of the imaginary from the real there 

is a world at once real and imaginary. Before space is perceived, conceived and lived, it 

is thought and traced out into the world through action. Space is produced by each 

individual through a synthesis of thought-action. At the same time, there are social 

groups, institutions and cultural processes, the latter understood in the widest sense 

possible, that shape the production of space, and which are manifestations of accumulated 

yet shifting relations of power. The ideals commonly attributed to these groups, 

institutions and processes, however, are enacted by individuals, and sustained and 

reproduced daily not only in action but in thought itself. Pernicious social divisions and 

structures persist because there are people actively and strongly implicated in their 

perpetuation. Although the material environment has been carefully constructed over 
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time to facilitate the unequal distribution of capital accumulation characteristic of the 

present day, I refuse to believe that human actions are determined, taken in the strictest 

sense, by this material environment. Pathways of capital, divisions of wealth, languages, 

patterns of communication, are handed from one generation to another, and each new 

generation takes of the old that which they consider to be of use. Bergson’s philosophy 

instructs that something of the old always persists in the new. Yet he also emphasizes that 

there is never absolute determinism nor a free-will unbound by constraints of the present. 

The inequalities that pervade contemporary social life are not destined to exist forever, 

nor may they be easily banished immediately through adoption of a particular attitude. 

The opportunity in Bergsonism is that it reclaims the present as a function of our present 

interests, which in turn acknowledges the very real possibility of creating a world vastly 

different than the one in which we find ourselves. This possibility cannot be realized, 

however, if criticism and quotidian thought reproduce the extreme and erroneous poles of 

determinism or free-will in their approaches: to space, to cultural artifacts, to social 

inequalities. In short, if a better world has not yet been created, it is because there are 

those who are working for precisely the world that we have now.

When analyzing the production of space, the intent should not be to grasp the 

solely material things found within space as distinct from a human action relegated to the 

past, not to show how things reflect a static social organization, but to understand space 

as a movement of differentiation, as a process which is a spatio-temporal unity which 

operates through human thought and action, to restore the immaterial to the material and 

to reclaim a future of possibilities instead of a strict materialist determinism or the 
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panacea of a wandering utopian thought. It is from the understanding of movement—and 

thought is indeed a movement as is perception—that the produced and contested nature 

of concepts through which individuals and societies reproduce themselves is revealed. 

The consequences of this approach are far reaching. They involve the whole realm of 

perception itself. As such they apply to the processes of production of literature, illness, 

urban space, film theory and filmspace, each of which I will touch upon in turn in the 

second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth meditations of this work, respectively.

The ontological-perceptual question, what is space?

We must therefore avoid saying that our body is in space, or in time. It 
inhabits space and time. 

(Merleau-Ponty, PhP 161, original emphasis)

I am not in space and time, nor do I conceive space and time; I belong to 
them, my body combines with them and includes them. 

(Merleau-Ponty, PhP 162)

A radical reconceptualization of space must rethink the concept of time and must 

dismantle the habits of thought through one becomes separated from the other. A 

weakness of the literature on space is that its nomenclature is potentially misleading, and 

conflicts with its very intention and indispensability in the realm of theory. I must point 

out the significance of the strong contribution David Harvey and other Marxist 

Geographers have made, injecting historical materialism with a rejuvenating shot of 

spatiality. These theorists have provided a necessary corrective to theories that over-

emphasized the temporal dimension of human-experience (as noted by Harvey 2000). 

While I certainly agree with the necessity of this corrective, I am more interested in 
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challenging the philosophical preconceptions that made this very move a necessity, as I 

believe that they still play a role in the production and interpretation of cultural artifacts 

and processes. Furthermore, the geographical emphasis on the lexical item “space” risks a 

subsequent opposition between time and space. I would like to directly confront the issue 

of the immanence of one to the other, or a nondualism of space-time, in order to 

emphasize their mutual inclusion instead of reifying their separation.

Although Henri Lefebvre’s (1974) theoretical model of space wishes to 

recompose unitary movement through concepts of the lived, perceived, and conceived, 

his affirmation that “Time is distinguishable but not separable from space” (175) reveals 

that he approaches the Bergsonian trajectory—and yet that he stops short. In order to 

extract the radical thought—that space is produced—from Lefebvre’s opus and 

reconsider it extensively, it will be necessary to redraw the lines of space and time, to 

release their ontological exclusion from one another. This is, in fact the very task which 

Bergson sets for himself in his dissertation, Time and Free Will, and which appears 

throughout his subsequent works. The Bergsonian argument appears very similar to that 

of Lefebvre, and yet there is one key difference. Bergson starts from the fundamental 

acknowledgement that the distinction between time and space is of questionable 

ontological status22—that it only appears this way to the human intellect for reasons 

which he describes in detail in Creative Evolution. His concepts of space and time are 

22 An interesting parallel between Bergson and Bakhtin may be found in the latter’s idea of the chronotope.  
Daniel Altamiranda (2001) writes of this idea: “En ‘Formas del tiempo y el cronotopo en la novela’, Bajtín 
estudia el problema de la temporalidad en las obras narratives. Por cronotopo se entiende una unidad de 
análisis ue permite estudiar los textos de acuerdo con la relación interna y la naturaleza de las categorías de 
tiempo y espacio que representan. Dicho en otros érminos, se trata de la matriz de presupuestos sobre el 
funcionamiento del tiempo y el espacio que subyace a cada texto narrativo particular” (66).
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merely working concepts, and they are dispensed with when his argument has concluded, 

as Bergson himself acknowledges in the text and as Deleuze likewise synthesizes in two 

important essays (republished in Desert Islands 2004) and one book on Bergson 

(Bergsonism 1966). In Bergson, the concepts are part of an exercise necessary only to 

show the flaws of the human intellect to that very intellect itself, yet in Lefebvre it is hard 

to believe these concepts are not part and parcel of the method. It will thus be necessary 

to work through Bergson’s argument on spatial and temporal multiplicities and Deleuze’s 

comments on Bergson in order to understand the implication of space in time, and that of 

time in space. The outcome of this discussion will be to allow the reader to see how the 

arguments advanced in the following meditations (that is, those over mental/cartographic 

space, the spatial paradigm of disease, public/private space, real/imaginary space, 

iconic/arbitrary connections, and filmic/geographical space) are methodological 

reformulations of a false philosophical problem of spatio-temporality. Ultimately, 

recovering the notion of unitary process in cultural criticism in each of these debates will 

allow criticism to show how the production of space, delineation, division, bifurcation, 

both creates social problems and obscures them through the act of a spatialized 

interpretation.

The philosophical-phenomenological approach to the production of space

External perception and perception of one’s own body vary in conjunction 
because they are the two facets of one and the same act. 

(Merleau-Ponty, PhP 237)
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Before understanding the philosophical basis of approaches to space-time, it is 

important to interrogate the term “philosophy” itself. Philosophy must be understood not 

as that metaphysical escape from materiality to a displaced realm of ideas, but as a 

corrective to the habits of thought, a movement that turns back upon the process of 

thought in order to assess the consequences of interpreting experience in a given way. 

The following three statements on philosophy by Bergson and Merleau-Ponty serve as an 

introduction to the topic, each taking up and deepening its predecessor:

Philosophy can only be an effort to dissolve again into the Whole.

The first philosophical act would appear to be to return to the world of 
actual experience which is prior to the objective world, since it is in it that 
we shall be able to grasp the theoretical basis no less than the limits of the 
objective world, restore to things their concrete physiognomy, to 
organisms their individual ways of dealing with the world, and to 
subjectivity its inherence in history. 

A philosophy becomes transcendental, or radical, not by taking its place in 
absolute consciousness without mentioning the ways by which this is 
reached, but by considering itself as a problem; not by postulating a 
knowledge rendered totally explicit, but by recognizing as the fundamental
philosophic problem this presumption on reason’s part.

The first (Bergson, CE 191) speaks of the whole, and yet this is not to refer to that 

spatialized beyond imagined by a given metaphysical/dogmatic credo. This Whole is 

necessarily not to be understood as a given closed system such as those religious tracings 

that produce a false totality. Rather, this citation argues that as a methodology, 

philosophy is interested not with the mapping out of new territories, not in the creation of 

new concepts per se, but in a release into the Whole. This philosophy leads to an 

understanding of how the concepts we produce allow certain entanglements with reality 
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and limit others. Important here, and developed throughout his writings, is Bergson’s idea 

of the Whole as a non-bounded dynamic system, a continual innovative production.

In the second point (Merleau-Ponty, PhP 66) there appears already a co-

production of phenomenological concerns. For readers less familiar with phenomenology 

I will briefly address common misperceptions. The “objective” world is not the 

precondition for experience, but is here taken to be a set of ideas formed through 

rationality, or a specific function of thought, and negotiated socially. There are those who 

identify phenomenology with the affirmation that the human mind creates reality ex 

nihilo and that materiality is of secondary importance, determined by a thinking subject. 

This is not my position, nor is it the position of Bergson, Merleau-Ponty or Deleuze.23

Merleau-Ponty’s point of view requires that one must accept for the moment that the 

release, or dissolve, posited by Bergson, is one that fuses things with the Whole, not one 

that underscores oppositions between things and the world. The function of rationality 

does not connect the body to the world, but rather privileges some relations while it 

obscures others.24 In short, this second point takes up the spirit of Descartes’s meditation 

only to use it in a revitalization of phenomenology itself. 

The third statement (Merleau-Ponty, PhP 73) makes the case that it is the self-

referential character of philosophy, i.e. it is the moment when attention considers itself, 

when it relinquishes its object or rather when it becomes its own object that this method 

23 Certainly there is, in this affirming of a pre-objective world, something of a Kantian inheritance, and yet 
since as I have intimated that both Bergson and Merleau-Ponty (and Husserl for that matter) take up and 
dissolve a previous Cartesian and arguably limited-Kantian dualism, now is not the time for such a 
diversion.
24 Husserl, for his part in the Cartesian Meditations, calls this the “transcendental-phenomenological 
reduction” (21).
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becomes radical.25 Suffice it to say that his intent here is quite different. Together these 

three points integrate to form the notion of philosophy as a movement of thought that 

through self-reflexivity seeks not to constitute a world, but rather to take away what is 

habitually and creatively constituted by thought itself, to retrace its own steps. Stripped 

down to its bare essentials, Bergsonian philosophy as a methodology is concerned with 

questioning the constitution of a disembodied knowledge, a knowledge imagined to be 

absolute and somehow distinct from the approach that generates it. Bergson instead 

draws attention to the way knowledge is always situated. In other words, “a theory of 

knowledge and a theory of life seem to us inseparable” (Bergson, CE, xiii, original 

emphasis). It is to this theory of life, simultaneously a theory of knowledge, that I must 

now turn in pursuing how “phenomenology” is to be understood.

In Merleau-Ponty’s The Phenomenology of Perception ([1945]2004), the 

philosopher takes up Bergson’s inherently phenomenological project. “Probably the chief 

gain from phenomenology is to have united extreme subjectivism and extreme 

objectivism in its notion of the world or rationality” (xxii). Both sides of this dichotomy, 

whose avatars it is the purpose of the present work to analyze, neglect the “Primacy of 

Perception” (Merleau-Ponty 2000), that is, the brute fact that:

The world is there before any possible analysis of mine, and it would be 
artificial to make it the outcome of a series of syntheses which link, in the 
first place sensations, then aspects of the object corresponding to different 
perspectives, when both are nothing but products of analysis, with no sort 
of prior reality. (x-xi)

25 At this point, the reader must not be swayed by Merleau-Ponty’s use of the word “transcendental” which 
carries an old dualist bias between experience and eternity in other contexts.
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In this way, perception precedes all analysis, and subsequently takes up and necessarily 

informs the latter. Thus, “Perception is not a science of the world, it is not even an act, a 

deliberate taking up of a position; it is the background from which all acts stand out, and 

is presupposed by them” (PrP xi). Phenomenology, then, is a concerted rejection of 

relations between dichotomous opposites. It is the differentiation of the union of both 

sensation and analytical reflection from an original perception that is the basis of human 

experience. It is also inseparable, as outlined above, from the project of a philosophy that 

takes upon itself the task of the retracing of steps. Merleau-Ponty illustrates this in his 

comment that “To phenomenology understood as direct description needs to be added a 

phenomenology of phenomenology”26 (PhP 425). Here, there is the call for a 

simultaneous philosophical self-reflexivity. Both philosophy and phenomenology, then, 

work together as a methodology that, from the ground of a perception both critical and 

quotidian, seeks to establish both a theory of knowledge and a theory of life, for, as 

clearly stated by Bergson above, they cannot be separated. 

Out of this clarification come the two directions of inquiry for the present work. 

The first movement will be to engage the philosophical-phenomenological methodology

as it is relevant to the production of space. The second is the self-reflexive movement 

which, in the spirit of Plato’s good cook, will work backwards up the lines of questioning 

it has outlined. These two movements, moreover, are simultaneous, as “All thought of 

26 It is clear that Merleau-Ponty is here merely continuing Husserl’s project from the Cartesian Meditations
in which the latter states: “All transcendental-philosophical theory of knowledge, as “criticism of 
knowledge”, leads back ultimately to criticism of transcendental-phenomenological knowledge (in the first 
place, criticism of transcendental experience); and owing to the essential reflexive relation of 
phenomenology to itself, this criticism also demands a criticism” (152).
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something is at the same time self-consciousness, failing which it could have no object” 

(PhP 432).

Bergsonian spatial and temporal multiplicities

Neither is space so foreign to our nature as we imagine, nor is matter as 
completely extended in space as our senses and intellect represent it. 

(Bergson, CE 202) 

Just as the greatest misunderstanding surrounding phenomenology is that it deals 

with the “subjective” (it is neither a subjective nor objective methodology), it is of the 

most egregious class of simplifications to attribute to Bergson the idea of “subjective” or 

“interior” time. The Bergsonian concept of durèe/duration is frequently taken to be 

“human time” without a necessary and extensive unpackaging of the roles of both space 

and time in Bergsonian philosophy (see Pope 1984). Neither is the end result of his 

writings merely to caution against the spatialization of time, nor, as Elizabeth Grosz 

(2005) has noted and as I will comment here, is Bergson’s a dualistic philosophy. Each of 

these misunderstandings is a product of a coherent deformation of Bergson’s work. 

In Time and Free Will, again in Matter and Memory, and yet again in Creative 

Evolution, Bergson dissolves from provisional dualisms (of space and time, matter and 

memory, intellect and instinct) in order to emphasize their union as a composite. The 

composite is wrought of two tendencies which cannot be isolated from each other. Put 

most succinctly, the nondualism is one between “two different kinds of reality, the one 

heterogeneous, that of sensible qualities, the other homogeneous, namely space” (TFW

97). Although language invites us to consider time and space as distinct or opposed facets 
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of reality, it does not encourage us to think about how it is that we ourselves separate one 

from the other, nor does it clarify how each is implicated at every moment of our 

perception. Time and space are not abstract ideas or concrete things, but two ways of 

thinking about experience, two entry points to a temporally-spatial whole. Each one 

suggests a certain way of differentiating this whole. Put a different way, there are “two 

kinds of multiplicity, two possible senses of the word ‘distinguish,’ two conceptions, the 

one qualitative and the other quantitative, of the difference between same and other” 

(TFW 121, original emphasis). Yet more importantly than this first maneuver in which he 

references the two multiplicities, the two tendencies that are themselves abstracted from a 

unitary if variegated space-time, is the way he brings up their interpenetration (see also 

MM 72): 

And yet we cannot even form the idea of discrete multiplicity without 
considering at the same time a qualitative multiplicity. When we explicitly 
count units by stringing them along a spatial line, is it not the case that, 
alongside this addition of identical terms standing out from a homogenous 
background, an organization of these units is going on in the depths of the 
soul, a wholly dynamic process, not unlike the purely qualitative way in 
which an anvil, if it could feel, would realize a series of blows from a 
hammer? […] In a word, the process by which we count units and make 
them into a discrete multiplicity has two sides; on the one hand we assume 
that they are identical, which is conceivable only on condition that these 
units are ranged alongside each other in a homogeneous medium; but on 
the other hand, the third unit, for example, when added to the other two, 
alters the nature, the appearance and, as it were, the rhythm of the whole; 
without this interpenetration and this, so to speak, qualitative progress, no 
addition would be possible. Hence it is through the quality of quantity that 
we form the idea of quantity without quality. (TFW 122 -23)

Here it can already be seen how quality plays a role in quantity, intensivity in extensivity, 

inclusive succession in simultaneity, duration in matter, time in space. This is akin to 

what Lefebvre posits in analyzing the production of space. It is not a static moment 
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(space) that deserves attention, but rather the process of creating what at any moment 

may be taken by the intellect as staticity (space-time). This is to rightly deal with process, 

not product—and process, as Lefebvre, Harvey and not without significance the Marx of 

Capital all are aware, is by no means entirely spatial. 

In Bergsonism (1966), Deleuze stresses this notion of a world in flux, which is 

Bergson’s main assertion and methodologically only of secondary importance for 

Lefebvre, in three interconnected points:

For space will no longer simply be a form of exteriority, a sort of screen 
that denatures duration, an impurity that comes to disturb the pure, a 
relative that is opposed to the absolute: Space itself will need to be based 
in things, in relations between things and between durations, to belong 
itself to the absolute, to have its own “purity.” This was to be the double 
progression of the Bergsonian philosophy. (49)

Hence the third hypothesis: There is only a single time a single duration in 
which everything would participate, including our own consciousnesses, 
including living beings, including the whole material world. Now, to the 
reader’s surprise, it is this hypothesis that Bergson puts forward as the 
most satisfactory: a single Time, one, universal, impersonal. In short, a 
monism of Time…. (78)

It [durèe/duration] is not simply the indivisible, but that which has a very 
special style of division; it is not simply succession but a very special 
coexistence, a simultaneity of fluxes. (81)

The concept of space that results from this reading and rereading of Bergson is 

inseparable from that of time. Space is inherently temporal, as it can only be experienced 

temporally. Spatial and temporal multiplicities all co-exist in an enveloping temporality 

[or duration]. What Bergson provisionally posits in dualist terms is best explained as an 

inclusive monist system, a seeming contradiction that Deleuze ([1956]2004) goes on to 

explain in an article on “Bergson’s Conception of Difference:”
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So, then, what is duration? Everything Bergson has to say about it comes 
down to this: duration is what differs from itself. Matter, on the other hand, 
is what does not differ from itself; it is what repeats itself. In Donnèes 
immèdiates [Time and Free Will], Bergson shows not only that intensity is 
a composite divided into two tendencies, but more importantly, that 
intensity is not a property of sensation; sensation is a pure quality, and a 
pure quality or sensation differs in nature from itself. Sensation is what 
changes in nature and not in magnitude. The life of the psyche is therefore 
difference of nature itself: in the life of the psyche, there is always 
otherness without there being number or several. Bergson distinguishes 
three sorts of movement: qualitative, evolutive, and extensive. But the 
essence of this movement, even pure transit like the race of Achilles, is 
alteration. Movement is qualitative change, and qualitative change is 
movement. In a word, duration is what differs, and this is no longer what 
differs from other things, but what differs from itself. What differs has 
itself become a thing, a substance. Bergson’s thesis could be summed up 
in this way: real time is alteration, and alteration is substance. Difference 
of nature is therefore no longer between two things or rather two 
tendencies; difference of nature is itself a thing, a tendency opposed to 
some other tendency. The decomposition of the composite does not just 
give us two tendencies that differ in nature; it gives us a difference of 
nature as one of the two tendencies. And just as difference has become a 
substance, so movement is no longer the characteristic of something, but 
has itself acquired a substantial character. It presupposes nothing else, no 
body in motion. Duration or tendency is the difference of self with itself; 
and what differs from itself is, in an unmediated way, the unity of 
substance and subject. (37-38, original emphasis)27

What is clear to Deleuze is that Bergson’s ontology avoids reifying things themselves, 

thus turning traditional philosophy upside-down and emphasizing the substance of 

movement, the unmediated reality of process, and difference itself not as external but 

rather as constitutive. Thus, although I started out to merely define how space and time 

27 It can be seen that Merleau-Ponty, himself a student of Bergson, never reached the same conclusion as 
did Deleuze in reference to his teacher’s work, preferring, instead, that of Husserl. Mereleau-Ponty writes, 
“It is again what happens to Bergson precisely when he contrasts ‘multiplicity of fusion’ and ‘multiplicity 
of juxtaposition’. For it is here still a question of two modes of being” (PhP 68). This explains both the 
infrequent mention of Bergson in his own texts, where such activity seems merely to differentiate the 
student from the teacher, as well as the unavoidable symmetry of their arguments despite what seems to 
Merleau-Ponty to be a divergence. Thinking that Bergson never reached a nonduality, Merleau-Ponty takes 
it upon himself to do just that. Notwithstanding, I have been trying to show how Bergson indeed reached 
nonduality as early as Time and Free Will.
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are related, I have revealed a theory of difference itself which informs the very way we 

have abstracted space and time from each other as two tendencies of a simultaneous 

space-time (another way of referring to Bergson’s durèe/duration). This point may in no 

way be overemphasized. On the next page, Deleuze continues to explain Bergson’s

internally differential ontology:

Duration is only one of two tendencies, one of two halves. So, if we accept 
that it differs from itself in all its being, does it not contain the secret of 
the other half? How could it still leave external to itself that from which it 
differs, namely the other tendency? If duration differs from itself, that 
from which it differs is still duration in a certain sense. It is not a question 
of dividing duration in the same way we divided the composite: duration is 
simple, indivisible, pure. The simple is not divided, it differentiates itself. 
This is the essence of the simple or the movement of difference. So, the 
composite divides into two tendencies, one of which is the indivisible, but 
the indivisible differentiates itself into two tendencies, the other of which 
is the principle of the divisible. Space is broken up into matter and 
duration, but duration differentiates itself into contraction and relaxation; 
and relaxation is the principle of matter. (39, original emphasis)

This method of division, or differentiation, deserves more attention. Although language 

may instruct that perception is distinct from memory, or that instinct and intelligence are 

opposed functions, these seeming dichotomies, like that of space-time, are composites. 

By composite I mean to convey that indivisible (nondual) unity of tendencies that may 

never be separated from one another—one tendency—duration, time, the unextended, 

quality, heterogeneity, contractive—which  differs from itself by nature, by kind, and 

another tendency—the spatial, extended, divisible, homogeneous, relaxed—which differs 

from itself by degree. 

For Bergson, perception is thus the composite of two cohabitating, 

interpenetrating tendencies. It is important to understand, as he does that “Memory is 
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something other than a function of the brain, and there is not merely a difference of 

degree, but of kind, between perception and recollection” (MM 315, original emphasis).

The first, memory, is an amalgam of heterogeneous qualitative moments contracted and 

each fusing with the other so that none can be isolated from the rest without causing a 

change in the whole. The second, matter, is that through which we place ourselves in 

things, which allows, and in fact necessitates the acknowledgement that it is not that we 

are in space, but rather that space is in us, that our senses are an opening outward onto a 

homogeneous plane whose division involves only a change in degree rather than one in 

nature. Perception is thus perception inextractable from memory, while memory is 

memory mingled with perception.28

Bergson accomplishes the same thing in Creative Evolution with the composite of 

instinct and intelligence. There is, then a form of movement motivated by intellect, and 

another by instinct. “When the little chick is breaking its shell with a peck of its beak, it is 

acting on instinct, and yet it does but carry on the movement which has borne it through 

embryonic life” (CE 165). Instinct does but move, whereas intellect on the other hand—

“Of the discontinuous alone does the intellect form a clear idea” (154), “Of immobility 

alone does the intellect form a clear idea” (155, original emphases).29 Suffice it to say 

that intellect is the movement of thought which decomposes and recomposes, a 

28 Husserl, too, finds this to be the case, although he may arrive there through other methods. Consider his 
statement that “External perception too (though not apodictic) is an experiencing of something itself, the 
physical thing itself: ‘it itself is there’. But in being there itself, the physical thing has for the experiencer an 
open, infinite, indeterminately general horizon, comprising what is itself not strictly perceived—a horizon 
(this is implicit as a presumption) that can be opened up by possible experiences” (Cartesian Meditations, 
23). This will be particularly important as I look into “culture” below.
29 Here one must pay close attention to the use of terms, for there are more than a few ways society has of 
using the word “instinct.” Although it may be used to mean a base, vile thing, self-opportunistic or violent 
behavior, for example, it is not this instinct of which I speak. Rather these behaviors are more properly 
characterized as the work of the intellect.
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mechanism whose first move is always to divide, to separate, to classify, to delineate, to 

displace, to categorize, to spatialize in order to accomplish a given goal. It is intellect 

Bergson refers to when he undertakes the renowned description of the “cinematograph of 

the mind” (CE 306-07). Instinct moves without knowing in this sense, without 

partitioning, without dividing and recomposing a homogenous medium, and yet 

everything happens as if it did so. In this way, and true to the idea of the Bergsonian 

composite, there is no instinct without intelligence and no intelligence without instinct. 

Furthermore, these tendencies coexistent in all animal life to one degree or another (CE). 

This is, in fact, one of the modes of division of the composite touched on by Deleuze 

above. Human thought is a composite that divides into two tendencies: the divisible 

predominates in intellect, which is a method of division by degree, presuming the 

fragmentation of an imagined homogenous space; the indivisible predominates in 

instinct, which is a difference of nature or kind. Said another way, “There are things that 

intelligence alone is able to seek, but which by itself, it will never find. These things 

instinct alone could find; but it will never seek them” (151, original emphasis). There is, 

then, a mode of thought which grasps the body itself indivisibly, immediately, that is with 

no mediation, a sense which might be called proprioception (see Bohm 1994: 121-30), 

the sense for example, through which one is able to swat a mosquito on your arm without 

having to think about the present and future positions of one’s hand, and another mode of 

thought, intellection, which coexists with the first but is bent towards an altogether 

different movement indeed, attentive merely to present and future positions and ignorant 

of the movement itself. 
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Following Bergson’s point of view, it cannot be, therefore that we are objects in

space, but rather that this conception of space presents itself as a consequence of the 

tendency of thought to treat space as a homogeneous medium discretely separable from a 

temporal medium, an error which is of crucial significance. Through “a view taken by 

mind” (CE 157), one conceives of oneself as a being in space, as a thing in a container, 

rather than as a beings in whom there is space. Bergson writes: 

A medium of this kind is never perceived; it is only conceived. What is 
perceived is extension colored, resistant, divided according to the lines 
which mark out the boundaries of real bodies or of their real elements. But 
when we think of our power over this matter, that is to say, of our faculty 
of decomposing and recomposing it as we please, we project the whole of 
these possible decompositions and recompositions behind real extension in 
the form of a homogeneous space, empty and indifferent, which is 
supposed to underlie it. This space is therefore, preeminently, the plan of 
our possible action on things […]. (Bergson, CE 157)30

When referring to space, then, I am speaking of a mode of divisibility that presupposes 

homogeneity. This approach in fact produces homogeneity as a concept. But I must be 

even more clear. Homogenous space does not exist outside of a subject’s perception of it, 

rather the subject thinks it through a movement of mind. This homogenous space comes 

into being when one intends to move. Bergson thus rejects the Kantian assumption that 

space exists a priori: 

— But suppose now that this homogenous space is not logically anterior, 
but posterior to material things and to the pure knowledge which we 
can have of them; suppose that extensity is prior to space; suppose that 
homogenous space concerns our action and only our action, being like 

30 Merleau-Ponty’s unacknowledged equivalent of Bergson’s “homogenous space” is designated by the 
term “geometrical space”: “The notion of geometrical space, indifferent to its contents, that of pure 
movement which does not by itself affect the properties of the object, provided phenomena with a setting of 
inert existence in which each event could be related to physical conditions responsible for the changes 
occurring, and therefore contributed to this freezing of being which appeared to be the task of physics” 
(PhP 63).
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an infinitely fine network which we stretch beneath material continuity 
in order to render ourselves masters of it, to decompose it according to 
the plan of our activities and our needs. […] Then, not only has our 
hypothesis the advantage of bringing us into harmony with science, 
which shows us each thing exercising an influence on all the others 
and consequently occupying, in a certain sense, the whole of the 
extended (although we perceive of this thing only its centre and mark 
its limits at the point where our body ceases to have any hold upon it). 
Not only has it the advantage, in metaphysic, of suppressing or 
lessening the contradictions raised by divisibility in space, —
contradictions which always arise, as we have shown, from our failure 
to dissociate the two points of view, that of action from that of 
knowledge. It has, above all, the advantage of overthrowing the 
insurmountable barriers raised by realism between the extended world 
and our perception of it. For whereas this doctrine assumes on the one 
hand an external reality which is multiple and divided, and on the 
other sensations alien from extensity and without possible contact with 
it, we find that concrete extensity is not really divided, any more than 
immediate perception is in truth unextended. Starting from realism, we 
come back to the point which idealism had led us; we replace 
perception in things. And we see realism and idealism ready to come 
to an understanding when we set aside the postulate, uncritically 
accepted by both, which served them as a common frontier. (MM 307-
09)

This act of spreading a homogenous and divisible space before us is required for 

movement, and yet one must remember that this act of mind is a tendency, not the 

condition of being in the world. This is to deal not with divisions of ontological certainty, 

as the intellect would certainly like to do, but rather with two tendencies which permeate 

each other to a greater or lesser degree, neither of which can forever be banished. With 

the postulate of homogenous/geometrical space delineated, I have wrapped up Bergson’s 

composite of perception. And yet this discussion has merely cleared the way for a closer 

look at the composite of movement, in which it will be necessary to pass from teacher to 

student, from Bergson to Merleau-Ponty.
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Movement as composite

The union of soul and body is not an amalgamation between two mutually 
external terms, subject and object, brought about by arbitrary decree. It is 
enacted at every instant in the movement of existence. 

(Merleau-Ponty, PhP 102)

I have argued, then, that the intellect projects a homogeneous or geometrical 

space out within perception, and that this very positing of a divisible (and thus 

quantitative) homogeneous space is necessarily formulated in articulation with a temporal 

(and thus qualitative) multiplicity. It is the task of the intellect to partition a homogenous 

space—but why is this so? And how does this partitioning occur? The phenomenological 

answer is that intellect divides a supposedly homogenous space in order to achieve what 

it imagines is a quantifiable goal. In doing so, intellection ignores the assertion (Bergson, 

above) that quantity is already impregnated with quality. Bergson gives the example of 

the hungry animal moving to find food in the area where this is most likely. Intellection 

must bifurcate space first by separating itself out from a homogenous space along the 

contours of its own body. It is then necessary to posit an indeterminate number of 

divisions in this space which will allow the traversal of the animal’s body towards its 

goal, although all these divisions may not be present from the start, they are negotiated as 

such in the process of movement. It serves as no distraction to our argument that 

permeating this process are acts of non-intellection, the perception of the body from 

within, itself a non-intellectual perception, coexists with the act of intellection, for this

cohabitation of processes is already given by Bergson’s idea of the composite. In the 

instinct, too, a certain amount of intellect is involved, it is as if the bees partition space in 

leaving or returning to their hive. At the point in time when our animal consumes its 
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food, a qualitative change has taken place in the animal. All movement is both qualitative 

and quantitative in this way, as Bergson notes—it thus expresses a qualitative change in 

the Whole. 

The part of the quantitative process of concern here involves the intellectual 

bifurcation of subject and object positions out of a homogeneous space. The qualitative 

aspect of movement which concerns us here is that of proprioception. We do well, now, 

in remembering that “All thought of something is at the same time self-consciousness, 

failing which it could have no object” (Merleau-Ponty, PhP 432). Equally, Merleau-

Ponty is apt to remind us also that the hand that touches is simultaneously the hand that is 

touched. It is this simultaneity of touching and touched which is operative in all 

movement, the cohabitation of representation and being. Representation is a depth model: 

it posits here a subject and there an object, here a word and there its meaning, here a sign 

and there its signified. It is a system of interpretation, of metaphor, of necessarily 

arbitrary relationships. It is the system of intellection which has assimilated 

evolutionarily to matter, to things (CE; also Husserl’s “noematic” side of the 

phenomenological reduction, Cartesian Meditations 37). Being, on the other hand is a 

model of immanence: it posits an instantaneous internal grasp of the thing. It is non-

representational, metonymical. It is the reality of proprioception. It needs no path to 

things, for it is there already. It is Bergsonian intuition (Husserl’s “noetic” side of the 

same, as above). This allows the grasp of the form of thought. Instructive in this regard is 

Ortega y Gasset’s suggestion, in “The Dehumanization of Art” (1925), that when 

perceiving the garden through the window, to focus on the window pane instead of the 
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garden. Such a suggestion reveals that the spirit of his comment must radically change if 

one is to see the use of it here, for, what is to be done when, instead of looking at the 

garden, one first directs attention to the window pane itself? What solid reference point is 

available for the lens through which it is perceived? To be sure, Ortega y Gasset’s 

window pane is a mere symbol for perception, where I wish to consider perception, or 

thought, itself. 

Up until this point I have spoken of movement as an intent, and yet it is both an 

intent and a condition underlying all intent. It is necessary to recognize that language is 

driven in part to speak of inactivity, whereas this immobile state never exists in practice. 

The body is constantly in motion, as is the mind, even when staring out into space, as it 

is said. It must be recognized that thought, too, is such a movement. Movement thus is a 

composite in which one tendency or the other predominates, but which in neither case 

may be fully arrested. These tendencies, as they are in all composites, are that which 

divide by changing in nature—durèe, heterogeneity, the indivisible, intuition—and that 

which divide by changing in degree—intellect, spatialization, homogeneity. Thought 

involves both proprioception (thought of thought, perception of perception) as intuitive 

movement, and perception (thought) as intellectual movement. Self-consciousness and 

consciousness of something always occur together. On this point, Deleuze (1983; see also 

Husserl’s Cartesian Meditations 21) has written on the two ways in which Husserl and 

Bergson, resolve the same problem of consciousness, and even celebrates Bergson’s 

maxim that “all consciousness is something” over Husserl’s weakened version – “all 

consciousness is consciousness of something” (MI 56). And yet in this sense, 
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consciousness both is something and is of something, a resolution which explains 

Merleau-Ponty’s concomitant implicit acceptance of Bergson’s work and explicit 

adherence to that of Husserl.31 In movement, in thought-movement, there is simultaneous 

intellection and intuition, intuition being the consciousness of the act of intellection (see 

also Cartesian Meditations 33-35 for a somewhat lengthy discussion of this dual, or 

rather nondual, aspect of perception). The hand that touches is also the hand touched.32

The real and the imaginary, the visible and the invisible

The real is coherent and probable because it is real, and not real because it 
is coherent; the imaginary is incoherent or improbable because it is 
imaginary and not imaginary because it is incoherent. 

(Merleau-Ponty, VI 40)

Where, then, do the real and the imaginary fit in this nondual system of thought? 

They are divided from each other in thought, in intellection, a division which cannot 

persist in the thought of thought. They are active in perception, but not in the perception 

of perception. Or said another way, when the perception of perception insists upon their 

division, this perception ceases to be intuitive and becomes once again descriptive. This 

31 In Sense and Non-Sense, Merleau-Ponty makes clear in a footnote that he understands Bergson’s 
philosophy to be either a transcendence or an immanence, and thus discards the possibility that these two 
modes are reductionist views on a variegated nondualism.
“If, for Bergson, intuition really makes us transcend the world, it is because Bergson is not fully aware of 
his own presuppositions and of that simple fact that all we live is lived against the background of the world. 
And if, on the other hand, his philosophy is finally to be understood as a philosophy of immanence, he may 
be reproached with having described the human world only in its most general structures” (97, n.15).
32 This idea finds expression, too, in Lefebvre’s idea that the body is in space as well as producing space. 
He writes: “Can the body, with its capacity for action, and its various energies, be said to create space? 
Assuredly, but not in the sense that occupation might be said to ‘manufacture’ spatiality; rather, there is an 
immediate relationship between the body and its space. Before producing effects in the material realm 
(tools and objects), before producing itself by drawing nourishment from that realm, and before 
reproducing itself by generating other bodies, each living body is space and has its space. […] This thesis 
is so persuasive that there seems to be little reason for not extending its application—with all due 
precautions, naturally, to social space.” (The Production of Space 170-71, original emphasis)
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is when the form of the content becomes yet another content, when Ortega y Gasset’s 

window pane becomes yet another object of contemplation instead of the form of the 

perception of the garden. Deleuze writes: 

From this point of view, it does not seem that the real and the imaginary 
form a pertinent distinction. A real voyage, by itself, lacks the force 
necessary to be reflected in the imagination; the imaginary voyage, by 
itself, does not have the force, as Proust says, to be verified in the real. 
That is why the imaginary and the real must be, rather, like two 
juxtaposable or superimposable parts of a single trajectory, two faces that 
ceaselessly interchange with one another, a mobile mirror. (ECC, “What 
Children Say” 62-63)33

The real and the imaginary are thus, as I have been saying, two tendencies present in the 

perception. If as Merleau-Ponty asserts, and as our experience affirms, perception is 

fundamental to all problems of consciousness, if perception is always involved in 

questions of a linguistic, cultural, societal, even religious nature, then it would seem 

appropriate to define the nature of this perceptual apparatus. If, as I have said above, one 

misunderstands oneself to be in space rather than constituted through space, this must be 

because one follows the natural bent of our intellect in cleaving the contours of our body, 

as perceived from the inside, away from a homogeneous and divisible space perceived as 

out there, because one perceives, through a mode of thought we have outlined above, a 

separation between the extensive and the intensive, because one likewise sees as distinct 

the order of space and the order of time. It is through this mode of thinking that thought 

33 Consider also Merleau-Ponty’s assertion that: “Motive and decision are two elements of a situation: the 
former is the situation as a fact, the second the situation undertaken. Thus a death motivates my journey 
because it is a situation in which my presence is required, whether to console a bereaved family or to ‘pay 
one’s last respects’ to the deceased, and, by deciding to make the journey, I validate this motive which puts 
itself forward, and I take up the situation. The relation between the motivating and the motivated is thus 
reciprocal” (301-02).
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establishes the real as ontologically separable from the imaginary. On what basis, then, 

can one believe this to be true when the data of experience contradict this opposition, 

when one experiences them as a unity? 

Merleau-Ponty’s later idea of the chiasm, developed in The Visible and the 

Invisible, takes up and deepens the nondualist Bergsonian fundamental unity of space and 

time with an eye always turned towards the social, political and cultural world. One 

cannot start from the false affirmation that perception is a ray of light projected outward 

from the individual. Rather, one must begin with the Bergsonian understanding that 

perception is in things. It is not that perception might be an acquiring of the external for 

the internal, but rather that things are already resonating along with the whole of a 

common temporal wave. Through this model, perception of the visible, that is the optical, 

sonorous, odorous and tactile, world is always fused with an invisible world. In the 

following passage, “visible” and “invisible” are best understood as correlates of the 

“real” and the “imaginary”:

If there is an animation of the body; if the vision and the body are tangled 
up in one another; if, correlatively, the thin pellicle of the quale, the 
surface of the visible, is doubled up over its whole extension with an 
invisible reserve; and if finally, in our flesh as in the flesh of things, the 
actual, empirical, ontic visible, by a sort of folding back, invagination, or 
padding, exhibits a visibility, a possibility that is not the shadow of the
actual but is its principle, that is not the proper contribution of  a “thought” 
but is its condition, a style, allusive and elliptical like every style, but like 
every style inimitable, inalienable, an interior horizon and an exterior 
horizon between which the actual visible is a provisional partitioning and 
which, nonetheless, open indefinitely only upon other visibles—then (the 
immediate and dualist distinction between the visible and the invisible, 
between extension and thought, being impugned, not that extension be 
thought or thought extension, but because they are the obverse and the 
reverse of one another, and the one forever behind the other) there is to be 
sure a question as to how the “ideas of the intelligence” are initiated over 
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and beyond, how from the ideality of the horizon one passes to the “pure” 
ideality, and in particular by what miracle a created generality, a culture, a 
knowledge come to add to and recapture and rectify the natural generality 
of my body and of the world. But, however we finally have to understand 
it, the “pure” ideality already streams forth along the articulations of the 
aesthesiological body, along the contours of the sensible things, and, 
however new it is, it slips through ways it has not traced, transfigures 
horizons it did not open, it derives from the fundamental mystery of those 
notions “without equivalent,” as Proust calls them, that lead their shadowy 
life in the night of the mind only because they have been divined at the 
junctures of the visible world. (152-53 VI)

The visible and the invisible, the real and the imaginary, are coterminous, traced out upon 

the same lines of extension. Movement, then, is always the unity of extensive thought and 

intensive thought, of both the real and the imaginary, or rather of that part of the 

imaginary which one undertakes to then actualize. It is in every movement that one 

indivisibly experiences visibility and invisibility in the production of a certain style. The 

real is merely that imaginary which is actualized through movement.34 It is this model of 

movement which must necessarily form the basis of a theory of culture, of geography, of 

thought and action.

Bergson and cultural analysis

We are beyond monism and dualism, because dualism has been pushed so 
far that the opposites, no longer in competition, are at rest the one against 
the other, coextensive with one another. 

(Merleau-Ponty, VI 54-5)

The enfolding of the two Bergsonian orders (space and time) presents 

consequences for understanding culture. The splitting of one experience into two orders 

34 This idea of a real actualized from the imaginary in fact follows Bergson’s theories of the virtual and the 
real. See also Deleuze’s writing on David Hume republished in Pure Immanence (2001) wherein a similar 
idea of the imaginary obtains with particular importance for social life (esp. 39-47).
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constructs specific avatars in cultural perception which all turn an eye back to a generally 

perceived/thought/imagined split between ideality and materiality, between 

superimposition and extensivity, between time and space. Human thought in its analytical 

mode, that is, intellect, thinking it is recomposing the whole of experience from which it 

has imagined itself distanced, takes it upon itself to explain that very experience from 

within categories it has fashioned. There is another thought, then, that in a second pass 

would seek to return from this point to an original phenomenological experience by 

means of questioning the categories created by the intellect. The error of analytical 

thought lies in the very form it assumes in the perceptual experience and the way in 

which the positing of a fixed boundary, an unchanging relationship between the observer 

and the object observed, forms the habitual basis for future perception. This is an error, 

then, of the perceptual order in which the forces of the production of concepts are 

overlooked in favor of the concept thus produced, which is somehow through the 

habituality of analytical thought abstracted and reified from the former. This staticity is 

only provisionally used in a perception that plots out initial and final positions of our own 

movement, and yet it becomes indispensable to our thought, as Bergson describes:

We take snapshots, as it were, of the passing reality, and, as these are 
characteristic of the reality, we have only to string them on a becoming, 
abstract, uniform and invisible, situated at the back of the apparatus of 
knowledge, in order to imitate what there is that is characteristic in this 
becoming itself. Perception, intellection, language so proceed in general. 
Whether we would think becoming, or express it, or even perceive it, we 
hardly do anything else than set going a kind of cinematograph inside us. 
We may therefore sum up what we have been saying in the conclusion that 
the mechanism of our ordinary knowledge is of a cinematographical kind . 
(CE 306, original emphasis)
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It is this very fragmentation, this very spatializing of time, this intellectual reduction 

which has made the methodological turn from staticity a necessary element of 

contemporary cultural criticism. This corpus of criticism implicitly follows the 

Bergsonian method of intuition, thus tracing in reverse the lines of thought in the 

tradition of Plato’s good cook. This approach takes up that movement of scholarship 

which has brought words such as “flexible,” “negotiation,” “process,” “production,” 

“practice,” “performance” and others into critical lexical vogue. Just as Lefebvre rightly 

acknowledges The Production of Space (1991), cultural critics recognize femininity as 

“an ongoing discursive practice” (Butler 1990: 33), race as a social construction (Wade 

1997), the notion of scale as culturally constructed (Marston 2000), nationalities as 

Imagined Communities instead of ontologically-given categories (Anderson 1983) and 

even the state itself as an “effect” (T. Mitchell 1999). This trend can be seen as part of a 

“cultural turn” in the social sciences, yet this designation only highlights the entrenched 

anti-cultural static materialism that pervades such “cinematographical” thinking not only 

in the social sciences, but in all disciplines. On the other hand, equally erroneous is that 

view which escapes to a cultural sphere quite far removed indeed from issues of social 

justice and place-bound struggle. Rather, the cultural is always material, and the material 

always cultural. Indeed, “Culture arises as much from the shared interaction and practice 

of bodies as from the shared symbols of minds” (Linstead & Mullarkey 2003).
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Culture as process

Just as we separate in space, we fix in time. 
(Bergson, CE 163)

The conception that “culture” exceeds the notion of objects or artifacts is evident 

enough in the literature (Williams 1977; Mitchell 2000; Lloyd & Thomas 1998). To be 

clear: I take “culture” to be the process through which thought produces concepts and 

thus motivates human action. Culture is inseparable from the concepts of race, class, 

nation, gender, sexuality, language, society and personality/desire. Culture is likewise 

inseparable from the circulation of capital (Harvey 1990; Mitchell 2000), and yet since 

Marx capital is itself viewed as a relation (Harvey 2000) and therefore as constituted 

culturally. Sharon Zukin (1995) to some degree underscores this in her idea of “culture as 

an economic base” (11). As Eric Wolf (1999) writes, culture is not merely a “self-

generating and self-propelling mental apparatus of norms and rules for behavior” (19), 

although traditional anthropology may have regarded it as such. Rather culture is always 

articulated with power. The term culture, in my analysis, includes this very activity of 

delineating hierarchies, patterns of subjugation and of privilege.  I do not wish to engage 

culture as opposed to nature, as has been historically done (see Williams 1977; Johnston, 

Gregory, Pratt, Watts 2000). Such an opposition is, of course, the basis of any approach 

that relegates the cultural to a mere symbolic mode of representation superimposed upon 

a material reality. There is neither a layer of materiality that determines thought, nor can 

thought exist in spite of materiality. Rather, as part of the process of culture, the subject is 

intimately involved in a movement which unites the mental and the physical in the 

production of space (Lefebvre 1991a; Harvey 1996; Madanipour 1996). This union is in 
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fact the precondition for movement itself (Merleau-Ponty 1945, 1964a, 1964b, 1973). 

This being so, I acknowledge a certain affinity with the ontological tenets of so-called 

non-representational theory (see Amin & Thrift 2002: 26-30). More importantly, 

however, is “a notion of the material that admits from the very start the presence and 

importance of the immaterial” (Latham & McCormack 2004: 703). I follow the Bergson 

of Creative Evolution who writes that our very language separates the flux of experience 

into qualities (adjectives), things (nouns) and actions (verbs) when there is only 

movement itself (298-304). This is the philosophical starting point for his assertion that 

the intellect produces categories that take the shape of abstractions overlaid on the 

physical world. This idea is embedded in perhaps his most widely acknowledged 

metaphor—that of “the cinematograph of the mind” (as above). If thought takes 

instantaneous snapshots of the surrounding world, he says, this is merely to be able to 

insert action into the unending movement of experience. Yet, thinking through these 

abstractions in criticism can never capture real movement. Real movement will always 

escape, overflowing the immobile sections our mind designs on the flux of experience. 

This said, it cannot be overemphasized that “we need to consider more fully how the 

process of abstraction actually allows us to draw out, and also to become implicated in, 

the excessive force of materiality” (Latham & McCormack 2004: 707). This idea is 

crucial to our thinking of culture in relation to spatial practices. I argue that in taking as a 

starting point such seemingly immobile sections as the division of public and private and 

the state to faithfully describe the production of space, itself a real movement, in 

describing their deployment, criticism turns a blind eye to the very way in which these 
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categories are produced and reproduced. In this light, the terms “culture” and “state” are 

not referential in the classical sense at all. Both are part of the same process of 

abstraction, and thus talk of their interpenetration begs the very question of their 

ontological referentiality. If, as Bergson would, one takes “culture” and “state” to be 

carved out of the flow of experience, then questions of the subordination of one to the 

other vanish, leaving questions of power. This is the tendency of Sallie Marston’s (2004) 

statement recognizing the “‘nexus’ among” and “mutually constitutive nature of the 

categories” of state, culture and space (38). Likewise, this is the intention of Bob Jessop’s 

(1999) assertion that the boundaries between the economic and the political are of 

cultural origin (380). The uncritical engagement of the culture/state division (see Van 

Deusen 2004) is only one such way in which the abstractions reified by the human 

intellect capture scholarly attention and manage to obscure the real movement inherent to 

social practice. Of great importance to the study of spatial practice is what Roy Wagner 

(1975), in a seminal book of anthropology, considers to be The Invention of Culture, a

culture that is no less material for having been produced.

Culture is then production, or process itself, in the widest possible sense of the 

term. This process is the manner in which static concepts are created out of flows, and the 

way in which staticity is thawed, relinquished in favor of an original dynamism that 

predates, surrounds and inhabits the concept. This is a process that includes both the 

fragmentary process of intellection and its retracing by intuition. It is only the spatialized 

intellect that prohibits the cohabitation of the two. For this reason Bergson (1932) arrives 

at the discovery that a dynamic religion is always embedded in a static religion. 
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Academic thought, as quotidian thought itself, is a composite of static and dynamic 

tendencies, of spatial and temporal tendencies, of a movement which freezes as it thaws. 

This double movement is alive and well in all disciplines. Freeze (intellection)—the 

partitioning of production into presumably separable literary, filmic, geographic 

disciplines; thaw (intuition)—the release of staticity by a movement of Cultural Studies, 

for example, which embraces commonalities across disciplines, by a concept of literature 

which opens outward to embrace other products; freeze—the movement by which the 

magma of Cultural Studies begins to yearn for a methodology, for a subject matter, by 

which literature, for example, begins to crystallize an area of specialty with a given 

canonical approach and corpus; thaw—the part of Cultural Studies which continues to 

open outward upon all experience, the notion of literature which refuses to content itself 

with the appropriation of new subject matter by old methods, but continues to dissolve 

into the Whole. This double movement is found, too, in the sciences. Thomas Kuhn 

(1962) shows how science presents this same double-movement from the intuitive release 

of paradigm to the reestablishment of newly paradigmatic hegemony. Claude Bernard 

(1865), in his day, too, dynamized science, and subsequently had an unintended influence 

upon the staticization of a “naturalistic” literature. It is the nature of the movement of the 

open to yield to the movement of closure, only to reopen again, as the two are merely 

tendencies of one and the same mobile composite, be it in literature, in science, in 

philosophy, or group identity. Within a framework that accepts culture as a process, the 

traditional notions of scale, individual, society, state, and public/private take a different 

shape.
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Scale

The considerations regarding scale, for example, if they are really taken 
seriously, should not relegate all the truths of physics to the side of the 
“subjective”—a move that would maintain the rights of the idea of an 
inaccessible “objectivity”—but they should contest the principle of this 
cleavage and make the contact between the observer and the observed 
enter into the definition of the “real.” 

(Merleau-Ponty, VI 16)

Scale, as Marston (2000) writes, is a social construction (see also Harvey 2000: 

75-77 on “the production of social scales”). Out of a unity of nonscalar experience, 

human thought has wrought the divisions of the local, the regional, the national, the 

supranational and the global. Similar in this regard is Harvey’s (1989: 231) assertion that 

there are five loci of consciousness formation: individual, family, community, social 

class, and state. Certainly one cannot argue, as indeed Harvey does not, that these loci are 

separable distinct entities. Rather the question arises as to exactly what form of mediation 

exists between the individual and the family, the individual and the community, the 

individual and the class, the individual and the state, the family and the community, the 

family and the class, etc. In fact, the difficulty seems to be whether in any given case one 

is able to determine if there even are any boundaries between these loci, or rather whether 

each of these static loci provides an opening out onto the whole. The implication is that 

the individual negotiates a position relative to these loci, and yet Harvey’s model is 

unable to explain the way in which this negotiation occurs. One might assume that an 

individual’s relative position can be discerned in his actions, the cause in the effects 

characteristic of an Althusserian Marxist structural causality, an assumption which only 

serves to beg the question of this relative position as a performative and thus non-
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positional trait. This much can be surmised from Harvey’s reformulation of Williams’s 

“militant particularism” (Harvey 2000: 55-56) in which the importance of class can be 

displaced by the importance of family in a labor strike, or indeed by Harvey’s constant 

and important reminder that capitalists often work against their own class interests. The 

question that remains is why it is that a given individual decides to act in accordance with 

this or that perceived family-, community-, class-, or state-interest, while another does 

not? On more than one occasion even a reconfigured Marxist analysis avoids confronting 

this question. 

A notable example of this is problematic is Fredric Jameson’s The Political 

Unconscious (1981) which turns away from the individual towards narrative as a socially 

symbolic act. It is not my intent to wrestle with his notion of narrative as a socially 

symbolic act, which I judge to be an important one, but merely to take issue with what he 

conceives of as “social,” and rather show how he limits his very analysis by shying away 

from the “individualistic.” Jameson writes:

What is more damaging, from the present perspective, is that desire, like 
its paler and more well behaved predecessor, wish-fulfillment, remains 
locked into the category of the individual subject, even if the form taken 
by the individual in it is no longer the ego or self, but rather the individual 
body. We must now argue this objective more consequently, since the 
need to transcend individualistic categories and modes of interpretation is 
in many ways the fundamental issue for any doctrine of the political 
unconscious, of interpretation in terms of the collective or associative. We 
will do so, however, by shifting from the Freudian hermeneutic to a quite 
different interpretive system, comparably only to the psychoanalytic one 
in the persistence of just such a valorization of desire. This is the 
archetypal system of Northrup Frye, which has the additional interest for 
us of conceiving of the function of culture explicitly in social terms. (The 
Political Unconscious 68, emphasis added)
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Now there is, undeniably, in Jameson’s wording here a resonance of Enlightenment ideas 

of the public and private, those advanced most pointedly by Hannah Arendt and others 

demonstrating that the private is ideally if not necessarily transcended upon entrance into 

a public sphere. This approach directly conflicts with my own as I have already pointed 

to a selection of the literature that seeks to debunk this very myth (above). Jameson’s 

frustration with Freud is surely justified, and not unremarkably it must be noted that this 

frustration permeates to an even greater degree Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus and 

Capitalism & Schizophrenia. Nevertheless, in throwing the Oedipus complex out with the 

dishwater, Jameson here moves away from the culturally constructed scale of the 

individual towards Frye’s (and Durkheim’s if you like) analysis of the culturally 

constructed scale of the community—at once religious, social, symbolic, and mythic. 

Individual desire is thus mistaken for social desire. Instinct for institution. The reason for 

this is simple enough. Jameson correctly assumes all human experience to be social

experience. And yet he reaches this conclusion by mere fiat, instead of developing the 

social first from an enveloping phenomenology of perception. Given the primacy of 

perception, the body is nondual—consisting of the folding of matter and spirit, matter and 

consciousness, material and immaterial, space and time, extensivity and intensivity, the 

corporeal/objective body that is touched and the conscious body that touches. The 

nondual body is thus the mechanism through which the invisible is made visible, it is the 

opening out upon the world, upon the same world in which other consciousnesses unfold. 

It is the very positionality of the body that necessitates that every movement, either act or 

thought, be visible in some way to another body. The individual is necessarily social 
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because there can be no individual which is not such. Narrative is indeed a socially 

symbolic act, yet this does not mean that there are no narratives that using our social 

constructed ontology of scale could be abstracted out and termed individual for whatever 

purposes analysis may reserve. This abstraction of individual is, as are Harvey’s other 

four loci of consciousness formation, an opening out on the whole of human experience. 

And it certainly does not mean that individual narratives are in any way “locked into the 

category of the individual subject” as Jameson contends. Rather, one must make the 

distinction, as Deleuze does, between an institution and the instinctual tendency which 

realizes itself in it. 

But if it is true that tendencies are satisfied by the institution, the 
institution is not explained by the tendencies. The same sexual needs will 
never explain the multiple possible forms of marriage. Neither does the 
negative explain the positive, nor the general the particular. The “desire to 
whet your appetite” does not explain drinks before dinner, because there 
are a thousand other ways to whet your appetite. Brutality does not explain 
war in the least; and yet brutality discovers in war its best means. This is 
the paradox for society: we are always talking about institutions, but we 
are in fact confronted by procedures of satisfaction—and the tendencies 
satisfied by such procedures neither trigger nor determine the procedures. 
(DI, “Instincts and institutions” 20)

Not only can different institutions come out of the same instinctual tendency, as Deleuze 

notes in “Instincts and institutions,” but, so too, are different instinctual tendencies able to 

satisfy themselves in the same institution. Deleuze and Guattari’s writings in AntiOedipus

serve to draw this point out further. There, they posit the notion of assemblage, which by 

definition is always hooked into another assemblage, machine in machine. This is to 

arrive at the notion of desiring-machine, in which each participant is able to engage the 

same assemblage on their own terms, for their own reasons. 
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We intend such a parallel [between desiring-production and social 
production] to be regarded as merely phenomenological: we are here 
drawing no conclusions whatsoever as to the nature and the relationship of 
the two productions, nor does the parallel we are about to establish 
provide any sort of a priori answer to the question whether desiring-
production and social production are really two separate and distinct 
productions” (AO 10). 

The seed of this connection already appears in Bergson, when in The Two Sources of 

Morality and Religion he writes: “As a matter of fact, the individual and society are 

implied in each other: individuals make up society by their grouping together; society 

shapes an entire side of individuals by begin prefigured in each one of them. The 

individual and society thus condition each other, circle-wise” (199). For now, let us rest 

on Harvey’s categorization, and Marston’s reminder, which serve to redirect us towards 

the individual, remind us that the individual is already impregnated with the social, and 

that any process such as Jameson’s which places the individual necessarily outside the 

social will be unable to explain human action either on the small or large scale. In fact, 

the social and the individual, the class and the community are concomitant ideas, 

constructed, performed, reconstructed, and performed again as a variegated Whole.

Individual & society

As a matter of fact, the individual and society are implied in each other: 
individuals make up society by their grouping together; society shapes an 
entire side of individuals by begin prefigured in each one of them. The 
individual and society thus condition each other, circle-wise. (Bergson 
TTSOMAR: 199)

At this point it is important to be provisionally clear about the nature of the 

individual. I have already pointed out that the individual exists as a fold in two 
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coterminous fields, which have been given multiple names—space and time, extensivity 

and intensivity, homogeneity and heterogeneity, matter and memory. Put another way, 

there is the body that touches and the body touched. There is the homogeneous space 

projected by the individual in the act of perception, which is nothing more than virtual 

action, the design of our action on things, and there is the immanent material body that is 

an opening out upon the world. In short, I have been saying that there are two 

coterminous perceptions, two coterminous thoughts, two coterminous aspects of 

movement. There are also two selves. On this topic, Bergson writes:

Consciousness, goaded by an insatiable desire to separate, substitutes the 
symbol for the reality, or perceives the reality only through the symbol. As 
the self thus refracted, and thereby broken to pieces, is much better 
adapted to the requirements of social life in general and language in 
particular, consciousness prefers it, and gradually loses sight of the 
fundamental self.  (TFW 128)

An inner life with well distinguished moments and with clearly 
characterized states will answer better the requirements of social life. 
(TFW 139)

Hence two different selves: (1) the fundamental self: (2) its spatial and 
social representation: only the former is free. (TFW 231)

Here Bergson’s wording itself is misleading, and more unfortunate has been the 

translation of his essay from the French, whose literal translation to English would read 

Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness and not Time and Free Will. For reasons 

which I need not explore here, the English title regrettably highlights what Bergson 

himself denounces as one of the classic false problems of philosophy—that of free will 

vs. determinism. It is precisely Bergson’s point, as he elaborates throughout not only this 

essay and all later works, that the opposition between free will and determinism is 
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poorly-formulated. This is why he rejects the tenets of both determinism and mechanism 

in Creative Evolution, dispenses with both realism and idealism in Matter and Memory, 

and posits the interdependence of static and dynamic religion in The Two Sources of 

Morality and Religion. These assertions are all prefigured in his first work where, as I 

have discussed, he dissolves space and time into each other. When considering what he 

has said regarding the self, then, one must keep in mind that the two selves he points two 

are merely tendencies, each cohabiting the other. Neither one is able to act without the 

other. In short, the individual cannot be separated from the whole of human praxis. 

Rather, there is one tendency of the self whose main direction is precisely this separation, 

and another tendency which prevents necessarily that this separation ever take place 

definitively, opening forever out upon an intimate connection with things. Said another 

way, there is one tendency which forms self-definition, a necessary component for 

movement, and carries it over into what we have termed “culture” above—the 

productions of concepts which are brought into visibility. There is also another tendency 

bent towards the questioning of these very designs the first places on space. It is useless 

to say that the first may triumph completely over the second, nor that the second may 

triumph over the first. This is the problem of most philosophy and most human thought, 

that where there may be a composite, the spatializing intellect sees definition, borders, 

mutual exclusivity, where there be heterogeneity, homogeneity washes it through. In this 

respect, it may be understood why Bergson refers to the human consciousness as a center 

of indeterminacy. Neither determined, nor free, merely indeterminate. Bergson’s 

“fundamental” self always coexists with the “social” self.
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It becomes important, then, to lend closer inspection to this “social” self, for it is 

this self that is concerned with the concept of identity in its broadest multi-scalar sense. I 

have argued that the very movement of the human being in the world requires a notion of 

identity, of self-definition necessarily in opposition to the world around it, which for 

practical reasons is spatialized, or cut up into various zones which are taken to be external 

to one another. I have also said that this requisite for human movement is extended quite 

a bit beyond its basic necessity into what I have called a cultural field which is not 

ontologically separate from the movement itself. So, considering that the social self is 

based on the concept of identity points to the method in which the mind extends this 

notion of self out into the world, the manner with which it fuses with some things at the 

expense of others. In this way, the self adopts a racial category, a gender category, a 

national category, a sexual category, a class consciousness, an identification with family, 

with community, with other individuals, and even with preferences as seemingly 

innocuous as colors, music, scholarly interest etc. More specifically, the social self adopts 

a certain direction based on perceptions of categories that have habitually built up in 

action and in memory. These categories, it must be said, are never adopted completely, 

and the change individuals go through is in fact a function of the battle between the two 

selves, one which seeks to root and define, the other which seeks to question and open—

one which is imposed from above, and the other which is negotiated at the ground. 

Nevertheless, in this way movement in the world is already social, as the path of the 

social self is by nature the exclusion of all that which does not interest it. In this way the 

social self is apt to act out the importance of the categories which it has assimilated and 
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which it will project in front of it in movement through a supposedly divisible and 

homogeneous space.

The intimate connection between the individual and the social is explored by 

David Lloyd (1997) in an analysis of nationalistic movements. He notes that movements 

towards nationhood in the process of formation relegate movements not identical with 

them to spaces of contingency.35 These non-identical struggles can be struggles of class 

or gender, as he notes is the case of Ireland, or by extension any movement that contrasts 

with the hegemonic constructed normality of the nationalist movement in a given case. 

Lloyd sees the development of the nationalist movement as interacting with state-oriented 

tendencies “before or after independence” (188), emphasizing with Ernest Gellner (1983) 

that the “nation desires the state.” He thus outlines just such a model of how small-scale 

disciplining in the Foucauldian sense interacts with the large-scale state-idea—through a 

practice of discarding that which cannot be disciplined; a practice performed by 

35 This space is “the mythopoeic space of arrested development and fixity vis-à-vis the forward movement 
of nationalism itself. It is, then, to the resources of this mythopoeic space that national culture is held to 
recur in its atavistic moments, while its historical modernity finds expression in the state form. The state is 
both the proper end of historical process and the eternal antagonist of contingency and myth” (178). Of 
great interest here is how this same idea gets articulated in Marc Augé’s (1995) Non-places: introduction to 
an anthropology of supermodernity with consequences for the argument at hand. He writes: “If a place can 
be defined as relational, historical and concerned with identity, then a space which cannot be defined as 
relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-place. The hypothesis advanced here is 
that supermodernity produces non-places, meaning spaces which are not themselves anthropological places 
and which, unlike Baudelairean modernity, do not integrate the earlier places: instead these are listed, 
classified, promoted to the status of ‘places of memory’, and assigned to a circumscribed and specific 
position. […] Place and non-place are rather like opposed polarities: the first is never completely erased, 
the second never totally completed; they are like palimpsests on which the scrambled game of identity and 
relations is ceaselessly rewritten” (77-8, 79). Here, Augé’s non-place takes on the semiological ordering 
function of Lloyd’s nationalism. While the latter relegates other social movements to an atavistic past, the 
former performs the same operation on place, on history, on identity. Movement through space is thus the 
material component of a sign more often recognized as ideological. It is the iconic representation of a 
semiotically arbitrarily-motivated sign and sign-system. Most importantly, Augé’s two types of place 
correspond to the two selves which I am at present taking on, as does his method of analysis of place as a 
composite.
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disciplined individuals. There is, then, in these national movements a drive towards an 

established staticity, as the nation desires the perceived staticity of the imagined and 

established state—a tension between definition and separation on the one hand, and 

openness and inclusion on the other. The moments of conflict inherent in the 

development of national movements, then, show how what is at first considered a 

homogeneous unitary movement for change is in fact a plurality of differing directions 

which only appear to coincide. One may perhaps object that this determination is only 

available to hindsight. Yet this is not so. In practice, there is always a tension between 

homogenization and divergence in any movement. The movement continues “intact” to 

the extent that diverging perspectives are tabled for a more appropriate moment or 

excluded implicitly or explicitly from the group trajectory. From a Bergsonian 

perspective that recognizes the tension between inclusiveness and divergence, the 

accurate assessment of divergences in the moment would seem to be a function of 

whether or not those involved are able to see the consequences of their own actions and 

agendas. This possible assessment of thought by itself, of course, is that which Bergson 

has called intuition.36

The state

Man is organized for the life of the state as the ant is for the ant-hill, but 
with this difference, that the ant possesses ready-made means of attaining 
its end, while we bring what is necessary to reinvent them and to vary 
their form. 

(Bergson, CM 80)

36 The interested reader should also see the writings of quantum theorist David Bohm and Vedantic scholar 
Jiddu Krishnamurti on thought (Bohm 1980, 1994, 1998, 1999; Bohm & Krisnamurti 1985, 1999).
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The state is also a cultural concept. From this perspective, the question should not 

be to what extent is “culture” implicated in “the state” or in what way does “the state” 

direct “culture,” but rather how it is that one is able to form the idea of a provisional 

“state” or “culture” that is from the outset separable from the other? This direction of 

inquiry has taken hold in a new wave of state theory that questions old approaches, 

treating the state as both an idea (Abrams 1988; Lloyd & Thomas 1998) and as a social 

relation, routinely and unfortunately reified by most Marxist theory (see Bratsis 2002), 

and emphasizing that the state exists to the extent that it is enacted/negotiated by specific 

actors (Heyman 1995; Mountz 2003). Similar in this regard is the statement of Deleuze 

and Guattari (1987) that “Only thought is capable of inventing the fiction of a State that is 

universal by right, of elevating the State to the level of de jure universality” (375). The 

challenge for scholarship has been to accept that culturally created concepts such as the 

state produce material effects. Consider that the young Marx (1967) himself posits the 

intimate connection of state and private life both as contingent abstractions wrought of a 

modern consciousness: “The abstraction of the state as such was not born until the 

modern world because the abstraction of private life was not created until modern times. 

The abstraction of a political state is a modern product” (176). Here, I likewise take “the 

state” to be a dynamic resultant category of the cultural production of concepts. I believe 

the state not only to possess an ontological indeterminacy similar to that of “culture” but 

also to be constitutive of further concepts, such as “public/private,” given that at no point 

may the production of what gets termed the state be separated from the flow of all 

cultural production. Nevertheless, as Derek Sayer (1994) argues “we should not, through 
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our own categories, replicate this misrepresentation [of the state]” (371). Here it is 

necessary to sketch out what this means.

Definitions of the state tend towards models that split the real movement of the 

production of space into bottom-up or top-down ideas. Either the state is created on the 

ground by material practice (Miliband 1969) or it is handed down from above engendered 

in symbolic categories (Poulantzas 1978). This method of analysis has bifurcated a 

unitary material and symbolic practice. To see the pervasive nature of this idea it should 

be sufficient to recall the seminal article on the resurgence of state-theory, Philip 

Abrams’s “Notes on the difficulty of studying the state” (1977, published in 1988), 

wherein he differentiates between the state-system and the state-idea.37 Though Abrams 

wants sociologists to point out the ways in which the state does not exist, he leaves it for 

political analysis to study the state-system rather than integrating the two; he is far from 

questioning the categories produced by the intellect in a Bergsonian sense. Though the 

majority of state-literature has sought company on one side or the other of this 

intellectual divide, there is an emergent state-discourse that does recognize the production 

of space as an indivisible real movement. This drive for unity is voiced most succinctly 

by Pierre Bourdieu (1999) and Timothy Mitchell (1999). For Bourdieu, the state produces 

37 “There is a state-system in Ralph Miliband’s sense; a palpable nexus of practice and institutional 
structure centered in government and more or less extensive, unified and dominant in any given society. 
And its sources, structure and variations can be examined in fairly straight-forward and empirical ways. 
There is, too, a state-idea, projected, purveyed and variously believed in different societies at different 
times. And its modes, effects and variations are also susceptible to research. The relationship of the state-
system and the state-idea to other forms of power should and can be central concerns of political analysis. 
[…] The task of the sociologist is to demystify; and in this context that means attending to the senses in 
which the state does not exist rather than those in which it does” (82).
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categories of thought which are then enacted by those who attempt to think the state.38

Building from a tradition that locates the state as a concept, T. Mitchell rightly coins the 

term “state-effect” in order to describe how the appearance of the state arises from 

mundane material practices. Yet both approaches explicitly challenge this very 

distinction and emphasize the simultaneity of what the intellect has separated: “The most 

brutal relations of force are always simultaneously symbolic relations” (Bourdieu 1999: 

67); “[…] the distinction made between a conceptual realm and an empirical one needs to 

be placed in question if one is to understand the nature of a phenomenon such as the 

state” (T. Mitchell 1999: 81). To understand the simultaneously material and symbolic 

nature of the production of space it will be necessary to engage T. Mitchell further. His 

real contribution is to understand the state as a double articulation39 between Foucauldian 

disciplines40 and the level at which “disciplinary powers do come to be utilized, 

stabilized, and reproduced in state structures or other ‘generalized mechanisms’” (87); 

between mundane material practices and the ideas that reshape those practices. I am 

arguing that this double-articulation, in T. Mitchell’s words a “two dimensional effect” 

(89), is a relation between discipline at the small scale and the state-idea at the large 

38 “To endeavor to think the state is to take the risk of taking over (or being taken over by) a thought of the 
state, that is, of applying to the state categories of thought produced and guaranteed by the state and hence 
to misrecognize its most profound truth […] one of the major powers of the state is to produce and impose 
(especially through the school system) categories of thought that we spontaneously apply to all things of 
the social world – including the state itself” (53).
39 Language is frequently said to have a double articulation represented by words (1st-articulation) which 
are composed of phonemes (2nd-articulation). Pier Paolo Pasolini (1988) showed that cinematic images 
also had a double articulation based on the shot (1st-articulation) and the shot’s components, which he 
termed kinemes (2nd-articulation). T. Mitchell implicitly locates another such double articulation in the 
military apparatus that consists “on the one hand of individual soldiers and, on the other, of the ‘machine’ 
they inhabited,” though he terms this a “two dimensional effect,” one that is apparent, interestingly enough, 
“in other institutions of modern government” (89).
40 “[…] techniques for assuring the ordering of human multiplicities” (1975).
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scale. Lefebvre (1991b) has touched on this connection between scales as well saying 

that, “Knowledge and genuine thought pass methodically from the individual scale to the 

social and national scale (by a process of thought comparable to the mathematical 

integration of very small elements)” (134). It follows that there is a balancing process that 

works from the large scale back down to the small scale. Jessop (1990), too, argues for a 

“strategic-theoretical” approach to the state and in so doing embraces a model of 

movement. The state, then, is part of the process of human creation called culture. It is an

idea expressed in human movement itself.

Public/private

The inner private space of the body and the public space of the world are, 
therefore, interpenetrating and interdependent. 

(Madanipour, Public and Private Spaces of the City 229)

Coterminous with the historical deployment and actualization of the concept of 

the state there have arisen the equally cultural concepts of public and private space. And 

yet these cultural constructs have material consequences. The idea of public or private 

space, then, is likewise an idea that is expressed in movement. The discussion of the 

categories of public and private has come a long way since Jürgen Habermas’s (1989) 

The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. Arguments advanced by critics such 

as Marston (1990) attempt to loosen the hold these categories have on our thought, while 

understanding that these categories have measurable effects. Similarly Farhang Rouhani 

(2001) takes up Lynn Staeheli’s (1996) emphasis that public actions take place in spaces 

thought to be private and that private actions occur in seemingly public spaces. I follow 
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the more lucid comments of scholars like Mabel Berezin (1999) in noting that “the terms 

public and private are used with more frequency than with precision” (358). Ali 

Madanipour (2003) does well in reminding us of the interdependency of public and 

private spheres and of the way in which control structures differential negotiation of this 

boundary. And yet, his solution (“By establishing the boundary between the two realms 

so that a civilized relationship can be promoted, the threat of encroachment by private 

interests into the public realm and the threat of public intrusion into the private sphere are 

both minimized and carefully managed” (241)) falls short of a radical questioning of 

these terms and the acknowledgement that they have formed out of a power relationship. 

In this light I do not attempt to engage static definitions of culture, state, or 

public/private. Yet neither is it my intent here to embrace a mode of thinking that paints 

the subject as mute before what some have called a “crisis of representation.” Rather, I 

assert that in understanding spatial practice one must first accept that before space means 

something it merely is something. It is not that between spaces and representations of 

spaces there is a slippage, but rather that space is necessarily produced in articulation 

with ideas about race, class, nation, gender, sexuality, language, society and 

personality/desire. From Bergson’s point of view, all knowledge is situated knowledge, 

and thus the production of space necessarily involves the expression of that situated 

knowledge. The material world is an expression of the way each of us has of organizing 

knowledge. Those with more power over the production of space are more able to 

express in our shared physical world the categorizations arrived at through the 

machinations of their own situated knowledge: ideas of self and other, ideas of public and 
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private, class and racial structures and hierarchies, gender norms… yet this is not to say 

that the expression of ideas is space holds a determining power over the situated 

knowledge of marginalized peoples. The opportunity here, when engaging concepts such 

as the state or public and private space, is to agree with Wahneema Lubiano (1996) that 

the experience of this engagement is “Like Being Mugged by a Metaphor.” Likewise, 

much recent and outstanding research has been done on the way in which ideas of 

nationality and scale are constructed and yet consequently have material effects. Cultural 

production therefore both engenders material effects and is subsequently transformed by 

them.

Final remarks on Bergsonian methodology

True, the faculty of intuition exists in each one of us, but covered over by 
functions more useful to life. 

(Bergson CM: 47)

Human social practice, critical methodology included, thus reveals the continual 

production of a mental cartography that is assumed separable from, rather than coexistent 

with, geographic space. In so doing it divides the ideal from the material, fiction from 

reality, and plans for social change from the conditions that have produced them. The 

cultural production of this division is no mere abstraction, but rather a decision at once 

material and symbolic that forges anew structural inequalities of class, race, nationality, 

and gender. The works of Bergson (1912, 1935, 1998, 2001, 2002; Mullarkey 1999), 

Merleau-Ponty (2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2004) and Deleuze (1987, 1988, 1993, 1997, 2000, 

2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2004; Flaxman 2000; Rodowick 1997) call into question the 
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philosophical basis of this very division. Harvey (1989, 1990, 1996, 2000), Lefebvre 

(1968, 1991a, 1991b) and a host of others (Bourdieu 1999; Marston 2000; D. Mitchell 

2003; T. Mitchell 1999; Tilly 1999) turn an eye to the importance of the particularities of 

place connecting both sides of this same false dichotomy. The hypothesis of this study is 

that the production of space involves the simultaneous creation of an indivisible whole 

whose bifurcation by the intellect necessarily produces contingent and structural social 

inequalities. Ultimately, solutions to problems of class, race and nationality in Madrid are 

limited by an initial perceptual and philosophical cleaving of idea from material, whose 

avatars manifest themselves in the problematic notions of mental vs. cartographic space, 

film space vs. extra-filmic space, and public vs. private space. Where these solutions fail, 

it is for their uncritical acceptance of representational (bifurcative) approaches and for 

neglecting to turn their attention as well to unitary, composite, nondual modes of thought.

Methodological concerns, then, are barraged with two tendencies which are often, 

erroneously and in exaggerated capacity, taken to be mutually exclusive. These are the 

incarnations of realism and idealism, metonymy and metaphor, the post-war and post-

Tiempo de silencio generations in Spain, medieval and Golden Age literature, 

Enlightenment and Romantic literature, Realism/Naturalism and the Generation of ‘98, 

avant-garde poets and social poets. As they are developed through common interpretive 

practice, these concepts are irreconcilable, and yet are abstracted out of one spatio-

temporal experience.

The realist starts, in fact, from the universe, that is to say from an 
aggregate of images governed, as to their mutual relations, by fixed laws, 
in which effects are in strict proportion to their causes, and of which the 
character is an absence of center, all the images unfolding on one and the 
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same plane infinitely prolonged. But he is at once bound to recognize that, 
besides this system, there are perceptions, that is to say, systems in which 
these same images seem to depend on a single one among them, around 
which they arrange themselves on different planes, so as to be wholly 
transformed by the slightest modification of this central image. Now this 
perception is just what the idealist starts from: in the system of images 
which he adopts there is a privileged image, his body, by which the other 
images are conditioned. But as soon as he attempts to connect the present 
with the past and to foretell the future, he is obliged to abandon this 
central position, to replace all the images on the same plane, to suppose 
that they no longer vary for him, but for themselves and to treat them as 
though they made part of a system in which every change gives the exact 
measure of its cause. (14-15, original emphasis)

On the one hand, there is a system of divisible space, homogeneity, equally weighted 

things (realism), and on the other is a system of privileged, in this sense distorted, non-

equally weighted heterogeneity (idealism). There is a system where consciousness is

something (realism) and one in which consciousness is consciousness of something 

(idealism). There is a mode of immanence (realism) and one of transcendence (idealism). 

There is a realm of being (realism) and another of signification (idealism)—in the first, 

things are (metonymy, iconicity), in the second, things signify (metaphor, arbitrariness). 

These tendencies are always infused the one with the other, as both metonymy and 

metaphor work together to form the double-articulation that is language. The reaction of 

postmodernism to modernism, to take Jameson’s (1999) use of the terms, presented a 

depthless model conflicting with a previous depth model of signification. In its 

exaggerated form, the reaction of some Marxists to the diminishing of a tendency for 

signification has been to fear the impassionate mute stance of the critic-individual before 

a crisis of representation, and thus to hold more tightly to notions of structure (especially 

Jameson 1981). In yet another exaggerated form, the reaction of some died-in-the-wool 
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poststructuralists has been a turn away from the world of things in-themselves, and thus 

from real-world issues of oppression. And yet neither of these reactions is complete in 

and of itself.41 Rather, in the composite of movement, there exist simultaneously the 

concerns both of the realist and of the idealist, the grounded Marxist and the avant-garde 

deconstructionist. Neither must the poststructuralist turn away from the material and 

structural component of social inequalities, nor must the Marxist ignore the produced and 

symbolic component of material and structural inequalities. It is more useful to accept the 

one as an imagination that materializes, and the other as a materialism that imagines. 

Instead of imagining these two traditions as contradictory or incompossible, it is 

important to recognize them each as emphasizing a tendency of an immanently material-

ideal social production. In fact, this is exactly what we find. That Deleuze acknowledges 

that capitalism is a real system with real material effects which deploys a corporeal pain 

and suffering from which it is difficult for the individual to escape. That Harvey 

acknowledges the productive force of ideas on the economy, the ideological component 

inherent to capital itself. In short, both signification and being, structure and anti-

structure, epistemology and ontology, are two complementary paths to meaning. There 

exists no contradiction in the fact that modes of signification coexist with immanent 

reality. This is exactly what I have attempted to sketch out in the section on movement, 

where I argued with Bergson that a very real homogenous space of the mind’s designs is 

projected out over a coexisting indivisible space-time. I extended the consequences of 

41 Interesting in this regard is Michael Ryan’s Marxism and Deconstruction: A Critical Articulation (1982). 
He recognizes that never will deconstructionists be killed as have been millions of marxists, yet states: 
“Nevertheless, I will argue that deconstructive philosophy has positive implications for marxism and that 
these implications are not only philosophical, but political” (1). In the present work, I am attempting a 
similar articulation—of philosophical errors with their consequences for social stuggle.
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this double-act when I argued that cultural production, and thought itself as such, brings 

the new into being, and that this idea then takes form as a visible in a world at once 

material and symbolic.

In this process I propose only a revitalized and extended, reconfigured if you

prefer, Marxism. In Marxism and Literature (1977) Raymond Williams adheres to what 

is in effect a radical rejection of a merely interpretational/representational approaches, 

criticizing and discarding theories of reflection (97), mediation (99), and even homology 

(106) in favor of Antonio Gramsci’s hegemony (107) and a dynamic understanding of 

social processes that, in an undeniably Marxist tradition rejects fixed forms (129) –

“Indeed, just because all consciousness is social, its processes occur not only between but 

within the relationship and the related” (130), he writes. His explicit rejection of dualist 

systems of thought (99) resonates with Bergsonian methodology and should serve as a 

model for cultural criticism. And yet the great problem of scholarship is precisely that 

nonduality must be reached by positing a dual system first in order to collapse it in a 

second movement. This is, of course what moves Jameson (1999) to write that “the 

interrelationship of culture and the economic here is not a one-way street but a 

continuous reciprocal interaction and feedback loop” (xiv-xv), or Jessop (1990) to write 

of the “imagined economy,” or Anderson (1983) to write of Imagined Communities, for 

that matter. And yet to show that two spheres are related is not sufficient to show that 

they were never separate in the first place. In this second movement, in the thought that 

turns back on itself, that acknowledges its productive force, that collapses the primary 

duality between observer and observed, in the assertion that moves and recedes and 
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thusly rejects fixity itself, in this movement in which analytical thought exposes its own 

production lies the possibility for social change. If it is recognized that the present system 

of production (an enfolding of capitalism with a preexisting patriarchy and spatialized 

cultural differences) naturalizes itself through the production of space,42 and if space is 

understood more generally and in Bergsonian fashion to include not only the 

spatialization of capital accumulation and the first, second and third circuits of capital but 

also the primary conceptual spatializations between labor and management, between 

genders, and between races and nations, it is important to understand how social, 

economic and cultural realities are historically produced by a certain movement of 

intellect to divide, delineate, define, classify, categorize and separate. Seeing the spatial 

nature of capitalism in this sense means exposing the very mechanism of spatialization at 

work in a wide range of cultural processes and productions.

Thus Marxism is revitalized by Bergson’s method of intuition—which allows an 

apprehension of the intensely spatial nature of all cultural production. The nature of this 

intuition can only now, after the reader has been cursorily introduced to the way in which 

it operates and negotiates, be made explicit. I will here summarize the succinct 

delineation of this method undertaken by Deleuze in the first chapter of his Bergsonism.

1) First, attention must be paid to the way in which the problem to be solved is 

stated. For Bergson, this involves the awareness of both false problems and badly-stated 

problems. Specifically a false problem is one in which there is essentially a confusion of 

the “more” and the “less.” A classic example is the problem of being as phrased by the 

42 Henri Lefebvre notes in The Survival of Capitalism (1973) that the capitalist system perpetuates itself “by 
occupying space, by producing a space” (21).
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question “why is there something rather than nothing?” This question errs in the 

assumption that the idea of nothing precedes the idea of something, or is “less” than that 

of something, when rather, as Bergson shows, nothing comes after something, or is 

indeed “more” than something. The idea of nothing, in fact, is the idea of something, plus 

its negation, plus the motivation for that negation. Another example of a false problem is 

“why is there order rather than disorder?”, whose very positing neglects that disorder is 

the idea of the order which interests us, plus its negation, plus the reason for that 

negation. The idea of nothing is, indeed, particularly important in the restructuring of 

city-space, whose planners quite frequently believe that they are starting from an absence, 

a raw material whose importance is limited to the narrow interests in which they conceive 

of a homogeneous divisible space uninflected by quality. Badly-stated problems are those 

which group together differences in degree. I have already taken a look at the problem of 

perception in this manner above. Thus perception consists of two tendencies, which come 

out to be those tendencies involved in other Bergsonian composites, each inhabiting the 

other according to a rule of division with which I have already dealt. Since it is the 

intellect which is predominant in the stating of problems, these false problems and badly-

stated problems seem to be determined by the intelligence, that is, how can the inevitable 

illusions of intellect (a concept borrowed from Kant, Bergsonism, 20) be dispelled?

We can only react against this intellectual tendency by bringing to life, 
again in the intelligence, another tendency, which is critical. But where. 
Precisely, does this second tendency come from? Only intuition can 
produce and activate it, because it rediscovers differences in kind beneath 
the differences in degree, and conveys to the intelligence the criteria that 
enable it to distinguish between true and false problems. Bergson shows 
clearly that the intelligence is the faculty that states problems in general 
(the instinct is rather a faculty for finding solutions). But only intuition 
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decides between the true and the false in the problems that are stated, even 
if this means driving the intelligence to turn back against itself. (21)

This intuitive driving of the intelligence back on itself, as I have tried to impress upon the 

reader, is profoundly felt in the self-reflexive character of the phenomenology not only of 

Bergson, but also of Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, and Deleuze, too.

2) Second—struggle against the intellect toward the differences in kind, that is, 

toward the composite that differs and yet does not completely differ from itself, toward 

the cohabitation, not the opposition of, tendencies. This presupposes that the individual’s 

experience always consists of the intimate fusion of two pure presences (tendencies), and 

that as such, s/he cannot through following the natural bent of the intellect recompose the

conditions of that experience. Deleuze cautions that the real is cut out from what is, in 

effect, the imaginary, and yet that it also drives toward intersection if not reconciliation 

with the imaginary.

3) Third—state problems in terms of time, rather than space. Clarification must be 

made, lest the reader imagine that space be merely set aside. Time, as has been shown, is 

that which folds space into itself. And yet, the nature of space is to separate itself from 

time. It must be said, again, that this is never possible completely, as space-time must be 

understood as a composite. The problem of analyzing space in the sense in which I have 

discussed it here, is that it varies only in degree, and thus leaves as invisible, in Merleau-

Ponty’s sense, differences of kind. This third aspect of intuition as a method allows us to 

see that the real and the imaginary are in no way ontologically separable, and necessitates 

that a study of the real be at once a study of the imaginary, a study of the imaginary at 

once a study of the real. 
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In this sense, both structure and being are necessary in cultural analysis, as 

structure leads towards things through the intellect, and being retraces the very path of 

the intellect intuitively. Together they form one nondualism. The methodology of the 

present study, then, originates in similar concepts of nonduality. Bergson (2001) cohabits 

multiplicities of intensity with multiplicities of extensity in a larger duration. Merleau-

Ponty (2000c) writes of the “chiasm,” the “flesh,” or the intertwining of the visible and 

the invisible. Deleuze (1993) writes of the “fold.” Augusto Boal (1979: 7) defines 

“mataxis” as the participation of one world in another. This collective concept of 

nonduality and the subsequent release of traditional philosophical and perceptual 

categorization provide the framework for analyzing Madrileñan Literature, Film and 

Urban Space as simultaneous moments in the production of an indivisibly imaginary and 

real social movement in what Fredric Jameson (1999), borrowing from the Frankfurt 

School, has called “late capitalism.” The use of Bergsonian methodology requires a 

release of many traditional approaches to text. I do not propose that meaning is located 

only within the text itself, for this is a fallacious interpretation which deterministically 

treats literature as a closed system. I do not adopt a posture that permits certain readings 

of a text and prohibits others, for this permission and prohibition is itself the deployment 

of social power. I intend to approach the text, be it literary, filmic or urban, as a 

questioning that opens out onto the whole of human experience. This approach itself is 

cultural production of a kind. Instead, the analysis of cultural production is an 

opportunity to see the imbalance created by a thought which emphasizes material forces 

at the expense of immaterial forces, or immaterial forces at the expense of material 
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forces. I argue that the mechanism which allows the manifestation of implicit or explicit 

oppositions, divisions or other spatial tropes in cultural products is that same mechanism 

which obtains in society at large and which is the favored tool of the capitalist production 

of space.

By way of conclusion—desert islands

And the essential object of society is to insert a certain fixity into universal 
mobility. Societies are just so many islands consolidated here and there in 
the ocean of becoming. 

(Bergson CM: 82)

Deleuze’s opening poignant line of the essay “Desert Islands”—“Geographers say 

that there are two kinds of islands” (9)—is meant less to describe and categorize what he 

terms continental islands and oceanic islands, the former separating from continents, the 

latter created from the ocean floor, and more to present two virtual, I will say Bergsonian, 

tendencies of human thought. Although, he writes, the continental islands are derived 

islands that remind us that the sea is on top of the earth, and the oceanic islands 

themselves reminders that the earth is still there under the sea, both of these elements are 

in constant strife. Notice there are not two mutually exclusive terms, but rather two terms 

that are each dependent upon the other for meaning, locked together and constitutive of a 

whole of dual tendencies, abstracted out of a common composite sea-earth. The sea and 

the earth are not ontologically separable, but virtual parts of a single movement that 

creates here continental islands, here oceanic (desert) islands. More important is how 

Deleuze moves from the discussion of earth and sea to a discussion of the real and 

imaginary, with a similar refusal to separate them. All theories of the production of space 
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must grapple with this nonduality of sea-earth, of the real-imaginary. As the function of 

the intellect is to section off or delineate an object of study by removing it from the 

Whole to one degree or another, and as the realm of theory is a product of the culture of 

intellection (although not only of intellection), the theories of space must posit such a 

thing as the real, such a thing as the imaginary. From this point, the method of intuition 

(see Bergsonism) leads back up the trajectory of thought whereas the continued use of the 

intellect follows this thought further down, sectioning off other areas, areas within areas, 

areas spanning certain others. From this point conceptual bridges are constructed from 

one area to another, from the continental island to the oceanic island, where no bridge is 

necessary. Thought constructs these conceptual bridges because it does not see how its 

own very movement has first made them necessary by envisioning each island as 

separable from the other.43

This is not a flight from meaning as many self-proclaimed materialists might 

fear—the displacing embrace of a Kantian metaphysics which portrays the thing in-itself 

as unreachable, nor, as many self-proclaimed idealists might fear, is this a deterministic 

rooting of systemic material ills in conditions outside of our control a priori. The epigram 

with which I started the introduction of this work is instructive, “The dilemmas of space 

appear to lie in the way we relate to it: the way we understand and therefore transform, it” 

43 Of note is that Baroja’s El árbol de la ciencia uses this same metaphor the islands and bridges: 
La ciencia nos da la descripción de una falange de este mamut que se llama Universo; la 
filosofía nos quiere dar la hipótesis racional de cómo puede ser este mamut. ¿Qué ni los 
datos empíricos ni los datos racionales son todos absolutos? ¡Quién lo duda! La ciencia 
valora los datos de la observación; relaciona las diversas ciencias particulares, que son 
como islas exploradas en el océano de lo desconocido; levanta puentes de paso entre unas 
y otras, de manera que en su conjunto tengan cierta unidad. Claro que estos puentes no 
pueden ser más que hipótesis, teorías, aproximaciones a la verdad. (209)
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(Madanipour, Design of Urban Space 28). This is what I intend through the concept of 

cultural production. The way we relate to space transforms it. The way we imagine the 

individual transforms it. The way we imagine society transforms it. The way we imagine 

the state transforms it. The way we imagine the economy transforms it. The way we 

imagine the concepts of race, gender, sexuality, nationality, scale, etc. transform them. 

The opportunity to see this real exchange between what the intellect takes to be thought 

and what it takes to be extensivity has been presented to science intermittently by 

Copernicus, by Galileo, by Newton, by Einstein, and most illustratively by quantum 

mechanics—the position of a particle changes depending on the way in which you 

observe it. Our existence is not ideal, the mind cannot determine matter in this way. 

Rather we are part mind and part matter. Human beings have built up habits of thought

and projected those habits outside ourselves in physical structures. Those habits of 

thought have become very real. And yet they are habits. 

Harvey allows the materialist in him to silence his other tendency when in the 

appendix to Spaces of Hope he declares that a world crisis of sufficient resonance, 

characteristic of capitalism, will precipitate social change and revolutionize thinking. The 

promise of creating another world depends not on standing back and awaiting a crisis that 

Harvey himself acknowledges is a systemic part of the current phase of capitalism, and 

thus not inescapably nor inherently destructive of the latter, but rather on seeing how our 

habits of thought have instilled certain priorities in the world and building new ones. This 

is not possible by a thought which routinely takes on objects as outside itself but only by 

one which takes on itself as the very object of its study, for, as I have said, the very 
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economy has been produced, reproduced and sustained through a certain type of thinking. 

In this sense criticism has come to the end of a sort of knowledge, and yet only of one 

sort of knowledge, for we are not left in Kantian isolation from the thing in-itself. Rather, 

we have knowledge of at least one thing in-itself, that which the phenomenological 

inquiry of Bergson, Merleau-Ponty, and Deleuze take to be the human body itself in its 

capacity as a folding of worlds. From this privileged opening-out upon the world we may 

indeed invoke social change. I wish continue this philosophical discussion in the second 

meditation as I look at a novel (La escala de los mapas by Belén Gopegui) whose very 

theme and structure allow an application of Bergsonian methodology not only to text, but 

also to the problems of urban geography.
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II SECOND MEDITATION—LITERATURE:
THE BERGSONIAN COMPOSITE IN BELÉN GOPEGUI’S LA ESCALA DE LOS 

MAPAS & THE MOVE TOWARD CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

Introduction: Imagining the interval between writing & world

There is no difference between what a book talks about and how it is 
made. Therefore a book also has no object. As an assemblage, a book has 
only itself, in connection with other assemblages and in relation to other 
bodies without organs. We will never ask what a book means, as signified 
or signifier; we will not look for anything to understand in it. We will ask 
what it functions with, in connection with what other things it does or does 
not transmit intensities, in which other multiplicities its own are inserted 
and metamorphosed, and with what other bodies without organs it makes 
its own converge. 

—Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari

There is no longer a tripartite division between a field of reality (the 
world) and a field of representation (the book) and a field of subjectivity 
(the author). 

—Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari

One has no choice but to stand in awe before two classically literary concomitant 

realizations, both existing as elucidative opportunities of Don Quijote de la Mancha

(1605, 1615). First, not only does Cervantes’s masterpiece personify idealism and realism 

in its two character-foils, but it also seeks to undermine their staticity and ontological 

separability through the evolving quijotización of Sancho and the sanchificación of don 

Quijote. And second, and more importantly, this melding of realism with idealism 

accompanies a more philosophically phenomenological questioning of the narrative act—

for the Cide Hamete Benengeli is merely one of several narrative layerings that call 

attention explicitly to an act of perception itself in which the perceiver is always 

implicated.44 In short, the text functions as an allegory of that philosophical problem 

44 Bergson himself admired Cervantes’s masterpiece, and discussed it frequently in his work on Laughter.
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regarding the complex articulation of time with space posed by philosopher Henri 

Bergson in his first work, Time and Free Will and developed throughout his subsequent 

writings. Moreover, the attention placed on the narrative act highlights what for Bergson 

is the problem of the role played by intellect in the act of perception. It is through 

intellect that Bergson argues space and time are bifurcated, as it is the task of the former 

only to separate, define, categorize, and divide. 

In the previous meditation I outlined Bergson’s ontology of a unitary space-time 

and his assertion that intellect, as he conceives of the term, is responsible for introducing 

divisions into the flux of a constantly changing reality. I presented his argument that the 

intellect proceeds through spatialization—dividing space from time, understanding 

process only by suturing together the static snapshots it has taken, and erroneously 

grasping a complex interrelation of spatial and temporal tendencies only through the 

representation of tendencies as things. What this suggests for the analysis of literature is 

profound. In this meditation I will use Bergsonian methodology as I explore how Spanish 

novelist Belén Gopegui’s La escala de los mapas (1992) suggests a reevaluation of 

traditional notions of space and recovers thought from an age-old metaphysical 

displacement in order to pave the way for changing our urban realities. In my reading, 

however, I do not wish to become caught in the trap of questions of influence.45 Instead, I 

want to expose the connections between Bergson’s ontological framework and the 

45 Bergson is certainly significant to literary studies in general for his indirect if not direct contribution to 
the stream of consciousness novel (see Kumar 1962), and undoubtedly resonates immediately with readers 
familiar with the writings of authors such as, among others,  William Faulkner, Gabriel García Márquez, 
Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Antonio Machado, Juan Benet, and even Marcel Proust. In addition, the latter 
and Bergson knew each other socially, and Proust’s cousin on his mother's side, Louise Neuberger, even 
married Bergson in 1892.
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articulation of what I believe to be a very similar ontological frame in La escala de los 

mapas. I will take on the prize-winning text in order to suggest what a modern-day 

Bergson might have to say on the question of the production of city-space. Ultimately, I 

believe that the novel suggests an important corrective to theories of the urban which 

might imagine mental space and cartographic space to be distinct from one another at the 

same time that it calls for the return of an isolating and displaced thought to the realm of 

action. Because of the absolutely crucial role played by tropes of space and distance in 

the novel, (the “between” and “empty” space), I will first interrogate the very concept of 

the interval, or the gap, in both common parlance and in seminal works of Anthropology 

by Arnold Van Gennep (1909) and Victor Turner (1969) before subjecting Gopegui’s 

novel to a deep reading.

Regarding the interval

As I will show, the novel places great importance on ideas of space and the in-

between; therefore, I think it necessary to first explore the very construction of a 

discourse of the in-between, or what underwrites the latter—the concept of the interval. 

As Bergson instructs, it is only possible to understand the concept of the interval from the 

perspective of a homogenous space whose nature is divisibility. This means that the 

discourse of the interval assumes the recognition of this divisible homogenous space and 

ignores that this recognition is only a view taken by mind. In emphasizing one tendency 

of a unitary experience, one part of a composite space-time, the focus on space 

necessarily severs another temporal tendency of experience, with grave consequences for 
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understanding not only the production of space, but the possibilities and manner of 

constructing a world different from the one which currently exists. 

Within the wider interdisciplinary realm of Cultural Studies, Bergson’s 

philosophical-phenomenological methodology proves of great importance to concerns of 

spatial production. Culture is no longer to be considered merely another object in space. 

Rather, space (as that which is in things—Bergson 1889; Harvey 1996; Hewitt 1974) is

now properly understood as constitutive of works of literature at the same time that it is 

constitutive of their reception and subsequent interpretation. As Deleuze rightly asserts in 

the epigraph with which I have begun this meditation, there is no longer a tripartite 

world-book-author division, nor is there space “between” the world in which the book is 

written, the book which is written in the world, and the critic who as another object in the 

world performs an act of interpretation. Or rather, this division is a production that leads 

to false conclusions. The view (of intellect) that the world is a series of separate and 

distinct objects leads to the necessity of creating connections, a cutting and stitching 

together of a world that suits certain interpretations and leaves others to assert themselves 

by the strength of their inclusion or the deficit of their marginality. If, instead the world is 

understood to be a unitary, if variegated, experience, in which the relationship of each 

thing to every other is the starting point rather than the conclusion of investigation, then 

analysis of the boundaries and divisions that human societies have traced into the world 

(that is analysis of the production of space—the latter understood as difference) yields the 

very method through which exclusion is produced. Thus the posture we take on questions 

of ontology influences the questions we ask of methodology.
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This suggests that between writing and world there is indeed no interval. In 

explaining the immanence of writing to world, there are several meanings of the word 

interval with which we must grapple:

interval […] intervallum space between ramparts […] 1 a: a space of time 
between states or events b Brit : INTERMISSION 2 a : a space between 
objects, units, points, or states b : difference in pitch between tones 3 : a 
set of real numbers between two numbers either including or excluding 
one or both of them 4 : one of a series of fast-paced runs interspersed with 
jogging for training (as of a runner). (613)46

Unpacking these definitions necessitates the dismantling of erroneous conceptualizations 

of space much as I have done in sections of the first meditation. In the above meanings of 

interval we see a definite use of that spatialized time, the use of staticity to represent 

flow, denounced by Bergson and characterized by a trope of presence and absence, 

something and nothing, more and less. If there is to be a space in-between two things, 

objects or ideas, this use of the word space is made operative only by the concept of the 

void, the vacuum, emptiness, in short, the idea of nothing. 

In his treatment of false philosophical problems (CE) Bergson asserts that the idea 

of nothing is in fact more, and not less, than the idea of something—that it includes the 

idea of something, plus its negation, plus the motivation for that negation. A similar 

manifestation of this false problem of nothing obtains in the use of a homogeneous space 

by human perception which is presumed divisible so that the body might insert action 

into a dynamic flux. It is not that nothing exists, but rather that it is created by the 

intellect in order to accomplish an act which necessitates the relevance of only that which 

interests us. That is, when we adopt a certain posture to things, others cease to exist—the 

46 From Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (10th ed.).
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idea of nothing is literally a place holder for whatever is not of interest to our task. A 

“space” of time between states or between events is only a space because we have first 

isolated the states or events that are of interest to us. In this “space” there doubtless 

continue to be other events, things, and potentialities which may be actualized as events 

or things. It is only that these are not of interest to our present intention. If we consider an 

“interval” of real numbers as such, it is only to the extent that we judge the boundary 

numbers as spatial frames. Over the interval of 1-10, the numbers “in-between” do not 

immediately interest us, whereas the numbers 1 and 10 in fact do. A “space” between 

ramparts is only nothing insofar as we focus our perception on the ramparts, that is if we 

extract the ramparts from a shifting temporal flux and infinitely populated material 

reality. To continue, the example of a “space” between musical notes is badly-framed, as 

it is the nature of each note (understood as part of a heterogeneous succession that 

Bergson calls duration) not to stop before the other begins but rather to endure. This 

example, too, is already imbued with the spatializing of time, for it is the will of the 

intellect to see staticity where there is none. 

In contrast to what the above definitions of “interval” may claim, there is neither a 

“space” between musical notes nor is there empty room between objects in space. As 

Bergson contends (with Harvey 1996 and Hewitt 1974) things are not in space, but rather 

space is in things. Synthesizing the Bergson’s conclusions in both Matter and Memory

and Creative Evolution, the fact that we nevertheless perceive space “between” things is 

due to the fact that there is one intellectual tendency of perception that has molded itself 

to things, both evolutionarily and situationally, but not deterministically. The notion of 
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interval as a “space between” is a correlate to our action in the world, one which 

presumes a given intent and its corresponding division of a produced homogeneous 

spatial plane. The “space between” things cannot exist independently of a given 

predisposition.

The notion of interval in its capacity of empty space is of extreme interest here for 

the association that may be made with the anthropological notion of liminality. Most talk 

of “the liminal” today can be traced to Anthropologist Victor Turner’s seminal study The 

Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (1969) wherein he famously defines it as 

“betwixt and between” (95). Before Turner, of course, there was Arnold Van Gennep 

whose study of rites of passage (1909), as Gustavo Pérez Firmat (1986) notes, presents a 

difference in scope from that of the former:

Modern discussion of liminality begins with Arnold van Gennep’s Les 
Rites de passage (1909), where the liminal or marginal moment marks the 
interstitial stage in the three-step process of ritual initiation (separation, 
margin or limen, and reaggregation). For van Gennep, then, liminality is a 
phase, a fleeting, ephemeral moment destined for supersession. More 
recently, Victor Turner has expanded van Gennep’s definition by adding a 
synchronic dimension to the concept. According to Turner, liminality 
should be looked upon not only as a transition between states but as a state 
in itself, for there exist individuals, groups, or social categories for which 
the liminal “moment” turns into a permanent condition. Turner, in effect, 
supplements van Gennep’s temporal, processual view of liminality with a 
spatial one. While for van Gennep the limen is always a threshold, for 
Turner it can also be a place of habitation. (xiii-xiv)

It is important to approach this description of liminality in spatial and temporal terms 

carefully. If Turner’s affirmation of liminality is both temporal and spatial, Pérez Firmat 

is not clear from the outset about the process by which one is separated from the other. In 

the one case, the intellect represents a sequence of presumably temporally distinct stages. 
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In the other case, the same faculty represents an array of presumably spatially 

distinguishable identities. In both cases, intellection must fix staticity where there is only 

movement. It of course needs be acknowledged that this spatializing intellect is indeed 

that which has produced the very ritual process identified by Van Gennep and Turner 

itself. Even so, the notion of liminality, be it temporal or spatial, is an opportunity to see 

the outcome of the process of intellection through the cleavage of space from time and 

the presence of immanence in representation. If the stage labeled by Van Gennep and the 

state of a people permitted by Turner are indeed liminal, this is only so with reference to 

an implicit overarching notion of structure. Liminality and structure are both tendencies 

that encroach upon the other, thus Turner’s notions of structure and anti-structure. In a 

sense, what Van Gennep ignores and what Turner successfully recovers is a notion of 

liminality that escapes the spatialization denounced by Bergson. Liminality is no longer 

itself a thing, but like Bergsonian difference is present in all things as a tendency, 

complementing structure and cutting a diagonal through social hierarchies and 

geographical dispersions or spatial fixity. In short, structure from the outset constitutes 

the very liminality that is said to dispense with the former. Liminal bodies appear only at 

the end of two successive moments of structural production. It is in this sense that 

Nietzsche’s caution against the triumphant slave (Genealogy of Morals 1887) holds true. 

Just as instinct and intellect, matter and memory, space and time inhabit each other, the 

liminal and the structural cohabitate. Just as there is a spatialized liminality and liminality 

as a tendency co-constitutive of structure, there is the notion of a spatialized interval that 
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denotes a false model of difference and the notion of interval as internal Bergsonian 

difference.

Bergson uses the word interval to deal with the nature of the brain as telephonic 

exchange and also as intrinsic to the method of division where the interval exists not 

between objects of the same nature of multiplicity, but rather between co-constitutive 

multiplicities themselves. In this last capacity, interval is merely differentiation by 

tendency. First I will explain what Bergson says of the evolutionary function of the brain. 

In Matter and Memory, he imagines the brain as the interval between the afferent and 

efferent, the centripetal and centrifugal, nerves. In this capacity, the brain exists merely as 

an exchange between received stimulus and response. As an interval it has the capacity to 

delay, but not change the response embodied in action.47 Yet the space or time between 

received sensation and performed action is of course only a liminal space conceived from 

the perspective of a sensory-motor structure. It is also necessary to point out that in this 

usage of the term interval, Bergson is necessarily using the vocabulary of a spatialized 

time to describe the functioning of an intellect whose activity is of an entirely spatializing 

nature. Nevertheless, the true difference to which the notion of interval applies is the 

difference in kind between tendencies which Bergson articulates as the whole of his 

methodology. This interval is neither the distance between objects nor subsequently the 

difference between concepts as objects of thought, but merely the difference in nature 

47 This idea is clearly relevant to Deleuze as Gregory Flaxman’s (2000) volume shows, and as we find in 
Cinema II: The Time-Image where the “time-image” is itself a breakdown in the Bergsonian sensory-motor 
scheme of the mobile body. I will be able to devote more time to this filmic discussion in the fifth
meditation.
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between two tendencies that cohabitate. As Merleau-Ponty explains in Phenomenology of 

Perception:

Even the unity of ordinary things, which a child may handle and move 
about, does not amount to establishing their substantiality. If we set 
ourselves to see as things the intervals between them, the appearance of 
the world would be just as strikingly altered as is that of the puzzle at the 
moment when I pick out ‘the rabbit’ or ‘the hunter’. There would not 
simply be the same elements differently related, the same sensations 
differently associated, the same text charged with a different sense, the 
same matter in another form, but in truth another world. (18)

The interval presents two directions which may be followed, but in the tracing of each 

direction we move further and further away from their convergence, from their 

cohabitation as indivisible tendencies, and it is thus that we reify each tendency as an 

object of thought. In the notion of liminality as the difference that inhabits structure itself, 

and thus does not merely appear at the points where structure directs us, the interval is the 

tendency within structure to apprehend its own acts and thus to intuit the other through 

retracing its own steps. Why does structure not take this opportunity to invalidate itself 

through sustained questioning? Why does it proceed to reify liminality, to make it into 

either a spatial or a temporal thing? Because structure proceeds along the same tendential 

path as intellect.

Much criticism is fascinated by the notion of an interval between writing and 

world which it never questions. It drives either to investigate what has happened in the 

space between author and text, or what has occurred between text and reader. This is the 

effect of an analytical gaze, to devise a plan, to impose a structure, and thus to separate a 

plane of production off from a plane of reflection. But reflection is production. The 

method of approaching literary texts I appropriate in this meditation, then, is driven not 
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by the need to interpret, not to merely show what is there in the works, nor to show what 

is placed there by the act of analysis. Each of these paths, in diverging from the other, 

creates an imbalance where there can only be coexistence. Rather, I hope to trace the 

natural lines of articulation in the works being manipulated as Plato’s good cook, for the 

real object of enquiry cannot be the books themselves, but the very way of perceiving the 

works. The production of the works undertaken in this section is thus an extension of the 

philosophically-phenomenological questioning I have outlined in the first meditation. In 

this sense, interpreting/producing literature is no different from interpreting/producing 

city-space. In either case it is the same movement of intuition that must be brought to 

bear upon the natural bent of the intellect, not so that we can reach a better interpretation 

of a finished work, or a finished city, but rather so that we understand how it is that we 

produce the same problem in the means of a solution, how process itself is indivisible and 

how the human act of intellection partitions an immanency of space-time.

Mental/cartographic space in Belen Gopegui’s La escala de los mapas

Put simply, La escala de los mapas (1992) is the story of Geographer Sergio 

Prim’s longing for his love interest Brezo Varela. The former character documents his 

yearning through a continual surge of emotions, thoughts and memories, ultimately 

seeking a gap in space through which he would be able to finally connect with the object 

of his passions. Yet more than just a prize-winning tale,48 Belén Gopegui’s novel is an 

insightful look into the intimate connection between mental and cartographic space. In 

48 El premio Tigre Juan 1993; el premio Iberoamericano de Primeras Novelas 1994.
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apparently juxtaposing Sergio, the interval-seeking narrator and Brezo, his unattainable 

love, the novel sets up a straw-man philosophical dichotomy between affect and action, 

between subjectivity and objectivity, between the purely theoretical poles of ideal and 

real consciousness, ultimately to affirm Henri Bergson’s maxim that “all consciousness is

something” over Edmund Husserl’s weakened version – “all consciousness is 

consciousness of something” (Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, 56). More 

importantly, the Bergsonian idea that existence is an unceasing movement occurring in an 

ever-expanding duration takes shape amidst a discourse of geographical processes and 

scales centered on Madrid. Gopegui’s elegant take on the production of space highlights 

the notion of spatial process as a movement at once material and symbolic, with 

implications regarding whose mental maps achieve cartographic form. Ultimately the 

novel successfully negotiates those very questions important to the study of cultural and 

urban geography — inquiring into the very nature of space as well as the method through 

which space is simultaneously shaped by both action and thought itself.

A thorough answer to such interrogations of space must acknowledge “a notion of 

the material that admits from the very start the presence and importance of the 

immaterial” (703) as Alan Latham and Derek McCormack (2004) express so succinctly 

responding to questions that have been of utmost recent importance in the field of 

Cultural Geography. The rejection of an objective and static geographically spatial 

dimension is clearly articulated in Henri Lefebvre’s watershed opus The Production of 

Space (1991) and subsequently in works by David Harvey (1989; 1990; 1996; 2000), 

Edward Soja (1996),  Michael Dear (2000), Ali Madanipour (1996), Don Mitchell 
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(2000), and David Thorns (2002) among many others. A current crisis in Geography 

revolves precisely around how much of the production of space may be cultural, with 

unflinching materialists and immaterialists lining up on either side, as the recent pages of 

Progress in Human Geography testify. I argue that Gopegui’s novel leads the reader 

toward precisely this Lefebvrian idea of space as a process that envelops both the notion 

of materiality and that of immaterialty, and furthermore that Bergson’s philosophical 

writings serve as the roadmap which most clearly illuminates the path to this 

understanding of a simultaneously mental and cartographic spatiality. My reading of the 

work not only underscores the questions of methodology related to the investigation and 

production of urban space but calls for a return of thought itself to the field of political 

action and civic engagement in which it is necessarily implicated.

In the first section of this essay I will show how the novel sets up the binary 

structure of subjectivity and objectivity, of affect vs. action, through the characters Sergio 

and Brezo, respectively the literary representations of these oppositions. I will then 

explore the Bergsonian metaphor of the cinematograph of the mind as it presents itself in 

the text in order to draw attention to the false divisions created by the mind, divisions 

which for Bergson are the very essence of a false spatiality abstracted from and imagined 

as distinct from temporality. Subsequently I will show how, through the concept of the 

“intervalo” or “hueco,” Gopegui constructs a narrative attentive to the problem of uniting 

affect and materiality and yet unwilling to accept the very way this question is posed. The 

protagonist’s mistakenly spatialized conception of a possible connection between the 

mental and the cartographic belies the immanent cohabitation of the material and the 
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immaterial whose entanglement geographical theory has undertaken to explain. I will 

next show how the geographical content of the novel highlights the appropriate 

application of Bergson’s ideas on space to Geography (that I undertake in the fourth, fifth 

and sixth meditations). Ultimately, the triple fusion of Gopegui’s La escala de los mapas, 

Bergson’s philosophy, and the theoretical foundations of Cultural Geography form a 

unique call for the way in which we perceive space, now neither wholly mental nor 

purely cartographic, but a process from which the human intellect extracts either one or 

the other, forming those very simplistic dichotomies that drive the Gopegui’s novelistic 

protagonist Sergio Prim to anguish.

Sergio and Brezo, a philosophical love affair between consciousness and things

Few previous studies have taken on the complex philosophical core of La escala 

de los mapas.49 When the novel has been mentioned it has proved tempting to limit 

discussion of the novel’s two (necessarily one-dimensional—“flat characters” in E. M. 

Forster’s (1927) terminology) protagonists to notions of fixed dichotomies. I will first 

briefly explore previous approaches to the novel before undertaking to show how 

Bergsonian methodology sidesteps the traditional philosophically-motivated pitfalls of its 

interpretation.

In Janet Pérez’s “Tradition, Renovation, Innovation: The Novels of Belén 

Gopegui” (2003), the critic sets out to explain Gopegui’s novels, including La escala de 

los mapas, in terms of “the dichotomy of dreams or illusion versus reality” (128). She 

49 Nevertheless, Judith Drinkwater (1995) unites body and space in an excellent reading of the novel as part 
of her essay.
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explicitly calls attention to problems of ontology, and shows convincingly how one or 

another of these poles come to be predominant in the novels under consideration, thusly 

finding the novel to be examined here an example in which idealism obscures realism. I 

would like to expand Pérez’s discussion of ontology in order to focus on the very division 

produced by the intellect between the real and the ideal. In ignoring that this dichotomy is 

created by a certain tendency of the intellect, the split serves to affirm the ontological 

status of its avatars, namely affect/action and mental/cartographic space. This limitation 

ignores that Gopegui’s novel, as I will show, indeed seeks to challenge these very 

boundaries, and thus leads to the mistaken conclusions that “Readers have no objective 

external referent, no third-person omniscient narrator, no other narrative voice or 

character’s judgment to help them distinguish between what happens in reality and what 

exists only in the mind of the protagonist” (Pérez 120) and “Although Gopegui presents 

the urban landscape in realistic fashion together with contemporary social and historical 

attributes of the metropolis, interaction between this setting and the characters of La 

escala is minimal: the important ‘action’ is psychic, occurring largely within enclosed 

spaces, often within the characters themselves” (Pérez 119). These conclusions are in fact 

already given at the moment one severs affect from action, internal mind from external 

reality, memory from matter. From a Bergsonian perspective that emphasizes the 

produced nature of oppositions such as inner/outer and psychic/physical, one can no 

longer conclude that Gopegui’s focus is merely one or the other. Leaving behind the false 

philosophical problem of space as separate from time, of reality as distanced from 

ideality, one can appreciate the intimate relevance of space to time, of psychic action to 
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physical action, of emotion to reason, and of memory to matter as they are articulated in 

the novel.

Releasing the above constructed separations, and finding the complex 

cohabitation of one in the other provided by Bergson’s phenomenology, reveals the text 

as a rich commentary on reality, on matter, and on the production of space. In Matter and 

Memory (1896) Bergson writes on the inadequacy of the real/ideal dichotomy:

The realist starts, in fact, from the universe, that is to say from an 
aggregate of images governed, as to their mutual relations, by fixed laws, 
in which effects are in strict proportion to their causes, and of which the 
character is an absence of center, all the images unfolding on one and the 
same plane infinitely prolonged. But he is at once bound to recognize that, 
besides this system, there are perceptions, that is to say, systems in which 
these same images seem to depend on a single one among them, around 
which they arrange themselves on different planes, so as to be wholly 
transformed by the slightest modification of this central image. Now this 
perception is just what the idealist starts from: in the system of images 
which he adopts there is a privileged image, his body, by which the other 
images are conditioned. But as soon as he attempts to connect the present 
with the past and to foretell the future, he is obliged to abandon this 
central position, to replace all the images on the same plane, to suppose 
that they no longer vary for him, but for themselves and to treat them as 
though they made part of a system in which every change gives the exact 
measure of its cause. (14-15)

Bergson argues that these two poles of consciousness, the real and the ideal, the 

consciousness in things and the consciousness in living beings as indeterminate centers of 

action, are necessarily and intimately connected. This relation becomes concretely 

symbolic in Gopegui’s work through the two characters, Sergio and Brezo, whose 

relationship can be seen as a cipher of the very relation between the consciousness of 

things and the consciousness of living beings as understood by Bergson. 
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As is made quite clear in the text, Sergio represents the pole of ideality, an 

abstracted, receptive center of affect; Brezo is the pole of reality, the distant center of 

indeterminate action. Sergio Prim is identified with the pole of ideality through 

metaphors that weaken his physical, and thus corporeal, real presence.  He is described as 

“pequeño” (19, 145). His body is puny, weak and “casi ficticio” (12-13). He is “un 

hombre tan pasivo” (38). Metaphors of interiority heighten this identification. His 

narrative is filled with memories, he seeks mental escape (52), seeks to “recolectar 

imagenes” (70) as an outward projection of his internal memory collector, he envies the 

action of his peers (51), he is “un ser de emoción (53). The text underlines his “intimidad 

poblada” (87) in opposition to “los cuerpos venidos del exterior” (20-21). He is a small 

Sergio (65) a Sergio “imaginario” (65) who prefers to surround himself with “una difusa 

constelación afectiva” (29). Though he lives in affect, he is unable to exteriorize his 

feelings or to act (27, 153). His movement in space is clumsy (23), he doesn’t calculate 

the distance between himself and objects well (44), and not surprisingly he is “el único 

estudiante de geografia que no le gustaba viajar” (44). He even rants against materiality 

explicitly:

Contra la fisiología. Contra esta humana dependencia de ser abrazado, 
tocado, lamido con minúscula delicadeza por una lengua exacta. Me 
gustaría escribir contra la fisiología, porque la fisiología es imposible. No 
quiero salir a la vida, no quiero bajar a las tiendas a comprar latas ni arroz, 
tú eres mi concha, Brezo, quiero quedarme en ti. (58)

His lack of camaraderie with material things is revealed in his need for glasses to focus or 

magnify the physical world (21) and the centrifugal connection he has with reality within 

which he feels the sensation of smoke before noticing others smoking (21) – affect and 
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sensation before perception. His is not the world of things but that of his own “feraces 

jardines imaginarios, el ensueño” (62). His is a universe closed and enveloped by an 

affect that desires itself: “que mi pasión no se repliegue, amiga, que mi pasión fluya por 

un espacio blanco y libre de realidad, por esta ruta apaisada que voy trazando” (91).  In 

many instances he explicitly opposes himself to reality (87, 102, 105, 138, 172). He is the 

second half of the book title he shows Brezo: La realidad y el deseo (30),50 a being of 

desire living in “el peligroso mundo de las sensaciones” (170) as his boss doña Elena 

describes it. He toys with the intellect itself as others might play chess (51), needing of 

course no physical pieces.

Likewise, Brezo Varela is the abstracted pole of reality, movement, action upon 

things.  Her materiality is expressed in the physical term of ‘agility’ (16, 19); she needs to 

know the whereabouts of things (87). Sergio notes that “[Brezo,] tú mandas sobre los 

objetos” (152). She is the reality opposed to Sergio’s musings on Berkeley’s idealist 

philosophy (89, 135, 155, 169). Sergio describes her as action incarnate:

El mundo quiere pruebas, flor traída del dueño, dinosaurio. El mundo, por 
lo general, detesta la retórica, desconfía de los verbos mentales: recordar, 
creer, pensar, suponer, fantasear, representarse. Esas gentes extravertidas 
que atruenan con su claridad en absoluto prestan oídos a la imaginación. 
El mundo y tú, Brezo, que estabas en el mundo, exigíais actos, estabais en 
tratos con la realidad. (183, emphasis added)

His association to intellectual verbs such as “to remember,” “to believe,” “to think,” “to 

suppose,” “to fantasize” and “to represent” contrasts with Brezo’s links with reality, 

actions, and the world. Due to his imprisonment is his own mind, his perception cannot 

capture real movement but rather only catches a jump cut of Brezo’s action in the world: 

50 In 1936, La realidad y el deseo became the title to the collected works of Spanish poet Luis Cernuda.
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“En el último rincón estabas tú, pero ya te habías levantado, venías hacia mí” (26). By the 

time he mentally captures and processes Brezo’s location at one instant, she has already 

moved to another. She is a corporeal presence identified with objective things, 

supposedly uninflected by that desire to which Sergio clings. In the following quotation, 

Brezo is clearly identified with this physical movement, while Sergio links himself 

instead with mental flow:

Brezo, tú eres el énfasis que no tuve, eres la alacridad puesta delante de mi 
monotonía. Yo soy un hombre introvertido, manantial subterráneo, 
corriente prisionera, mientras que tú, catarata, te extroviertes pintando de 
blanco empapado fragmentos de la atmósfera. Tú desconoces la palabra 
reserva, el acto de acumular imágenes, emociones para el invierno. (59)

Brezo is not equipped to express emotions, but rather only “un relato inconexo de su vida 

sentimental” (64). 

Together, Sergio and Brezo represent in human sexual union the relational union 

of material and idea, “yo era lo ajeno, y ella me habitaba” (20), “Ella existió en mí” (19). 

Problems between the two, often glossed in terms of communication, engender the 

encounter between the mental and the material. Sergio “exigía que el gesto ratificara 

siempre al sentimiento, que el enunciado fuera reproducción exacta del mensaje interior” 

(89) while Brezo’s connection with the sentimental remains unexplored. Sergio is thus 

imagined as a subjective experience cut off in many ways from action itself while Brezo 

is pure movement, lack of reflection and sensation. The ideal consciousness that presents 

itself in the human organism as a center of indetermination or a screen between received 

action and its corresponding delayed action (Sergio) contrasts with the real consciousness 

of things themselves, discussed by Bergson as a plane of images where each interacts 
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with all the others constantly on all of their sides (Brezo). If the realization of this 

theoretical model is problematized through the appearance of each pole in a distinct 

novelistic human consciousness this is only an effect of the literary metaphor that 

Gopegui employs to represent the cohabitation of real and ideal consciousnesses on what 

Deleuze, following Bergson’s nondualistic ontology, terms the ‘plane of immanence’ 

through a human relationship.

That their relationship is a failure is attributed to the fact that the pole of 

individual consciousness has been cut off from action. The implication is that to give in 

to affect, or to sever affect from action is to attempt to interrupt the ever-changing flow 

that is duration. It is not that affect without action is not real. In fact, undermining 

Sergio’s own implicit claims to the contrary, the reader is convinced that affect as 

expressed by Sergio’s self-absorbed narrative has very real properties (and one cannot 

exist without the other). Rather, as Lefevbre’s (1991) triadic model of the production of 

space outlines, space is experienced, perceived and conceived – spatial practices, 

representations of space and spaces of representation all engender the real movement of 

spatial processes (33). There is no thought without action, no action without thought. 

Sergio and Brezo are thus necessary foils for one another, whose separation illustrates the 

practice of a false spatiality described by Bergson in Creative Evolution (1907) using the 

metaphor of the “cinematograph of the mind.”
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The internal cinematograph of the mind

Bergson argues in Creative Evolution (1907) that the function of the human 

intellect, of a necessarily “spatial” character, is to insert indeterminate action into the 

continual movement of experience. This is done by fragmentation, as this oft-quoted 

passage explains:

We take snapshots, as it were, of the passing reality, and, as these are 
characteristic of the reality, we have only to string them on a becoming, 
abstract, uniform and invisible, situated at the back of the apparatus of 
knowledge, in order to imitate what there is that is characteristic in this 
becoming itself. Perception, intellection, language so proceed in general. 
Whether we would think becoming, or express it, or even perceive it, we 
hardly do anything else than set going a kind of cinematograph inside us. 
We may therefore sum up what we have been saying in the conclusion that 
the mechanism of our ordinary knowledge is of a cinematographical kind. 
(306, original emphasis)

Nevertheless, as Bergson emphasizes, matter does not present itself as fragmented 

snapshots. These intellect-snapshots divide the flow of movement, separating qualities 

from things from actions, adjectives from nouns from verbs, affect from action and 

thought from the material world (298-304). Bergson shows that qualities fade into other 

qualities, that thingness vanishes, that adjectives and nouns thus cannot capture 

movement. He writes in Matter and Memory (1896) that affect is a material process, that 

centripetal and centrifugal movements of the nervous system are continuous and that the 

brain merely introduces an interval between the two in order to act. This interval, this 

cinematographic character of the intellect, this tendency, however practical it may be 

considered, to introduce separations into what is but flux is what readers of Bergson may 

recognize as the “spatialization of time,” a notion which the philosopher never ceases to 

denounce, but which is just as frequently misunderstood as it is recognized. The 
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prevalence of references to the cinema in the novel makes clear Sergio’s mania to divide 

and to “spatialize,” thus abstracting objectivity from subjectivity and closing off action 

from affect. At the same time, these references lead the wary reader, or one familiar with 

Bergson’s phenomenology, to question such easy compartmentalizations. The cinema 

thus appears explicitly in the novel in three ways: as seemingly trifling detail, as symbol 

for memory and most of all as structure paradoxically evocative of Bergsonism. 

As detail, it deceptively appears to warrant little attention. Sergio describes a kiss 

from Brezo to her father as a “beso de cine mudo” (43), her haircut as “su peinado de 

actriz de cine” (53) and her gait as “una invención cinematográfica” (82). He seeks 

asylum in the “sombras móviles de una película” (48) and laments the times when “no 

había cine” (50) while Brezo works “el cine” innocuously into a conversation about one 

of the many avatars of the “hueco” to be discussed below (55). Other seemingly 

innocuous appearances of the cinema are frequent throughout the novel as Sergio indexes 

it in recalling names of screen Indians (34), comparing the size of a window to a movie-

screen (112), ruling out future meeting places for Brezo and himself (177), and 

foretelling his own disappearance (229). 

Yet Sergio’s referencing of the cinema is not limited to such seemingly 

insignificant details. A more technical cinematic vocabulary finds its place in his 

description of moving light on the shower curtain as “sucesión de fotogramas” (59). The 

cinema becomes equated with the mind through its use as a metaphor for human 

perception and memory, recalling Bergson’s denouncement of the cinematic apparatus. 

Consider Sergio’s meditation that “el hombre es un ser con dificultades para la 
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comunicación, muere con su película de sensaciones detrás de la frente” (180-81), or the 

use of the phrase “el proyector de su película daba marcha atrás” (42) as a segué into 

Brezo’s memories as perceived by Sergio-narrador. Elsewhere he mentions that her eyes 

“contemplaban una filmografía interior” (56). Note the language used in his dream that 

“la película de tus deseos y la de mis carencias, ambas han dejado de rodar” (194). Sergio 

insists that reality “[t]iene vísceras corrientes, lacias mejillas que el celuloide no refleja. 

Su vida, en fin, depende del proyector que suena como lluvia, de la oscuridad de la sala, 

de la corriente eléctrica. Y hay tantos cines, Brezo, y es tan raro que mis imágenes 

coincidan con las tuyas” (224). For Sergio, the perception of each individual is thus 

likened to a cinematic apparatus—which amounts to a novelistic expression of Bergson’s 

cinematograph of the mind as false spatiality. Sergio’s unfulfilled longing for connection 

is phrased in precisely these terms, reinforcing the metaphor: “cómo va a incorporar [a un 

individuo] sobre su corta cinta, sobre su sino nada duradero, una película ajena” (181). 

Yet if the cinema is associated with division and separation for Sergio, as well as 

for the Bergson of Creative Evolution, the reader must be more attentive to discern the 

cinematic structure which pervades the novel. Understanding this structure calls for a 

recuperation of the cinema from Bergson’s derision in order to understand how the 

philosopher might have better used it to his advantage.51 As the filmmaker Sergei 

51 In this way, it is unfortunate that Bergson denounced the cinema when later he might have learned to 
praise it. This is in fact Deleuze’s argument in Cinema 1: The Movement-Image (1-3). Fragmenting a real 
movement at a rate of 24 per second, the frames of the cinematic apparatus cannot themselves reproduce 
this real movement as a whole. Between every two frames there are an infinite number of intermediary 
frames not captured by the camera. It is for this reason that the Bergson of Creative Evolution had decried 
the cinematic apparatus as illusion, but as Deleuze asserts, it is the projection of the frames that restore 
(albeit through an illusion) to the captured movement its real continuity. Attempting to explain the 
contradiction between Bergson’s philosophical tenets and his rejection of the cinema, Deleuze writes: “The 
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Eisenstein said, one must remember that the cinema is not only the camera but also 

montage. It is the juxtaposition of images—it is collision. Pier Paolo Pasolini (1988) has 

shown that it is also the semi-subjective; it is the visual and auditory representation of the 

free indirect discourse analyzed by Bakhtin in the written text of the nineteenth century 

Russian novel.52 The cinema gives this discourse enunciation through the oscillation 

between subjective and objective poles, or by a camera that is neither within nor outside 

of the character but merely with him or her. It is evident that what Pasolini understands as 

the semi-subjective has much to do with Bergson’s phenomenological rejection of the 

purity of such notions as reality and ideality. 

Although Gopegui has stated unequivocally in an interview that the novel is 

written in the first person (Rivera de la Cruz 1997-98), this is in fact a simplification that 

is helpful only in understanding the novel in a general sense. In fact, in La escala de los 

mapas there is a markedly non-homogenous narrative style that turns unceasingly from 

the first person ‘Sergio-yo’ to the third person ‘Sergio-él’ and back again. This oscillation 

betrays both Sergio’s feelings of isolation as well as the concomitant philosophical 

concepts of fixity and closed systems. Although it is beyond the scope of this essay to 

assess the frequency of these twists and turns, the following excerpt may be taken as 

typical:

Brezo, mi vida estuvo llena de cifras inexactas, me confundía en las 
sumas, tachaba y era en vano, los errores nos siguen siempre. De un lado 

essence of a thing never appears at the outset, but in the idle, in the course of its development, when its 
strength is assured. Having transformed philosophy by posing the question of the ‘new’ instead of that of 
eternity (how are the production and appearance of something new possible?), Bergson knew this better 
than anyone. For example, he said that the novelty of life could not appear when it began, since when it 
began life was forced to imitate matter. . . . Is it not the same with the cinema?” (3).
52 See Voloshinov 1973.
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estaba Sergio e iba perdiendo cabellos, peones, torres; del otro, la realidad 
intacta, sedienta. Fue cuando subiste a mi casa [...] Pude haber eludido tu 
presencia [...] Pude haber permanecido solo [...]. (87, my emphasis)

This rupture of the third person description of Sergio into the very first-person 

monologue we take to be inside his head is, as I have said, frequent, but also crucial to 

understanding the structure of the work and its philosophical implications. It is certainly 

possible to believe that this narratological choice is best interpreted as the self-speech of a 

disturbed individual who describes himself in the third- person and not, in fact, as the 

near-cinematic oscillation between subjective and objective perception. Yet to do so 

would be to deny, on the whole, not only the prevalence of the cinematic indexing 

described above, but also the very prevalent philosophical concern of the novel. This 

concern is the investigation of the connection between desire and reality, between inner 

and outer space, between affect and action, all implicitly mediated through the 

relationship Sergio-Brezo. As a whole, then, the cinematic indexing and semi-subjective 

narration work together to posit various dualities, the juxtaposition of affect and action as 

well as that of real and ideal consciousness, and then record their collision. 

Just as in Matter and Memory Bergson is interested neither in pure perception nor 

pure memory but their cohabitating indiscernibility, just as he merely abstracts affect 

from action for theoretical reasons and then joins them as part of an indivisible 

movement, here Gopegui’s work is focused neither on Sergio nor Brezo, but on their 

connection. Significantly, this connection, the goal of the first-person narrator’s search, is 

imagined as a space. Within the confines of his mind, and with cinematic imagery, Sergio 

imagines that he invites Brezo into that space, addressing himself to her in his thoughts: 
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“ven y quédate conmigo entre la gota de luz y la pantalla” (42). This “space” is 

metaphorically the Bergsonian interval, the gap between action and reaction formed by 

the human brain, the theoretical meeting place of real with ideal consciousness. This is 

the point of collision that expresses Sergio’s desire to connect with Brezo. It is in 

reference to this concept, one which is all too easily misunderstood, that Bergson’s work 

most illuminates my reading of La escala de los mapas and provides a subsequent 

necessary correction to the philosophical basis of current explorations in Cultural 

Geography.53

Interval, the space between the light and the screen

The prevalence of the idea of the interval as a space between in the novel, as a 

nexus between affect and action, as a gap or a space betwixt and between desire and 

reality, between ideal and real consciousness, testifies to the power of Sergio’s mistaken 

spatialization of flow, a process of division whose over-application Bergson denounces as 

the tendency of the intellect (Matter and Memory). It is the goal of the novel’s 

protagonist to inhabit this gap, thereby being able to transmit emotion into action, a 

possible connection manifested through the amorous relationship between Brezo and 

himself. 

From the first chapter, Sergio’s obsession with the opening crank or “manivela” 

of a window (9, 88, 168, 216-17, 227) becomes a metaphor for the interval between 

himself as a creature of affect and an outer reality. This gap, also a connection, is more 

53 Given that Gopegui has been compared to Juan Benet, and that the latter had a documented affinity for 
Bergson, it would be interesting to undertake a wider exploration of the influence of Bergson on her works.
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ubiquitously referred to as a “hueco” and even explicitly, in some cases, an “intervalo,” 

though it is elsewhere described in terms of “pausas”, “fallas” and is implicit in recurrent 

symbolism of portals such as windows and doors.54 If Bergson comments that “[t]here are 

intervals of silence between sounds” (Matter and Memory, 259), Sergio complements this 

with a quotation from Debussy “La música no está en las notas, sino entre las notas” (55). 

Sergio, then, is seeking this gap, as he terms it “un puente levadizo [...] un lugar 

suspendido entre dos mundos, el de la desnudez [el material] y el otro [el ideal]” (26). 

The “hueco” is “el espacio que va desde la acción del uno al sentimiento del otro: un 

tramo firme, un puente no inconsútil sino hecho de sólido granito transitable” (157, 

emphasis added). Through this utopian gap the isolated protagonist hopes to access a 

world he considers to be outside of himself.

In Sergio’s thoughts, this idea of the hueco, the space between, comes into being 

to correct a teratological error of a spatializing intellect. Yet, instead of renouncing this 

intellect through a method akin to Bergson’s and recovering the phenomenological 

ground of existence, that is, instead of recovering the indivisible presence of the objective 

in the subjective and likewise of the subjective in the objective, Gopegui’s protagonist 

follows the tendency of intellect and creates yet another abstraction. This need to 

partition space calls his attention to the “margín”—a mystical number situated between 

54 As “hueco” on 11, 13, 80, 82, 90-91, 101, 106, 109, 111, 116, 120-122, 125, 137, 141, 148, 156-57, 153, 
160, 164-68, 170, 174, 176, 179, 183, 191-92, 196, 199-200, 205, 207, 210, 218-19, 227 and 229; as 
“intervalo” on 85, 120-122, 139, 159, 173, 176 and 229. The explicit source given in the text for the use of 
the word interval is Nabokov’s Ada o el ardor which Sergio finds it necessary to quote at greater length 
than what appears below: “No los golpes recurrentes del ritmo sino el vacío que separa dos de esos golpes, 
el hueco gris entre las notas negras, el Tierno Intevalo. La pulsación misma no hace sino recordar la pobre 
idea de medida, pero entre dos pulsaciones acecha algo que se parece al verdadero Tiempo” (my emphasis, 
120). It is not out of place to say that Gopegui’s Sergio sees in Nabokov’s Van Veen a fellow entity of 
affect, a memory-diver whose ability to feel and think also heavily outweighs his ability to act.
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seven and eight discovered in Cádiz in the XVIth century (27-28)—and to the birthday 

gift that a young Brezo asks her father for – “una barra espaciadora […] que sirva para la 

vida. Si yo la aprieto dentro del cine, por ejemplo, empiecen a aparecer asientos vacíos 

entre mi butaca y la de al lado” (55). The “hueco” is, of course, a symbol for the 

relationship between Sergio and Brezo themselves—it is “un lugar de descanso en donde 

transcurrir contigo sin cometer equivocaciones” (90). But more importantly, he accepts it 

as a fundamental operating principle of experience—“el canal que comunica los objetos 

entre sí” (91). Sergio in turn uses this principle as justification for his perceived 

separation, not only from Brezo, but from a trope he understands as “reality.”

Yet Sergio’s greatest error is assuming that the “hueco” really exists as he 

perceives it—that is, as a space in between things. One of the core assertions of 

Bergson’s philosophy is precisely that space between things is a view taken by mind, and 

that we err in limiting our conception of the universe to this view. Bergson’s first thesis 

in Matter and Memory is that one cannot equate a movement with the distance covered 

by that movement.55 This thesis is meant to underscore the intimate connection of things 

in the world at the same time that it calls attention to the process of abstraction through 

which the human intellect perceives a homogenous space and inflects an indivisible 

reality with partitions and even the idea of “empty” space. As Bernard Pullman’s 

55 The proof of this assertion lies in the deconstruction of Zeno’s example of Achilles and the tortoise. If 
Achilles runs ten times faster than the tortoise, and the tortoise is given a ten-meter head start, then by the 
time Achilles runs the initial ten meters, the tortoise will have moved another1/10 meter. When Achilles 
runs the 1/10 meter, the tortoise will have moved another 1/100 m. and so on. Thus, Zeno concludes, 
Achilles will never catch up with the tortoise. Nevertheless, and as Bergson correctly assumes, the flaw in 
this reasoning is that while the space traveled may be divisible, the movement is not. Movement cannot be 
equated to the distance covered because it is pure duration, continual becoming, the eternal moment where 
the past bleeds into, even recreates itself in, the present. Achilles will indeed surpass the tortoise.
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exhaustive work The Atom in the History of Human Thought (2001) explores, since 

Democritus the idea that space is empty and that small atoms move within it has held 

intermittent sway in the philosophy of the material world. Yet Sergio’s insistence that 

there is a hueco between an atom and an electron (102) has given way in the twentieth 

century to the quantum acknowledgement that energy is either a wave or a particle, 

depending how you set up the experiment. An electron follows no set path but is now 

discussed as an electron cloud following a model that rejects the spatializing metaphors 

of an outdated science. Quantum theorists, notably David Bohm (1983; 1994; 1998; 

Krishnamurti & Bohm 1985; 1999), challenging traditional physicists now embrace the 

idea that space is full and not empty, an immense background of energy upon which 

materiality in our conception of the term is a mere surface disturbance. 

This idea is not so far from the suggestion of the novel itself. In fact, in a moment 

of lucidity, Sergio tells himself that it the “hueco” is only a metaphor (137). This is 

exactly what Bergson tells us – that although language makes possible a community of 

action, it allows us to erroneously separate the continuous flow within space into qualities 

(adjectives), things (nouns) and movements (verbs) when there is only movement, only 

change itself. There is no empty space between objects. Sergio misunderstands the 

continuity of space and instead believes in the body as ontologically-given separator of 

affect and action. Yet, instead, as Bergson notes, perception is virtual action, and affect is 

real action occurring where it is felt. Movement is continuous, and the body is one of 

many abstractions that can never, in realty, be separated from the system of images that 

interact each on the others on all their sides simultaneously. From Sergio’s perspective, 
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this remark that the “hueco” does not exist conveys his doubt that he will ever be able to 

negotiate the gap between affect and action, and in fact he will not, provided he persists 

in his divisive intellectual oppositions.

Moreover, Bergson’s implication that the barriers between inner and outer space 

are not strong ones is mirrored in the text subtly, in details that consistently evade 

Sergio’s conscious knowledge. Not until late in the book does he admit his “problemas 

limítrofes” (209). After a conversation with his psychologist’s secretary, he takes offense 

at her desire to continue working instead of chatting with him. This moment delivers a 

notable shock to his fixed ideas of limits, “[E]ntre el punto donde aquella mujer 

pronunció la ironía y el punto donde la recibí, no había separación. Me sentí maltratado 

de repente. Como un pequeño animal retráctil, sin membrana, soy. Y por eso mi corazón 

se encoge, es un calambre de corazón que duele, y tú percibes mi dolor, y por eso resulta 

tan difícil relacionarse conmigo” (209, emphasis added). Questioning that which he has 

taken for granted at other times in the novel, he asks doña Elena, his boss, “¿dónde está el 

límite entre la vida exterior y la interior?” (169). Similarly, windows consistently evoke 

the “delgado límite […] entre los radiadores y el mundo, entre la habitación concreta y el 

exterior oscuro, interminable” (113), a stand-in for the meeting place of affect-action. His 

disappearance at the end of the novel, presumably into the “hueco,” into the very spaces 

between the words of his memoir (229), indicates that his problem has not been caused 

by an inability to relate to his environment, but rather by renouncing himself to a 

debilitatingly-advanced affective sense. It is precisely that the inner and outer worlds are 
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too connected, and not that they might not be connected enough, that causes his anguish. 

Bergson is right,

[a] body, that is, an independent material object, presents itself at first to 
us as a system of qualities in which resistance and colour—the data of 
sight and touch—occupy the centre, all the rest being, as it were, 
suspended from them. On the other hand, the data of sight and touch are 
those which most obviously have extension in space, and the essential 
character of space is continuity. There are intervals of silence between 
sounds, for the sense of hearing is not always occupied; between odours, 
between tastes, there are gaps, as though the senses of smell and taste only 
functioned accidentally: as soon as we open our eyes, on the contrary, the 
whole field of vision takes on colour; and, since solids are necessarily in 
contact with each other, our touch must follow the surface or the edges of 
objects without ever encountering a true interruption. (Matter and 
Memory, 259-60)

Not only are all things in space connected with no gaps, but also sensation, just as 

perception, is extensive, only that it takes place inside the body where it is felt (Matter 

and Memory, 45-49). Sergio sees barriers where there are only transitions, staticity where 

there is only constant movement and change in the whole. His feelings are real, yet he is 

incapable of turning affect into action. This is of course one of the primary problems 

facing urban studies, how to create spaces of hope (Harvey 2000), how to combat the 

uneven geographical distribution of a pernicious capitalism and assure “the right to the 

city” (Lefebvre 1968; Mitchell 2003).

Geographical Bergsonism, mental and cartographic space

In the novel, the interplay between Sergio and Brezo, between affect and action, 

evokes another movement between mental and cartographic space, between physical and 

mental maps (56, 88). Without collapsing idealism and realism, without sacrificing idea 
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to action, Gopegui’s novel articulates the link between the two in purely geographic 

terms. The book’s spatial vocabulary leaves no mental or physical state untouched. 

Sergio imagines that his interior world will grow “como peninsula emanada, como 

margen de río o bastión inatacado por los otros” (87). He is Castilla and Brezo is Aragón 

(95). He is “un pueblo de Burgos cuando nieva, territorio aislado” (135), he is Albania: 

“En mi república se practica la autarquía de repliegue: producir para autoabastecerse y 

permanecer inmodificado, al abrigo de influencias extranjeras. Porque habitar con los 

otros es la guerra y me destruye, he preferido rodearme de una difusa constelación 

afectiva” (29). If interior spaces are compared with geographical forms, the reverse is 

also true. A map of the Baltic Sea is said to have “forma de hombre arrodillado” (40). A 

discussion of a geographical study bleeds into a question of a personal nature: “El resto 

de la mañana  lo pasé corrigiendo las consecuencias de un error de escala en un estudio 

de impacto: cómo instalar una estación espacial en las estribaciones del parque de 

Monfrague sin perturbar el equilibrio. ¿Cómo instalar a una mujer de ideas fijas en mi 

vida prudente y lograr que los dos saliéramos incólumes?” (24). Sergio is sure that the 

emotive forces in which he is drowning are real, and he is not wrong. His conclusion is 

thus that they occupy space. Implicitly affirming Bergson’s idea that sensation takes 

place where it is felt and thus that it is extensive, in supporting that all consciousness is

something, Sergio is led to speak of his emotions in geographical terms: “Brezo, toda la 

noche estuve pensando que existía la emoción y era geográfica: ocupaba un sitio, tenía 

longitud y diámetro como la barra del metro, yo podía aferrarme a ella para no caer” 

(180). Whether he does this in order to deceive himself as to the debilitating nature of his 
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affective sense or as a preparatory step in his intent to link his mind and world, subjective 

and objective consciousness, idealism and realism (note that he claims “estoy dispuesto a 

pasar a la acción” (209)) matters not. What is important is that the geographical metaphor 

for body gives emotions a real and extensive character. The implication is that there is a 

fundamental link or better said an ontological parallelism between mental and 

cartographic space. 

Yet Sergio persists in problematically imagining this link as a space, instead of 

recognizing the immanence of mind to cartography, instead of realizing that both one and 

the other are simplified abstractions. Consider the development of this linkage as it is 

explored through Sergio’s discussion of the geographers of perception:

Me hallaba particularmente interesado en los geógrafos de la percepción, 
una corriente que apenas había merecido un epígrafe en el programa de la 
asignatura, pero entre cuyas aportaciones figuraba el <<mapa mental>>. 
Oh deliciosa idea. Oh concepción tripartita del mundo. No hay un dentro 
y un afuera, no hay un hombre en su casa y abajo la superficie de avenidas 
y paseos que consignan los planos, sino un hombre en su casa, una 
urdimbre de aceras en las calles y, entre los dos, un mapa mental o filtro 
que modifica el paisaje, el desnivel de las cuestas, las escalas... Con un 
dibujante cartógrafo a su servicio, cada individuo podría plasmar las 
imágenes de su mapa mental en un papel. Veríamos entonces cambiar la 
geometría de las plazas, multiplicarse o reducirse la distancia entre la 
Cibeles y la Puerta del Sol, crecer la densidad de población de Africa, la 
extensión de China, la altitud del Retiro. Con un cartógrafo a su 
disposición, Sergio Prim hubiera acertado a descubrir ángulos como 
heridas de un papel doblado muchas veces, pues no ignoraba que había 
fracturas en su mapa mental por donde cabía irse. ¿Pero cómo accederse a 
los mapas mentales ajenos? ¿Cómo señalarlas allí? (85, emphasis added)

Using a tripartite structure and the idea of a space “between” proves problematic for 

Sergio. In defining mental and cartographic space as inherently distinct he creates the 

necessity of a bridge between the two. And yet his vocabulary points to the 
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phenomenological city-space imagined by the Situationists. For Guy Debord and Asger 

Jorn, the apparently Cartesian-gridded space of the city existed not as a planar totality but 

rather always mediated by the experience of the individual. Any individual, then, with the 

help of a cartographer could reconstruct an experiential map of the living city, no longer a 

reification subject to the spectacle of modern capitalist practice, but, in Bergsonian terms, 

a circuit formed by the continuous flow of ideal consciousness into real consciousness 

and back again. For all his differences with the Situationists (see Harvey 1991: 429; 

Merrifield 2002), it is this very circuit that Lefebvre delineates in The Production of 

Space (1991). Space is a process, a relation, just as Marx’s revolution was to define 

capital as a relation.56 A radical understanding of this idea involves a more complex 

articulation of spatial praxis than Sergio’s dualistic affect-action model, no more 

complete for the inclusion of a “hueco” connecting space.

It is just such a complex articulation of space that has been taking hold in the field 

of Geography. Theorists are recognizing the constructed nature of what was previously 

thought of as statically given, the mutually constituted nature of the previously isolated 

spheres of culture and of material landscape. David Harvey (2000) looks “From Place to 

Space and Back Again.” Charles Tilly (1999) advises us to go “toward relational analyses 

of political processes” (419). Bob Jessop (1999) asserts that the boundaries between the 

economic and the political are of cultural origin (380). Michel Foucault (1975) looks at 

the way disciplines originate at the level of the individual and take on the form of 

repeated spatial practice. Tim Mitchell (1999) argues that the “state effect” arises from 

56 In his discussion of Marx, Harvey (2000) notes that “Capital is not a physical thing but a social relation” 
(28).
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the material and provides a framework for a “double-articulation” between the 

Foucaldian notion of disciplines ascending to more global constructions of power. Sallie 

Marston (2004) calls for recognition of the “‘nexus’ among” and “mutually constitutive 

nature of the categories” of state, culture and space (38). In “The Social Construction of 

Scale,” Marston (2000) presents an incisive and convincing look into how ideas of scale, 

itself not ontologically given, become shaped by social practice. 

In fact, as Gopegui’s novel suggests despite the insistence of its mistaken 

narrator-protagonist, scale is a matter not only of global, supranational, national, regional, 

and local, but also of individual concern. It is no wonder that the psychologist who 

advises Sergio, Maravillas Gea, has written her thesis on “la pérdida del espacio en los 

esquemas mentales: un análisis del sentimiento de desaparición” (177); geographical 

space and body are intimately entwined, or as Sergio states in a rare epiphany, “todo está 

comunicado” (131, 182), itself an echo of what Waldo Tobler in 1970 called the First 

Law of Geography.57 Like the protagonist of John Cheever’s “The Swimmer,” an explicit 

intertext of Gopegui’s novel, who, in using an “ojo de cartógrafo” (129), finds that he can 

get home by tracing a path through the pools of his suburban wasteland, both the reader 

and the protagonist of Gopegui’s novel discover that a movement exists which envelops 

both psychic and geographical space. Sergio links the geographical with the 

psychological upon declaring “las escalas no son patrimonio de los geógrafos. En 

realidad, todo el mundo las utiliza” (33). The partitioning of reality into levels of 

57 For an enlightening forum on Tobler’s First Law of Geography — “everything is related to everything 
else, but near things are more related than distant things” — the reader may wish to consult the Annals of 
the Association of American Geographers Volume 94, June 2004 Number 2 for a series of seven authors’ 
comments including a reply by Tobler himself.
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abstractions called scales finds a complement in the discussion of the layering of minerals 

(69) and the profound and simple structures of both emotions and extra-corporeal facts 

(89). In fact it appears that “todo es cuestión de escalas” (227).

This connection between mind and geography, phrased in scalar terms, manifests 

itself in an equivalence between maps and books. Essentially, Sergio points out, “el 

mismo sistema que rige para la tierra y sus mapas, rige para los hombres: escalas y 

signos, representación. Los mapas de los hombres son los libros” (127). Completely 

debilitated by an overdeveloped affective sense, the question for the interval-seeking 

protagonist is how to convert affect into action. He complains that “Nadie me puso 

ejercicios para aprender a trasladar lo imaginado a lo vivido” (169). His affective sense is 

so self-indulged that his emotions have the power to cloud the perception of space. In the 

following passage, Sergio touches Brezo affectionately and finds the world around him 

distorting itself, eventually disappearing. “En el instante en que puse mis manos en su 

cuello comenzó la dispersión de los objetos, se marcharon aceras y cabinas y espejos 

retrovisores. Como se interrumpe el río en la cascada cesó el día” (156). Like emotions, 

books also have this power to immerse Sergio completely in the idea (127).58 This 

temporal metaphor works alongside the prevalent spatial metaphor of the “hueco” to 

signify the nexus between desire and reality manifest also in the space between books and 

reality. The reader wonders how Sergio will turn the imagined into lived experience. This 

at times takes a personal tone focusing on the small scale—Sergio modifies the space of 

58 The idea of stopping the world, a philosophical tenet explored in Deleuze (1988: 139) and taken from the 
works of Carlos Castaneda (1968), appears in Gopegui’s novel as well (“detener el mundo” 139, 170; 
“detener el espacio” 176).
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his office to reflect his isolation (84). Yet, given the geographical context, the reader 

simultaneously must ask questions of a larger scale – how, for example, do ideas of city-

space become social praxis?

The novel caters to these larger questions as Madrid and its surrounding areas are 

implicated by the numerous studies of environmental impact performed by the novel’s 

geographers. Even Sergio’s group is contracted to “evaluar el suelo no urbanizable de 

quince municipios periféricos” (46), and Sergio himself leads a study of the impact of 

“un helipuerto militar” (80) in Alnedo, “un pueblo de la serranía alta de Cuenca” (102). 

Despite his insistence to the contrary, he is in intimate connection with reality, taking part 

in the production of space. Nevertheless, Sergio’s personal isolation and the fact that he 

caries with him a mental map of Madrid (127) have consequences not only for his 

relationship with Brezo, his other half, the reality to his subjectivity, the matter to his 

memory, but also for his relation with city space. Losing a connection with Brezo, with 

his outer reality, will leave a flexible mental map that will soon become unmanageable. 

“Brezo, piano mío, te callarás y entonces Madrid sea infinito, laberinto sin puertas, y no 

volveremos a coincidir” (177). Yet it is not that this connection might be lost, but rather 

that it will be clouded by the power of his affective sense.59

With the above reading, Sergio’s mistake is creating an interval between things 

where there is none. At the end of the book Sergio dissolves into the “hueco” between the 

59 Here Gopegui has inverted, traditional social gender roles with an end to emphasize larger questions of 
spatial process. If the story had been told with Sergio as the active reality and Brezo as the passive 
subjectivity, it would have been tempting to read the novel through constructions of gender – either as 
affirmation or critique of the societal roles continually negotiated by individuals. Yet Gopegui’s reversal of 
a traditional and ill-formulated dichotomy that links affective with feminine and extensive with masculine 
pushes us away from this interpretation, instead presenting an illustration of a standard dichotomy of spatial 
production.
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words of his testimony (229). Whether this means that Sergio has retreated from life once 

and for all, or that he has found in literature a point of contact between thought and 

action, in either case the intellectual division between affect and action, books and reality, 

mental maps and cartographic maps has come to an end. Sergio’s struggle is a vehicle for 

showing the absurdity of the divisions the human mind thinks into reality at the same 

time that it shows the very real consequences such isolation has for participation in any 

social project. Only by seeing these divisions produced by thought as such can we truly 

see space as a process, as Bergsonian real movement. 

Eva Legido-Quigley (2001) has characterized Gopegui’s works as part of 

una literatura comprometida, que refleja un pensamiento vinculado con su 
momento histórico y que acomete “a mayor apostasía”: presentar unos 
ideales; unos ideales revolucionarios; unos ideales revolucionarios de 
raigambre utópica. […] Esta escritora ha investigado en su obra los modos 
de cambiar la sociedad y ha denunciado los modos alienantes, injustos y 
falsos de la vida que nos hemos acostumbrado a vivir. (147)

Although in her essay Legido-Quigley focuses on Gopegui’s second work Tocarnos la 

cara (1995), I believe that this concern for a revolutionary change in society is a 

fundamental part of her first novel as well. In addition to underscoring the need for a 

revitalized approach to the philosophical basis of our understanding of spatial practices, 

La escala de los mapas becomes a more direct call for social change in light of comments 

Gopegui herself has made on the necessity of political action (Legido-Quigley 1999). Her 

characterization of Sergio as isolated from reality can be understood to reflect upon 

questions of current political commitment as illustrated in this excerpt from an interview:

—¿Crees que la tuya es una generación de observadores?

—Lo hemos sido. Lo que pasa es que ahora vamos a tener que actuar […] 
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(Rivera de la Cruz 1997-98)

From this perspective, La escala de los mapas confronts the problem of political 

escapism. Despite the fact that Sergio is deeply implicated in the necessarily capitalist 

production of space as part of his geographical work, he has not fully considered the 

consequences of his actions, nor has he claimed the responsibility of civic engagement 

required by urban living. He wants merely to escape from life. The character of Brezo, 

however, warns him of the very ontological impossibility of this retreat: “lo peor de los 

escapistas es que nunca se escapan de verdad” (32). In another interview, this time with 

María del Mar López-Cabrales (2000), Gopegui herself has cautioned against the very 

insularity that motivates Sergio:

Con La escala de los mapas he tenido algunos problemas porque la 
novela, digamos, cuenta la historia de alguien, por resumirlo muchísimo, 
que quiere salvarse escribiendo. Lo que quería hacer en la novela era 
criticar esa actitud. No creo que se pueda uno salvar escribiendo, decir 
<<me olvido del mundo, me meto en un cuarto a escribir y me salvo>>. 
Como el personaje es por un lado entrañable, porque me compadecí un
poco de él, y por otro lado hace ostentación de su forma de escribir, mucha 
gente ha leído la novela como si hubiese sido un canto al refugio, a la 
escritura como lugar de vivir. Eso es lo que quiere hacer el personaje, yo 
quería contarlo, aunque la novela está en primera persona, para criticar esa 
actitud y expresar a dónde puede llevar una conducta así. El personaje al 
final acaba escribiendo eso en un hotel, no tiene dinero para pagar el 
alquiler de su casa, no habla con nadie… (78)

Sergio’s problem of isolation is consistent with the work he does as a geographer. Using 

the very tools of his craft as a speculative geographer—mapmaking, delineating regions, 

partitioning, dividing—he has sectioned himself off from Brezo, and with her, from a 

larger social reality. His resulting and undeniably agonizing predicament, although he 

perhaps fails to resolve it, requires that he find a way to conceive himself as a constitutive 
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part of reality instead of detached from it. The simplistic dualisms that obtain in the novel 

are ultimately produced and perpetuated by none other than Sergio himself. As readers 

witness to this failed struggle, we are faced with “el problema del después” (Gopegui 

25)—with the real problem of how to put our capacity for action to work. Once we have 

fully grasped the fundamentally spatial basis of perception, we find ourselves restored 

from supposedly isolated subjectivity into the webs of social struggle over space itself—

riding the wave of the eternal Bergsonian transition of the past into the present “como 

quien vive en lo que está a punto de ocurrir” (Gopegui 92). This is to reclaim the 

possibility of creating a world other than the one which currently exists.

Conclusion: Thinking mental/cartographic space

The link between representations of places and those places themselves, between 

mental maps and cartographic maps, between the individual and the city, between the 

small and the large scale has an ample and accessible bibliography. Theorists such as 

Dear (2000), Foucault (1975), Harvey (1989; 1990; 1996; 2000), Jessop (1999), Latham 

and McCormack (2004), Lefebvre (1974),  Madanipour (1996), D. Mitchell (2000), T. 

Mitchell (1999), Marston (2000; 2004), Soja (1996),  Thorns (2002) and Tilly (1999) ask 

trenchant questions of the relationship between the mental and the cartographic. Taken as 

the philosophical basis for the understanding of the production of space, Bergson’s works 

caution against simplifying the interaction of both material and immaterial processes and 
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are more relevant than ever to geographical inquiry.60 Gopegui’s La escala de los mapas

provides a notable opportunity to assess the relevance of these two approaches to spatial 

process. Sergio Prim’s strict dichotomies (of affect vs. action, of subjectivity vs. 

objectivity, of idealism vs. realism) serve as a warning of the dangers inherent in 

partitioning the movement of spatial production into material and immaterial 

components. Scholarship must be able to acknowledge that these categories become 

abstracted out of the flux of experience only through the work of the human intellect. 

Ultimately, the fusion of Cultural Geography, Bergsonism and Gopegui’s text suggests, 

as do Latham & McCormack (2004), that “we need to consider more fully how the 

process of abstraction actually allows us to draw out, and also to become implicated in, 

the excessive force of materiality” (707). In the following third meditation I will continue 

to look at literature in a way that suggests consequences for extra-literary action, refusing 

to limit the text as a mere container for ideas, but emphasizing that the method through 

which we approach reading is the method through which we approach life itself. 

60 The philosopher, in fact, may be experiencing a new wave of attention in critical theory as a recent issue 
of the journal Culture and Organization (9.1, 2003) shows, to name just one example. In their essay “Time 
Creativity and Culture: Introducing Bergson” Stephen Linstead and John Mullarkey (2003) argue for the 
relevance of Bergson’s work to the analysis of culture (see also Linstead 2002). Alexander Styhre’s 
“Knowledge as a Virtual Asset: Bergson’s Notion of Virtuality and Knowledge Organization” (2003) 
shows the importance of Bergson’s thought to a theory of knowledge as process. Sean Watson attempts to 
bring Bergson to bear on the analysis of both literature and social groups in his “Bodily Entanglement: 
Bergson and Thresholds in the Sociology of Affect” (2003). Antoine Hatzenberger’s “Open Society and 
Bolos: A Utopian Reading of Bergson’s ‘Final Remarks’” (2003) likewise finds great relevance of 
Bergson’s ideas to current and alternative social organizations. Carl Power’s “Freedom and Sociability for 
Bergson” (2003) suggests that “we need to re-evaluate the relevance and value of Bergson’s thought today” 
(71). Bergson’s importance for Deleuze is evident not only in the cinema books but also in Bergsonism
(2002) and in two essays of Desert Islands (2004).
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III THIRD MEDITATION—ILLNESS:
BERGSON, NURSING THEORY & THE SPATIAL PARADIGM OF TRADITIONAL 

MEDICINE IN PÍO BAROJA & LUIS MARTÍN-SANTOS

Introduction: Toward a new paradigm of health

Just as one cannot understand the whole of a person by integration of the 
parts, we cannot understand the unity of nursing knowledge by an 
integration of the parts.

—Margaret Newman

The traditional paradigm of medical practice is wholly spatial. It proceeds by 

division—spatially isolating and extracting affliction from its surroundings, severing the 

physical body from the social body, and more generally by cleaving a priori the concept 

of disease from that now mystified, now holy, and nevertheless produced concept of 

health which it takes as its necessary, if idealized, counterpart. Yet in opposition to this 

traditional medical paradigm of spatialized difference there is a growing body of Nursing 

Theory and practice which acknowledges the interdependent relationship between the 

affliction and its environment, the immanence of the physical to the social body, and the 

porous, if not friable, boundary between the concepts of health and disease themselves. 

This paradigm shift in healthcare, whose philosophical roots I will argue are surely 

Bergsonian, allows a new reading of a classic text—Pío Baroja’s El árbol de la ciencia

(1911). In its depiction of the plight of the disillusioned medical student and protagonist 

of the novel, the ‘precursor’ Andrés Hurtado, Baroja’s work prefigures Nursing theorist 

Margaret Newman’s implicitly Bergsonian method of differentiation in an effort to widen 

our prevailing ideas of health and disease and in renunciation of a traditional, stagnant, 

even spatialized medical paradigm of illness. I will first discuss the Bergsonian 

philosophical roots of the question of space before turning to their manifestation in 
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Newman’s theory of health and disease. Next, I will investigate Baroja’s own perception 

of illness as articulated in his thesis on pain, El dolor (1896). I will then explore the 

application of the ideas of Bergson, Newman and Baroja himself to El árbol de la ciencia

in order to assess the novel’s relevance to the recent paradigm shift in Nursing research. 

This discussion will open the door to the critical assessment of the spatial paradigm of 

medicine made by Luis Martín-Santos in his epic Tiempo de silencio (1961) and will 

suggest an important methodologically spatial connection between understanding disease 

and the production of the urban city.

Health/disease in Margaret Newman’s Health as Expanding Consciousness

Margaret Newman is a Nursing theorist who has built up a literature on nursing, 

on illness, that departs radically from the traditional instrumentalist medical paradigm in 

its divergent philosophy and interdisciplinary relevance. As Abby Fuoto notes in her 

engaging critique of Newman’s work, “Outside of nursing, Margaret Newman drew from 

many fields, including physics, philosophy, quantum theory and chemistry” (5). Indeed, 

in the introduction to Health as Expanding Consciousness (1999), Newman allies herself 

with a cadre of interdisciplinary thinkers such as Itzhak Bentov (1978), Pierre Teilhard de 

Chardin (1959), David Bohm (1980), Arthur Young (1976a, 1976b), Richard Moss 

(1981), and perhaps most importantly Martha Rogers (1970) in what is essentially the 

same kind of Bergsonian intuitive approach outlined in the first meditation. Rogers, a 

teacher of Newman, is largely heralded as the progenitor of a push for a Nursing Theory 

that resolves to avoid the problematics of traditional medicine. As Newman captures:
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When Rogers introduced her conceptual framework, which called for a 
distinctly different science—nursing science—based on assumptions of 
wholeness, pattern and unidirectionality, most nursing scientists could not 
envision such a science. The prevailing paradigm said that it was valid to 
analyze human beings into parts, reduce those elements to measurable 
entities, control and manipulate the parts, and try to extrapolate the whole 
based on knowledge of the parts. (81)

The prevailing paradigm, that of instrumentalist medicine as Newman describes it here, 

indeed falls under the Bergsonian tendency of intellect as I have outlined it in the first 

meditation. The intellect as a tendency partitions and stitches together again, it works 

from the parts to the whole, it measures, controls and manipulates a perceived divisible 

homogeneity and in so doing imagines that homogeneity as distinct from heterogeneous 

qualities. The instrumentalist medical tradition thus operates unceasingly from a position 

that identifies disease as an error in the otherwise flat planar surface of a fundamental and 

inherently stable idea of health. Health is taken to be normality and disease an unnatural 

rupture of that normality. As a reaction to this paradigm, the Nursing theory proposed by 

Newman refuses to follow this overrational procedure, as she documents in “The Pattern 

that Connects” (2002):

Integration is a step in the overall cyclic scheme of things, but not enough. 
Just as one cannot understand the whole of a person by integration of the 
parts, we cannot understand the unity of nursing knowledge by an 
integration of the parts. In a hologram, each part contains the whole; each 
part is reflective of the whole. Mind and matter are not separate, 
interactive parts; they are different dimensions of the whole and unbroken 
movement of reality. (5, original emphasis)

This position is doubly revolutionary and requires a reappraisal of ontological concerns 

(Newman 1999: 82). The first revolution of thought, more easily reappropriated back into 

the traditional paradigm, would hold that instead of a positivist or objectivist scientific 
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“single” paradigm there should be an interactive paradigm of health that embraces both 

objectivism and subjectivism. Yet the second revolution she offers finds this shift to a 

consideration of “mind-body-environment factors in health” (82) a mere extension of the 

“control and predictability” present in the first paradigm, and states that instead what is 

necessary is a “view of the human being as a unitary phenomenon unfolding in an 

undivided universe” (1999: 82; see also Newman 1992). This of course can be read 

philosophically as precisely the two stage revolution offered first by the dualistic limited 

Cartesian system wrought of the transition from medieval to Renaissance thought and 

defined by a widening of epistemology without a severe questioning of ontology, and 

second by the Bergsonian nonduality which rejects the ontological separability of what 

are, rather, cohabiting tendencies. This second revolution actualizes what was only virtual 

in the first revolution and thus posits a model of disease where approaches that imagine 

disease and health as two ends of a continuum as well as those that figure them as 

opposite sides of a coin are insufficient to explain the cohabitation of disease in health, 

and of health in disease. This understanding is ultimately crucial not only for what it 

suggests regarding the possibility of finding meaning in illness but also to the extent that 

it allows us to assess the common spatial production shared by traditional medicine and 

the construction of spatial difference in the city.

The nonduality of disease and non-disease

As Newman puts it most succinctly, “In this case, DISEASE fuses with its 

opposite, absence of disease, NON-DISEASE, and brings forth a new concept of 
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HEALTH” (6). In effect, Newman is performing a Bergsonian intuitive analysis of 

Health. Health is thus produced as a composite instead of a mere reflection of disease. 

Just as Bergson argued that space and time were cohabitating tendencies of a larger time, 

instinct and intelligence of a larger idea of mind, matter and memory of a larger idea of 

perception, health and disease are tendencies posited in a larger idea of health.61 Under 

the traditional instrumentalist medical paradigm disease is thus cleaved from health as the 

aberrant other, in order to be excised, often at great consequence to the person from 

whom the aberration is extracted. In contrast, the idea of health as expanding 

consciousness enfolds disease back into a larger idea of health where disease is no longer 

an ontologically distinct object, but rather is illustrative of a larger pattern present in the 

whole. “This would mean that health includes disease, and disease includes health” 

(Newman, 6). To follow the line of analysis of Deleuze (2004) in his article on Bergson’s 

method of division which we outlined in the first meditation, the division of the 

composite “health” reveals two cohabitating tendencies that differ in nature, and also a 

difference in nature itself as one of the two tendencies. Thus there is 1) disease, which 

differs from itself by degree, and 2) non-disease, which differs from itself by nature. I 

have explored Bergson’s idea of intelligence as that function of the mind that posits 

homogeneous divisibility in order to act in the world, and I have pointed out Bergson’s 

insistence that this intelligence has evolutionarily been able to and is situationally able to 

mold itself to the contours of matter (CE). It is this intellectual tendency of the mind that 

is itself spatial. For this reason it comes as no surprise that the traditional instrumentalist 

61 Bergson is arguably present in her analysis indirectly through the work of David Bohm (1980).
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paradigm of health, a medical paradigm saturated with intellection, an approach that 

divides and stitches recomposing a whole from its parts, should have taken to disease and 

not to non-disease. In this way it analyzes disease, defines its location, extracts it, and 

believes it has reestablished a whole. Disease divides by spreading to this or that location, 

it is traditionally perceived as divisible in space—that is as differing from itself in degree. 

Metastasis of cancer of the colon to the liver differs in location but not in nature. It is in 

this sense that disease differs from itself in degree—a spatial dislocation. And yet 

framing the question of health myopically in terms of disease the relation of disease to 

non-disease is obscured. 

Newman writes: “Disease and non-disease are not separate entities but are each 

reflections of the larger whole, a phenomenon of greater dimensions” (9, original 

emphasis). Newman’s approach, implicitly following Bergson’s intuitive philosophical 

method of questioning, takes great care in establishing the problem from the outset and 

avoids the false problems of health just as Bergson avoided the false problems of 

philosophy. She refuses to limit the definition of the problem to disease itself but rather 

takes a larger view which is a sense is prior to disease—the capacity or the potentiality of 

disease to manifest itself as such. In this way I have discussed in the first meditation that 

Merleau-Ponty’s visible is part of the invisible, that the real is wrought of the imaginary, 

and that the Bergsonian present is enacted only by drawing up and actualizing the past in 

its movement. 

Just as Deleuze (1983) pointed out the more powerful Bergsonian statement that  

“all consciousness is something” trumps Husserl’s “all consciousness is consciousness of
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something,” we find a strange and close parallel in Newman’s assertion that “The person 

does not possess consciousness —the person is consciousness” (33). Her statement that 

“Mind and matter are made of the same basic stuff. The difference is in the speed and 

intensity of the energy waves: Mind represents faster, higher energy waves, and matter 

represents slower, lower energy waves” (36) echoes the whole of Bergson’s Matter and 

Memory with its insistence on a unitary consciousness of matter and consciousness of 

mind which represent different avatars of a singular movement of tension and relaxation. 

Bergson spent quite a few pages of his output relating Zeno’s paradox(es) of movement, 

which he explained showed the errors of confusing an indivisible movement with the 

divisible space covered by the movement. Newman, for her part, also argues the 

indivisibility of movement most successfully and seemingly unawares of her 

philosophical precursor. “In this sense, movement is not thought of as a succession of 

bodily locations but as a pattern of the total dance present in each movement, like a 

holographic view of the universe in which all of space-time is captured in any one place-

movement” (57). Her view on language takes up Merleau-Ponty’s immanent idea of 

communication: “When two people are relating well, the rhythm of the speaker is shared 

by the listener in a kind of mutual dance or empathy. The listener is not reacting or 

responding to the speaker but is one with the speaker” (58, original emphasis). Like many 

turn-of-the-century vitalists she valorizes the heterogeneous succession of musical notes: 

“In music, for instance, the notes are incomplete without the rhythm of relationship 

between them” (73; see too the second meditation). In the spirit of Deleuze she 

dismantles the objectivist opposition of seer and seen: “The observer and the observed 
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are interpenetrating aspects of one whole” (106). The method of intuition she advances is 

foundationally phenomenological and argues that it is only through the analysis of the 

grounded subject by the grounded subject itself, what Husserl calls the only source of 

“apodictic” knowledge in reconfiguring the Cartesian project, that the other can be 

reached through intuition: “Pattern recognition occurs, as the holographic model 

suggests, by going into ourselves and getting in touch with our own pattern and through it 

in touch with the pattern of the person or persons with whom we are interacting” (107). 

From this series of convergences it is not surprising that Newman, too, like 

Bergson, like Merleau-Ponty, and like Deleuze is focused on a revitalized action that 

does not uncritically accept depth models of meaning but reformulates the possibility of 

an action that proceeds not from a pre-established or reflexive plan, but that is buttressed 

by self-doubt and therefore better able to gauge its effects on an undivided whole such as 

our own social, political and cultural world. 

The crux of action is meaning and precludes a paradigm of reason that 
detaches the observer from the observed. In situations where decisions and 
action are required, the person involved finds himself/herself in a situation 
of not knowing exactly what one wants to achieve or what means there are 
to achieve it. Action involves extemporization and is not for those who 
enjoy the mechanistic, hypothetico-deductive logic of the old paradigm. 
The old paradigm is about the general case. The new paradigm of action 
and being is about specific persons in specific situations. (77, original 
emphasis)

The meaning of which she writes is not a transcendental Saussurian opposition of 

signifier and signified, not the interpretive framework emanating from the process of 

structuring intellection, but the immanent meaning of being. She is here, in effect, 

producing a nonduality of action. She points out two tendencies in action which are 
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followed by tracing different paths. The one action from which she distances herself is an 

action based upon intellection, a mechanistic hypothetico-deductive logic, an action 

based upon a thought that does not see its own contours, whereas the other action, which 

she embraces, is attenuated to a meaning found in the unity of observer and observed, and 

not the reasoning meaning based on bifurcation of observer and observed. This is exactly 

the Bergsonian method of intuitive differentiation. I will now explore how Newman’s 

thoughts on health/disease resonate with Pío Baroja’s own critique of traditional 

medicine and his great interest in the physio-philosophy of pain.

Baroja’s El dolor: sensation, intellect, pain

Pío Baroja (1872-1956) was a medically trained doctor who studied, practiced and 

became disenchanted with medicine in its capacity as science. With this in mind, it is 

more than relevant to pursue his doctoral thesis, submitted in 1893 and later published in 

1896 under the title: El dolor: estudio de psico-física, in articulation with Newman’s 

theory. As such, I am undertaking an implicit articulation of Baroja’s work and ideas with 

Bergsonism. It is necessary to note that the connection of Baroja to Bergson has not been 

sufficiently explored.62 Instead, philosophical connections to Baroja are in the main 

limited to Nietzsche, Schopenhauer and Kant (see Bello Vázquez 1993; Barja 1935), with 

a noticeable preference for Schopenhauer above all (Fox 1974). Drawing on Baroja’s 

Memorias, Carmen Iglesias (1963) reminds us that “le interesa [a Baroja] poco el 

relativismo pragmatista de William James y de Bergson, con su tendencia deliberada, 

62 In her significant book length study Crossfire: Philosophy and the Novel in Spain, 1900-1934 (1993), 
Roberta Johnson mentions Bergson only in passing on three pages, once even in an embedded quotation.
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reaccionaria y conservadora y sus premisas preparadas de antemano” (42), and then a 

page later reflects on the Bergsonian dimensions of his acceptance of “la teoría 

heraclitiana” (43; on this last point see also Galbis 1976: 159). Likewise, Sherman Eoff 

(1961) states that Zalacaín el aventurero (1909) offers an attention to Bergson’s concept 

of time (166).63 In her book-length study of El árbol de la ciencia Magdalena Cueto 

Pérez (1985) notes in passing that “Baroja enlaza con las líneas del pensamiento 

filosófico prevalentes de la época, particularmente con el concepto bergsoniano de la 

durée, y su novela se ofrece como un preludio de la corriente existencialista posterior” 

(196). Going even further, Beatrice P. Patt (1971) notes that Baroja even held an 

“admiration for […] Bergson” (56) and reminds us that Bergson is mentioned by name in 

Baroja’s Las horas solitarias (1918). Indeed, he devotes a few pages to discussing Time 

and Free Will (Ensayo sobre los datos inmediatos de la conciencia) noting both the 

difficulty of understanding the work (175) and that Bergson has followed Kant and 

Heraclitus (182). Nevertheless, his final assessment of this first work of Bergson’s is 

somewhat unclear64 and we are thus left to determine for ourselves the possible extent of 

their convergence.

63 After a somewhat lengthy of discussion of Bergsonian time with reference to the novel, Eoff also writes: 
“As far as I know there is no specific external evidence that Baroja read Bergson, but the latter’s Matière et 
Mémoire was translated into Spanish in 1900 […] and certainly he had attracted enough attention by 1909 
to be noticed by such a wide reader as Baroja” (183).
64 Baroja’s final words on the subject of Bergson are the following: 

“Así como Kant encontró falible el principio de Causalidad, Bergson quiere ir más lejos y 
encontrar falibilidad en el Tiempo.

En esto, como decíamos antes, no hace más que exponer la trayectoria de Heraclito.
Explicar cómo de la no homogeneidad del Tiempo, de la no trascendencia, de la no pureza de este 

principio saca Bergson un posible indeterminismo científico, sería para mí un poco largo y difícil. 
Ciertamente, también lo es para él, y el filósofo tiene que hacer grandes equilibrios sobre la cuerda floja, 
llevando la libertad en la espalda, y aun así no nos convence siempre de que su juego sea del todo limpio.” 
(182)
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Just as the idea of health as expanding consciousness frames health as a 

composite in which disease is only a tendency which adheres to the tendency of intellect 

in thought, Baroja in fact produces the idea of a pain which is attached to intellection. In 

contrast to others of his day, he posits neither happiness nor pain as the natural state of 

human affairs, but rather argues that the human being traces the articulations of pain or 

happiness on the world in direct complementarity to his or her tendencies. Not caring to 

discuss whether these are evolutionarily or vitally engendered, he admits that there are 

cosmic, organic and psychic factors involved in the experience of pain (50). He clearly 

details that intelligence rests on and organizes sensation from a protoplasmic confusion, 

and that this organized sensation either contradicts or supports the tendencies of the 

individual.

Ese summum de sensaciones llamado cenestesia, es el protoplasma ó 
materia prima de la sensibilidad, como todo lo que viene de los sentidos 
externos, es la materia prima de la inteligencia.
Esta cenestesia, ó sensación confusa del estado actual del organismo, se 
manifiesta por necesidades ó tendencias permanentes ó transitorias que 
cuando se satisfacen van seguidas de placer y de dolor cuando se 
contrarían. (6)65

Pain in this psycho-physical sense is not just possessed by an individual but is rather an 

interaction, then, between intentionality and world just as in Newman disease was 

nothing apart from its articulation in the life pattern of disease and non-disease. Pain is 

not just a sensation, but rather relies on its perception by the organism itself for 

65 Consider the resonance of Baroja’s thought with that of Merleau-Ponty in Phenomenology of Perception: 
“Synaesthetic perception is the rule, and we are unaware of it only because scientific knowledge shifts the 
centre of gravity of experience, so that we have unlearned how to see, hear, and generally speaking, feel, in 
order to deduce, from our bodily organization and the world as the physicist conceives it, what we are able 
to see hear and feel” (266).
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identification.66 Baroja explains, “Los que consideran el dolor sólo como un trastorno del 

sistema nervioso no están en lo cierto, porque la impresión de un tejido irritable sin ser 

sentida y sin ser percibida no es un dolor. Excitación, impresión, sensación y percepción, 

son los actos necesarios para que se produzca el dolor” (9). Rather than restricting 

Newman’s analysis, Baroja’s treatise on pain allows us to persue it further through 

continued attention on the Bergsonian intellect. 

Pain for Baroja is intimately tied to intellect. One of his conclusions states that 

“La capacidad para sentir el dolor físico en las especies y en las razas está en razón 

directa de la inteligencia” (48). It is the process of intellection that causes pain when 

intellect-motivated action fails to achieve the desired result. If, as Bergson argues, 

intellect is that part of mind that has molded itself to matter, to space, to extension, to 

divisibility, acting in the world on behalf of this intellect will doubtless create the 

sensation of pain. Just as does Baroja’s thesis, Newman’s assertion that action be guided 

by a non-intellectual notion of meaning, one that does not detach the observer from the 

observed in order to achieve the goals of a directed intellect, but rather which 

acknowledges its position as already in the world, points towards the way in which 

seemingly “common sense” notions of pain and disease prevent a better understanding of 

both one and the other. Whether pain is understood as either the natural state of affairs, a 

position which Baroja labels pessimism, or on the other hand as a rupture in the normal 

fabric of happiness, which he calls optimism, the end is the same. Rather, neither one is 

the ground of experience. Instead, it is indifference, it is cenestesia that forms the planar 

66 Pain is presently understood by some to be the fifth vital sign, and is rated by patients themselves in 
Hospice settings as part of a routine process of patient-centered pain management.
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surface for human action. To reify pain as somehow outside of intentions or tendencies of 

the individual, to posit that it, like disease, can be avoided—that is to isolate the very 

notion of pain ontologically—is to give up the chance of seeing how it comes into being, 

just as a narrow definition of disease prevents seeing a larger pattern of disease.

The rejection of tradicional medicine in El árbol de la ciencia

From its opening disenchantment to its enigmatic closing words, El árbol de la 

ciencia documents the categorical rejection of the traditional instrumentalist medical 

model of health. This disenchantment with the medical model of health is first apparent 

in Andrés Hurtado’s arrival at the Architecture School to begin his classes. Baroja writes: 

“Por una de estas anomalías clásicas de España, aquellos estudiantes que esperaban en 

el patio de la Escuela de Arquitectura no eran arquitectos del porvenir, sino futuros 

médicos y farmacéuticos” (7, emphasis added). This disciplinary dislocation certainly 

testifies to the backward nature of the sciences in Spain at the turn of the century—only 

that contextualizing this detail within the historical discourse of the general and scientific 

atraso of Spain, rewritten extensively by figures of the Generation of ‘98, prohibits an 

understanding of how the text’s aim is not solely historical in the traditional sense, but 

also of intimate interest to the idea of health as expanding consciousness.67

67 Gonzalo Sobejano (1967) studies the Nietzschean inheritance in Baroja’s works as part of his project. 
Deleuze’s essay on Nietzsche republished in Pure Immanence (2001: 53-102) provides a look at how 
Nietzsche struggled not only with disease as content but as formal element itself as an implicit reminder of 
Newman’s own theory of health as expanding consciousness. Deleuze writes:

In what sense is illness—or even madness—present in Nietzsche’s work? It is never a 
source of inspiration. Never did Nietzsche think of philosophy as proceeding from 
suffering or anguish, even if the philosopher, according to him, suffers in excess. Nor did 
he think of illness as an event that affects a body-object or a brain-object from the 
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When the young student lines up with his cohorts to begin his medical classes, the 

description of the event maligns a superficial bourgeois class, a stagnant institutionalized 

educational paradigm and also a methodological approach to illness. It is in this sense 

that frequent references to the theatricality of the event must be understood.68 It is for this 

reason that Andrés proclaims “Esto es una ridiculez” (11). Iturrioz notes the rote 

memorization requisite of this intellectual approach to health—“Es que hay que saber 

estudiar. Salir bien de los exámenes es una cuestión mnemotécnica, que consiste en 

aprender y repetir el mínimo de datos hasta dominarlos…” (36). The disrespect shown by 

the medical students towards the corpses, which are modeled into poses of waving, or 

upon which hats are placed (38) is indicative of a more fundamental disrespect towards 

the humanity of a person who is misidentified with his/her illness—“En todos ellos se 

producía una alarde de indiferencia y de jovialidad al encontrarse frente a la muerte, 

como si fuera una cosa divertida y alegre destripar y cortar en pedazos los cuerpos de los 

infelices que llegaban allá” (38). This medical paradigm, just as do the students

outside. Rather, he saw in illness a point of view on health; and in health, a point of view
on illness. ‘To observe, as a sick person, healthier concepts, healthier values, then, 
conversely, from the height of a rich, abundant, and confident life, to delve into the secret 
work of decadent instincts—such is the practice in which I most frequently engaged…’ 
Illness is not a motive for a thinking subject, nor is it an object for thought: it constitutes, 
rather a secret intersubjectivity at the heart of a single individual. Illness as an evaluation 
of health, health as an evaluation of illness: such is the ‘reversal’, the ‘shift in 
perspective’ that Nietzsche saw as the crux of his method and his calling for a 
transmutation of values. Despite appearances, however, there is not reciprocity between 
the two points of view, the two evaluations. Thus movement from health to sickness, 
from sickness to health, if only as an idea, this very mobility is the sign of superior 
health; this mobility, this lightness in movement, is the sign of ‘great health.’ (57-58)

68 Four examples early in the narrative are as follows (emphasis added): “Los chicos se agrupaban delante 
de aquella puerta como el público a la entrada de un teatro” (8), “Abrieron la clase, y los estudiantes, 
apresurándose y apretándose como si fueran a ver un espectáculo entretenido, comenzaron a pasar” (9), 
“Desde el suelo hasta cerca del techo se levantaba una gradería de madera muy empinada con una escalera 
central, lo que daba a la clase el aspecto del gallinero de un teatro” (10), and “Aquella aparición teatral del 
profesor y de los ayudantes provocó grandes murmullos” (10-11).
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themselves, shows “cierto entusiasmo por la brutalidad quirúrgica, y en un gran desprecio 

por la sensibilidad” (39). The course he takes in Physiology at first promises a glance at 

the mysteries of life, but soon merely confirms a bifurcative and dualistic model of health 

and illness.

Tenía Andrés cierta ilusión por el nuevo curso; iba a estudiar Fisiología, y 
creía que el estudio de las funciones de la vida le interesaría tanto o más 
que una novela; pero se engañó: no fué así. Primeramente, el libro de texto 
era un libro estúpido, hecho con recortes de obras francesas y escrito sin 
claridad y sin entusiasmo; leyéndolo no se podía formar una idea clara del 
mecanismo de la vida; el hombre parecía, según el autor, como un armario 
con una serie de aparatos dentro, completamente separados los unos de los 
otros, como los negociados de un ministerio. (51)69

It is interesting that the textbook, just as the medical model itself, is predicated upon the 

intellectual, in the Bergsonian sense, partitioning of space, upon the tracing of boundaries 

in a flux of experience towards a certain end. This act of intellection is motivated and in 

fact only made possible by the conception of a homogeneous space that from the outset 

imagines itself separable from heterogeneous multiplicities. And yet in the at once vital 

and philosophical struggles of the young protagonist there is another tendency—in fact a 

Bergsonian heterogeneous multiplicity—that is active.

Faced with such a homogeneous approach to health, Andrés begins to look 

elsewhere for answers: “Andrés iba formando su espíritu con el aporte de conocimientos 

y de datos un poco heterogéneos” (43). Following this tendency he spends much time 

reading novels (34), and briefly ventures into the decidedly musical subculture of Sañudo 

and his childhood friends who listen to Wagner and inhabit cafés (45). Even so, he in 

69 Consider Merleau-Ponty: “It is science which has accustomed us to regard the body as a collection of 
parts, and also the experience of its disintegration at death” (PhP, 501).
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effect finds that this musical subculture contains just as much dogma as the medical 

paradigm from which he flees. “Empezó a creer que esa idea general y vulgar de que el 

gusto por la música significaba espiritualidad, era inexacta. Por lo menos, en los casos 

que él veía, la espiritualidad no se confirmaba. Entre aquellos estudiantes amigos de 

Sañudo, muy filarmónicos, había muchos, casi todos, mezquinos, mal intencionados, 

envidiosos” (46). In this early stage of search he is in fact quite far from acknowledging 

the cohabitation characteristic of the Bersonian composite. Yet he continuously looks for 

ways to complement what he sees as a pervasive and rigid (homogeneous) dogma. 

Through his dissatisfaction with Letamendi (63), whom he initially admired, he is able to 

reject mathematical theories of experience and take on his professor’s literary and 

philosophical style—the narrator reports of the professor that “Su único mérito era tener 

condiciones de literato, de hombre de talento verbal” (63) and “escribía con gran 

empaque un lenguaje medio filosófico, medio literario” (60). It is this encounter that 

leads him down a more philosophical path: “ La palabrería de Letamendi produjo en 

Andrés un deseo de asomarse al mundo filosófico, y con este objeto compró en unas 

ediciones económicas los libros de Kant, de Fichte y de Schopenhauer” (63-64). He 

moves away from more determinist models of experience, like that of Lombroso (65-

66)—widely regarded as the father of criminology—, with the idea that “lo que quería 

encontrar era una orientación, una verdad espiritual y práctica al mismo tiempo. (65)

Half-aware, he begins to accept illness into his life. Soon after his friendship with 

the arthritic Fermín (48) who walks with a thick cane, Andrés is forced to accept that his 

brother Luisito has fallen ill of typhoid fever (67). The medical model of health is 
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particularly ill-equipped in this case to articulate an inclusive model of health, instead 

identifying Luisito with the disease and providing a decidedly limiting notion of life 

progress. The doctor tells Andrés the following: “Es una enfermedad que no tiene 

tratamiento específico—aseguraba—; bañarle, alimentarle y esperar, nada más” (67). The 

result of this narrow view of health-illness leaves Andrés pondering the failure of the 

medical paradigm without providing a wider perspective of health itself: “Andrés 

adquirió con este primer ensayo de médico un gran escepticismo. Empezó a pensar si la 

Medicina no servía para nada. Un buen puntal para este escepticismo le proporcionaba las 

explicaciones del profesor de Terapéutica, que consideraba inútiles, cuando no 

perjudiciales, casi todos los preparados de la farmacopea” (68). From this close 

experience with the narrowly defined medical illness diagnosed in his brother, Andrés 

moves towards a more widely-defined notion of illness. Nevertheless, his inability to find 

meaning in life outside of that traditional medical and intellectual paradigm will 

eventually lead to his suicide.

The fact that the protagonist is poised precipitously between fully accepting the 

deterministic medical idea of illness and its possible release is brilliantly captured in his 

perception of el hermano Juan, a mystic and social pariah (90). As the text reads, “Había 

en él algo anormal, indudablemente. ¡Es tan lógico, tan natural en el hombre huir del 

dolor, de la enfermedad, de la tristeza! Y, sin embargo, para él, el sufrimiento, la pena, la 

suciedad, debían ser cosas atrayentes” (92). Partly because of his experience with Luisito, 

and partly because of his own frustrated vital instinct, Andrés is fascinated with this man 

who seems bent on surrounding himself with pain and suffering. “Andrés comprendía el 
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otro extremo, que el hombre huyese del dolor ajeno, como de una cosa horrible y 

repugnante, hasta llegar a la indignidad, la inhumanidad; comprendía que se evitara hasta 

la idea de que hubiese sufrimiento alrededor de uno; pero ir a buscar lo sucio, lo triste, 

deliberadamente, para convivir con ello, le parecía una monstruosidad” (92-93). Though 

he never reaches the state of seemingly craving the unfortunate as we are led to believe 

“el hermano Juan” does, Andrés does in fact move towards accepting illness. 

He is attracted to Lulú, represented in the text herself as somewhat of a monstrous 

personality, “un producto marchito por el trabajo, por la miseria y por la inteligencia” 

(99), because of her marginality. This movement toward illness, of course, is better 

understood as the lack of a movement away from illness. Near the end of the work, 

Andrés even suggests, that rather than be married, he would rather be sick—“No; 

preferiría estar enfermo” (293).  He is still holding illness at bay, however—not accepting 

it as an integral part of health. As his statement makes clear, he is following the ontology 

and methodology requisite of a traditional instrumentalist paradigm which defines illness 

as the other, isolates it conceptually and attempts to extract it physically from a 

presumably naturally-occurring stable state of health that exists before and underneath all 

illness. Following Newman, the alternative is to conceive of illness as a health-illness 

composite, with health and illness each representing a discernable tendency, but one 

which may never be ontologically separable from the other tendency which inhabits it 

and which it also inhabits. 

The opportunity for a conceptual reworking of health-illness notwithstanding, and 

although his experience of the built environment of medical illness confirms his distrust 
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of the medical paradigm, he is still reluctant to release it and widen his understanding. 

His visit to San Juan de Dios hospital to see venereal diseases confirms his 

Schopenhauerian beliefs (76). The building itself is architecturally designed conforming 

to the tendency of intellection to separate and reify where than be only the flow of 

movement, thus providing a stultifying and rightly dirty view of traditional medicine. “El 

hospital aquel, ya derruído por fortuna, era un edificio inmundo, sucio, maloliente; las 

ventanas de las salas daban a la calle de Atocha, y tenían además de las rajas, unas 

alambreras, para que las mujeres recluídas no se asomaran y escandalizaran. De este 

modo no entraba allí ni el sol ni el aire” (77). Worse still, a doctor of the hospital is 

described as treating patients much in the manner of prisoners, further developing this sad 

view of instrumentalism (78).

The posture towards human illness is intimately connected with attitudes of class 

race and nation in Baroja’s novel. This is to say that the flaws present in the medical 

paradigm are not institutional, or rather that they are not only institutional, but that they 

are ultimately wrought of a human cultural practice that finds expression in various 

historical forms of knowledge, themselves separated from each other by this very process 

of severing immobile sections out of indivisible flows. As Bergson says, “Just as we 

separate in space, we fix in time” (CE 163). In this manner, this freezing movement of 

thought creates identity divisions and the stagnancies of self and other where there is only 

internal and not external contradiction. The three young students, natives of Madrid, thus 

hate the provincial outsiders (42-43). The professors are typically nationalist, recalling a 

fixed myth of the past that is already molded and reified by a present interest and 
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projection of unity that suppresses marginalities as do all attempts at homogeneous 

history. “Luego, el catedrático era un hombre sin ninguna afición a lo que explicaba, un 

señor senador, de esos latosos, que se pasaba las tardes en el Senado discutiendo tonterías 

y provocando el sueño de los abuelos de la patria” (51). In Andrés’s year in a rural town, 

there is no sense of solidarity in the region: “No había solidaridad; nadie sabía ni podía 

utilizar la fuerza de la asociación” (266), “Por falta de instinto colectivo, el pueblo se 

había arruinado” (267). The inhabitants are so separated from each other in thought that 

the connections they do have in life tend to take place along the lines of routines that 

freeze interactions into manageable divisions. “Era natural que así fuese; cada ciudadano 

de Alcolea se sentía tan separado del vecino como de un extranjero. No tenían una cultura 

común (no la tenían de ninguna clase); no participaban de admiraciones comunes: sólo el 

hábito, la rutina, les uní; en el fondo, todos eran extraños a todos” (268). This 

fragmentary understanding has the effect of rationalizing away very real disparities of 

wealth, as Andrés finds in talking to la señora Venancia (139).70

Andrés’s philosophical searching also parallels his growing disgust with 

traditional medical paradigms of health. As he puts it simply, his search is for “una 

filosofía que sea primeramente una cosmogonía, una hipótesis racional de la formación 

del mundo; después, una explicación biológica del origen de la vida y del hombre” (200). 

This leads him to Kant and Schopenhauer. In Kant he finds a rejection of traditional 

philosophy (“él vió que todas esas maravillas descritas por los filósofos eran fantasías, 

70 The quotation reads: 
Algunas veces Andrés trató de convencer a la planchadora de que el dinero de la gente rica 
procedía del trabajo y del sudor de pobres miserables que labraban el campo, en las dehesas y en 
los cortijos. Andrés afirmaba que tal estado de injusticia podía cambiar: Pero esto para la señora 
Venancia era una fantasía. (139)
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espejismos” 202) that eschews the standard philosophical postulates of God and freedom 

(202) in a concomitant rejection of traditional intellection: “pero la vida es estúpida, y 

creo que en todas partes, y el pensamiento se llena de terrores como compensación a la 

esterilidad emocional de la vida” (202). His posture accentuates the philosophical legacy 

of Descartes’s radical method of doubt (“Claro que [la duda] lo destruye todo” 206) and 

takes up the phenomenological precept found in Kant in spite of himself that space, time 

and causality cannot exist outside of a thinking subject. “La inteligencia lleva, como 

necesidades inherentes a ella, las nociones de causa, de espacio, y de tiempo, como un 

cuerpo lleva tres dimensiones. Estas nociones de causa, de espacio y de tiempo son 

inseparables de la inteligencia, y cuando ésta afirma sus verdades y sus axiomas a priori, 

no hace más que señalar su propio mecanismo” (206-07). His philosophy begins to 

resonate with the Bergsonian method of division as we see in his description of voluntad

and inteligencia—which in this sense may be taken as correlates of Bergson’s composite 

of instinct and intelligence as developed in Creative Evolution. “Yo no digo inteligencia a 

un lado y voluntad a otro—replicó Andrés—, sino predominio de la inteligencia o 

predominio de la voluntad. Una lombriz tiene voluntad e inteligencia, voluntad de vivir 

tanta como el hombre, resiste a la muerte como puede: el hombre tiene también voluntad 

e inteligencia, pero en otras proporciones” (218). The language he uses clearly avoids 

falling into the pitfall of reifying either instinct or intelligence, and yet nevertheless 

Andrés is unable to achieve a larger grasp of the Bergsonian intuition whose method he 

implicitly undertakes in the former passage. For although the instinct and intelligence he 

points two are clearly cohabitants, tendencies in both the species he mentions, he does not 
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see how intelligence may be led to question itself and surrender its normal function to 

that of a truly Bergsonian intuition.  

Part of this failure perhaps lies with the way in which he conceptualizes the 

opposition between this instinct and intelligence. The concept of voluntad he outlines is 

driven by the concept of desire. “La voluntad, el deseo de vivir, es tan fuerte en el animal 

como en el hombre. En el hombre es mayor la comprensión. A más comprender, 

corresponde menos desear” (211). He does not see that intelligence is a desire of its own, 

that both instinct and intelligence are methods of living. This is, in short, an error which 

prevents him from a deep understanding of the composite. In instinct there is an amount 

of intellection, just as in intellect there is an amount of instinct. There is indeed desire in 

intelligence. Thought as motor activity has a component which desires in an unmediated 

fashion and one which desires by partitioning a perceived homogeneous space. These two 

desires are present in any action and are indivisible, as we have attempted to show in the 

first meditation. And yet intuition is neither this nor that, neither desire nor the lack of 

desire, neither utilizing intelligence over instinct nor utilizing instinct over intelligence, 

for in either case intellection is present more or less explicitly as a tendency. Intuition is

only when intellection is conscious of itself, only when desire is conscious of itself, only 

when thought is conscious of itself. This is the point when thought turns back upon itself, 

the point that Andrés is unable to reach even though he feels it and tries through his 

rejection of medicine and through his philosophical search to locate it. He fails in seeking 

to separate himself from the world, albeit under the direction of a supposedly mystic 

formula. He intermittently seeks an ascetic lifestyle, following the first of two options 
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that Iturrioz presents to him: “ante la vida no hay más que dos soluciones prácticas para 

el hombre sereno: o la abstención y la contemplación indiferente de todo, o la acción 

limitándose a un círculo pequeño” (154). Soon after this conversation he backs away 

from life to ponder, “—¿Qué hacer? ¿Qué dirección daré a la vida?—se preguntaba con 

angustia. Y la gente, las cosas, el sol, le parecían sin realidad ante el problema planteado 

en su cerebro” (159), and it is thus later that “Andrés decidió limitar la alimentación, 

tomar sólo vegetales y no probar la carne, ni el vino, ni el café” (293). He through this 

asceticism arrives at a powerful feeling of serenity, yet one that is a mere falsity. 

Ahora se sentía como divinizado por su ascetismo, libre; comenzaba a 
vislumbrar ese estado de “ataraxia” cantado por los epicúreos y los 
pirronianos.

Ya no experimentaba cólera por las cosas ni por las personas. (294)

Under the guise of an enlightened knowledge of self by self, of thought by thought, of 

intellect by intellect, he detaches himself from the world in what is falsely taken to be a 

mystical state. For a true feeling of serenity comes from being in the world, and 

asceticism, if one is to believe in its relation to mysticism at all, must be a mere path to 

knowledge, whereas Andrés takes it to be the end of the road. If Andrés’s suicide is to 

come as a surprise to us at all in fact, it must come as such only because the reader has 

believed in this project, his project, of purposefully distancing oneself from the world. 

This distance is not, however achieved by intuition, but is in fact the ontological 

condition of the process of intellection itself—for intuition is a return to the world from 

intellection. Baroja is in the right in his thesis when he affirms the connection between 
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intellection and pain,71 an affirmation which certainly sheds light on Andrés’s downward 

struggle.

Despite his failed search for intuition, Andrés is indeed a precursor as the last line 

of the work asserts (398). Andrés is a precursor because he is close to finding intuition in 

the Bergsonian sense, even though he stops short of acknowledging anything other than 

intellection as a process of thought.

Para mí es un consuelo pensar que, así como nuestra retina produce los 
colores, nuestro cerebro produce las ideas de tiempo, de espacio y de 
causalidad. Acabado nuestro cerebro, se acabó el mundo. Ya no sigue el 
tiempo, ya no sigue el espacio, ya no hay encadenamiento de causas. Se 
acabó la comedia, pero definitivamente. Podemos suponer que un tiempo 
y un espacio sigan para los demás. Pero ¿eso qué importa, si no es nuestro, 
que es el único real? (204)

This approach is insufficiently phenomenological. It starts, as does our first meditation, 

with the idea that knowledge must start with the apodicticity of the body, and yet what 

Andrés has here explained is just short of the errors of the thought that Bergson labels 

idealism or what for Merleau-Ponty is a false intellectualism. He supposes only a world 

of privileged consciousness which thinks space, time and causality without a world of 

immanent things in which not only is the thinking consciousness in space and in time but 

at the same is itself wrought of space and time. We are not in space, as Bergson’s famous 

dictum reads, but rather space is in things (1889). We do not look upon time but instead 

we live it. In Andrés’s conclusion that it is unimportant whether space and time exist for 

others there is an idealistic pessimism that produces the failure to see his own 

cohabitation in a world of fused opposites. He believes himself able to mentally separate 

71 Although we do not accept, certainly, the erroneous fundaments of his assertion that intelligence varies 
among races.
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himself from the world he perceives, an error which is the sole fruit of the intellect. It is 

this attempt to rise above experience, rather than dissolve into it that elicits caution from 

Iturrioz: “No creo en esa indiferencia automática que atribuyes a la inteligencia. No 

somos un intelecto puro, ni una máquina de desear; somos hombres que al mismo tiempo 

piensan, trabajan, desean, ejecutan…” (219). Andrés struggles to turn the intellect back 

upon itself, but is ultimately unable to do so. Nevertheless this struggle, implicit in his 

philosophical search and his rejection of a traditional model of health, allows the 

expression of a certain contradiction between the insufficiency of determinism and the 

longing for a freedom that exists outside of determinism. The two are understood by 

Andrés to be different paths—that is he looks not for the difference in determinism or in

freedom, but for the difference between the two. He is unable to locate both the disease 

within health and the health within disease. He cannot accept pessimism in optimism, nor 

optimism in pessimism. Faced with the opportunity of a contradiction he follows the line 

of intellect which goads him to resolve it decisively. Faced with the loss of Luisito, his 

unborn child and finally Lulú, and against the background of his ventures into suffering 

and disease, this necessity for resolution finds fruition in his suicide, which produces an 

image of the determinism of suffering from which there is no exit. 

And yet the investigation of this contradiction throughout the novel reveals, as I 

have been suggesting, the expression of an optimism. To one of Iturrioz’s more 

naturalistic moments Andrés responds with the convinction of possible social change.

—¿Y para qué descomponer la sociedad? ¿Es que se va a construir un 
mundo nuevo mejor que el actual?
—Sí, yo creo que sí. (227)
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Although the narrative emphasizes the narrow view of life taken by many doctors who,

following a traditionally rigid and rationalistic scientific outlook have isolated themselves 

from the world as a whole,72 Andrés leaves the confining space of traditional medicine 

for things literary, political and philosophical. Although faced with Luisito’s condition he 

initially installs a “dictadura científica” (184) in the house attempting to keep suffering 

and disease at bay, his concern for patients is decidedly holistic and, even if he is 

incapable of formulating his approach in such terms, prepares the road for an acceptance 

of disease in health—“A Andrés le preocupaban más las ideas y los sentimientos de los 

enfermos que los síntomas de las enfermedades” (85). But this path away from traditional 

medicine leads him equally away from an awareness of intuition and into an unmitigated 

despondency. He rejects contradiction explicitly,73 believes optimism and pessimism to 

be expressions of a determinism of inalterable organic origin,74 becomes trapped in an 

unfruitful intellectual mode,75 opts for a theory of life that blocks him off from action76

and even cautions youth away from enacting social change.77 Because he never quite 

arrives at a Bergsonian conception of difference, the elements of the contradiction which 

he feels are external to each other, an error which is conceptually and quite visually 

72 The following description seems typical of this attitude. “El médico, hombre estudioso, había llegado a 
dominar el diagnóstico como pocos. Fuera de su profesión, no le interesaba nada: política, literatura, arte, 
filosofía o astronomía; todo lo que no fuera auscultar o percutir, analizar orinas o esputos, era letra muerta 
para él” (84).
73 He is fond of a phrase of Democritus found in Lange’s Historia del materialismo that reads “El que ama 
la contradicción y la verbosidad, es incapaz de aprender nada que sea serio” (286).
74 “Andrés pudo comprobar que el pesimismo y el optimismo son resultados orgánicos como las buenas o 
malas digestiones” (192).
75 “Estos vaivenes en las ideas, esta falta de plan y de freno, le llevaban a Andrés al mayor desconcierto, a 
una sobreexcitación cerebral continua e inútil” (83).
76 “Se iba inclinando a un anarquismo espiritual, basado en la simpatía y en la piedad, sin solución práctica 
ninguna” (82).
77 “¡Qué van ustedes a hacer! Lo único que pueden ustedes hacer es marcharse de aquí” (273).
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manifest in the overriding image of the novel—that of the Biblical tree of knowledge and 

the tree of life (212). Whereas Bergson methodologically recognized the science in 

philosophy and the philosophy in science, the very image of two separate trees posits the 

false ontological separation that very unitary if variegated theory of knowledge and 

theory of life so fundamental to the phenomenological philosophy we have outlined. El 

árbol de la ciencia thus provides a relatively straightforward rejection of the traditional 

instrumentalist medical paradigm of disease while pointing towards a model of health in 

which contradiction is present and unresolved, even if the protagonist himself never 

reaches a conscious awareness of this possibility. It is in this sense that Andrés is a 

precursor and that Baroja’s work even prefigures Newman’s implicitly Bergsonian 

method of differentiation, an effort to widen our prevailing ideas of health and disease.

Reconfiguring health and disease in Tiempo de silencio

The vital impetus of Baroja’s work is taken up fifty years later in what is largely 

heralded as the beginning of a new novelistic form in Spain—Luis Martín-Santos’s 

Tiempo de silencio (1961). The two novels have a great many things in common, not 

least of which is the fact that, as Thomas R. Franz (1983) notes, “geographical 

designations [in both of the works] clearly show the protagonists of El árbol and Tiempo

living within a proximity of no more than two blocks” (324). Nevertheless, I do not wish 

to detail the connections and divergences of the works, but rather to argue that Tiempo

continues to challenge the traditional medical paradigm of health denounced by Baroja 

and even explicitly links the analysis of health as composite to a decidedly urban 
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expression of difference. In Pedro’s frustrated search for proof of a possible viral origin 

of cancer, the novel refuses to resolve the contradiction between determinism and 

idealism and thus leaves intact the contradictory tension between the preventability and 

the unpredictability of disease. In this frustration there are all the echoes of the failed and 

debilitating intellectual project of health given up by Andrés in El árbol de la ciencia, 

with none of the easy answers his suicide seeks to trace onto the world. Continuing the 

search for a cure for cancer in the novel proves an entry into some terrible consequences 

for both Pedro and the reader, an experience of the poverty and misery which are the 

backside of capitalist industry and exploitation just as for Sontag (1990) illness is the 

night-side of life. In fact, the connection between a linguistic-novelistic deformation, the 

deformation of health into illness and the deformation of class inequalities pervasive 

through capitalistic societies has been insufficiently understood because of a 

methodological error. Correcting this error will involve showing that the novel offers a 

simultaneous elucidation of the production of language, the production of science, and 

ultimately the production of city-space.

The philosophical errors of language-based approaches

The chaos of the novel is easily seen as linguistic in nature, and therefore it is first 

necessary to understand how the importance of language has been misapprehended in 

criticism of Tiempo de silencio. Quite common in analyses of novels of the sixties and 

seventies in Spain is the idea that language is somehow insufficient to explain reality. Of 

course a similar discourse surrounds the Latin American works of the so-called Boom 
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and the pre-Boom as most succinctly articulated in scholar Donald Shaw’s (1992) 

assertion that reality in Borges’s view is “unknowable” (178). Just as the Boom in Latin 

America and the new novel in Spain arise at the same time out of a unitary if variegated 

and uneven production of global and colonial market space (see Saval 2002), criticism of 

these works on both continents has been led not infrequently to a similar conception that 

privileges form over content, or language as a method of expression over an expressed 

meaning itself. Faulkner and Joyce are cited in discussion of the works of figures such as 

Gabriel García Márquez and Carlos Fuentes as well as Juan Benet and Juan Goytisolo. 

With reference to the latter, David Herzberger (1987) uses Goytisolo’s own formulation 

of the formalist ides of the “autonomía del objeto literario” (611) in interpreting his 

works as a reaction to post-war realism. Much as with turn-of-the-century Spanish 

literature, there is a return of the interpretational frameworks that in a cyclical fashion 

have evoked the image of a “novel of subjectivity” as vitalizing a stagnant “realist” 

literary project. Just as Bergson was (mis)understood to be a philosopher of subjectivity, 

these novels are sometimes read in terms of embracing the inner over the outer. Quoting 

Goytisolo, Herzberger details the emphasis of this hermeneutic, making note of “[una] 

estructura verbal con sus propias relaciones internas, lenguaje percibido en sí mismo y no 

como intercesor transparente de un mundo ajeno, exterior” (611). A Bergsonian method 

of division, however, can help us to understand the critical relation between what are only 

tendencies to exalt the subjective over the objective, inner space over outer space, or the 

reverse. These positions are not, in fact opposed to each other, despite the lamentable fact 

that a dichotomous and thus false ontology has provided more than enough fodder for an 
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ongoing literary and critical war. Both exaltations, which are easily carried to their 

logical extremes as positions of art for art’s sake vs. art as reflection of social reality, tend 

to obscure that the fundamental question is not only what a work means vs. what is does, 

but rather how is it that a created act, a production, is able to do and mean at the same 

time as an indeterminate functionality. This is a more fundamental union of form and 

content. It is thus no longer important to debate whether a text refers to itself or whether 

it refers to an outer reality, because these positions are inseparable. 

The criticism of Tiempo de silencio, although along the way providing sharp 

insights into novelistic form and Madrileñan society, has on the whole neglected to assess 

its own philosophical underpinnings as well as those of the novel. Many have tended to 

evoke the work as evidence of a pessimistic determinism. Jorge Riezu (1993), for 

example, notes explicitly that the novel advances “un atroz pesimismo” (20). A. Paloma 

Martínez Carbajo (2003) for her part writes that “Martín-Santos parece estar sugiriendo 

que el medio determina al hombre y a sus actos. Esta parece una interpretación naturalista 

de la realidad, en una línea muy barojiana, al analizar los factores y su capacidad para 

poseer y emitir todo tipo de juicio moral” (272). In a spatializing analysis, she even posits 

the existence of “dos ciudades […] la de la razón y la de la locura, la de la inocencia y la 

de la picardía, la de la esperanza y la de la desesperación” (274). Yet I agree with Jo 

Labanyi (1983) who declares that “Martín-Santos critica, no sólo la visión mítica […] 

sino también el determinismo y el idealismo” (164). The work indeed performs an 

evasion of the standard philosophical premises of both one and the other, much in the 

spirit of Bergson’s critique of false problems. Notwithstanding, critics have implicitly 
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maintained a polarized acceptance of either one or the other system, both of which 

amount to a transcendent causality. 

This is most visible in the way that critics have produced a language that is in 

principle separable from reality. Labanyi (1989) indeed emphasizes that the text “points 

to the divorce between language and reality” (54), and yet this divorce is misunderstood 

by some critics to be ontologically fixed instead of produced. Ugarte (1981) seems to 

take this strong position, and focuses solely on the language of the novel with some 

alarming consequences, despite a gripping initial analysis of the syntactic structure of its 

first sentence (340). He intends to view the structure of the text in terms of the opposition 

between symmetry and displacement, and through this essentially linguistic analysis of 

novelistic complexity, connotes no shame in deciding that 

Martín-Santos’ relentless verbal distortion (irony, word association, 
excess) cannot, in the last analysis, be edifying or even socially critical. 
An ironic voice, especially one as all-encompassing as Martín-Santos’ 
does not allow for the possibility of an ideal or a social model, a noble end 
to reach through writing. […] The author’s novelistic world is just that, an 
artistic illusion. Ironically, any attempt to better it would have to take the 
form of another illusion. (357)

He rejects a “realist” reduction of the text by studies that address thematic social criticism

(341) and yet eventually declares his own model of the novel, which he uses to describe 

Tiempo de silencio’s world as an “artistic illusion” (above), the only interpretation he 

finds veridical, as one which necessarily promotes “ambivalence” (346) through its ironic 

qualities.

My position on language in the novel is quite different. The experience of 

linguistic chaos in the novel must not be understood as the enemy to reason but rather as 
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its precondition, as Merleau-Ponty asserts.78 This is not to say that language is not, in a 

sense, divorced from reality, nor, on the other hand, that it is not immanent to reality. 

Each of these positions would recompose the philosophical errors, one idealist and one 

realist, which the Bergson of Matter and Memory (14-15) for one, takes great pains to 

avoid. Rather, as Merleau-Ponty asserts, implicitly affirming our understanding of 

Bergson’s offering: “We may say that there are two languages. First there is a language 

after the fact, or language as an institution, which effaces itself in order to yield the 

meaning which it conveys. Second, there is the language which creates itself in its 

expressive acts, which sweeps me on from the signs toward meaning—sedimented 

language and speech” (PW 10). This formulation of language performs a Bergsonian 

division of tendencies in language much in the same way that The Two Sources of 

Morality and Religion distinguishes static and dynamic religious tendencies. Institutional 

language is a freezing movement of culture, and speech is a thawing movement of 

culture, both of which are merely the same contraction-relaxation motion followed in two 

directions according to tendency. The following passage of Merleau-Ponty’s is 

instructive and reminds us of the distinctly Bergsonian philosophical dimensions of the 

present inquiry:

Philosophy is not the passage from a confused world to a world of closed 
significations. On the contrary, philosophy begins with the awareness of a 
world which consumes and destroys our established significations but also 
renews and purifies them. To say that self-sufficient thought always refers 
to a thought enmeshed in language is not to say that thought is alienated or 

78 “The experience of chaos, both on the speculative and the other level, prompts us to see rationalism in a 
historical perspective which it set itself on principle to avoid, to seek a philosophy which explains the 
upsurge of reason in a world not of its making and to prepare the substructure of living experience without 
which reason and liberty are emptied of their content and wither away” (PhP, 65-66).
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that language cuts thought off from truth and certainty. We must 
understand that language is not an impediment to consciousness and that 
there is no difference, for consciousness, between self-transcendence and 
self-expression. In its live and creative state, language is the gesture of 
renewal and recovery which unites me with myself and others. We must 
learn to reflect on consciousness in the hazards of language and as quite 
impossible without its opposite. (PW 17, original emphasis)

It is indefensible to affirm with certainty that language may be divorced from reality—for 

language is at once an expression of reality at the same time that it seeks to hover above 

reality and interpret it. These are both, as Merleau-Ponty affirms, simultaneous and 

indivisible, nondual, aspects of a composite—language—, just as they are moments of a 

composite movement or a composite thought, as I have discussed in more detail in the 

first meditation. Martín-Santos affirms this larger idea of language, which merely 

contains signification, in the novel itself when he writes of a conversation in the pensión 

between Pedro and the three generations of women who run it that “Hablaban, sin 

embargo, sabiendo que las palabras nada significaban en la conversación que los cuatro 

mantenían. Conversación que era sostenida por actitudes y gestos, por inflexiones y 

miradas, por sonrisas y bruscos enmudecimientos” (43). He does the same of the night 

conversation in the café, “Indiferentes siguieron hablando, simbiotizándose, apelmazados 

en una única materia sensitiva” (79). To affirm that language hovers irreconcilably over 

reality, as much criticism of the Spanish novel of the sixties and seventies indeed does, is 

to affirm a transcendent model of signification over an immanent model of expression 

and thus inherently to distance the writing in question from the world in which it has 

produced in a false copy of the true interval which is only a difference in tendency. I will 

not ask, then, how Martín-Santos’s novel disfigures reality, not how it carries us away 
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from or confuses our sense of reality through language, but rather how both disfiguration

and figuration are movements of a nondual whole. This allows a discussion of the novel’s 

trenchant political commentary as linked to a reconceptualization of health as expanding 

consciousness. This is to take up the Deleuzian instruction with which I began the second 

meditation: “We will never ask what a book means, as signified or signifier; we will not 

look for anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with” (ATP 4). Put 

simply, and with no intent to close the discussion, I argue that Tiempo de silencio 

functions along with discourses of health/disease and with discourses of the city.

Cancer, the city and the production of spatial difference

The parallel between patterns of cancer growth and the narrative structure of 

Martín-Santos’s masterpiece deserves further attention. Although its importance to the 

novel is readily apparent, very few studies have focused on the opportunity that cancer as 

a trope offers to assess methodological concerns. Jesús López Pacheco’s “El cancer 

estilístico en Tiempo de silencio” (1990) does focus on cancer, but only in order to 

discuss the notion of scientific failure in Spain. The critic’s perspective is most succinctly 

put forth in the statement: “Martín-Santos —y aquí está una de sus originalidades—

cogió el tema, por los cuernos, por ambos cuernos, y lo cogió a un tiempo novelesca y 

ensayísticamente: el problema de España es el problema de la ciencia, y una novela sobre 

el problema de España debe ser la novela de un científico español que fracasa, junto con 

las causas de su fracaso” (187). Reading the novel in this way, essentially as a 

reformulation of the perceived problem of the generation of ’98 in terms of a backwards 
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national science, relegates cancer to a mere metaphor of an error whose solution 

inarguably awaits Spain in the form of a positivistic and perhaps capitalistic 

improvement. Similarly the argument begs the question of the very causes of Pedro’s 

failure. Is the implication that sciences are not adequately funded, that Spanish science as 

a whole is necessarily limited by an historical isolationism or is it that Pedro makes a bad 

decision on that fateful “noche del sábado?” I find each of these implications, whether a 

positivist argument for more funding for scientific research, an implicitly capitalist call 

for a more global conception of Spanish nationhood, or a simplistic and reductive 

argument for Pedro’s agency that ignores the systemic material suffering that 

overshadows his choice, unsatisfactory. Each ignores that, more than just a variation on 

the supposed theme of a backward Spain, the novel is a critical look into the very way the 

question of science in Spain has been posed. 

Tiempo de silencio seeks to shake the foundations of a scientific outlook and 

industry, and therefore uses cancer not just as a metaphor for sickness, but provides an 

entry point onto a new conceptualization of disease itself. Despite Michael Ugarte’s 

(2001) assertion that “Madrid is [not] tangibly identifiable” (86) in the novel, I argue that 

the prevalence of disease in Martín-Santos’s work not only allows an assessment of the 

spatializing methodology implicated in scientific paradigms of health, but also of the 

capitalist production of city-space, ultimately calling out the stark and spatialized class 

divisions of post- war Madrid. Because she explicitly links city and health in the novel, 

Martínez Carbajo (2003) is a good place to start:

La caótica configuración del espacio físico urbano [presentado en Tiempo 
de silencio] refleja el interior psicológico de los moradores. Estos 
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representan, siendo producto de la pluma de un médico, ciertas facetas de 
la salud de la ciudad. Son, en general, seres enfermos. Pero esta 
enfermedad es más bien de carácter psicosomático. El mundo que los 
rodea, ya sea la riqueza de la alta burguesía, los apuros de la clase 
trabajadora o la picardía del inframundo, afecta al individuo y lo destina 
eternamente a una especie de autismo silencioso. (278)

The critic is right to draw attention to the relevance of the city to notions of health, and 

yet does so relying on that very false-premised instrumentalist paradigm it is the task of 

this meditation to critically assess. It is unfortunate that the above quotation reduces the 

experience of the individual in the city to a mere reflective model where interiority is 

distinct from exteriority, or more specifically where the chaos of the city is a projection 

of the chaos of the individual, instead of affirming what is in fact an unmediated relation 

between inner and outer which now serve merely as abstractions of one unitary process. 

But it is even more regrettable that illness is described as “psicosomático,” thereby 

subjugating the divergent but nondual nature of illness to a state of oppositional and 

healthy normality under the implicit erroneously Cartesian belief in a mind that is severed 

from, but preeminent over, the body. Illness, under Newman’s idea of health as 

expanding consciousness, no longer has the (false or negative) ontological distinction it 

enjoys under the traditional instrumentalist medical paradigm, but is instead a mere 

tendency within health just as health is a mere tendency within illness. What is thus 

necessary is a more thorough understanding of the way homogeneous and heterogeneous 

multiplicities cohabitate in the novel’s content and form, and how understanding the 

scientific methodological approach to illness holds consequences for understanding the 

production of spatialized difference in the city.
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Gustavo Faverón Patriau (2003) has looked at the trope of disease in the novel, 

comparing Andrés of El árbol to Pedro of Tiempo and drawing on Resina (2001), noting 

lucidly, if in passing, that the Spanish government of the novel’s diegetic time-period 

(1949, Años de hambre) was involved in “la creación de un espacio homogéneo para la 

difusión de un discurso dominante” (Faverón Patriau 82). Linking disease and the larger 

social reality, as any interpretation of the novel must, he surmises that “El cáncer se 

vuelve, entonces, metáfora de la imposibilidad de individuación en la sociedad 

degenerativa, en la que el contacto de los cuerpos parece conducir inevitable y 

únicamente a la descomposición de unos y otros, y a la progresiva homogeneización de 

todos, la metástasis” (89). Yet there is a crucial contradiction that his essay leaves 

unaddressed: if the cancer is a metaphor for the impossibility of individuation in a 

homogenous space constructed by the government, that is if cancer is the spread of 

homogenization, then how is one to explain the spatial differentiation of class inequalities 

that his very essay underscores in the contrast between central Madrid and the peripheral 

chabolas? This is the contradiction of the homogenization of space, whether by a 

dictatorship or by the capitalist mode of production—that the illusion of homogeneity 

hides and is in fact only made possible by the spatialized differentiation of classes. In “La 

fractura del espacio urbano: El Madrid Galdosiano en Tiempo de silencio” (2000), 

Enrique Fernández argues that, between the publication of Galdos’s Misericordia and 

Tiempo de silencio almost one hundred years later, a sea change has taken place in 

Madrid—one which he identifies as a process of partitioning that permeates the city and 
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divides public from private spaces in what he believes to have previously been a 

continuity of city-space.79

Approaching the text from a Bergsonian methodology cognizant of the way space 

is partitioned, divided by the “intellect,” reveals a radically different understanding of the 

role of cancer in the novel and produces a different relationship of the body to the city.80

This relationship is grounded in Margaret Newman’s ontological frame where disease is 

considered part of health from the outset, and ultimately suggests that cancer is not 

merely homogenization of the other, but that cancer is a paradigm of spatial difference, 

that is difference in Bergson’s sense of the homogeneous multiplicity of space. This 

measurable, quantitative and spatial difference in location leaves the qualitative and 

temporally constituted differences of class intact. Thus cancer is uncontrolled spatial 

growth of an existing paradigm just as the production of capitalist space is uncontrolled 

spatial growth of an existing paradigm. Understood this way, and in contrast to what is 

suggested by Faverón Patriau, neither cancer nor the spread of capitalist homogeneity is a 

decomposition or a degenerative problem, in fact both are a generative problem of 

composition and construction. The term neoplasm, synonymous with cancer, indicates 

79 As I will discuss in the fourth meditation on the urban space of Madrid’s Retiro Park, the idea that space 
has ever been delineated apart from “private” concerns is quite a problematic one. Nevertheless, 
Fernández’s comment is a poignant one for the attention it draws to the continued deployment of produced 
spatial divisions in Madrileñan society.
80 In his essay “Mechanized Imagery in Tiempo de silencio (1998), David Knutson draws out just what the 
title states. I believe that the production of space involves activities that can be considered mechanized, but 
I argue that this mechanization is based not in the choice of a certain metaphor for representation and 
production but on the very methodology used by thought itself. This not only allows a critique of the trope 
of mechanization in the industrialized world, but of the very structure of the thought that has created this 
trope, thus reclaiming the active human production of the world from a deterministic ideology that 
imagines human agency limited a priori by certain material conditions. That human agency is to some 
degree limited by material conditions is to be sure, yet to pursue this line of thought would be to return to 
the concerns of the first meditation. As Bergson emphasizes, there are differences of degree and then there 
are differences of kind.
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this very fundamental property—uncontrolled new growth. Cancer cells are cells that 

continue to grow, lacking the genetic code to stop an ongoing reproduction. Cancer is 

thus the overemphasis of that spatial multiplicity, the spatial tendency of an unfolding 

space-time, discussed by Bergson as early as Time and Free Will. In that work, Bergson 

writes that space is what differs from itself by degree, whereas time differs from itself in 

kind (see first meditation). It is important to bring into the discussion the Lefebvrian 

dictum that capitalism has survived through the twentieth century “by producing space, 

by occupying a space” (The Survival of Capitalism 1973: 21). Capitalism, like Bergson’s 

space, is what differs from itself in degree (a difference of space). That is to say that the

same qualitative differences of the capitalist system, the same systemic inequalities 

unfold differentially over a space which it identifies as a homogenous medium in order to 

then construct the built environment for capital accumulation at a given moment in time. 

This perspective suggests a new way of understanding the importance of disease in 

Martín-Santos’s novel, and a new way of conceiving the relationship between body and 

the city.

City-space meets body-space

It is Gustavo Pérez Firmat (1986) who comes closest to my understanding of 

Tiempo de silencio. Chapter seven of his Literature and Liminality: Festive Readings in 

the Hispanic Tradition, titled simply “Magma,” is a provocative look at the role of cancer 

in the novel at a level at once formal and thematic, both unmediated and metaphorical. 

Before pointing out where I diverge from his assessment, it will be necessary to engage 
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his connection between the space of the body and the space of the city in the novel. To 

pursue this link, in fact, as will come as no surprise to the reader familiar with the 

narrative space of the work, is to further trace out the direction of one of the most 

important passages of Martín-Santos’s text itself.  Although Pérez Firmat does not cite 

this passage at length (he does mention it briefly on p. 114), it serves us well to do so:

De este modo podremos llegar a comprender que un hombre es la imagen 
de una ciudad y una ciudad las vísceras puestas al revés de un hombre, que 
un hombre encuentra en su ciudad no sólo su determinación como persona 
y su razón de ser, sino los impedimentos múltiples y los obstáculos 
invencibles que le impiden llegar a ser […] Podremos comprender 
también que la ciudad piensa con su cerebro de mil cabezas repartidas en 
mil cuerpos aunque unidas por una misma voluntad de poder merced al 
cual [éstos] […] quedan incluidas en una esfera radiante, no lecorbusiera, 
sino radiante por sí misma, sin necesidad de esfuerzos de orden 
arquitectónico, radiante por el fulgor del sol y por el resplandor del orden 
tan graciosa y armónicamente mantenido que el número de delincuentes 
comunes desciende continuamente en su porcento anual según las más 
fidedignas estadísticas, que el hombre nunca está perdido porque para eso 
está la ciudad (para que el hombre no esté nunca perdido), que el hombre 
puede sufrir o morir pero no perderse en la ciudad, cada uno de sus 
rincones es un recogeperdidos perfeccionado, donde el hombre no puede 
perderse aunque lo quiera porque mil, diez mil, cien mil pares de ojos lo 
clasifican y disponen, lo reconocen y abrazan, lo identifican y salvan, y le 
permiten encontrarse cuando más perdido se creía en su lugar natural: en 
la cárcel, en el orfelinato, en la comisaría, en el manicomio, en el 
quirófano de urgencia […]. (16-17)81

This passage is absolutely crucial to understanding the methodological critique advanced 

by the novel. The narrator suggests that the city is the body just as the body is the city. 

Allow me to first consider this relationship as metaphorical, as Pérez Firmat does. In this 

81 Quantum Physicist David Bohm has this to say on the similarity between human and city: “It is clear, 
then, that one cannot actually observe a “self” that can be sharply distinguished from the total environment. 
Rather, in every aspect of his being, the boundary of an individual man is to be compared with that of a 
city—in the sense that it can be at times a useful abstraction, but that it is not a description of a real break 
or division in “what is.” And, ultimately, the same is true of the boundary of everything” (On Creativity
99).
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way, the critic illustrates in simple and convincing prose how magma and cancer are 

metaphors for each other (116), how Pedro is himself marginally connected with the city 

as cancer is at the margins of the body (119), how Pedro’s incarceration is narrated as a 

digestion and thus separation from the body (119). He thus evokes the anatomical 

portrayal of the chabolas (120) as the edge of the body (122), and the slums as a tumor in 

the city (126), among other examples. He is indeed close to a Bergsonian method of 

difference when he writes that “Inscribed in each of the parts of the system are the 

properties of the system as a whole” (116). Even his language is Bergsonian, as when he 

insists in reference to the melding of Ortega’s lecture and Goya’s Le Grand Bouc that

“The superposition of the painting arrests the progress of the narration and freezes the 

characters into a fixed gesture. A temporal medium is contorted into a spatial pose; 

succession surrenders to simultaneity” (113), or when he evokes the “cohabitation” 

between cancer and body, the painter and the writer (113).

Yet he is kept from recognizing a full Bergsonian conception of difference in 

which through an open system there flow two tendencies, one of difference in nature 

(temporal difference) and one of difference in degree (spatial difference). Instead he 

insists on reducing the tendencies to substances, much as Pedro himself seeks to reify 

cancer as a virus, therefore preventable, methodologically extractable from a normal state 

of health. In this vein, Pérez Firmat sees the mice from Illinois, Pedro from the provinces, 

the German artist at the coffee shop and foundationally cancer as foreign substances 

(112). Instead of being a mere substance, however, cancer is the expression of a 

predominating tendency, a distinguishable surface ripple on a more fundamental 
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cohabitation of opposites. Instead of being foreign, the mice, for example, are only 

designated as such from a standpoint that ignores the global flows of people goods and 

information upon which are inscribed acceptable and unacceptable modes of difference. 

Upon declaring that the above things are foreign, the critic fails to see that he is 

constructing a traditional ontology of difference which reproduces what Bergson has 

called the spatialization of time. To continue with the example, he affirms the socially 

constructed difference of Illinois vs. Spain, then provinces vs. periphery, then Germany 

vs. Spain, and then cancer vs. health where he should rather acknowledge the difference 

not between Illinois and Spain, but within both Illinois and Spain. That he should neglect 

to do this, as I have explored at the beginning of the second meditation, is due to his 

inherited idea of liminality as between things or events, that is, concepts, rather than 

throughout them. He thus notes that both Madrid and the hovels are organized 

hierarchically (123) and poses a metaphorical link between the city and its suburbs, 

where it is evident rather that what is in question is not a determinism which the center 

holds over the periphery but rather an enfolding of opposing tendencies which runs 

continuously through an immanent cityscape in which there is no need to intentionally 

link city and suburb, for they cannot be separated in the first place. 

The idea is that, as he notes, “malignancies behave like magma” (115). Thus the 

magmatic movement of cancer as he imagines it (connected to a socially marginal 

anatomical stigmatization) is found within a privileged and somehow non-cancerous 

organism. It is not that cancer moves in a “sticky” way as he states, but that all movement 

is itself a simultaneity of magma both cancerous and non-cancerous. He stops short of a 
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radical understanding of cohabitation by reifying cancer out as a thing, somehow 

differentiable from non-cancer instead of embracing, as we have seen in Newman, that 

health already contains disease and non-disease. This error leads him to declare that the 

chabolas are particularly able to transcend any one interpretation (124). Certainly they 

are, but so is any part of the novel or any part of Madrid for that matter. The discussion 

on liminality with which I began the second meditation is instructive. Marginality is not a 

site (or a thing) but a process of differentiation that is never complete, that runs 

throughout that which is designated both marginal and central. Marginality is one way of 

referencing a system of relationships. The chabolas are not at the edge of the city but 

immanent to the city.82 Liminality is merely the perceptual difference between the 

hierarchy that runs through both the chabolas and Madrid and that part of movement and 

life which is irreducible to that hierarchy. Cancer is not, as Pérez Firmat states, the 

“double” of the body (126). Rather this designation is produced when a crisis situation is 

perceived by an instrumentalist paradigm. The body is not double, it is nondual. Tumors 

are not peripheral, but integral. It is the traditional medical paradigm that produces the 

severing of the marginal body from the normal body, it is intellection that produces 

differentiation by degree, that creates things out of tendencies, that reifies difference in an 

externally-conceived phenomenon. 

From a perspective of health as expanding consciousness, the novel reveals not 

merely that “malignancies behave like magma,” as Pérez Firmat suggests, but rather that 

82 Mercedes Limón (1992) reminds us that “incluso dentro del submundo de las chabolas las personas 
tienden a reproducer las reglas de la sociedad” citing Muecas as both oppressed and oppressor. She warns 
that “Las relaciones entre opresores y oprimidos no están presentadas de modo maniqueo: presentarlas así 
sería santificar el comportamiento de los oprimidos, impidiendo una verdadera comprensión del grado de 
internalización que sufren bajo la dictadura” (113).
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all life itself, both cancerous and non-cancerous life, behaves like magma. There are thus 

both mitosis “normales” (5) and mitosis “anormales” (7). Just as cancer and non-cancer 

are nondual aspects of a larger movement or reproduction of cells, the pair Pedro-

Amador, reproducing that Quijote-Sancho nondualism (see the introduction to the second 

meditation) upon their descent into the chabolas, move as one—“Porque a ambos les unía 

un proyecto común y los dos tenían el mismo interés—aunque por distintas razones—en 

la posible existencia de auténticos ratones” (27). Matías is correct that “Magma ser todo 

[sic]” (87), and yet he is wrong to see the German’s artistic piece as lacking magma, an 

act which for all intents and purposes marginalizes the work as “other.” Pedro, on the 

other hand, is briefly on point when he recognizes the magmatic flow of life in the 

German’s painting (87). Life is indeed a magmatic movement of nonduality, whose two 

tendencies, sometimes expressed in a predominance of one or the other either in ecstasy 

or in debilitating depression, merely complement each other. For this reason, as the 

narration remarks, ecstasy is not a permanent condition:

Pero incluso el peor momento nunca es más que eso: un momento. ¡Hasta 
tal punto es limitada la naturaleza humana! Aunque en un dado momento 
el hombre parece que va a escapar a su propio ser ya sea en el salto del 
atleta, ya en giro de la bailarina, ya en el éxtasis que le pone en contacto 
directo con la divinidad, ya en la simple ebriedad magnífica en que se 
constituye a sí mismo como pura euforia desprovista de temporalidad, 
estos destellos de algo eterno se muestran defectivamente caducos y 
transitorios. El salto del atleta concluye en la comprobación de que a pesar 
de todo los músculos de su muslo deben oponerse al pliegue de la rodilla 
en la caída, el giro de la bailarina acaba en los brazos firmes aunque 
delicados de su compañero, el éxtasis místico por una cierta alegría 
concomitante del bajo vientre muestra su pobre naturaleza sublimatoria y 
la ebriedad alcohólica no se satisface en sí misma sino que lleva al vómito 
o al grito. (90-91)
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Yet neither is suffering a cell with no exit, an insight which evades Pedro and Andrés 

equally because of their inability to reconcile disease and philosophy.

One character explicitly asks Pedro,” ¿Y qué tiene que ver el cáncer con la 

filosofía?” (163). The answer, as Pedro is unaware and as I have been arguing, is simply

put—cancer has everything to do with philosophy. The connections I have established 

between Bergsonism and the text are complemented by the fact that the narrator notes the 

elastic character of the Saturday night that forms the text’s nucleus (118), thereby 

referencing the notion of a non-objective individual/subjective duration. But most of all, 

it is in the passage that ends in the Institute Director’s firing of Pedro, pages devoted to 

the implicit and explicit assumptions pertaining to the nature of science, that we find the 

clearest connection to philosophy. The instrumentalist scientific paradigm is based upon 

premises that form the passage’s bulwark:

Que la ciencia más que ninguna de las otras actividades de la humanidad 
ha modificado la vida del hombre sobre la tierra es tenido por verdad 
indubitable. Que la ciencia es una palanca liberadora de las infinitas 
alienaciones que le impiden adecuar su existencia concreta a su esencia 
libre, tampoco es dudado por nadie. Que los gloriosos protagonistas de la 
carrera innumerable han de ser tenidos por ciudadanos de primera o al 
menos por sujetos no despreciables ni baladíes, todo lo más ligeramente 
cursis, pero siempre dignos y cabales, es algo que debe considerarse 
perfectamente establecido. (246)

The continuing pages (246-52) articulate this scientific paradigm with the goals of 

national institutions, affectionately referred to as “[el] árbol de la sabiduría nacional”

(248). It is no surprise that we find the recurrent phrase “el árbol de la ciencia” (160, 

166), along with a consistent mocking of scientific ideals in the novel, for this work is a 

complement to Baroja’s narrative invective launched a half-century earlier and used as an 
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implicit intertext here. As I argue above, El árbol de la ciencia catalogued a declining 

interest in the scientific paradigm which Andrés renounced and yet could not escape, 

ultimately seeing suicide as the only way out, a testament to the suffering caused by the 

inability of intellection to accept suffering into its folds. Here, Pedro is likewise unable to 

flee the grip of the intellect, and even pretends to find solace in it.83 At the end of the 

novel on a train out of Madrid, he imagines himself “sentado en el casino con dos, cinco, 

siete, catorce señores que juegan al ajedrez y me estiman mucho por mi superioridad 

intelectual y mi elevado nivel mental” (281). Both protagonists are shown the 

insufficiency of reason, intellect and scientific inquiry, and yet are equally unable to 

arrive at a properly Bergsonian philosophic intuition. In each case, the narrative shows a 

conflict between a morbid rationalism and a path of non-intellection. In El árbol, as I 

have noted above, Andrés experiments with a superficially mystic asceticism, and in 

Tiempo, Pedro, too, has somewhat mystical leanings. These are present to the reader first 

in the jail cell in the monologue that begins “El destino fatal” (209), although the final 

word of the sequence “¡Imbécil!” (215) reestablishes the closed rationalistic suffering 

characteristic of the scientific investigator.  Later, however, these leanings are still 

present, as Pedro communicates through such statements as “¿Cómo haremos para 

penetrar en las más avanzadas y recónditas y profundas de las Moradas donde nos es 

83 Labanyi (1983) notes the connection between the two characters, stating astutely that “Andrés –al igual 
que Pedro- termina por recurrir al aislamiento estoico, para defenderse del fracaso. Para Baroja, Andrés es 
un héroe trágico (un <<precursor>>), cuyo refugio en la inacción, y finalmente el suicidio, indica su 
fidelidad a su proyecto racional. La impotencia de Andrés es el costo de la razón. En cambio, la impotencia 
de Pedro es el precio que paga por abandoner su proyecto racional. Pedro, lejos de ser un héroe trágico, es 
un cobarde que opta por el suicidio moral” (24-25). We do not believe that Pedro abandons this project in 
any sustainable way, nor do we embrace a mode of thinking that interprets the novel in “moral” terms. Both 
characters balk before a life trajectory that enfolds suffering/pain/disease in with health, and each chooses 
to subjugate themselves to the yoke of reason where they see no other option. 
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preciso habitar?” (283), surely a reference to the work of Carmelite Santa Teresa de 

Jesús. Despite the attempts at a wider understanding of science, of intellect, in short of 

the way in which homogeneity encloses and partitions heterogeneity to the detriment of a 

more open philosophical approach to life, Pedro does not give up his attachment to that 

very thing which structures his life experience. He suspects and yet cannot accept the 

radical entanglement of cancer with health, as he explains to the policeman of the 

possible conclusions of his scientific investigations: “—Si fuera un virus se podría 

descubrir una vacuna. Pero un gene, lo que se dice un gene, que es parte del mismo 

organismo, de la misma sustancia del ser vivo, no es un antígeno extraño y por tanto no 

se puede conseguir una reacción inmunitaria” (235). Cancer cannot be extracted from 

experience as one might combat a virus. The opportunity that Andrés and Pedro are 

unable to take up for themselves is the recognition that within disease there is life, and 

that within life there is disease (see Newman 1999). The intertwining nature of these 

multiplicities is obscured from their sight because of their inability to escape an 

instrumentalist traditional medical model of health, or if you prefer, a scientific 

worldview, a morbid rationalism. This rationalism, whether applied to medicine or the 

capitalist production of space, governs the reproduction of a certain paradigm of relations 

and, I would argue, is none other than the Bergsonian intellect.

Conclusion: Disease and the city

It is indeed an instrumentalist political paradigm, based as much on the 

Bergsonian intellect as the traditional medical model, that historically engenders and 
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reproduces the division of labor and the modern partitioning of the city by class. Just as 

disease is thought to be an aberration of health instead of inseparable from it, the 

chabolas are taken to be an aberration of Madrid. But Bergson reminds us that difference 

is internal to the object. The chabolas are Madrid. The poor and the rich, the slave and 

the master, the laborer and management—one class differentiates itself from the rest only 

on the backs of those it categorizes as “other.” Martín-Santos alludes to the socially-

negotiated production of opposable difference, distinct in nature from a differential 

Bergsonian tendency, which is intellectually and erroneously given the form of objects, 

people, places, in short, things, space. Of the inhabitants of the chabolas he writes: “Una 

dualidad esencial les impedía integrarse como colaboradores o siervos en la gran 

empresa. Sólo podían vivir de lo que la ciudad arroja: basuras detritus, limosnas, 

conferencias de San Vicente de Paúl […]” (66-67). This duality appears as essential only 

to the intellect as partitioner of space. Social activity thus projects and reifies into 

ontologically differential status something which exists only as tendency, ignoring the 

presence of other in the self, of the marginal in the societally normal, and of the humanity 

common to people of all distinctions, subjecting such created or imagined difference to 

the churning of an economic, gender, and racial production which privileges the few over 

the many.

In this light, Tiempo de silencio’s treatment of health is its treatment of 

capitalism. If capitalism, as Lefebvre (1973; [1974]1991) has so astutely observed, has 

survived in the twentieth century by producing space, this is because it thrives on 

produced divisions, those between here and there, between classes, labor and 
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management, between consumable landscapes and the underside of consumption. This is 

because capitalism is the modern extension into economic production of a way of 

partitioning space used as the natural, but not deterministic, movement of a human 

intellect that imagines a homogeneous space and then partitions it based on goals related 

to its own perpetuation, which of course entails the reproduction and modification of 

those partitions in both space and time. All action and thought in the traditional sense is 

predicated on the bifurcation of observer and observed which establishes patterns of self 

and other into the world and is the first radical barrier to overcome in establishing new 

patterns of social equality. 

In this third meditation, I have continued the philosophical method of intuition 

whereby Bergson shows that it is not that things are in space, but rather that space, 

difference, is in things. The very way in which we perceive difference itself must be 

challenged in scholarship as it must be challenged in social life. I have shown that the 

ways in which we traditionally conceive of mental/cartographic space and health/disease 

are already structured by the predominance of intellectual division. Yet, using Bergsonian 

intuition I pushed for the conclusion that these seeming dichotomies are better understood 

as composites. In the next meditation I will look more into the relevance of Bergsonian 

methodology to understanding the struggle unfolding in the space of Madrid’s Retiro 

Park. The fifth and sixth meditations will take on Film Theory and finally filmspace, 

eventually resuming discussion of the fourth meditation’s focus on the Retiro.
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IV FOURTH MEDITATION—URBAN SPACE: BERGSONISM & THE PUBLICLY-
PRIVATE SPACE OF MADRID’S RETIRO PARK

Introduction: Bergsonian space and the city

¡Qué descansada vida
la del que huye del mundanal ruido
y sigue la escondida
senda, por donde han ido
los pocos sabios que en el mundo han sido;

—Fray Luis de León

They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety, 
deserve neither liberty or safety.

—Benjamin Franklin

Before all else, the public is the pretext, the cover, for the private needs of 
each man.

—Mariano José de Larra

Liberty is a practice.
—Michel Foucault

The broad reconfiguration of the notion of space as differentiation suggested by 

Bergsonian methodology not only draws literary and filmic production toward 

geographical production, as I have argued in the second meditation and as I will argue in 

the sixth meditation, respectively, but also provides important reevaluations of the way 

we conceptualize the problems of urban space. In its focus on the space in things, and not 

solely on the things in space (Bergson 1889), Bergson’s philosophical and 

phenomenological approach to the production of space holds consequences for the spatial 

analysis of the systemic problems of capitalism and encourages exercising caution with 

the use of traditional academic paradigms in resolving questions regarding the public and 

private space of the modern city. Although I may be the first to suggest the relevance of 
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Bergson’s philosophical methodology to the space and culture of Madrid, I am certainly 

not alone in suggesting his importance to contemporary struggle. The philosopher, in 

fact, may be experiencing a new wave of attention in critical theory as a recent issue of 

the journal Culture and Organization (9.1, 2003) shows, to name just one example.84

Ellen Lee Kennedy (1987), too, deserves mention, as she argues at length for the 

importance of Bergson to political philosophy:

Bergson’s theory shows that the external world and the person 
experiencing it are changing. Insofar as the world outside him is 
recognized as containing other persons, his experience of it also has a 
social dimension. And, insofar as his experience of the world itself is 
changing, there is a necessarily problematical element in existence. Thus 
the problems of individual consciousness have a dimension that involves 
other minds, and some formulations of those problems concern the 
consequences of acting on emotions or feelings when these have other 
persons as their object. When regarded with a view as to what is good or 
what is just, these problems become the first questions of moral and 
political philosophy. (131)

With Bergson’s philosophy properly saved from denunciations of transcendent 

metaphysics, mysticism and interiority (see the Introduction of the present work), 

Kennedy convincingly articulates the immanence of problems of individual 

consciousness to those of collective consciousness. From this point of view, questions of 

the fusion of time-space (Bergson 1889; Harvey 1996; Hewitt 1974) are of great 

importance to the very definition of spatial problems and the subsequent approach to 

84 In their essay “Time Creativity and Culture: Introducing Bergson” Stephen Linstead and John Mullarkey 
(2003) argue for the relevance of Bergson’s work to the analysis of culture (see also Linstead 2002). 
Alexander Styhre’s “Knowledge as a Virtual Asset: Bergson’s Notion of Virtuality and Knowledge 
Organization” (2003) shows the importance of Bergson’s thought to a theory of knowledge as process. 
Sean Watson attempts to bring Bergson to bear on the analysis of both literature and social groups in his 
“Bodily Entanglement: Bergson and Thresholds in the Sociology of Affect” (2003). Antoine 
Hatzenberger’s “Open Society and Bolos: A Utopian Reading of Bergson’s ‘Final Remarks’” (2003) 
likewise finds great relevance of Bergson’s ideas to current and alternative social organizations. Carl 
Power’s “Freedom and Sociability for Bergson” (2003) suggests that “we need to re-evaluate the relevance 
and value of Bergson’s thought today” (71).
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solving them. In order to take on the complex notion of city-space, urban criticism must 

acknowledge both the reality of process in shaping the city itself as well as its role in our 

critical readings of urban struggle.

In his prize winning book-length essay El animal público (1999),85 Urban 

Anthropologist Manuel Delgado takes just such a Bergsonian approach. In labeling the 

anthropology of public space a teratology (16), he from the outset privileges the 

complexity of public space and cautions against the use of rigid frameworks in the 

analysis of what is a constant movement. The urban, he argues, is necessarily defined as a 

process:

Una antropología urbana, en el sentido de lo urbano, sería, pues, una 
antropología de configuraciones sociales escasamente orgánicas, poco o 
nada solidificadas, sometidas a la oscilación constante y destinadas a 
desvanecerse enseguida […] una antropología de lo inestable, de lo no 
estructurado, no porque esté desestructurado, sino por estar 
estructurándose […]. (12)

Within this process, public space itself is seen as a negotiation (Delgado 2001: 35), with 

the real movements of people constituting and reconstituting a shifting and produced

boundary between public and private. 

This approach to city-space thus steps back from the standard dichotomies that 

have dominated urban theory through much of the twentieth century. In opposition to 

previous approaches to the urban that either ignored the specificities of place with a 

preference for the structural, or that zoomed in on locality at the expense of the 

theoretical, Katarina Nylund (2001) characterizes the urban theories of the 1990s as a 

synthesis of structure and action, of physical and social space, and of space and place 

85 In 1999, the work won the prestigious XXVII Premio Anagrama de Ensayo.
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(221-23). She thus allies herself with David Harvey and Henri Lefebvre who seek to 

depart from the discrete polarities of the built environment and of social life, and argues  

that cultural analyses of the urban “contribute to the development of new knowledge and 

understanding of the forces that transform city and urban life” and “strive to bring 

together a structural and action-oriented perspective” (228).

A full acknowledgement of city-space as process, however, not only involves this 

vision of the city-object as theoretically-material, but also provides a necessary 

teleological questioning of investigation itself. Hayden Lorimer (2005) argues that “Of 

late, non-representational theorists have asked difficult and provocative questions of 

cultural geographers, and many others in the discipline, about what is intended by the 

conduct of research” (83). A Bergsonian approach, just like the theorists mentioned by 

Lorimer, acts also as “a particularly effective lightning-rod for disciplinary self-critique” 

(Lorimer 83), because its ontology of process is not limited in scope to the problems of 

space conceived of as extra-personal, but instead brings perceptual unity to the notions of 

space/place, structure/action and city/individual.

Because of its historical role and central location, the park has been reproduced in 

much Madrileñan literature86 and film.87 In this meditation, however, I intend to approach 

86 Naturally, in its capacity as Madrid’s green lung, an important central meeting place and most recently a 
tourist attraction, the Retiro park has played a role in quite a few novels. In Pío Baroja’s El árbol de la 
ciencia (1911), Andrés Hurtado frequents the Retiro in order to escape from his classes in medicine (33), 
with his family (50), with his friend Montaner (58), with Antonio Lamela (73), and with Lulú and her 
mother (123). The park is also central to his 1933 novel Las noches del Buen Retiro. In Luis Martín-
Santos’s Tiempo de silencio (1961), Retiro (38), and Cartucho, novio of Florita and eventual killer of 
Dorita, throws stolen objects into the Retiro’s lake (139).
87 As Jean-Claude Seguin notes in his Historia del cine Español (1999), Benito Perojo filmed his 1914 
Fulano de tal se enamora de Manón in the Retiro park. Yet more importantly Seguin goes on to 
acknowledge the park as “[un] decorado constante de las películas de la época” (14). We have discussed 
the prominent placement of the park in Carlos Saura’s Taxi (1996) in the third meditation. Alex de la 
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urban space apart from its literary and filmic production. I will use Madrid’s Retiro Park 

as a case study to show how Bergsonism is properly used to signal the false problems of 

an urban criticism not cognizant of its philosophical premises, calling for a change in the 

production of urban space through action and not through application of the standard 

dichotomies popular in academic scholarship. In addition to continuing the Bergsonian 

methodology outlined in the first meditation, this discussion of the Retiro Park as a 

contested urban space will prepare the reader for a sizable portion of the sixth meditation 

where I will take on the relevance of the park to debates over filmic space as opposed to 

geographical space.

Culture, state and the public/private distinction in Madrid’s Retiro Park

Madrid’s Retiro Park, comparable in many ways to New York’s Central Park and 

situated behind the renowned Prado museum, is a large green royal legacy in the center of 

the city and at the heart of a recent battle over public and private space.88 The park’s most 

recent manifestation, as a space in continuous production by both material and 

ideological forces, has been fraught with simultaneous historical restoration, increased 

Iglesia’s El Día de la bestia closes with a shot of the park’s statue to the fallen angel, evoking a powerful 
commentary on the ills of capitalist production of the built environment.
88 The few scholarly articles that have touched on parks in Madrid include Ariza Muñoz, who delves into 
unrealized plans for a park in Madrid called the Campos Eliseos (1988) and then offers a historical and 
functional description of various constructions in Madrid’s parks, some of them in the Retiro (1993); 
Remón Menéndez (1998) looks at the creation of the Parque del Oeste as part of the late nineteenth century 
expansion of Madrid and touches in passing on its problematic relation to the class struggle – “[…] Parque 
del Oeste definitely seemed more to want to transform the working class into middle-class people than to 
satisfy the genuine needs of those working classes” (p. 204); and Rodríguez Romero & Prieto González 
(1997) trace the development of nineteenth century public recreation spaces with a focus on the Retiro. 
This article is different from these previous studies in that the Retiro is used as a springboard to unite the 
material and the symbolic.
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privatization, subsequent police intervention and the production of what Steven Flusty 

(1994) terms “crusty space”— “space that cannot be accessed, due to obstructions such as 

walls, gates and check points” (17). At issue is certainly the question “who has the right 

to the city?” (Lefebvre, 1968: reformulated in D. Mitchell, 2003). Faced with the all too 

one-sided struggle for power that underlies the cleansing of the park and surrounding 

areas, whose collective image is being sold to transnational interests and dominated by 

the intercity competition requisite of a local, regional and national tourist-centered 

economy, the answer to the question “who has the right to the city” would seem to be: the 

urban developers who are given priority in shaping space and contingent privileges of 

race and class. How then, to correct this wrong, to assure that the people who live in the 

city have the right to the park’s space as well? I argue here that pursuing this question 

necessitates interrogating concepts of “culture,” “state,” and “public and private space.” 

These concepts have been at the forefront of a crisis currently unfolding in geography 

that holds profound implications for theory, methodology and social justice. This crisis 

involves precisely how to understand the production of space and has been quite visible 

in the struggle to define the relation between “culture” and the “state.” This struggle, as it 

is articulated in the volume State/culture: State-F ormation after the Cultural Turn

(1999), and as the collection’s editor George Steinmetz makes clear in the introduction, is 

as much over concepts as it is over the respective traditional blind-spots of the research 

methods of the humanities and the social sciences.89

89 This case study is doubly important, as few Geography articles in English have touched upon spatial 
practice in Madrid. In Political Geography for example, a flagship journal of the discipline, none have 
engaged spatial practice in Madrid. It is my hope that together with a small group of previously published 
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In the first section, “Culture, state, public/private,” I work the three concepts 

together in a Bergsonian framework based on movement. In “The Retiro and surrounding 

areas” I orient the reader through an outline of the changes that have been taking place in 

and around the park. This orientation will link the area to class structures, ideas of 

national and cultural patrimony, and racial and historically-embedded notions of 

difference and privilege. The next section, “Selling the Retiro” focuses on the reasons for 

these developments drawing particular attention to the way in which notions of place are 

used in constructing a tourist-pleasing built-environment that will facilitate capitalist 

accumulation. The next section “Problems of the discourse of the privatization of the 

public” treats the problematic nature of framing the debate in terms of public vs. private, 

highlighting the highly-constructed nature of the division between the two. In “Solving 

the Retiro: criticism, contradiction & synchronicity” I outline various approaches that 

may be taken and have been taken in the literature towards addressing the unique 

problem of what gets termed the privatization of public space. It is necessary to show that 

the struggle over the park is not only a struggle over space but simultaneously over its

production, a struggle over the conceptual tools and power structures that are necessarily 

reproduced in any space. Ultimately I argue that any study of spatial practice that does

not simultaneously seek to dismantle the problematic categories through which we 

perceive and simplify space will fail to capture the real movement that is the production 

of space.

studies (Nogué & Vicente 2004; McNeill 2000; Raento & Watson 2000; Bosque-Maurel et al 1992), this 
meditation one may invite further analyses of the region.
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Clarification of terms

The conception that “culture” exceeds artifacts is evident in the literature 

(Williams 1977; Mitchell 2000; Lloyd & Thomas 1998). To be clear: I take “culture” to 

be the process through which thought produces concepts and thus motivates human 

action. Culture is inseparable from the concepts of race, class, nation, gender, sexuality, 

language, society and personality/desire. Culture is likewise inseparable from the 

circulation of capital (Harvey 1990; Mitchell 2000), and yet since Marx, capital is itself a 

relation (Harvey 2000) and therefore constituted culturally. Sharon Zukin (1995) 

underscores this in her idea of “culture as an economic base” (11). As Eric Wolf (1999) 

writes, culture is not merely a “self-generating and self-propelling mental apparatus of 

norms and rules for behavior” (19), although traditional anthropology may have regarded 

it as such. Rather it is always articulated with power. The term culture, in my analysis, 

includes this very activity of delineating hierarchies, patterns of subjugation and of 

privilege.  

I do not wish to engage culture as opposed to nature, as has been historically done 

(see Williams 1977; Johnston, Gregory, Pratt, & Watts 2000). Such an opposition is, of 

course, the basis of any approach that relegates the cultural to a mere symbolic mode of 

representation superimposed upon a material reality. There is neither a layer of 

materiality that determines thought, nor can thought exist in spite of materiality. Rather 

we are involved in a movement which unites the mental and the physical in the 

production of space (Lefebvre 1991a; Harvey 1996, Madanipour 1996). This union is in 

fact the precondition for movement itself (Merleau-Ponty 1945, 1964a 1964b, 1973). 
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This being so, I acknowledge a certain affinity with the ontological tenets of so-called 

non-representational theory (see Amin & Thrift 2002: 26-30). More importantly, 

however, is “a notion of the material that admits from the very start the presence and 

importance of the immaterial” (Latham & McCormack 2004: 703). 

I follow Henri Bergson (teacher of Merleau-Ponty and arguably the 

unacknowledged philosophical precursor of thinkers as varied as space-theorist Lefebvre 

and quantum physicist David Bohm: see Bohm 1980), who in Creative Evolution (1907) 

writes that our very language separates the flux of experience into qualities (adjectives), 

things (nouns) and actions (verbs) when there is only movement itself (298-304). This is 

the philosophical starting point for his assertion that the intellect produces categories that 

take the shape of abstractions overlaid on the physical world. This idea is embedded in 

perhaps his most widely acknowledged metaphor -- that of “the cinematograph of the 

mind.” If we take instantaneous snapshots of the surrounding world, he says, this is 

merely to be able to insert our action into the unending movement of experience. Yet, 

thinking through these abstractions in criticism can never capture real movement. Real 

movement will always escape, overflowing the immobile sections our mind designs on 

the flux of experience. This said, it cannot be overemphasized that “we need to consider 

more fully how the process of abstraction actually allows us to draw out, and also to 

become implicated in, the excessive force of materiality” (Latham & McCormack 2004: 

707). 

This idea is crucial to our thinking of spatial practices. I argue that in taking as a 

starting point such seemingly immobile sections as the division of public and private and 
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the state to faithfully describe the production of space, itself a real movement, in 

describing their deployment, we turn a blind eye to the very way in which these 

categories are produced and reproduced. In this light, the terms “culture” and “state” are 

not referential in the classical sense at all. Both are part of the same process of 

abstraction, and thus talk of their interpenetration begs the very question of their 

ontological referentiality. If, as Bergson would, we assume “culture” and “state” to be 

carved out of the flow of experience, then questions of the subordination of one to the 

other vanish, leaving questions of power. This is the tendency of Sallie Marston’s (2004) 

statement recognizing the “‘nexus’ among” and “mutually constitutive nature of the 

categories” of state, culture and space (38). This is the thrust of Bob Jessop’s (1999) 

assertion that the boundaries between the economic and the political are of cultural origin 

(380). The uncritical engagement of the culture/state division (see Van Deusen 2004) is 

only one such way in which the abstractions reified by the human intellect capture 

scholarly attention and manage to obscure the real movement inherent to social practice. 

We are dealing with what Roy Wagner (1975), in a seminal book of anthropology, 

considers to be The Invention of Culture, a culture that is no less material for having been 

produced.

From this perspective, the question should not be to what extent is “culture” 

implicated in “the state” or in what way does “the state” direct “culture,” but rather how 

it is that we are able to form the idea of a provisional “state” or “culture” that is from the 

outset separable from the other? This direction of inquiry has taken hold in a new wave of 

state theory that questions old approaches, treating the state as both an idea (Abrams 
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1988; Lloyd & Thomas 1998) and as a social relation, routinely and unfortunately reified 

by most Marxist theory (see Bratsis 2002), and emphasizing that the state exists to the 

extent that it is enacted/negotiated by specific actors (Heyman 1995; Mountz 2003). 

Similar in this regard is the statement of Deleuze and Guattari (1987) that “Only thought 

is capable of inventing the fiction of a State that is universal by right, of elevating the 

State to the level of de jure universality” (375). The challenge for geographers has been 

to accept that culturally created concepts such as the state produce material effects. 

Consider that the young Marx (1967) himself posits the intimate connection of state and 

private life both as contingent abstractions wrought of a modern consciousness: “The 

abstraction of the state as such was not born until the modern world because the 

abstraction of private life was not created until modern times. The abstraction of a 

political state is a modern product” (176). Here, I likewise take “the state” to be a 

dynamic resultant category of the cultural production of concepts. I believe the state not 

only to possess an ontological indeterminancy similar to that of “culture” but also to be 

constitutive of further concepts, such as “public/private,” given that at no point may the 

production of what gets termed the state be separated from the flow of all cultural 

production. Nevertheless, as Derek Sayer (1994) argues “we should not, through our own 

categories, replicate this misrepresentation [of the state]” (371). Here it is necessary to 

sketch out what this means.

Definitions of the state tend towards models that split the real movement of the 

production of space into bottom-up or top-down ideas. Either the state is created on the 

ground by material practice (Miliband 1969) or it is handed down from above engendered 
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in symbolic categories (Poulantzas 1978). This method of analysis has bifurcated a 

unitary material and symbolic practice. To see the pervasive nature of this idea it should 

be sufficient to recall the seminal article on the resurgence of state-theory, Philip 

Abrams’s “Notes on the difficulty of studying the state” (1977, published in 1988), 

wherein he differentiates between the state-system and the state-idea.90 Though Abrams 

wants sociologists to point out the ways in which the state does not exist, he leaves it for 

political analysis to study the state-system rather than integrating the two; he is far from 

questioning the categories produced by the intellect in a Bergsonian sense. Though the 

majority of state-literature has sought company on one side or the other of this 

intellectual divide, there is an emergent state-discourse that does recognize the production 

of space as an indivisible real movement. This drive for unity is voiced most succinctly

by Pierre Bourdieu (1999) and Tim Mitchell (1999). 

For Bourdieu, the state produces categories of thought which are then enacted by 

those who attempt to think the state.91 Building from a tradition that locates the state as a 

concept, T. Mitchell rightly coins the term “state-effect” in order to describe how the 

appearance of the state arises from mundane material practices. Yet both approaches 

90 “There is a state-system in Ralph Miliband’s sense; a palpable nexus of practice and institutional 
structure centered in government and more or less extensive, unified and dominant in any given society. 
And its sources, structure and variations can be examined in fairly straight-forward and empirical ways. 
There is, too, a state-idea, projected, purveyed and variously believed in in different societies at different 
times. And its modes, effects and variations are also susceptible to research. The relationship of the state-
system and the state-idea to other forms of power should and can be central concerns of political analysis. 
[…] The task of the sociologist is to demystify; and in this context that means attending to the senses in 
which the state does not exist rather than those in which it does” (82).
91 “To endeavor to think the state is to take the risk of taking over (or being taken over by) a thought of the 
state, that is, of applying to the state categories of thought produced and guaranteed by the state and hence 
to misrecognize its most profound truth […] one of the major powers of the state is to produce and impose 
(especially through the school system) categories of thought that we spontaneously apply to all things of 
the social world – including the state itself” (53).
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explicitly challenge this very distinction and emphasize the simultaneity of what the 

intellect has separated: “The most brutal relations of force are always simultaneously 

symbolic relations” (Bourdieu 1999: 67); “[…] the distinction made between a 

conceptual realm and an empirical one needs to be placed in question if one is to 

understand the nature of a phenomenon such as the state” (T. Mitchell 1999: 81). To 

understand the simultaneously material and symbolic nature of the production of space it 

will be necessary to engage T. Mitchell further. His real contribution is to understand the 

state as a double articulation92 between Foucauldian disciplines93 and the level at which 

“disciplinary powers do come to be utilized, stabilized, and reproduced in state structures 

or other ‘generalized mechanisms’” (87); between mundane material practices and the 

ideas that reshape those practices. I am arguing that this double-articulation, in T. 

Mitchell’s words a “two dimensional effect” (p. 89), is a relation between discipline at 

the small scale and the state-idea at the large scale. Lefebvre (1991b) has touched on this 

connection between scales as well saying that, “Knowledge and genuine thought pass 

methodically from the individual scale to the social and national scale (by a process of 

thought comparable to the mathematical integration of very small elements)” (134). It 

follows that there is a balancing process that works from the large scale back down to the 

small scale. Jessop (1990), too, argues for a “strategic-theoretical” approach to the state 

92 Language is frequently said to have a double articulation represented by words (1st-articulation) which 
are composed of phonemes (2nd-articulation). Pier Paolo Pasolini (1988) showed that cinematic images 
also had a double articulation based on the shot (1st-articulation) and the shot’s components, which he 
termed kinemes (2nd-articulation). T. Mitchell implicitly locates another such double articulation in the 
military apparatus that consists “on the one hand of individual soldiers and, on the other, of the ‘machine’ 
they inhabited,” though he terms this a “two dimensional effect,” one that is apparent, interestingly enough, 
“in other institutions of modern government” (89).
93 “[…] techniques for assuring the ordering of human multiplicities” (1975).
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and in so doing embraces a model of movement. The state, then, is part of the process of 

human creation called culture. It is an idea expressed in human movement itself.

Coterminous with the historical deployment and actualization of the concept of 

the state there have arisen the equally cultural concepts of public and private space. And 

yet these cultural constructs have material consequences. The idea of public or private 

space, then, is likewise an idea that is expressed in movement. The discussion of the 

categories of public and private has come a long way since Habermas’s (1989) The 

Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. Arguments advanced by critics such as 

Marston (1990) attempt to loosen the hold these categories have on our thought, while 

understanding that these categories have measurable effects. Similarly Farhang Rouhani 

(2001) takes up Lynn Staeheli’s (1996) emphasis that public actions take place in spaces 

thought to be private and that private actions occur in seemingly public spaces. I follow 

the more lucid comments of scholars like Mabel Berezin (1999) in noting that “the terms 

public and private are used with more frequency than with precision” (358). 

Ali Madanipour (2003) does well in reminding us of the interdependency of 

public and private spheres and of the way in which control structures differential 

negotiation of this boundary. And yet, his solution (“By establishing the boundary 

between the two realms so that a civilized relationship can be promoted, the threat of 

encroachment by private interests into the public realm and the threat of public intrusion 

into the private sphere are both minimized and carefully managed” (241)) falls short of a 

radical questioning of these terms and the acknowledgement that they have formed out of 

a power relationship. In this light I do not attempt to engage static definitions of culture, 
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state, or public/private. Yet neither is it my intent here to embrace a mode of thinking that 

paints the subject as mute before what some have called a “crisis of representation.” Nor 

have I explicitly taken on the subject of the mechanism of representation itself, which 

would constitute an extensive philosophical diversion from our purposes here. Rather, I 

assert that in understanding spatial practice we must first accept that before space means 

something it merely is something. It is not that between spaces and representations of 

spaces there is a slippage, but rather that space is always produced in articulation with 

ideas about race, class, nation, gender, sexuality, language, society and personality/desire, 

that the problems that have arisen in the produced space of the Retiro have appeared 

because there are contestatory spatial productions at work, spatial productions that entail 

different articulations of those ideas. Most importantly, to imagine the problem of access 

to the Retiro in terms of public/private space is to accept uncritically the very terms from 

which capitalist enterprise profits and explains away structural inequalities. The 

opportunity here, when we engage concepts such as the state or public and private space, 

is to agree with Wahneema Lubiano (1996) that it is “Like being mugged by a metaphor.” 

Cultural production both engenders material effects and is subsequently transformed by 

them. 
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Fig. 1.1, Retiro: Outer fence

Fig. 1.2, Police presence north of estanque
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Fig. 1.3, The Retiro metro stop

Fig. 1.4, Statue of Alf onso I Fig. 1.5, Statue under restoration
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Figs. 1.6-1.8, Fountains of the Retiro
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Fig. 1.9, The Palacio de cristal

Fig. 1.10, The Palacio de cristal, detail
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Fig. 1.11, Remains of the Fábrica de porcelana

Fig. 1.12, Retiro: Western gate
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Figs. 1.13-1.15, Statue of Alfonso XII & estanque
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The Retiro and surrounding areas

The Retiro park began its days under the Catholic King and Queen’s rule 

(Enciclopedia de Madrid: 672.). “Lugar predilecto de los reyes ya desde la época de 

Felipe II, fue Felipe IV el que impulsó su creación y en 1868 se convirtió en propiedad 

del municipio.”94 Although control of the park has since passed from the ruling class of a 

nineteenth century, and still feudal Spain,95 to the ruling class of a late XXth-early XXIst 

century capitalist Spain, it is quite evident that the park remains tied to the mode of 

production that envelops it. The 350-acre green space, among other things comprising a 

lake with rowboats, the ruins of the San Isidoro de Avila church, the Crystal Palace, the 

botanical gardens, many sculptures, monuments, fountains and walking paths, and having 

seen the establishment of the royal porcelain factory (established by Carlos III), the 

Astronomical Observatory (Carlos IV), the Central Meteorological Institute (1892), and 

the Palacio de Velázquez (1884) and the Palacio de cristal (1887), both designed by 

Ricardo Velázquez Bosco. 

The Park is located within Madrid’s third district which shares its name. The 

Retiro district is located with the boundaries established by the Plaza de Cibeles, the 

paseo del Prado, the plaza del Emperador Carlos V, the avenida de la Ciudad de 

Barcelona, the calle de Antonio Nebrija, the borde Norte de las vías del Ferrocarril 

dirección Sur, the avenida de la Paz, the calle de O’Donnell, the plaza de la 

Independencia, and the calle de Alcalá ending back at the plaza de Cibeles (Gea Ortigas 

94  www.madridhoy.net/ciudad/parques.htm.
95 See La ilustración insuficiente by Eduardo Subirats (1981) for a description of the persevering feudal 
structures in Spain.
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2002: 17). This is an area of Madrid that now bears the familiar signs of gentrification 

(Vidal Domínguez 1988), the production of a space geared toward the attraction of 

international business and tourist capital. 

At the beginning of the XXth century, housing in older sections of the zone known 

as El Retiro was originally directed to working class peoples, yet, the middle-class soon 

occupied these dwellings. In the ‘60s and ‘70s, the same pattern emerged nearby. The 

zone known as Niño Jesús was first directed to middle-class professionals, but was 

occupied by the more accommodated middle-class who installed pools and gardens 

among other renovations characteristic of their class privilege. Housing in Estrella was 

constructed for lower/middle-class families but was soon occupied by middle-class 

professionals. Fuente del Berro, too, underwent a change from lower/middle-class to 

solidly middle-class residents. In all cases the pattern emerges in which the underclass is 

pushed to the outer rim of the city or from one place to another as cities try to secure a 

safe haven for transnational, local and regional capital. Produced homogeneity displaces 

the real wealth disparities created by practices of flexible accumulation that now globally 

dominate the construction of space. In the case of the Retiro Park and surrounding areas 

we see these practices affecting a production of space tying into 1) the Retiro metro stop, 

2) processes of historical preservation in the park itself, 3) the parallel development of 

“crusty space” in the park and 4) an increased policing of the park.

The Retiro metro stop, declared a National Historic Monument/Monumento 

Histórico Nacional in 1997, has been remodeled in an attempt to sell Madrid’s urban 

space.
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Los quioscos y locales que se instalaron sin respetar la estética del lugar 
serán reubicados de acuerdo con la idea original. En fotos antiguas 
conservadas en el Museo Farroviario se puede apreciar que la farmacia, la 
fiambrería y la bombonería, mantenían el mismo estilo de la estación.
(Commisso 2000)

Here, as elsewhere in the world of globalized capital, historic preservation serves as an 

attraction for urban explorers, tourists on the quest for authenticity. The connection 

between authenticity and consumption can rationalize any shaping of space. Today, 

historic preservation is also very much alive inside the park itself. Most recently, a 

massive campaign to restore historical monuments has been underway in the Retiro. 

Restorations have been performed on over 182 statues, 174 sculpture groups, 397 

fountains, and 17 doors and arcs (Esteban 2001). Slated for restorations, even the top of 

the statue of Alfonso XII at the water’s edge has been closed to the public since 1990 (El 

Mundo, 16 March 2000). Documentation of the clean-up has even been organized into a 

museum exposition itself, as Sigfrido Herráez, member of the Council of Urban Housing 

and Rehabilitation/Concejal de Vivienda y Rehabilitación Urbana explains, because “Los 

madrileños no tienen conocimiento suficiente del patrimonio monumental del que 

disponen” (Esteban 2001). As regards the bourgeois production of space it seems there is 

always a need to document, and in this case, to document in a museum the documentation 

that already exists in the park, itself a museum.

These changes to the space in and around the Retiro Park have been 

contemporaneous with the production of what Flusty has termed “crusty space”—“space 

that cannot be accessed, due to obstructions such as walls, gates and check points” (17). 

In the 1980s, the park was closed to all but foot traffic (Simón Palmer 2001: 141). The 
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1990s saw the increasing privatization of the park’s supposedly public space. Initially, an 

attempt to close the park at the start of the ‘90s did not fully succeed due to the lack of 

perimetral barriers.96 Yet, in 1995, the park’s closing, facilitated by new fencing, was

announced “[...] por razones de seguridad y para evitar el gamberrismo”  (Blasco 2000). 

Yet the police response97 to this call for security was largely aimed towards cleansing the 

park of racial difference. Non-governmental organizations such as SOS Racismo have 

denounced the increased policing of the park. Rosa Tristan (1998a) describes the 

presence: “Policías a caballo, en coche, en moto. Decenas de agentes recorren cada día, 

durante horas, el parque de El Retiro a la caza del inmigrante.” Pedestrians of African or 

Arab appearance are routinely and systematically stopped and asked to produce papers 

(Tristan, 1998a). Even if the papers are in order, they are told to leave. During June and 

July 1998, she continues, the municipal police identified 990 people as suspicious. Of 

these, 911 had no result whatsoever. The operation, part of the aptly named “Tourist 

98/Turista 98,” found:

[...] 16 decomisos de pequeñas cantidades de droga, una navaja; un 
indocumentado; tres personas sancionadas por consumir algún tipo de 
estupefaciente en público y 56 intervenciones menores, que incluyen 

96 María Carmen Simón Palmer (2001) describes problems of access to the park in the 17th century:
Un espacio tan frondoso permitía, a pesar de la estrecha vigilancia, ser guarida de 
mujeres de mala conducta o abandonadas, ladrones y todo género de delincuentes. 
También los contrabandistas aprovechaban la noche para tirar sus paquetes por encima de 
las tapias y esconderlos en los árboles, escapando así del pago de derechos. Se conserva 
la denuncia presentada por uno de los guardas que en su ronda había sorprendido a dos 
frailes del convento de Atocha, contiguo entonces a los jardines, tras saltar el muro sin 
duda con la intención de hacer una escapadita nocturna. Sin embargo, el grupo mayor de 
infractores lo formaban los que introducían su Ganado en las zonas sin cerca, para que 
pastase gratis ene el Real Sitio. (36-37)

97 This researcher was overwhelmed by the police presence on two separate visits to the park, years later in 
the Summers of 2001 and 2002. Uniformed police, patrol cars and paddy wagons were extremely visible 
and most concentrated near the park’s central pond area, a draw for tourists and non-white immigrants 
alike.
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desde pasear suelto al perro hasta la pérdida de un niño o una multa de 
tráfico por circular el parque. (Tristan 1998b)

That the name of the immigrant hunt was “Tourist 98” should not be taken lightly, nor 

should the fact that illegal activity was underrepresented among those labeled suspicious.

The gentrification, historic preservation, production of crusty space and increased 

policing both in and around the Retiro Park are the varied results of a single ideal – the 

desire to sell Madrid, and the Retiro area as a synecdoche of the latter, to transnational 

business and tourist capital. How, then, is this accomplished?

Selling the Retiro

The landscapes of the city are no mere backdrop to social action, but rather are 

part of the production of the social struggles (Zukin 1991) and contradictions of 

modernity (Berman 1982). They are a created moment with further constitutive force 

(Mitchell 2000), “fashioned from a natural landscape by a culture group” (Sauer 1925: 

343), and “an activity” (Wilson 1991: 102) or a relationship between people and place. 

As such a landscape, the Retiro has moreover become part of the selling of place for 

tourist consumption in a competitive global market (see Philo & Kearns 1993; Logan & 

Molotch 1987; Thorns 2002; Madanipour 2003). Gerry Kearns and Chris Philo, in Selling 

Places. The City as Cultural Capital Past and Present (1993), describe three ways in 

which history is used to ‘sell place.’

The first occurs when local authorities and local entrepreneurs self-
consciously draw upon the economic and social history of a particular 
place as a source of pride and inspiration for the present […] The second 
and related possibility here entails the use of ‘heroic’ imagery surrounding 
historical processes as a lever for money-making and persuasion in the 
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present […] The third possibility here involves the planned adoption of all 
manner of historical references, particularly architectural references, in the 
fabric of the built environment, so as to foster the ‘cosy’ ambience of a 
place that is basically familiar. (6)

As recent urban projects have sought to sell Madrid in the realm of interurban 

competition, they have used all three of these methods. In the previous section, we have 

seen how the park and surrounding areas have become part of efforts to restore Madrid’s 

patrimony, to seek out the false shadow of historical accuracy, and also to police 

bourgeois space to secure the interests of transnational capital. These decisions more than 

ever focus on attracting tourism and business capital in lieu of producing social justice. 

Compitello (2003) documents how the governance shift from the Socialist Spanish 

Worker’s Party/Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE) to the conservative Popular 

Party/Partido Popular (PP) in 1996 precipitated a turn to “urban boosterism and selling 

place” (405). In this context, Madrid’s Retiro Park is in no way an isolated case, but 

rather represents a turn away from nineteenth-century recreational uses of parks for 

respite and escape towards a twentieth and twenty-first century model that values city 

space as important for capitalist accumulation. As capital and consciousness become 

increasingly urbanized in the uneven geographical development of capitalism, the city 

becomes the playground of those trying to accelerate turnover time (Harvey 2000). This 

can only be accomplished through the production of space and long-term investments. 

Capitalists and local, state, and federal governments work together to create spaces of 

long-term investment that will make money, but that will do nothing to minimize the 

disparity between what the upper tier earns and what the underclass brings home.
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Capitalism thereby builds and rebuilds a geography in its own image. It 
constructs a distinctive geographical landscape, a produced space of 
transport and communications, of infrastructures and territorial 
organizations, that facilitates capital accumulation during one phase of its 
history only to have to be torn down and reconfigured to make way for 
further accumulation at a later stage (Harvey 2000: 54).

These processes must necessarily intensify in the city that necessarily engages in 

interurban competition. As capital becomes urbanized it is also globalized, and the idea 

of selling place in a global economy becomes a city’s main focus. To be sold, places must 

undergo a minimization of difference. 

Investment in consumption spectacles, the selling of images of places, competition 
over the definition of cultural and symbolic capital, the revival of vernacular 
traditions associated with places as a consumer 

attraction, all become inflated in inter-place competition. I note in passing, that most 
of postmodern production in, for example, the realms of architecture and urban 
design, is precisely about the selling of place as part and parcel of an ever-deepening 
commodity culture. The result is that places that seek to differentiate themselves as 
marketable entities end up creating a kind of serial replication of homogeneity
(Harvey 1996: 298, drawing on Boyer 1988; emphasis added).

That the changes in and around the Retiro from 1990 on have driven by a notion of 

homogeneity/‘coziness’ is not surprising given that 1990 was the “European Year of 

Tourism” (see Owen 1992). In order for tourism to succeed class conflict must be erased 

from the landscape and minority-groups removed or policed (Zukin 1995: 25), written 

out of that place’s history. Parks, as privileged moments in the process of “how cities use 

culture as an economic base” (Zukin 1995), thus become key nodes in the accumulation 

of capital, transnational and otherwise. Attempting to homogenizing space is not an easy 

task. De Certeau (1984) insists that spaces exist only through the movements that form 

them. If, migrants “in a way subvert, or make holes in existing urban plans,” if “they 
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develop their own ‘tactical’ ways  of walking and conversing within those plans and 

creating their own pathways by, so to say, manipulating the plan” (Diken 1998: 83), this 

must be a movement which legitimately produces, and inherently diversifies, space. And 

if, as Ali Madanipour (2001) convincingly argues, space has “multiple meanings,” inter-

city competition necessitates the suppression of those meanings which inhibit the 

accumulation of capital. In order to produce homogenized space, then, the distinction 

between private and public space becomes a key weapon.

Problems of the discourse of the privatization of the public

In 1832, Spain’s most acerbic and disgruntled Romantic critic and essayist 

Mariano José de Larra argued that, “Before all else, the public is the pretext, the cover, 

for the private needs of each man.” This invective, launched against what Larra saw as a 

reprehensible nineteenth century Spanish bodes ill for Hannah Arendt’s philosophically-

meditated and somewhat idealistic Enlightenment-era notion of the public. Though the 

idea of a public sphere detached from the private realm has been sufficiently critiqued by 

many (see Young 1990; Rouhani 2001), Marston (1990) has most convincingly shown 

how the public is built on exclusions. Likewise, Marshall Berman (1986) demonstrates 

the use of public squares in assuring adherence to doctrine through violent means, 

documenting the Plaza Mayor of Madrid’s role in the horrific auto-da-fe ceremonies of 

Inquisitorial Spain. Such exclusions and violent enactments of constructed normality are 

by nature anathema to the idea of the public sphere of equality in speech and action 

promoted by Arendt and outlined below. A fundamental acknowledgement that public 
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space is always exclusionary should work towards questioning the very distinction of 

“public/private” space, yet often criticism is unable to fully resist its call.

There are numerous studies that have looked at the privatization of the public in 

Spain including those that have examined public services (García Fernández 1997) and 

others that have focused on political economy (Lavdas 1996; Clifton et al 2003). One 

such study by Bartolomé Clavero argues that the bourgeois revolutions in Spain in the 

19th century “brought about a new social order based on the privatization of social 

relations” (Cruz 1996: 12). John McNeill (2002) argues that the Napoleonic occupation 

of the early 19th century in Spain effected a shift from feudal property regimes to 

privatization of space. This discursive focus of researchers finds a place, too, in more 

action-oriented protest. Fernando Alvarez-Uría, professor of sociology at the Universidad 

Complutense in Madrid, titles a 2002 short essay “Privatization is robbery”/“La 

privatización es un robo.” The organization Attac Madrid rallies against the privatization 

of public services and against the General Agreement on Marketed Services/Acuerdo 

General sobre el Comercio de Servicios (AGCS) (2003). Students in Madrid turn out by 

the thousands to protest the privatization of the University (Gómez 2000). Piketes 

announces a protest against privatization and capitalist neoliberalism in Madrid. 

EcoPortal.net reports on protests against the privatization of the railroad (Ordóñez 

2003).98 In 2001 the street-cleaning utility in the Retiro neighborhood, and in two others 

in Madrid, was privatized (Sanz 2001) causing a four-fold increase in the cost to 

98 See respectively: http://www.attacmadrid.org/d/3/030116102940.php, 
http://www.ua.es/dossierprensa/2000/03/10/8.html, 
http:www.piketes.com.ar/internacionales/madrid212.htm, and 
http://www.ecoportal.com.ar/articulos/madrid_lleida.htm.
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residents. Protests against the privatization of public space have found a symbolic home 

in the theatrical monumentality of the Retiro Park itself. The monument to Alfonso XII at 

the water’s edge in the center of the park has been the site of many pro-immigrant 

protests, important given the anti-immigrant stance of the park’s policing. On July 23, 

2000, for example, various immigrant rights and human rights groups assembled by the 

monument to protest the offensive 1985 Foreigner’s Law/Ley de Extranjería. Under this 

law, in the words of the organization Papers for All/Papeles para Todos, “los inmigrantes 

que lleguen a España no serán personas con reconocimiento legal y derechos, sino 

<<ilegales obligados a aceptar cualquier condición de trabajo, a ocultarse, a callar ante 

las injusticias>>” (El Mundo, 24 jul. 2000). Given the increased policing of the park, it 

was the perfect site from which to launch a protest against the mistreatment of 

immigrants in the city. The rhetoric of privatization is everywhere, deeply entrenched in 

the struggles over space. And yet, even among protestors quite validated in their fear of a 

growing neoliberal presence in the university, public utilities, the political economy or a 

park in Madrid, “public” space is a concept that simplifies how space is produced.

Now, it is easy to argue, as has Berman (1986) drawing on Marx’s “The Jewish 

question” (1844), that the bourgeois revolutions of the nineteenth century split the human 

being into a private person and a public person and, consequently, that “A society of split 

men and women badly needs a terrain on which people can come together to heal their 

inner wounds – or at least to treat them – and advance from political to human 

emancipation” (Berman 1986: 476-77). The traditional idea of public space rests on this 

distinction between the public and the private, with the simultaneous privileging of the 
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former over the latter. Arendt perhaps best displays this point of view arguing that people 

must be able to come together in public in a “space of appearance.”99 Within this 

approach, the public is an ideological realm of possibility. The “space of appearance” is 

not any physical space, i.e. it is not the Retiro Park, yet the Retiro Park is a possible locus 

for the public, which is an act that must be reactivated continually. The problematic 

nature of this assertion comes to view in that the “public” entails, for Arendt and for other 

critics of her tradition, that one must sacrifice some “private” part of the self upon 

entering the “public” sphere (see Passerin d’Entreves 1992; Canovan 1985). It is easy to 

see how Don Mitchell (2003) has followed this line of thinking (see also Habermas 

1989). And yet the ontological status of the conceptual barrier public/private is 

questionable (see N. Fraser 1989). To accept the distinction is to downplay the 

pervasiveness of a hierarchical model of behavior and power relations in favor of 

provisional and pernicious abstracted mental categories. That entering the public requires 

the suspension of the private is true only for those without the power to enforce their 

interests. To accept the very idea of public and private is thus a position that takes for 

granted an underlying deployment of power. In 1743, Fernando VI allowed “personas 

decentes” to enter the grounds (Simón Palmer 2001: 70).100 King Carlos III, it is said, 

99 “For us, appearance – something that is being seen and heard by others as well as by ourselves –
constitutes reality. Compared with the reality which comes from being seen and heard, even the greatest 
forces of intimate life – the passions of the heart, the thoughts of the mind, the delights of the senses – lead 
an uncertain, shadowy kind of existence unless and until they are transformed, deprivatized and 
deindividualized, as it were, into a shape to fit them for public appearance… the presence of others who see 
what we see and hear what we hear assures us of the reality of the world and of ourselves” (The Human 
Condition 1958: 50).
100 The full citation reads: 

El 1 de octubre de 1743 Fernando VI permite la entrada en el Real Sitio a <<personas 
decentes>> en horas regulares para pasear o recrearse, con tal que no sean mujeres de 
apariencia sospechosa, mal vestidas ni con mantillas y que los hombres no vayan a 
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opened the gardens of the Retiro to the public with the restriction that they dress 

appropriately (Enciclopedia de Madrid: 672).101 This explicit condition revealed that the 

invitation was extended only to those who dressed for the occasion, i.e. those who 

adopted for the duration of the visit those norms of social conduct, or who embodied 

those socially normative constructs, privileged by the King. In 1867 the people of Madrid 

were allowed access to the Estanque (Simón Palmer 2001: 98), and under the First 

Republic, new paths were opened and the gardens were transformed (Simón Palmer 

2001: 101).

In approaching the struggle over the Retiro park, we must reject those solutions 

motivated by the utopian ideal of a public sphere in which the appearance of private 

interests is mystically short-circuited. Rather, Larra was right—all appearance is 

structured by what can be termed “private” motivations. We must point out, then, how 

the mechanism of marginalization is made visible through spatial movement in the park, 

and struggle not only against the deployment of strategies of marginalization within the 

confines of the park itself but against the ideas that although visible here are still only 

potentially or virtually (a la Bergson) visible elsewhere. There is design flaw in the idea 

caballo ni con capa y gorra sino en <<traje regular>> de cortesanos. Todos debían 
apearse en la puerta de Aparicio y entrar a pie dejando sus coches en la parte de fuera, sin 
excepción alguna. No se permitía la entrada en jardines o planteles a comunidades, ni 
regulares ni seculares, ni a familias enteras y estaba prohibido todo lo que sonara a 
diversión colectiva: bailes, músicas, comidas, etc. De estas prohibiciones quedaron libres 
únicamente el Alcaide [sic], su madre y el hijo primogénito que podía utilizar coche y el 
médico del Sitio, en casos de urgencia y con inclemencia del tiempo, siempre que 
acudiera en línea recta a casa del paciente. (70)

101 Simón Palmer (2001) elaborates:
Se insiste en el atuendo los hombre <<peinados, sin gorro, red, montera, ni cosa que 
desdiga del traje decente que se usa; es decir, en casaca y chupa, sin jaquetilla, capa ni 
gabán>>. Las mujeres al entrar guardarían el manto, <<pues a la que se le vea en el 
hombro o en cintura se le quitará por los Guardas Reales del Sitio sin que sirva de 
disculpa el ambiente u otra razón>>. (71)
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of public space—it  can never explain how a given space, such as a park, comes to be free 

of the ‘private’ (personal and structural) interests operating in the society writ-large, how 

it comes to provide a momentary lapse of subjectivity, a gap in power structures. It does 

not. Instead, this error is based upon the mistaken philosophical premise (see Bergson 

1907) that ‘nothing’ might come before ‘something’ rather than that nothing is the 

presence of something with an additional movement of thought that negates that very 

something. It is not that space is public before it is made private, that nothing predates 

something, but rather that strategies and purpose are indeed coterminous with space from 

the beginning, and it is only that a necessarily positioned analysis has not considered 

those of interest until now. It is likewise problematic, as I have argued above, to imagine 

that private interests can be transcended to produce a public space, an idea which begs the 

doubled-question of whose interests must be transcended (minority-groups) and whose 

will remain uncontested (investors).

Solving the Retiro: Criticism, contradiction & synchronicity

There are various ways of approaching the problematic production of the space of 

the Retiro. The first, who is prohibited access to the park, leads to a fight for inclusion. 

The second, that people are prohibited access to the park, leads more aptly to a critique of 

the process of exclusion itself. D. Mitchell’s The Right to the City is a well-constructed 

example of the first approach. His analysis focuses on the homeless and their access to 

space often using parks as privileged moments in the space of the city as a reference point 

for the marginalization of this group. His argument is important, coherent, and avoids 
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reifying spatial practice, allowing that the right to inhabit space can only exist as an 

activity and thus that people must actively claim space as their own through struggle—

public space is “always only proven in practice, never, that is, guaranteed in the abstract” 

(4). And yet this approach is problematic in that it is largely based on the idea that the 

struggle over space is ultimately one of inclusion of a given group of people rather than a 

questioning of the very structures that allow for exclusion. Though talk of rights cannot 

assure group inclusion, he argues, it can provide a structure that various actors can refer 

to in the struggle over space. The emphasis he places on rights, already minimal, is too 

great given that the use/interpretation of rights is in itself a problematic area of social 

practice that certainly allows for the domination of hegemonic group ideas and the 

hegemonic structure of rights talk itself. Once rights are “won,” what is to insure their 

correct interpretation and application by the courts? By law enforcement? What will 

assure that people are aware of their rights? Needless to say the jump from rights to 

praxis is a long one. D. Mitchell, in fact, undermines his own emphasis on the importance 

of rights in securing through law a precedent for the creation of public space through 

action. He writes, “that idea [of public space] has never been guaranteed. It has only been 

won through concerted struggle, and then, after the fact, guaranteed (to some extent) in 

law” (5). There seems to be in the parenthetical clarification “(to some extent)” an 

implicit recognition that his own emphasis on rights is inadequate. Moreover, his 

statement that “‘rights talk’— and even more the practical assertion of rights—remains a 

critical exercise if social justice is to be advanced rather than constricted” (6, emphasis 

added) recognizes the disparity extant between rights and their meaning, interpretation 
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and implementation. Moreover, we must nevertheless question the idea of “public” which 

informs this discussion of struggle. There can be no space bereft of ideas as long as 

humans move through it or even imagine it from afar. What is “won” through struggle is 

never an area cleansed of all marginalizing discourse but rather an area with both visible 

and invisible, actual and virtual configurations for movement through that space. Rather, 

if a given struggle is successful, the area is re-produced with a specific idea resulting 

from said struggle in mind. One acknowledgement of this invisible dimension of struggle 

is to be found in Lloyd (1997). He notes that nationalist movement struggles have 

relegated movements not identical with them to spaces of contingency.102 These non-

identical struggles can be struggles of class or gender, as he notes is the case of Ireland, 

or by extension any movement that contrasts with the hegemonic constructed normality 

of the nationalist movement. Lloyd sees the development of the nationalist movement as 

interacting with state-oriented tendencies “before or after independence” (188) and since, 

102 This space is “the mythopoeic space of arrested development and fixity vis-à-vis the forward movement 
of nationalism itself. It is, then, to the resources of this mythopoeic space that national culture is held to 
recur in its atavistic moments, while its historical modernity finds expression in the state form. The state is 
both the proper end of historical process and the eternal antagonist of contingency and myth” (178). Of 
great interest here is how this same idea gets articulated in M. Augé’s (1995) Non-places: Introduction to 
an Anthropology of Supermodernity with consequences for the argument at hand. He writes: “If a place can 
be defined as relational, historical and concerned with identity, then a space which cannot be defined as 
relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-place. The hypothesis advanced here is 
that supermodernity produces non-places, meaning spaces which are not themselves anthropological places 
and which, unlike Baudelairean modernity, do not integrate the earlier places: instead these are listed, 
classified, promoted to the status of ‘places of memory’, and assigned to a circumscribed and specific 
position. […] Place and non-place are rather like opposed polarities: the first is never completely erased, 
the second never totally completed; they are like palimpsests on which the scrambled game of identity and 
relations is ceaselessly rewritten” (77-78, 79). Here, Augé’s non-place takes on the semiological ordering 
function of Lloyd’s nationalism. While the latter relegates other social movements to an atavistic past, the
former performs the same operation on place, on history, on identity. Movement through space is thus the 
material component of a sign more often recognized as ideological. It is the iconic representation of a 
semiotically arbitrarily-motivated sign and sign- system. Controlling access to space, in the Retiro Park or 
anywhere, is always intimately connected with the phenomenon that Lloyd terms nationalism and that 
Augé terms non-place.
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in the tradition of Ernest Gellner (1983), Lloyd notes that the “nation desires the state,” 

we have just such a model of how small-scale disciplining in the Foucauldian sense 

interacts with the large-scale state-idea – through a practice of discarding that which 

cannot be disciplined; a practice performed by disciplined individuals. 

The question, then, is not simply a matter of struggle, the matter of which actors 

are battling each other in the struggle over Berkeley’s People’s Park, or the Retiro in this 

case, but one of a discourse that marginalizes. As regards the Retiro, fighting for the right 

of pedestrians of Arab and African appearance to stroll through the park’s paths— that is 

for inclusion— does not directly engage the spatial processes of capital accumulation that 

flow across the park nor the interaction of the latter with concepts of race and nation that 

determine which social constructs are most profitable. It is deceptively simple to argue 

that to combat the privatization of the park, struggle must necessarily be framed in terms 

of the park’s being made public. It may be true in practice that “To the colonialist 

offensive against the veil, the colonized opposes the cult of the veil.”103 Yet the battle for 

the park, the cult of the veil, must always be turned towards the thought that creates the 

idea of public and private spheres, towards the idea of colonizing stigmatization. The 

fight over the veil that Fanon mentions is not merely over a veil, and the struggle in the 

Retiro is not only over a park. Thusly, the solution to limited access to city space indeed 

lies in the active claiming of the park for the power struggle, but also in the unmasking of 

the public/private distinction as a socially-constructed though productive thought-

exercise that must not be uncritically accepted as categories in analysis. What happens 

103 From Frantz Fanon’s A Dying Colonialism, quoted in Said 101.
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then, if at the same time we make reference to the material practice of exclusion and the 

social constructions of race and nationality thus involved in the Retiro, we also begin to 

question the very notion of exclusion?

The first approach does well in reminding us of the meaning of active struggle in 

shaping space, yet is limited in that inclusion for one group of people or another leaves 

mechanisms of exclusion intact. It can give us only a partial picture of spatial practice. It 

fails because it does not sufficiently grapple with the problematic mental cartographies of 

public and private space involved in the process of exclusion. It fails because the 

seemingly contradictory nature of the idea that a culturally produced category may 

produce real effects is not sufficiently integrated into its critique. Let us see how this 

contradiction operates. Though D. Mitchell questions that public space ever “simply 

existed,” he employs only a slightly less muddled reification of the concept upon 

asserting that it indeed is “socially produced through struggle” (8). His emphasis on 

process, while beneficial, has opted not to question the category of public/private space 

itself. Both D. Mitchell and Giroux (2001) have argued that the public is not 

unproblematic. And yet a radical acceptance of process entails the rejection of the 

uncritical use of cultural concepts such as the public and private. D. Mitchell (2003: 130-

34) brings out Marston’s critique that the public is inherently exclusionary (and in my 

estimation, thus not “public” at all). His argument is driven toward the inclusion of the 

homeless into a public space that he believes can be created through action. In a similar 

fashion, Giroux writes that:

It is not that a genuine democratic public space once existed in some ideal 
form and has now been corrupted by the values of the market, but that
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these democratic public spheres, even in limited forms, seem no longer to 
be animating concepts for making visible the contradiction and tension 
between what Jacques Derrida refers to as the reality of existing 
democracy and “the promise of a democracy to come.” (30) 

While he admits that a genuine public space has never existed, Giroux falls into the trap 

of arguing that a public “sphere” should exist in limited ways, rather than questioning the 

very possibility of there ever being a distinction of “public/private.” The seeming 

contradiction in both D. Mitchell and Giroux I have crudely sketched above must be 

explicitly addressed. If, as I am arguing, the public is merely a sphere (or a space) in 

which private needs are realized and thus not a worthy mental category, then the critic of 

spatial practice has the responsibility to analyze how those private needs are necessarily 

realized in the public through a power struggle – i.e. (as Lloyd 1997 shows for example) 

always at the expense of other needs. Yet this is not power in the sense of distribution of 

resources or talks of rights or of inclusion of the homeless, as D. Mitchell stresses, but 

rather power in the Foucauldian sense of discipline and in the larger-scale sense of state-

effects. D. Mitchell is right to echo Lefebvre in his questioning “who has the right to the 

city.” Yet while fighting for inclusion of a certain group of marginalized can at least 

temporarily solve material problems of living in the city for a given group at a given time

– in D. Mitchell’s case the homeless – such activity will not change the processes which 

construct the very issue of exclusion itself.  What is needed is a criticism that relentlessly 

questions the distinction of the public/private as a way of tackling much more subtle 

interplays of power, and an action that although mobilizing itself in a given space, refuses 

to be quelled by modifications to that place only. Criticism and action need to 

synchronize to a movement in which the particular is always articulated in coordination 
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with the universal. Struggles over space are necessarily and simultaneously over ideas 

that overflow their expression in any given place.

Conclusion: Not just material, not merely symbolic

I have attempted to show, through brief and necessarily provisional definitions of 

culture and state, that the produced distinction between public and private obscures our 

apprehension of unfolding social problems and that we might do better to relinquish its 

hold in order to work towards constructing socially just places. I have suggested that we 

question the terms of traditional cultural analysis in order to accept a relational and 

dynamic approach to the production of space. The recent focus on bringing culture into 

analyses of the state (Steinmetz et al 1999) and bringing the state into analyses of culture 

is a confident start in this direction. Yet it is also true that an analysis of the state has 

always been an analysis of culture; an analysis of culture, likewise, has always been an 

analysis of the state. A critical geography of spatial practice will challenge this distinction 

every step of the way. This is not to “explain the causes of these categorizations” (264) as 

Bratsis first suggests, nor as he then goes on to say, to identify practices that result in our 

state thinking, but as I argue, moreover to question the ontology of intellectual categories 

and see how when we purport to be discussing spatial practices we are merely extending 

into space the trick of the intellect to see abstractions where there is real movement. I 

believe that this can be done in the terms of a reconfigured materialism such as that 

offered by Latham and McCormack (2004). This is a materialism implicitly indebted to 

the Bergsonian philosophical and methodological legacy, determined as it is to avoid the 
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pitfalls of traditional realist and idealist reductionism and thus to acknowledge the 

material effects of the movements of cultural conceptual production. It is in movement 

that power is deployed, made visible, and contested. It is in movement that issues of 

social justice are manifest, that culturally produced categories are shown to be intimately 

connected to power structures.

In its abstract form, the problematic production of space that I have analyzed in 

the case of the Retiro Park in Madrid is part of a larger-scale struggle over the use of 

space that is taking place all over the world in different shapes. Yet it is particular to the 

Retiro neighborhood, the Madrid municipality, the Autonomous Community of Madrid, 

and an imagined nation and an imagined economy in the sense that struggles must take 

place somewhere. Nevertheless, I have argued, the production of space overflows 

material place. A small-scale solution to the struggle is to disrupt policing of the park. 

Slightly better would be to “de-crust” the space of the Retiro. Yet the real struggle will 

not be solved by the production of material space alone, but rather by changing the 

production of mental space to allow for the practice of liberty. This is perhaps not easily 

done. As I have attempted to show, the production of space necessarily entails both 

mental as well as cartographic space. Furthermore, the unity of these two dimensions 

must be incorporated into any theoretical discourse that hopes to approach a real 

acknowledgement of, and a possible solution to, dynamic spatial problems. Material 

space is not merely a container for ideas; ideas do not form an ontologically distinct 

category from the physical any more than the idea of hunger is separable from a physical 

hunger. In action the idea and the physical world are one and the same. Scholarship, 
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however, must think, and in thinking it must heed Bourdieu’s warning against merely 

thinking the categories produced by the state.

If, in analyzing restricted access to the Retiro Park, we tread a well-worn path to 

ideas of “public/private” space or unquestioningly implicate the “state”, then we draw 

attention away from the brute force of joint physical/symbolic power in spatial practice. 

Entwined with these discourses are the people who practice them and who use/are used 

by them in the production of spaces – restricted spaces, protected spaces, spaces of 

marginalization, spaces of violence. These spaces have grown organically along with the 

people who have produced and reproduced them. More insidious than the way in which 

the landscape hides the past conditions of its own production, of class warfare, 

gentrification, capital accumulation, racism, and genocide, is the way in which 

scholarship reproduces mental abstractions that veil the present understanding of that 

production. I have argued that categories such as the “public/private” distinction and the 

“state” are ill-equipped to capture a production of space that is at once both material and 

symbolic. Renouncing these abstractions as objects of analysis will produce a scholarship 

that is better able to complement activism and the critique of global capital accumulation.

As Franklin asserted, we must reject a production of space that valorizes safety 

over liberty. In the tradition of Larra we must realize that public space is itself 

exclusionary. As does Foucault we must recognize that liberty is a constant practice. Yet, 

moreover, we must question the mental categories that create the illusion of public space 

and the reification of the state, and seek to practice liberty in both thought and in action 

through a critical disruption of the dichotomy of the material and the symbolic. Action, as 
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Pier Paolo Pasolini (1988) splendidly writes, is the first language of humankind. Lefebvre 

(1991b: 135) likewise unites the symbolic and the material in the notion of “thought-

action.” We must allow that, as a thought-action, the production of space be material 

without losing any of its spiritual grandeur.104 Both activism and scholarship have roles to 

play, yet we must not mistake the latter for the former. Only then will we capture the real 

movement that is the production of space. A scholarship that does not, in fact, challenge 

the reification of the various terms that the intellect is led to employ in its bending toward 

action will find itself increasingly removed from both thought and action. It will think 

itself, or it will think nothing at all. Yet, though a scholarship that does  challenge mental 

abstractions in the analysis of the production of space might in the short run find itself 

bereft of its conceptual tools, it will at length provide a place for a thought 

complementarily engaged with action.

104 The allusion here is to the cathedral tower in the fictional town of Vetusta of Leopoldo Alas’s (a.k.a. 
Clarín’s) La Regenta (1884-85). “The tower was solid without losing any of its spiritual grandeur”/“La 
torre era maciza sin perder nada de su espiritual grandeza” (p. 1). The work is first a synthesis of a) the 
positivist social (Marx) and biological (Darwin, Bernard, Lombroso) determinism of the XIXth century and 
b) the Kantian-formed Krausist doctrines of the free thinker, and secondly a destabilization of a through the 
presence of b.
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FIFTH MEDITATION—FILM THEORY:RECOVERING ICONICITY IN FILM 
STUDIES & A BERGSONIAN APPROACH TO REAL/IMAGINARY SPACE 

IN AMENÁBAR’S ABRE LOS OJOS

Introduction: The crisis in film theory

The cinema contains all three modes of the sign: indexical, iconic and 
symbolic. What has always happened is that theorists of the cinema have 
seized on one or more of these dimensions and used it as the ground for an 
aesthetic firman. 

—Peter Wollen

A crisis has long been brewing in film theory. In response to a new wave of 

cultural theory that no longer views the film as merely an isolated cultural artifact, 

criticism is beginning to conceive of cinema as an opening onto the whole of society. 

From this perspective, the seventh art not only reflects cultural norms and margins but 

also simultaneously constitutes and shapes culture in turn as part of a larger process of 

cultural production. A timely fusion of Cultural Geography with Film Studies has thus 

broadened the type of questions we ask, linking film-text with city-text and reconfiguring 

both formalist interpretation and urban investigation to comment on the ills of a systemic 

and variegated spatial production (see especially Aitken and Zonn 1994). Yet 

unfortunately, theories of film have to contend with a deeply entrenched representational 

bias that, following Saussure’s spatialized model of signification in which the signifier is 

displaced from the signified, are unable to recover the iconic and motivated basis of not 

only film, but also of the linguistic model upon which much film criticism of the 

twentieth century was based.  I will first briefly explore this representational bias and its 

consequences for Film Studies before continuing on to outline the new directions for film 

study that I believe are implicated in Henri Bergson’s differential methodology. This 
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methodology discourages the over-reliance on one tendency of reality over another and 

restores cinema to the world which it represents.

Since the days of Plato’s cave, since the play of light and projected shadows, 

representational analysis has severed the product from the process. In the case of film, the 

product, understood as mere representation—as the false reality on the wall—has been 

seen as reflective of a larger reality, as a sign of the other. The focus on this 

representational model, on the projected shadow as a container for meaning, has 

developed at the expense of a view that unites process and product. This has traditionally 

meant that questions of methodology have taken the back seat in the theater as the 

methodological similitude between artistic interpretation and the approach to social 

production has been obfuscated. Interpretation raises its voice to inquire “what do the 

shadows mean?” instead of questioning the chains that bind the subject to the wall and 

restrict the perception of the very production of cast shadows. This is the limited sphere 

of bourgeois entertainment, already constructing its path to a transcendent meaning and 

ignoring the immanence of a political, economic, cultural and social situation to which it 

is blind. In this sense, the problematics of film are rooted in a faulty conception of art 

itself. 

As Susan Sontag (1964) notes in her seminal essay “Against Interpretation,” 

“what is needed is an erotics of art” (23). This conclusion is constructed in order to 

rectify a flawed conception of art whose genealogy she traces from Platonism. In 

declaring art an imitation, the mimetic theory maintains that an image, of a bed, for 

example, cannot be real because it cannot be used as a bed. As Sontag explains, this 
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interpretive frame for art is the same lens through which reality itself is viewed, being 

here implicitly and there explicitly a mere stand in for impalpable and transcendent 

essential forms. Because art, and even reality, are then imitations, a defense of art is 

needed. This defense entails the bifurcation of form from content, and the privileging of 

the content over the form, the meaning over the situation and manner of presentation. In 

short, the bifurcation of form and content suppresses the question of the viewer in 

reifying the work of art. In this way it merely continues the interpretive project through 

which object and subject are held to be distinct. Elements of a given film are then related 

to a structure which is assumed completely visible by the spectator who imagines him or 

herself outside both the film and the structure.

This most abject simplification of the viewing experience appears in David 

Harvey’s (1990) unfortunate and, from a perspective that finds his analyses quite 

trenchant, even incongruous assertion that film is “in the final analysis, a spectacle 

projected within an enclosed space on a depthless screen” (308). This simplistic remark, 

of course, carries with it assumptions applicable not only to film, but also to space, time 

and movement as well. It appears that he reaches his conclusions because he takes for 

granted the act of interpretation. In effect he complains that Blade Runner falls into 

escapism because it presents no step by step road to revolution, lamenting that “The 

strongest social bond between Deckard and the replicants in revolt […] never generates 

the slightest hint that a coalition of the oppressed might be forged between them” (313; 

cf. Doel & Clarke 1997: 160), thus downplaying the counter-reading that records the 

dystopian vision of Los Angeles 2019 as a critique of the present patterns of capital flows 
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and the lack of sufficient attention to concerns of social justice. The overly assertive and 

decidedly interpretational move he undertakes in these final pages of The Condition of 

Postmodernity reifies Blade Runner in particular, and any cultural object in principle, to 

be the static container for a revolutionary idea or for that matter a counterrevolutionary 

idea, thus neglecting that a “coalition of the oppressed” might form around any number 

of cultural artifacts and suppressing alternate readings of canonized texts. Because it has 

not formed around Blade Runner, Harvey follows a line of thought that states the film 

itself made the formation of this community impossible. In doing so, in striving for a 

revolution he believes to have clearly formulated, he commits a philosophical error of 

confusing the possible and the real, denying the revolutionary potential that exists as 

tendency throughout all production, filmic or otherwise. 

This very error is attacked by Bergson in an essay of The Creative Mind, where he 

explains that the possible only comes into being after the real, along with a retroactive 

shift of mind that places it before the real. This, then, is a false possible which clouds the 

apprehension of a true possible, a tendency—the virtual—whose actualization effects a 

passage into the real. Harvey has decided retroactively that because a community of the 

oppressed has not become real, i.e. has not actualized itself as a response to Blade 

Runner, then it was not possible in the first place, in fact a frightening manifestation of 

determinism. If we are to find “new ways of thinking and feeling” (322) as Harvey 

(1990) rightly asserts, we must resist the temptation to declare a cultural artifact as 

definitively either the revolutionary catalyst of new patterns of thought or a bourgeois 

dead-end. This is to turn our attention more properly to thought itself. In producing new 
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readings of canonical texts, for example, feminist and postcolonial approaches have 

indeed done just that—actualized a virtuality into the real, produced the very thing which 

was considered not possible by former marginalizing theory and discourse.105 In short, 

there are approaches to cultural texts that tend towards seeking to fix, to make precise, to 

settle once and for all, to exhaust meaning, to close, and there are those that tend to 

critically retrace, to widen, to explore new connections, to revitalize, to open. 

My approach to film must be the latter. This is to continue a Bergsonian method 

of differentiation that places opposites within each other as tendencies and that holds up 

thought itself as the preeminent social production from which unjust patterns of closure 

and liberating patterns of opening flow. Difference is not between things, but in things 

themselves. To leave behind questions of representation here is to recognize the 

cohabitation of multiplicities in a variegated world of possibilities, and to point towards a 

movement of thought which, by leaving the contradictions of traditional interpretation 

unresolved, becomes freed from its own constraints and is subsequently able to produce 

the new. This will methodologically and necessarily place film into larger philosophical 

and geographical issues, as well as into patterns of thought and patterns of consumption. 

In the realm of Film Studies, continuing the Bergsonian critique of “intellect” through a 

differential methodology (see the first meditation) entails an understanding of the way in 

which current approaches to film limit their scope and conclusions through 

philosophically rooted imbalances. In fact, as soon as the film is severed from the society 

105 Elizabeth Grosz’s Time Travels (2005) is an excellent path into questions of this kind. Especially 
relevant are chapters 6-9 which take on “Deleuze, Bergson and the Virtual,” Merleau-Ponty, Bergson and 
the Question of Ontology,” “The Thing” and “Prosthetic Objects,” respectively.
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in which it is produced, as soon as film is understood to be governed by metaphor at the 

expense of metonymical connections, cinematic analyses are curtailed. 

Instead of approaches that limit film as only representational, symbolic, 

metaphorical, what is needed is a perspective that methodologically balances the film on 

one side and the world outside film on the other, that seeks to blend both cinema’s iconic 

nature as well as its manipulated structure, and that refuses to restrict the film to being 

one of two poles: either being revolutionary or conservative, resistance or 

commodification, dissent or complicity. From Bergson’s works one may glean that one 

pole always coexists with the other, the new inhabits the old, the unthought inhabits the 

already thought, even if the old holds back the new. Michael Dear’s theory of filmspace 

as articulated in The Postmodern Urban Condition displays a firm grasp of the 

immanence and constructedness of both film and city.106 In refusing to limit cinema as a 

reflection of city, his theory from the outset seeks to fold film into the built environments 

for both production and consumption. Although he gives his model spatialized form on 

the page (190), drawing what are apparently isolated boxes representing the “film text,” 

“place of production,” “production of place,” and “consumption in place,” I suggest that 

106 Necessarily like all criticism his argument is at times problematic. Quite troublesome is his forceful 
distinction between the viewer and the critic, each of which possesses its own box in the diagram (190). 
Similarly, his concluding remarks fall into a standard art-life binary (such as that denounced by Sontag 
1964). Dear states, “We may even go on to imagine and create a life, a city, that mimics the movies” (193). 
Although perhaps a poignant ending to a chapter, the statement both begs the question of which movie (and 
which aspect of a movie) to mimic and leaves unacknowledged that our lives and cities undoubtedly and 
necessarily, immanently, already mimic the movies. As his model itself presupposes, there is little 
ontological distance between film and city in the first place. Notwithstanding, the theory is a necessary 
corrective to theories of film that merely read the film text as a content reflective of reality, those auteur
theories that equate film with directorial intent, and those that compromise the revolutionary capacity of 
film from the outset because of a determined industrial bias and ties to capital. It is, in fact, important to see 
how the scales Dear has abstracted from a unitary experience are all intimately connected, and how in 
understanding each there lies in wait a problematic separation of heterogeneous and homogeneous 
multiplicities.
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the boxes are best understood as abstractions wrought of a unitary experience. These 

abstractions in effect serve as so many socially constructed scales (see Marston 2000) 

from which to view a singularity of movement that takes up both cinema and city. In this 

meditation and the next, I will explore each of these scales with particular attention to 

how, at each level and both philosophically and literally, space is routinely cleaved from 

time in order to simplify production in a drive toward meaning. In order to pursue this 

new and composite method of thinking film, in this meditation I will reassess the 

philosophical problems that invite theory to cleave that which is representing from that 

which is represented. Restoring metonymy and iconicity to a film theory historically 

driven by metaphorical concerns and arbitrary connections recovers the relevance of the 

material problems of city-space to the (purportedly) purely symbolic nature of film. At 

the level of “film text” I will take on the seeming contradiction between metaphor and 

metonymy produced by scholarship and question the aim of this separation be it from one 

side or the other. I will show that an erroneous methodology has been largely responsible, 

in recent history and as a reaction to older “realist” takes on cinema, for the creation of a 

structuralist/linguistic vision of the seventh art. This linguistic view of film, of course, 

reproduces the bifurcation of metonymy and metaphor found in the studies of language 

itself and the concomitant privileging of metaphor over metonymy, arbitrariness over 

iconicity. In effect, approaches which privilege either one of these over the other both 

sever the indivisible nondual flow of experience into a spatialized form where the 

categories become visible as supposedly distinct from each other. I will argue that film is 
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at once both metaphorical and metonymical, governed by arbitrary patterns of meaning 

and iconic systems of being, and furthermore that there cannot be one without the other.

In order to address Dear’s “consumption in place,” the final part of the present 

meditation will look at the viewing experience through Deleuze’s Cinema books and the 

implications of the break in sensory-motor phenomena he identifies as the time-image. A 

discussion of Alejandro Amenábar’s Abre los ojos (1997) will depart from the time-

image to take on the problematic relation between the real and the imaginary that the film 

expresses. I will explore the more profound perceptual displacement of the real from the 

imaginary, of real space from imaginary space in order to show the mistaken 

philosophical basis of this separation and the very real political implications of this 

approach, which from the outset limits efforts to think social change. I will argue that in 

spatializing the real-imaginary, in partitioning the one from the other, the film profoundly 

limits the act of thinking social change. Instead, Deleuze’s Bergsonian-inspired cinema 

books in order to reveal a concept of the real-imaginary that allows for the production of 

the new and the potential for social change that exists at any-moment-whatever.

Film text: Iconicity, icon and city

Films are objects constructed through the language of art—or so some would have 

it. This is not only an incomplete picture, as Stephen Prince suggests, but also, I would 

argue, one that obfuscates the role capital plays in the construction of space. Prince’s 

article, “The Discourse of Pictures: Iconicity and Film Studies” (1993) draws upon a 

body of work by film philosophers such as Pier Paolo Pasolini and Christian Metz and 
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provides a theoretical basis for recapturing film studies from a decidedly linguistic bent. 

Though he succeeds in questioning the preeminence of symbolic or arbitrary signification 

in film analysis, he unjustly sees the iconic in film as a universal cognitive process that 

takes place independent from culture. The present section is an attempt, first as Prince 

does, to supply an iconic corrective to a psychoanalytically symbolic cinematic 

hermeneutic and, second, to restore to the presence of this necessary iconicity in film a 

cultural dimension. Each of these acts functions with the other. For it is through the 

method of spatial, intellectual (in the Bergsonian sense), that is ontological, division that 

iconic motivation is initially and pervasively severed from arbitrary signification. It is 

likewise through a spatial division of intellect that iconicity and arbitrariness as a 

conjoined whole are then distanced from an immanent social, political and cultural world. 

Though iconic signification takes place simultaneously with arbitrary signification in 

film, the iconic dimension of its representation is what motivates a critical geography of 

film and as such is entirely necessary to folding cinema into city-space. 

Whereas films visually hide the conditions of their own production, traditional 

film analysis inversely tends to hide the meanings inscribed in space under a Cristo-wrap 

of terms such as fiction and artistry. This section picks up where Prince left off. 

Beginning with a discussion of the common erroneous perception of film as only a 

product of the language of art (the grammar, the arbitrary linkages), I will show how the 

lack of iconic studies in film is rooted in a non-recognition of the iconic in language 

itself. I will then raise the issue of the iconic nature of film and its importance for a 

critical geography of film.
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Film and language

Despite the cultural hegemony of the Russian Formalists, Italian Neo-Realists and 

the French New-Wave, film is not only constituted through the language of art. This is 

the language of cuts, close-ups, the realist long takes/deep focus, hand held camerawork 

and false eyeline-matches to unsettle the viewer or create a sense of irony. The notion of 

a juxtapositional and arbitrary formal grammar is contrasted with a base-level content 

which it then trumps in importance. Although it is the system of arbitrary signification, of 

juxtaposition that has historically captured the attention of film analysis,107 it downplays 

not only the motivated nature of the filmic sign as well as the motivated moment of an 

embodied viewership. Relevant to the notion of embodied viewership (Shaviro 1993) are 

David Harvey’s (1989) five loci of consciousness formation (individual, family, 

community, state and class) and Sallie Marston’s (2000) idea of scale as socially 

constructed (local city/urban, regional, national, global; for example).

Unlike written texts, which depend predominantly (but not only) on arbitrary 

systems of signification, filmic texts are based predominantly on iconic representation. 

As Pier Paolo Pasolini notes: 

[The filmmaker] chooses a series of objects, or things, or landscapes, or 
persons as syntagmas (signs of a symbolic language) which while they 
have a grammatical history invented in that moment – as in a sort of 
happening dominated by montage—do, however, have an already lengthy 
and intense pregrammatical history. [Original italics]

107 Consider the following quotation from Hal Hartley’s short film “Theory of Achievement” that lauds the 
juxtaposition of images and by extension the importance of Eisenstein’s formalist theory of montage in 
deriving meaning from the cinematic text. “When two images are juxtaposed, in a relationship that is, not 
concrete or, logical, in terms of conventional perception, conventional perception is either, obsolete or, is 
obliged to assess its intentions. What does it look for? What does it want to see? Does it ask to see only that 
which affirms its own existence?”
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[…] This is probably the principal difference between literary and 
cinematographic works (if such a comparison matters). The linguistic or 
grammatical world of the filmmaker is composed of images, and [filmic] 
images are always concrete, never abstract. (“The ‘Cinema of Poetry’” 
171) 

One would never experience the sign “tree” in a film as in a book. There can exist no 

such generality on the screen – a “tree” is always a “pine tree” or an “orange tree,” 

whether or not spoken or written systems distinguish or have a name for such 

peculiarities. This concreteness has consequences for a critical geography of film. Using 

a park as an example, one may begin to see these consequences. Whereas the signifier 

“park” or the image of a park as described in a novel may be fictional, playing up the 

class-mediated arbitrary/cultural meanings of relaxation, leisure, monumentality, when 

you see, for example, the “Retiro Park” on the screen, you see an iconic representation of 

the Retiro Park in Madrid. In a movie filmed on location there can be no generalized sign 

“park.” Iconic representation in such a film is always connected to concrete place, and 

thus also to all its attendant conceptions of meaning.108

I believe the lack of interest in the role of iconicity in film is predicated on a lack 

of interest in the iconic in language. This aversion to the iconic, itself extant in all visual 

and aural languages, is perhaps most a consequence of the domination of the field of 

linguistics by Noam Chomsky whose supposedly universal grammatical concerns ignore 

108 Here it is interesting to note in passing that even a staged park created only for filming in a sound set 
would still be an iconic representation of a park, it is only that this park does not exist. Relevant here is 
Félix Martínez-Bonati’s (1992) assertion that when discussing the novel, the concept “fiction” is not the 
same as the concept “inauthentic.” Translating this theory of the written (arbitrary) sign to the screen, it 
follows that this park, though fictional, is still authentic. Though the subject now arises of the iconic 
representation of fictionally authentic place in film, for example in science fiction in which there is a higher 
degree of physical or digital set construction than in other genres, This discussion is outside the scope of 
my trajectory here.
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iconicity, or in the words of Peter Wollen (1972), whose take on language “banishes the 

ungrammatical into outer darkness” (124). Yet this conception of language is itself rooted 

in a change of perception of linguistic functions that Michel Foucault notes of the 16th to 

17th centuries. In The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (1971), he 

writes of the change in the nature of sign. The sign, the word, at one time was conceived 

of as somehow resembling (read iconically) what it represented. A disconnect in the 

mode of signification led to the 17th century arbitrary conception of the relationship 

signifier-signified. Perhaps it is the influence of this change that has survived in the work 

of Chomsky.

Lest one think that iconicity is merely a visual phenomenon, it will be important 

to give a few examples of iconicity in spoken/written languages. As Ivan Fónagy (1999) 

states, “Iconicity, far from being a marginal kind of verb play, is a basic principle of live 

speech, and more generally, of natural languages” (3). Roman Jakobson and Linda 

Waugh have made some of the most significant contributions in this area.109

Onomatopoeia is the most frequently recognized iconic form in this area, but there is also 

phonesthesia (word groupings ending in –ash, crash, bash, flash, stash, for example, all 

share the characteristic of quickness). Iconicity, in fact, occurs at all scales of 

spoken/written language, from the level of phoneme/grapheme through that of syntactical 

structures.110

109 Jakobson (1965), Jakobson and Waugh (1979), and Waugh and Newfield (1995) serve as good 
introductory readings. Waugh and Newfield (1995) is particularly concise and informative regarding the 
presence of iconicity in the lexicon.
110 Syntactic Iconicity and Linguistic Freezes: The Human Dimension provides many examples of this type 
of iconicity. Among them is the classic example stemming from Jakobson (1965): veni vidi vici. Joseph H. 
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Furthermore, the meaning of spoken language is highly dependent upon visual 

cues not unlike those which are grammatically a part of signed languages. As Pasolini 

writes, “In fact, a word (lin-sign or language sign) spoken with a certain facial expression 

has one meaning; spoken with another expression it has another meaning, quite possibly 

its opposite” (“The ‘Cinema of Poetry’” 167).111 Likewise, just as iconicity exists in 

spoken/written languages and the visual field, so too, arbitrariness exists in languages in 

the visual modality, ASL (American Sign Language), LSE (Lengua de señas española), 

LSC (Llengue de signes catalanes) for example. These are natural languages that have 

their own syntax and lexicon which are subject to change over time. As such, they do not 

merely consist of iconic representational “gestures” but rather arbitrary signifiers that 

operate in the same way as spoken languages, only this time in the visual field.112 This 

lack attention on the iconicity inherent to natural languages has been to the detriment of 

film criticism.

Greenberg writes that this sequence is “the mapping of succession in language with succession in real time. 
[…] the act of seeing follows the act of coming and the act of conquering follows the act of seeing.” (59)
111 The study of facial expression and gesture was termed “kinesics” by Ray Birdwhitsell. He and Paul 
Ekman, as Prince notes, are point of entry to the field. See Birdwhitsell’s Kinesics and Context (1970) and 
Approaches to Emotion (1984), ed. Klaus R. Scherer and Paul Ekman.
112 For more information in this area, the reader may consult Seeing Language in Sign: The Work of 
William C. Stokoe (1996) by Jane Maher for the biographically driven historical view of acceptance by 
hearing linguists of ASL as a language, Linguistics of American Sign Language: An Introduction (2000) by 
Clayton Valli and Ceil Lucas for a discussion of ASL phonemes and syntax and The Mask of Benevolence
(1992) by Harlan Lane for an understanding of the cultural colonization of the deaf by the hearing. For an 
interesting take on iconic and non-iconic forms in signed language, see “Spatial structure as a syntactical or 
a cognitive operation: Evidence from signing and nonsigning children” by Filip Loncke in Syntactic 
Iconicity and Linguistic Freezes the Human Dimension (1995).
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The war against iconicity

The study of iconicity, and thus its relevance to film studies, has been severely 

crippled by Saussurean concepts of language. That iconicity is of little or no importance 

in film studies is not only caused by the absence of study of the iconic in natural 

languages, but also by the presence of a Saussurean take on the sign. The influence of 

Saussurean linguistics, which privileges the arbitrary over the iconic and the indexical, 

has had some disastrous consequences for the study of cinema.113 Prince states succinctly 

that: 

Film theory since the 1970s has tended to place great emphasis upon what 
is regarded as the arbitrary nature of the signifier-signified relationship, 
that is, upon the purely conventional and symbolic aspect of signs. What 
this focus has tended to displace is an appreciation of the iconic and 
mimetic aspect of certain categories of signs, namely pictorial signs, those 
most relevant to an understanding of the cinema. This stress upon the 
arbitrary nature of semiotic coding has had enormous consequences for the 
way film studies as a discipline has tended to frame questions about visual 
meaning and communication. (99)

Because films use concrete places, the meanings inscribed in these concrete places will 

necessarily have bearing on their interpretive possibilities in film.

If a film’s importance is to be found only in the arbitrary, this severely limits the 

capability of film analysis to comment on systems of injustice whose meanings, due to 

the uneven geographic development of capitalism, are inscribed in space, concretely then, 

in place. As Charles Sanders Peirce argued, signs are involved in a triadic model of 

113 Just as interesting as the idea that film analysis has been shaped by Saussurean linguistics is the idea that
the bias towards arbitrariness inherent in Saussure’s model of language might itself be a consequence of 
literary attitudes which have participated in the self-congratulatory practice of denigrating “mimicry,” and 
with it, the iconic and indexical basis for constructing meaning. This bias is still very strong in some 
literature departments, and forms the supposed theoretical basis for the privileging of text-based analysis 
over film studies.
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signification involving not only arbitrariness but also iconicity and indexicality. Wollen 

(1972) powerfully comments on these processes of signification and their involvement in 

film:

The cinema contains all three modes of the sign: indexical, iconic and 
symbolic. What has always happened is that theorists of the cinema have 
seized on one or more of these dimensions and used it as the ground for an 
aesthetic firman. (125)

In the cinema, it is quite clear, indexical and iconic aspects are by far the 
most powerful. (140)

The combined meaning of these two quotations lies in that they work to correct an error 

of film analysis as well as highlight that which is unique to film, as compared with the 

written text. As a visual image that in some sense captures reality, film should draw our 

attention to attitudes that shape and are shaped by that reality.

A focus on the arbitrary nature of the sign above its coexisting iconic and 

indexical aspects in film seems to be a consequence of trained formalist literary scholars 

transposing their modes of analysis from the linguistic to the visual text. The bias that 

language is the preeminent system of signs through which to interpret all others is an easy 

sell for critics of written texts who can by the very nature of their work (their object of 

study is undoubtedly constructed by language) thus place themselves at the center of an 

hermeneutic paradigm. Consider also the Tartú School (most notably I. Lotman and J. 

Uspenski), whose analyses posited language as a primary modeling system and all other 

sign systems as secondary modeling systems dependent on the first. Or the Sapir-Whorf 

hypothesis that sees reality as essentially filtered through or even constructed by 

language. Again, it is not that film is bereft of arbitrary signs or that language does not 
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mediate at some level our interpretation of the visual. Instead, all these efforts to analyze 

reality are based on a certain view of language as the preeminent sign system and have 

thus have hierarchically privileged arbitrariness over iconicity, leaving a blind spot in 

study of the cinema that must be corrected.

In contrast, the direction that cognitive scientists and some semioticians have 

taken disrupts this hierarchy. Language, for them, is one of many semiotic systems. It 

follows that privileging arbitrary processes of signification over iconic ones is 

particularly erroneous given the very iconic nature of film. In the words of Pasolini, the 

semiotic code of cinema is not the semiotic code of language, but rather is the semiotic 

code of reality.114 It is acceptance of this idea that matters for a critical geographical 

analysis of film. Moreover, it is important to note that this does not preclude the film 

critic in any way from commenting on social structures or systems. Pasolini writes:

Because, in fact, the “gaze” of a peasant, perhaps even of an entire town or 
region in prehistoric conditions of underdevelopment, embraces another 
type of reality than the gaze given to that same reality by an educated 
bourgeois. Not only to the two actually see different sets of things, but 
even a single thing in itself appears different through the two different 
“gazes.” (“The Cinema of Poetry” 177)

These two gazes use the same code to approach reality; it is only that their positions 

regarding that reality differ.

114 From “Living Signs and Dead Poets” (1967). This idea is also found in Christian Metz who states that, 
in the semiotic sense of the word, the images of cinema are always motivated. This motivation is the 
semiotic process of iconicity and not that of the arbitrariness of spoken/written language. Though perhaps 
Metz and Pasolini agreed on this point, they had their differences. Metz was strident in his faith that unlike 
a language system, Cinema has no double articulation. That is to say that whereas language systems, 
Spanish for example, have phonemes (minimal units of sound) and morphemes (minimal units of meaning), 
Metz maintained that Cinema had no such division and that its smallest unit of meaning was the equivalent 
of the sentence. Pasolini, on the other hand, in “The Written Language of Reality” (1966) maintained that 
the cinematic image could be broken down into kinemes, or the objects within the frame – a bucket, a 
swath of sky, a book of cinema criticism on a table, etc.
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As Pasolini asserts (1988), the semiotic code of cinema is the semiotic code of 

reality. When viewed from a paradigm that accepts the priority of cognitive semiotic 

models over linguistic models of signification, this statement becomes in some sense a 

truism. There are admittedly some flaws with this idea that are not fully addressed by 

Pasolini—we have in film only the illusions of motion and three-dimensionality as well 

as the complete absence of olfactory and tactile modes of sensing. Nevertheless, taking as 

an assumption that iconicity is a sliding scale115 dependent in some form on technological 

advances, the film medium is the most iconic mode of representation available (barring 

realistic virtual reality experiments that are surely just over the horizon).

Given this idea, it is disturbing that arbitrary signification would seriously 

outmuscle iconic representation in cinematic analysis. This way of viewing film 

privileges form (or artistry) over content (image) instead of linking the two in a single 

conception of cinematic message that is at once structural/arbitrary and iconic/motivated. 

The result is that viewers are encouraged to interpret the film in terms of its fictive 

artistry, that is, in overarching generalizations detached from the specific nature of place. 

At best these generalizations are images of “the universal plight of the working man.” At 

their worst they are trite depoliticized metaphors for the “human condition” or “the 

ephemeral nature of love.” A theory of cinema must recognize its iconic nature, more 

specifically, its specificity of place, first and foremost, integrating this with a given film’s 

artistry to produce meaning. This iconic nature of the filmic image surpasses the 

115 This idea of a scale of iconicity is implicit in Prince. “Moreover, iconic representation is appropriately 
understood in terms of degrees of resemblance rather than the all-or-nothing terms of arbitrariness or 
identicality. A photograph, for example, exhibits a higher degree of iconicity than a line drawing” (102).
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director’s intentions for the film, yet always works with indexical and arbitrary modes of 

signification to produce meaning. The iconic basis for the film may contradict or support 

a given director’s cinematographic intent, but it is always present and needs to be 

evaluated in any analysis of the film. I will have a chance to pursue the implicit 

importance of iconicity in film in the next meditation when we take a look at the role of 

Madrid’s Retiro Park in Carlos Saura’s Taxi (1996).

Toward a unitary view of film

The iconic nature of film is coexistent with embedded arbitrary and indexical 

meanings. This fact is shown quite succinctly and in such a clear manner by Jeff Hopkins 

that an entire paragraph is worthy of reproduction here:

For example, let us imagine one frame in a documentary film depicting a 
wide-angle shot of a city skyline. Is the film image an icon, an index, or a 
symbol? How strong might be the impression of an “almost real” film city, 
and how much effort might be required to “willingly suspend” one’s 
disbelief that the film city is merely a projected image of light and shadow 
rather than an actual city? The film city is signified by all three semiotic 
processes. The projected image is an iconic sign because it convincingly 
represents or resembles what viewers visually experience, or might expect 
to experience, as a city in the everyday material world. The image is also 
an index because it has causal connection to the material world. The 
skyline on the screen has been created by light reflecting off a “real” city 
and hitting raw film stock to produce a representation on the film of the 
city. The city image may also be read as a symbol of any one of a number 
of socially constructed conventions: adventure, mystery, progress, 
temptation, and so-forth. Because it is a documentary film, a so-called 
“live –action” authentic record of actual events using real people and 
objects in an actual space and time (Singleton 1986), spectators are more 
apt to accept the film city as real, which will lesson the effort necessary to 
suspend their disbelief. (53)
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To use Hopkins’ example, film studies have tended to focus on the city skyline as a 

symbol thus privileging an arbitrary mode of signification. Yet the iconic aspects of the 

skyline are just as important. In a documentary, the iconicity gives a sense of the 

specificity of place locating the film’s message concretely along the axes of time and 

space. Chris Marker’s Le joli mai (1963), for example, is not only a commentary on the 

human universals of peace, war, love and money but also on the specific economic and 

social conditions that existed in Paris in 1962 after the Algerian War. To accept this 

argument in a documentary, as does Hopkins, is one thing. To see that the same process 

goes on in supposedly fictional films is somewhat of another matter, although a quite 

necessary and important one. Discussing the issue further will necessitate reassessing our 

notions of narrative, fact and fiction.

Fictional films, as documentaries, are representations of or comments on concrete

locations in time and space. The overlapping of fictional and non-fictional narratives has 

been discussed by Linda Hutcheon (1980), Hayden White (1987) and Félix Martínez-

Bonati (1992), among others. The distinction between history and fiction in the written 

text has been shown to be cloudy at worst, and at best a false distinction between 

narrative modes that legitimizes certain authority. To bring this distinction into the study 

of cinema is to wrongly privilege the documentary over the fictional film. The 

documentary is no more a “truth” than the historical text. Both the documentary and the 

fictional film, as are the historical text and the fictional text, are ways of contesting or 

legitimizing ideology. This ideology is always tied to a sense of place. This is true even 

of the fantasy film, with less on-location filming, where place is evoked through the 
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representation of community. Consider Star Wars I: The Phantom Menace where racist 

ideas of community and place are evoked through accent and phenotype of the strange 

looking humanoids. But this is most true of an on-location urban film, such as City of 

Angels that in addition to representing community, inevitably place-bound, evokes a 

recognizable cityscape (Los Angeles). These films, predominantly the big-budget multi-

national blockbusters, are designed to cause in the viewer a reaction of superficial 

identification or recognition. “That is the hotel Bonaventure in LA.” “Those are the twin 

towers of New York.” “That is the Eiffel tower in Paris.” There is an overlap, in this 

sense, of the narratives of cinema and tourism, something not surprising given that the 

semiotic code of cinema is the semiotic code of reality (Pasolini 1988). This recognition 

works predominantly visually and caters to an aesthetic that is too often depoliticized. 

Yet this must not necessarily be so. Consider Alex de la Iglesia’s film El día de la 

bestia (1995), whose iconic representation of urban space in Madrid, as Malcolm 

Compitello shows, lends itself to an anti-capitalist interpretation.116 It is not that analyses 

of arbitrary signs in film cannot be political. Take for example Marvin D’Lugo’s analyses 

of Medem’s Amantes del Círculo Polar (1998) and Almodóvar’s Todo sobre mi madre

(1999). He is successfully able to extrapolate from the film to issues of the construction 

of national identity through a synecdoche seeing Medem’s Otto and Ana as a metaphor 

for Spanishness.117 He sees Almodóvar’s Manuela, likewise, as a synecdoche inserting 

116 See “From Planning to Design: The Culture of Flexible Accumulation in Post-Cambio Madrid” (1999) 
by Malcolm Alan Compitello for an article that uses iconic references to the built environment in Madrid as 
a basis for analysis of the film’s message.
117 D’Lugo writes: “The narrational mechanism of the film underscores the two protagonists’ narrative and 
visual self-placement in ever-expanding circles, as if, through their movements and genealogy, they were 
symbolically widening the borders of their own imagined community. […] In effect, the film restages 
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the Argentine into a Spanish context. Yet unlike that of Compitello, such analyses are 

insufficient to explain power as rooted to space in scales other than the national. To 

explain the uneven geographical development of capitalism at the local and city/urban 

scales an iconic geography of film is imperative. In this section, I have established a 

theoretical framework in which a geographical analysis of film is appropriate. The next 

section will deal with why such an analysis is also important.

Cinema and tourism

The space of cinema is the space of tourism. Narratives of tourism play 

themselves out on the global screen. The globalization of the film industry has created a 

forum in which film viewing is more and more akin to sedentary tourism, especially so 

since cinema is a commercially viable way to package otherness. It works also to conquer 

space through time. Think for a moment of the characters of the novels of John Cheever 

who fear rapid modes of transportation, particularly the airplane, because of how they 

distort time and space. Should we not also fear cinema for its ability to do the same? 

Semiotician Iuri Lotman has written about a “two-fold experience” where the film’s 

observer participates in “simultaneously forgetting and not forgetting that the experience 

is imaginary in origin” (Hopkins 57; reading Lotman 1976: 17). Hopkins writes:

By juxtaposing signs signifying other times and spaces, therefore, film 
promotes expansions and compressions in the viewer’s temporal and 
spatial sensibilities; boundaries of time and space may become permeable 
and blurred. The viewer is simultaneously inside and outside the film, 

national history as a family geneaology in which the presumed coherence of a nation is progressively 
undermined by the complexity of human relations that cannot be so easily contained within geographic 
borders. Thus character movement and plot twists effectively redraw the map of Spain, moving its 
characters and audience back and forth along paths that are continually defined beyond the national” (83).
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construing both fantasy and reality, switching back and forth across 
distances, visiting various settings and times, experiencing what Fell has 
termed a kind of ‘geographic omnipresence’ (1975, p.63), without ever 
leaving his or her seat. (57)

The language that Hopkins uses to explain both Lotman and Fell piques our interest 

because of the contrast between the concepts that he utilizes of “fantasy” and “reality,” a 

distinction replicated by the phrase “imaginary in origin” in the first quotation above. 

This descriptive language almost seems to undermine his point, mainly that there is a 

confluence of two places and times which both serve equally to constitute the reality of 

the spectator. The phrase “without ever leaving his seat,” which recalls the research 

method of the armchair anthropologists of the nineteenth century, is key to an 

understanding of how the cinematic experience is at once a visual spectacle and a virtual 

act of tourism. Within the theater, and mirroring the cohabitation of form and content, 

metaphor and metonymy, the two geographies of the theater and surrounding areas and 

that presented on the screen, collapse into one, if variegated, semiotic field.

The role of iconicity becomes more important in a globalized film industry 

focused on selling place. Consider iconic filmic representations of el Parque del Retiro 

and Hopkins’s skyline examples that we looked at before. They both have arbitrary 

meanings—the first leisure and freedom, the second modernity and progress. Yet in an 

industry in which film has to successfully negotiate the local and the global to make a 

profit, they also become, through their place-rooted iconicity, a way for international 

viewers to come to conceptualize the space of the other.

I will show shortly, through a discussion of the role of El Retiro in Carlos Saura’s 

Taxi (1996), how a film can reproduce space uncritically in a manner that is more 
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appropriate to a tourist brochure than a critical geographical document. Compitello 

(1999) articulates the blending of iconic, indexical and arbitrary meanings of Alex de la 

Iglesia’s El día la bestia in “From Planning to Design: The Culture of Flexible 

Accumulation in Post-Cambio Madrid.” At the root of the film’s ideology is an 

understanding of the processes of spatial production taking place in Madrid, and 

iconically on the screen through their representation. The Torres KIO and the Edificio 

Capitol are not short of being the key actors of the film. It is interesting that in both film 

and city, processes are the invisible that we can only access through their reified 

apparently static forms -- architecture and urban planning. The space rendered by these 

films is accessible to the observer, once again, filtered by Harvey’s loci of consciousness 

formation at Marston’s social constructions of scale, in terms of that observer’s 

conception of space interpretation of the hegemonic meanings inscribed therein. 

La comunidad, in a sense the inverse of Kirk Jones’ Waking Ned Divine (1998),118

iconically reproduces the problems of urban Madrid as it plays upon the rearticulation of 

human relations through the logic of capital. Although most of the film takes place 

indoors, and could easily be constructed as a set, the building, fictional or otherwise, 

iconically represents an urban Madrileñan environment with all of its corresponding 

social ills. Perhaps the most recognizable setting of the film is the final chase atop the 

roofs of the Banco de España119 and surrounding buildings. The film visually 

appropriates a number of filmic predecessors, most notably among them the opening 

118 While Waking Ned Devine tells the story of a small rural community in which one man (and his helper) 
successfully transfers a dead man’s riches to the entire community, La comunidad sees Emilio (and then 
Charly) attempting to steal all the money for himself, supposedly in the name of a small urban community.
119 The building’s presence in the movie is not sufficiently analyzed by Rodriguez.
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rooftop chase scene from Hitchcock’s Vertigo (1958). It is key to note, however, that 

there is a change here in the representation of monumental structures that places El día de 

la bestia’s framing of the Torres KIO close to Saura’s framing of the Equestrian Statue of 

Alfonso XII. In both movies, monuments are filmed almost straight on at low angles and 

presented as totalities as they might be on a postcard photograph. In de la Iglesia’s most 

recent and successful film, however, the most recognizable landmark, that of the Banco 

de España, is shown only from above. The movement and height of the shot frame the 

urban structures as dangerous but dare to toe the line in presenting them as recognizable 

but not packaged postcard images of one of the banks that funded the expansion of 

Madrid’s Gran Vía.

In conclusion, despite a long semiotic history that has marginalized the iconic and 

indexical in favor of the arbitrary mode of signification, iconic and indexical signs 

necessarily play a large role in interpretation of films. It is not that the formalist tendency 

to fixate on arbitrary patterns of meaning is incorrect or unnecessary, but rather that a 

film’s meaning must be constructed taking into account Pierce’s triadic model of the sign. 

The iconic and indexical in film are particularly important in revealing the geographical 

basis of an inherently spatial medium. A geographical analysis of film is moreover 

imperative in combating the spatial hegemony of late-capitalism. This analysis may at 

times contradict a formal analysis of a film or may at others support it. One must 

remember that filmic images, as Pasolini (1988) rightly says, are always concrete, and 

never abstract. This concreteness has two faces, one which frames the imagined place of 

pre-production, and the other which opens outward on the post-production viewing place.
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Consumption in place: Bergson, Deleuze & Amenábar

Although Bergson had denounced the cinema in a now familiar passage of 

Creative Evolution (306), Deleuze rightly restores to Bergsonian philosophy its open and 

revitalizing approach to cinema. Though for Bergson the cinematographic character of 

consciousness manifested itself as a truncation, as a testimony to the error of viewing 

flow through staticity, Deleuze is able to recover the enormous virtual resonance of the 

art form with the whole of Bergson’s philosophy of becoming. In his two cinema books, 

The Movement-Image 1983, and The Time- Image 1985, Deleuze effects that detailed 

synthesis of philosophy and film which Bergson had insinuated, in spite of the latter’s 

intent to use the “cinema” as a metaphor for the divisions made by the intellect in the 

apprehension and production of reality, and then elaborates on a theory of film that is 

simultaneously a commentary on the production of concepts and a philosophy of life, 

recovering the Bergsonian spirit. A place is found for Bergson’s conception of movement 

in the production of the frame and the shot, his idea of difference is brought to bear on 

filmic montage, perception is properly located in things and thought as virtual action, and 

the open is articulated as a diagonal which runs through closed sets and their relations, 

emphasizing the produced nature of signification and forever blurring the boundary 

between given and not-yet-given. It will first be necessary to summarize the cinema 

books, even if by means of a brutal reductionism, before moving from Deleuze’s notion 

of the time-image to a discussion of the real and the imaginary in Alejandro Amenábar’s 

film Abre los ojos.
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Bergson through Deleuze: The cinema books

Deleuze argues that Bergson could not see the relevance of his own thought to 

cinema because cinema had not yet become what it was going to be: 

The essence of a thing never appears at the outset, but in the middle, in the 
course of its development, when its strength is assured. Having 
transformed philosophy by posing the question of the ‘new’ instead of that 
of eternity (how are the production and appearance of something new 
possible?), Bergson knew this better than anyone. For example, he said 
that the novelty of life could not appear when it began, since when it 
began life was forced to imitate matter. . . . Is it not the same with the 
cinema? (MI 3)

From Bergson’s ouvre, Deleuze thus extracts three theses relevant to cinema: that 1) 

movement is distinct from the space covered, 2) attempts to recompose movement 

proceed from either privileged instants or any-instant-whatevers, and 3) (although the 

first is false and the second certain) just as an instant is an immobile section of 

movement, movement is a mobile section of duration that expresses change in the whole.

This first thesis, that movement is distinct from the space covered, is developed 

by Bergson with reference to Zeno’s paradox of Achilles and the tortoise, as I have 

shown in the second meditation. The paradox finds that if the tortoise, which moves at 

1/10 the speed of Achilles, is given a 10 meter head start, Achilles will never catch it. For 

first he will have to travel 1/10 of the distance(1 meter), in which time the tortoise will 

move 1/100, then 1/100 vs. 1/1000, 1/1000 vs. 1/10,000, and so on to infinity. As 

Bergson shows, this paradox is caused by the idea that movement is equivalent to the 

space covered, yet the correction lies in the fact that the space covered is infinitely 

divisible whereas the movement itself is indivisible. The space covered by movement is 

then a view taken by mind, a production of Bergson’s “intellect,” while real movement 
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escapes the designs placed on it by the latter. Opposed to a homogeneous and divisible 

space there is an inclusive and heterogeneous time, the two cohabiting multiplicities 

whose fusion Bergson establishes as early as Time and Free Will. Mistaking one for the 

other, that is, taking a static view of movement, is not to grasp the movement itself, but 

merely the way the intellect represents movement (see also CE 306-07, “We take 

snapshots…”).

The second thesis, that attempts to recompose movement proceed from either 

privileged instants or any-instant-whatevers, posits that in mistakenly recomposing 

movement from staticity, or space covered in the previous example, there are two paths. 

The first or ancient/classical method of reconstituting movement proceeds by connecting 

privileged instants or poses which are representative of a certain segment of motion, the 

peaks or valleys of a flow, which evoke an absent transcendent form. The second or 

modern/scientific method of reconstitution involves the stringing together of unprivileged 

instants, or any-instant-whatevers, the equidistant shots of Muybridge’s motion studies 

and the mechanical claw punches of the cinematic apparatus. Nevertheless, Deleuze 

points out that “cinema seems to thrive on privileged instants” (5), presenting a 

contradiction that he resolves by declaring that cinema is neither art nor science in this 

sense. The radical property of cinema for Deleuze lies precisely in that “When one relates 

movement to any-moment-whatevers, one must be capable of thinking the production of 

the new, that is, of the remarkable and the singular, at any one of these moments; this is a 

complete conversion of philosophy” (7).
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The third thesis, that movement is a mobile section of duration that expresses a 

change in the whole, reiterates Bergson’s notion that as translation in space, movement 

involves not merely the change in location of the parts of a closed set, but moreover is the 

expression of a qualitative and innovative shift of the whole. This change brings the new 

into being, albeit that this newness has one face turned back against the closed. 

Movement is a recreation of the old at the same time it is a creation of something which 

has never before been. The error of old/ancient and new/modern science, says Deleuze, is 

to take the whole as already given. In contrast, Bergson’s method is to always look 

beyond the closed at that endurance which expresses newness at every moment. Thusly, 

as Deleuze summarizes, “(1) there are not only instantaneous images, that is, immobile 

sections of movement; (2) there are movement-images which are mobile sections of 

duration; (3) there are, finally, time-images, that is, duration-images, change-images, 

relation-images, volume-images which are beyond movement itself”  (MI 11). As I will 

show, the differentiation between the movement-image and the time-image that Deleuze 

articulates is best understood as a difference of tendency and simultaneously as an 

attempt to discern reflexive, reactive thought from truly creative thought.

The movement-image and the time-image

The most apparent and yet perhaps the least important conclusion of Deleuze’s 

analysis is that the cinema has passed through two eras which he terms the movement-

image and the time-image, thus the titles of his two volumes. The first is characterized by 

the development sensory-motor connections, and the second by a breakdown in this 
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logical chain, coming after World War II and finding its highest expression in the 

neorealist street films of post-war France and Italy, if not in Japan’s Ozu. And yet there is 

something deceptive in this simple and incongruous periodization, whose brute shape 

downplays the intertwining coexistence of the two trajectories of the movement-image 

and the time-image, and in so doing invites the reader to separate the two in a spatialized 

time, something which the whole of Deleuze’s work and his Bergsonian roots cannot 

permit. Deleuze himself reminds us that “There are many possible transformations, 

almost imperceptible passages, and also combinations between the movement-image and 

the time-image” (TI 270). In fact, the Bergsonian basis of Deleuze’s works suggests that 

they can never be separated. “The time-image does not imply the absence of movement 

(even thought it often includes its increased scarcity) but it implies the reversal of its 

subordination; it is no longer time which is subordinate to movement; it is movement 

which is subordinate to time” (TI 271). 

The movement-image manifests itself in three ways, either as perception-image, 

as action-image, or as affection-image, and Deleuze elaborates quite a bit on the way 

these avatars close the set and open onto the whole each in its peculiar fashion. These 

monikers correspond, of course to Bergson’s description of the human brain, as that 

which creates a gap, an interval, between perception and action (MM). That interval is 

affection, which subtends and envelops both sides of the gap between received stimuli 

and reaction. But of course, as Bergson argues, perception is virtual action, and being 

such, the brain operates only to prolong the reaction indeterminately. The movement-

image in this sense, and drawing upon the lengthy descriptions of Bergson’s frame from 
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the first meditation, is thought as it is involved in sensory-motor connections, and thus as 

it is implicated in dividing a presumably homogeneous space. Yet this thought, 

understood as the Bergsonian tendency of space, is only a tendency—albeit one which 

the developments of social life and the evolution of the organism itself have privileged. 

Coterminous with this tendency, there is another thought present as an equal, if 

subjugated, tendency—one which resists division and instantly is , that part of thought 

which apprehends intuitively the whole of which it is a part and from which the organism 

can never differentiate itself definitively. This tendency of thought, which Bergson notes 

is subordinated to “intellect,” is that part which resists sensory-motor connections, or 

rather which persists despite those connections. For Deleuze, this is the time-image, 

which tends towards “a point of indiscernibility of the real and the imaginary” (TI 12), 

which represents a “collapse of traditional sensory-motor situations” (TI 12). This second 

tendency of thought is that “eternal return” of which Nietzsche wrote, just as it is that 

“creative evolution” or “élan vital” of Bergson. In differentiating the movement-image 

from the time-image, the organic regime from the crystalline regime, “a kinetic regime 

from a chronic regime” (126), “a lived hodological space and a represented Euclidean 

space” (128) from what Deleuze alternately calls Reimanian, quantum, probabilistic and 

topological, or crystallized spaces (129), Deleuze is seeking to inflect the questions asked 

of not only cinema, but equally relevant to life, time and space, with a decidedly 

Bergsonian trajectory. The question is not, “Why is there something instead of nothing?” 

but rather “Why this instead of something else?” (a question at the heart of Bergson’s 

Creative Evolution) and more importantly I would argue, “How have we utilized thought-
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action to create this rather than something else?” The time-image is, then, a concept 

designed to pull out the revolutionary moments in film, but also in all movement itself, to 

extract from a cycle of action-reaction that indivisible and unpredictable any-point-

whatever that is a forking of time, the point of stillness in which thought severs its links 

to sensory-motor determinants and takes on its proper role to produce the new, that point 

where it is allowed to become fully conscious of its own operation. 

It is perhaps unavoidable that Deleuze exaggerates his periodizing thesis—the 

apparently stark distinction between pre-war and post-war film. Yet his point is not 

limited to this simplistic schema. One must remember, as Deleuze indeed advises in the 

preface to the English edition and in perfect concordance with the vital impetus of both 

his work and Bergson’s, that “Conversely, we must look in pre-war cinema, and even in 

silent cinema, for the workings of a very pure time-image which has always been 

breaking through, holding back or encompassing the movement-image” (TI xiii). The 

distinction between pre-and post-war films recapitulates a familiar distinction between 

the neorealist initial post -war Spanish novels and the later postwar novels which moved 

beyond a simple realism (Tiempo de silencio (1961), Señas de identidad (1966), Volverás

a Región (1967), Recuento (1973)), and as such is the manifestation of a decidedly closed 

form of human thought that one might find in any periodizing scholarship irrespective of 

genre. But the break in each sense, in both literature and in film, has one face that opens 

onto revolution, heterogeneity and contradiction and yet another face which closes into a 

repeatable and easily homogenized, commodified and repeatable aesthetic pattern. For it 

is the nature of the revolutionary to be merely a tendency, and thus for its actualization to 
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be subject to the weight of the regime of tradition which seeks to still its advance. And 

yet this stoppage is nowhere determined, but actually produced who see the revolution 

itself as simply another thing, another object of thought, and who do not take the 

opportunity to see the thought itself that opens a revolution or which subsequently closes 

upon it. It is in this sense that the cinema books are phenomenological, despite the 

distaste Deleuze held for the term.

The issue of the cinematographic illusion causes Deleuze to make an explicit and 

incongruous rejection of phenomenology. This rejection hinges on the idea of a ‘natural 

perception’—Bergson, for whom as Deleuze reminds us “consciousness is something,” 

dismisses cinema because it is (before projection) the spatialized linear succession of 

discrete images, and thus similar to or evocative of that part of consciousness that has 

molded itself to things, to matter, to space. According toDeleuze, the 

“phenomenologists,” for whom he understands consciousness to be “consciousness of

something,” bemoan cinema because it “suppresses the anchoring of the subject and the 

horizon of the world” (MI 57). This difference can be accounted for by differing 

conceptions of the image. For Bergson, the image is that part of matter which interests us, 

not a thing, but a relation, a movement, and a subtraction from the whole, whereas for 

“phenomenologists” the attitude expressed by Sartre in The Imaginary is concise and 

convincing—the image is that which is aimed at through a present analogon (Deleuze 

mentions both Husserl and then Sartre in this discussion, setting Merleau-Ponty 

somewhat apart). Deleuze chooses not to articulate Bergsonism in terms of 

phenomenological concerns (MI, 56-61), even though it is perfectly possible that 
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phenomenology appear as a moment folded into his method of division—for the concern 

of the true phenomenologist, paradoxically, is to explain precisely why we take 

consciousness to be of something instead of taking it to be something, to show the very 

limitations of taking consciousness to be a light projected outward from the body. Any 

other position is to reduce phenomenology, incorrectly I might add, to an idealism. 

Furthermore, it is in Chapter Eight of The Time-Image, “Cinema, Body and Brain, 

Thought,” where reading Deleuze seems most like reading Merleau-Ponty: 

The body is no longer the obstacle that separates thought from itself, that 
which it has to overcome to reach thinking. It is on the contrary that which 
plunges into or must plunge into, in order to reach the unthought, that is 
life. Not that the body thinks, but, obstinate and stubborn, it forces us to 
think, and forces us to think what is concealed from thought, life. Life will 
no longer be made to appear before the categories of thought; thought will 
be thrown into the categories of life. The categories of life are precisely 
the attitudes of the body, its postures. (189)

This passage might well have been taken from the Phenomenology of Perception for the 

nondual immanence of mind to body and body to mind that it advances. In fact, Steven 

Shaviro’s The Cinematic Body (1993), for one, uses Deleuze as the cornerstone in a 

theory of embodied cinematic experience. He writes, “Cinema is at once a form of 

perception and a material perceived, a new way of encountering reality and a part of the 

reality thereby discovered for the first time. The kino-eye does not transform reality, so 

much as it is itself caught up in the dynamic transformations that constitute the material 

and social real” (41). Scholarship on cinema, then, must not return the viewer to the state 

of cinematic understanding from which s/he has been presumedly alienated, but, taking 

the body as the privileged and indeterminate center of organization, a body that is 
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inescapably material, ideal, social, cultural, economic, and political, must instead produce 

a new way of being at once both spectator and participant in thought itself.

Deleuze’s cinema books show the necessity of a theory of cinema which exceeds 

the artifact itself and which rejects the pitfalls of a traditional philosophical realism or 

idealism. Moreover, in presenting the problem of movement as preeminent, and in 

seeking as Deleuze does to deliver critical thought from thought about an object to the 

very trajectory of thought itself as a philosophical production of concepts, cinema is 

liberated from being understood as merely a closed set of relations. Instead, one is now 

invited to use cinema as a point from which to launch an analysis of the whole of 

consciousness using the body as a point of departure. This aperture requires the 

articulation of film with geography in the concept of the filmic imaginary.

The filmic imaginary & the Deleuzian time-image

What is the imaginary? The imaginary cannot be reduced to an object (see 

Castoriadis 1987). To do so is to spatialize time, to reduce all consciousness to matter, to 

lay out lived experience as if on a conveyor belt as a series of successive things external 

to one another. But to acknowledge this is not enough, for the necessity of this realization 

presumes a materiality that is not imaginary. Neither can the material be understood as 

merely an object, as only a “thing.” As Bergson proposed, things are a tendency of 

intellect, and if we perceive things as such this is because we perceive with an act of 

mind that is evolutionarily and situationally bound and molded to the shape of matter in 

order to proceed with our stated or unstated intent as centers of indeterminate action. 
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Common parlance holds the imaginary to be the opposite of the real, and therefore to be 

the false. This is not the sense in which I invoke the term. Rather the imaginary ideal and 

the materially real are both tendencies of consciousness that always occur simultaneously 

in movement, which has both a physical and mental component. In a sense they are 

analogues of the heterogeneous and homogeneous multiplicities which show their 

countenances in Bergson’s seminal work Time and Free Will. It is hereby fruitless to 

separate the two and reify them into objects. The imaginary is not external to 

consciousness, it is not merely a drawing, a sculpture, a musical piece or a film. Or 

rather, when the imaginary is indeed held to be a thing, or a film for example, this 

understanding is based on the designs of an intellect which requires a spatial articulation 

of the image and thus posits a discreteness that clouds the connections between film and 

city. This is what Jean-Paul Sartre denounces as the ‘illusion of immanence’ in his epic 

The Imaginary (1940). He writes that the image does not exist as a mental thing, but is a 

consciousness, and as such, entails the adoption of a peculiar attitude in approaching 

things. I argue, with Bergson and Sartre, that neither the real nor the imaginary is a thing, 

for things are a peculiar view taken by mind. The real is the part of the perceived thing 

that expresses closure, and the imaginary that part which allows an opening to the 

radically new. The real and the imaginary are thus tendencies intimately involved with 

each other in transformative movements of body and mind. The imaginary is that which 

may be actualized into the real, and that part of the real which draws back to the force of 

that virtual field which has yet to be actualized.
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And yet the tendency to reify the imaginary is great. It is not that film is an image 

or a representation itself and that the city is thus formed by films, not that the city is the 

material real and film is the imaginary ideal, but rather that in both film and city, in fact 

through them both, there is a process that the intellect takes to be divisible into real and 

imaginary, into material and ideal components. Following Bergson, it is this act of 

division that deserves the moniker “space,” for in any other use of the term there persists 

the creation of a supposedly homogeneous and divisible space projected in an act of mind 

and retroactively believed to predate this very act. Space is not something perceived in 

the film outside of the city, nor in the city outside of the film, nor a base or container for 

the film or the city, but a way of creating, organizing and reflecting upon that runs 

through city-cinema experience and which displaces its intention to a blind-spot of little 

conventional concern. An image is not something extra appended to an event or idea in 

human consciousness, but an extraction from the real of only that which is of interest to 

whoever perceives. Films are not privileged images in this sense, nor are they the 

imaginary.

The term imaginary, however, is frequently used in varied trajectories that differ 

from ours here. Although he does not explicitly take film to be the imaginary, in his 

article “Cities: Real and Imagined,” Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (2001) performs a familiar 

reduction in taking the built environments produced specifically for films to be imagined 

cities as opposed to the real cities which we are to understand are not imagined. His 

concluding words draw a sharp line between places that are modified or constructed for 
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the purpose of signification and those that are filmed as is, and as such, recapitulate the 

division between realism and idealism.

Likewise, in the introduction to her edited volume Refiguring Spain: Cinema, 

Media, Representation (1997), Marsha Kinder uses the term “imaginary” twice, once 

stating that “the process of changing one’s ‘imaginary’” (16) is to change the object of 

desire, and another time to reference Spain’s imaginary, which she sees as consisting of 

“quixotic [masculine?] European obsessions” (17). Yet if the term “imaginary” is taken 

in this sense as an idea of self, one is forced to ask if a country may possess an

imaginary, or if there might be multiple imaginaries, deployed to various degrees and in 

various spaces, negotiated by various individuals and institutions? And perhaps more 

importantly, if an imaginary is an idea of self, to what extent is this idea less of an ideal, 

and more of a nondual movement that necessitates a reappraisal of the world of things 

itself? From this perspective, then, there is little need to prove the relevance of cinema to 

city, or of city to cinema. Rather, following the only course of analysis available to an 

embodied perception, the task shall be to retrace how cinema and city have been 

extracted from each other by a spatializing intellect. The footprints left by this extraction 

await us in the literature itself as virtualities. Scholarship must seek out the contradicting 

virtual tendencies that interpenetrate through our perception and which our perception 

actualizes into objects perceived. 

András Bálint Kovács (2000) sums it up succinctly: “According to Deleuze, 

modern cinema develops a mode of perception that makes it possible to sense virtual 

worlds, that is, words divorced from space-time built on the logic of practical action, 
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worlds containing simultaneously the past, present, and the future, the imaginary and the 

real” (162-63). What Deleuze underscores in Bergson is the coexistence of the virtual 

with the real. What he expresses in the concept of the time-image is the necessary release 

of a sensory-motor paradigm to allow the emergence of a real thought, a thought which is 

not tied merely to the real and thus destined to recapitulate its pre-packaged definitions of 

problems and their corresponding solutions, but which may now delve into the imaginary 

to explore and actualize the virtual. Although Deleuze ties the time-image to formalist 

techniques—the deep space/deep focus of Orson Welles and the dead-time of Antonioni, 

for example—the time- image is better understood as the radical potential of thought 

itself, and ultimately is only expressed in and not determined or solely defined by 

cinematic representation. To believe otherwise would be to mistake the cinema books for, 

simply put, books on cinema instead of regarding them, as their author directs us to do, as 

evoking the philosophical image of thought itself. Films are then successful if they allow 

for the thinking of something new, if they permit “the spectator’s active intellectual 

participation” (Kovács 164). 

Preventing this participation is the fact that films are nevertheless subject to 

patterns of consumption. Capitalist patterns of production and consumption structure not 

only the film text, but also the viewing experience. Films which accentuate the time-

image are still plausibly read in terms of the movement-image, for, properly understood, 

sensory-motor connections are not merely internal to the text but operative in the 

reception of the text as well. Just as problematic are films which purport to take on the 

cohabitation of the imaginary and the real, as we have seen something typical of the time-
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image, but which do so through a reified spatially engendered production of the 

imaginary. Alejandro Amenábar’s Abre los ojos (1997) is perhaps both.

Spatializing the real & the imaginary: Amenábar’s Abre los ojos

The film Abre los ojos purports to tell the story of César, a well-off batchelor and 

womanizer whose life changes after he becomes severely disfigured in an automobile 

accident, and increasingly plays with the perception of the difference between reality and 

fanstasy. There are films that fit squarely within the sensory-motor connections of the 

movement-image, thereby allowing only an indirect image of time, blocking thought 

from plumbing time’s depths and cleaving the “real” from the “imaginary.” There are 

also those that arguably present a direct image of time, thereby allowing for a passage 

from the virtual to the real and emphasizing the connection between the “real” and the 

“imaginary.” Abre los ojos is a simultaneous exploration of the problematic relationship 

of the “real” and the “imaginary” as it is conceived from two distinct ontological 

positions. The way in which we make sense of the play between the two and of the 

protagonist’s final choice in the film speaks volumes of the way in which we perceive 

space and the possibility of producing a world other than the one which we have 

currently produced. I will briefly address previous analyses of the film before discussing 

what it achieves when considered from a Bergsonian/Deleuzian perspective. My own 

analysis of the film suggests the need to return space and time, the material and the 

immaterial, the real and the imaginary, to the same variegated world.
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Although the struggle to define the difference between the real and the imaginary 

lies at the heart of the film’s form and content, Rob Stone’s analysis of the film in 

Spanish Cinema (2002) fails to address this relationship—perhaps owing to the fact that 

the film is mentioned only under a section heading of “Penélope Cruz,” hidden in a 

chapter titled “Seeing Stars.” His position on the film seems best expressed in the 

following quotation: “It may be argued that the film is an anonymous exercise in genre, 

whose Hitchcockian references cannot disguise a lack of substance; but that is missing 

the point of a film which deals with themes of anonymity and conformity in 

contemporary Spanish society” (202). Despite the lucid connection Stone makes with 

Hitchcock,120 I cannot disagree more. The film seems quite far indeed from dealing with 

anonymity and conformity in contemporary Spanish society, César’s disfigurement on 

the one hand being a necessary artifice for the plot developments I will discuss below and 

on the other permitting the actualization of his implied vanity. Strange too, is first that the 

author does not support his assertion, and secondly that the little space allotted to 

discussion of the film should contrast so ostentatiously with the photograph of its final 

scene’s prominent location on the front cover. Sandra Robertson (2001), however, quite 

appropriately explores the connection of Amenábar’s film to age-old metaphysical 

discourses on reality and dream using Calderón’s “La vida es sueño.” And yet I would 

argue that she does not sufficiently question the philosophical basis of this distinction 

itself. What is needed is an understanding of the very real and tangible consequences of 

120 For those interested, Anne M. White (2003) explores the many references to classic European cinema 
and popular Hollywood films added to the remake of Abre los ojos as Vanilla Sky (2002).
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this displaced metaphysical division—for the existing and possible productions of city-

space. 

Malcolm Compitello (2001) convincingly and coherently argues for the 

importance of cityspace to Abre los ojos, highlighting the portrayal of Madrid’s built 

environment in the film and suggesting that the latter can be read as emphasizing “the 

necessity of opening one’s eyes to place.” Although he does not talk of the real or 

imaginary per se, his approach, based as it is on works by Henri Lefebvre and David 

Harvey, implicitly acknowledges the need both for entwining the material with the 

immaterial and for recovering the iconic nature of film as Prince (1993) suggests. 

Nathan E. Richardson’s (2003) analysis of the film specifically foregrounds the 

ontological questions relevant to the production of space. He takes on “the question of 

national history and memory as posed within a context increasingly influenced, if not 

defined, by visual, virtual, and spatial properties” (328) and does well in recognizing the 

“local specificity” (331) that may be found in the film as well as its spatial logic (333)—

the latter as expressed in the initial dream-like vision of the Gran Vía which produces a 

Madrileñan cityscape uprooted from history and society where signifier has been severed 

from signified. Yet although he ultimately believes the film to restore history to Madrid, 

space to time, his very analysis divides space and time, contrasting an older 

historiographic sensibility with a new spatialized youth culture, even if he regards 

definition of the latter as problematic (328, 328 n. 1). Rather than pursue a discussion of 

the degree to which a contrast between an older memorializing generation and a new 
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dehistoricizing spatially-oriented youth culture is appropriate, I wish to investigate the 

philosophical basis of the very possibility for dehistoricization. 

Here, I want to explore the consequences of the spatial logic of the film, not by 

emphasizing space as a tool of either one generation or another, but by using the 

Bergsonian methodology continued by Deleuze in the Cinema books that understands 

space, separation, severed connections as a limitation placed on the possibility of social 

change. I certainly agree with Compitello that it is important to recognize the film’s 

presentation of space as undoubtedly Madrileñan space and not just as a mere symbol or 

metaphor for city-life. I, too, I concur with Richardson that “Abre los ojos here 

foregrounds these questions [of history, memory, identity] as space rather than time, 

geography rather than history, and the visual rather than the temporal become its focus” 

(337). Yet I believe that the film’s thematic focus warrants an extended analysis of the 

ontological concerns that underwrite the division between material and ideal that is so 

central to the production of city-space itself.

There is much of interest in the film. Most of its duration involves the coexistence 

and interpenetration of differing sheets of past centering around the character of César, an 

upper class, vain, rich entrepreneur for whom the addiction of acquisition trumps even 

the value of his best friend. From the opening sequence, which toys with a dream 

narrative that cinematically mirrors César’s morning routine closely, down to the level of 

shot, a statement is begun emphasizing the incompossible, forking nature of time. There 

are many virtual worlds, the film starts to suggest, from which only one is actualized, but 

which nevertheless continue to exist as evolving possibilities, although they may never be 
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simultaneous to one another. César’s face is disfigured—it is not disfigured, it is 

repaired—it is not repaired, he kills himself—he does not kill himself. At first glance 

these alternatives are represented only spatially in the film, by contrasting and definitive 

cuts between sequences, and especially by the bars used by the Life Extension 

representative to illustrate César’s predicament.121  To the degree that these 

incompossible worlds are left undecided, irreconcilable, the film presents a thoroughly 

spatialized vision of the real from the imaginary. Yet at work within this strictly spatial 

ontology there is another breaking through. 

The two incompossible worlds are not only spatialized, but as the film progresses 

actually begin to overlap, or to use a less spatializing term, to cohabitate. Through the 

purely spatial tendency of reality there can be seen another tendency operating, even if in 

subordination. The equivalent of that nondiegetic image and sound superimposition on 

Norman Bates at the end of Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960), which Angelo Restivo (2000) 

correctly identifies as a “virtual doubling characteristic of the time-image” (182), is here 

possibly engendered more directly as connections between seemingly incompossible 

worlds or differing sheets of past are actualized through a mataxis of character, prop, or 

speech act. For example, the question “¿Crees en dios?” appears in scenes with both 

Nuria and the psychiatrist, a subtle point of connection between two realities that the 

viewer has been coaxed into separating spatially. Pictures of Sofia become pictures of 

Nuria as Sofia, and Nuria becomes Sofia becomes Nuria.122 The TV commercial for Life-

121 The representative uses one small plastic bar representing César’s life and another representing his 
‘virtual’ life to explain how Life Extension has done just that, extended his life virtually.
122 Regarding this doubling Amenábar has remarked in an interview that Abre los ojos is “una especie de 
Vértigo, pero al revés” (“Interview with Carlos Heredero” 109).
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Extension appears in the scene at Sofia’s apartment where she and César draw portraits of 

one another, in César’s psychiatrist-guided drug-induced hypnotic recall session, and in 

the psychiatric ward communal room. The “Frenchman” from Life-Extension appears in 

two bar scenes with César, drawing the latter’s attention to a point of contact between the 

world he believes to be experiencing and another world, outside of his full grasp, but 

nonetheless real. Following this line of thought, in the scene where César and the 

“Frenchman” from L.E. speak in the bar shows that underneath the sensory-motor 

connections of the film in its capacity as movement-image there is a time-image seeking 

to break through. As César exclaims “Lo que quiero es que se callen” the restaurant 

extras freeze and become silent. Taken together with the opening shot of the movie which 

shows a static image of the Gran Vía, this scene of frozen action yields to the time-image 

in its disruption of sensory-motor connections.

Thus there are two possible solutions to the problem of these two incompossible 

worlds. The first is to accept an unproblematic distinction between the “real” world and 

the “imaginary” world—a spatialized version of difference. The second is to admit the 

presence of one world in the other—a Bergsonian/Deleuzian version of difference. The 

first is to cut off body from mind, reality from representation and immaterial thought 

from the material world—thus limiting and understanding of how space is produced and 

undermining struggles for social change from the outset. The second is to restore body 

and mind, reality and representation, thought and action, in short ideality and materiality, 

to one and the same world—thus recovering the very possibility of social change even if 

this means recognizing the difficulty of achieving it.
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Yet I believe that far from precluding one interpretation at the expense of the 

other, the film actually presents a choice for interpretation at the same time that it 

presents a choice for César’s character as he converses with the Frenchman on top of a 

building with a 360 degree view of Madrid’s urban space. Either is possible. Yet as 

Compitello (2001) suggests, speaking not only of Abre los ojos but also Fernando León 

de Aranoa’s Barrio (1998) and Alex de la Iglesia’s El día de la bestia (1995), “If we 

open our eyes we can perceive the ways in which these films afford varied responses that 

contest hegemonic capital’s control of the urban process.” We can either view the 

production of space as somehow outside of our control, severing imaginary space from 

real space, or reclaim the immanence of one to the other. When César jumps off of the 

building, we may choose to understand that he leaps from one possible world into another 

thus reifying the very notion of the real as distinct from the imaginary and ultimately 

inaccessible, or we can see that making a decision requires the movement of the body and 

mind in unison and uncover the foundational possibility that a world quite different from 

the one that now exists may be created through our action. Pursuing the first 

interpretation involves merely in accepting one of three pre-scripted solutions. Either 

César wakes up in the same imaginary ‘virtual’ world, or in the year 2145, or in a real 

1997 where the entire film has been a dream. In each case, the ontological barrier 

between the real and the imaginary persists, the consequence of which is the depiction of 

a closed world in which action does not express a qualitative change in the whole, in 

which action is merely translation in space, a world in which the possibility for social 
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change is negligible indeed. The opportunity is to find the future as a decisive possibility 

contained within the present and yet unexpressed in it.123

Conclusion: Toward a new conception of film

In a sense, this meditation has been more proscriptive than prescriptive, and not 

without cause. For this is the Bergsonian path that must be taken in order to find “new 

ways of thinking and feeling” (Harvey 1990: 322). Although I have relied on many 

sources philosophical, geographical, historical, and filmic, I have necessarily not 

attempted to delimit the correct method for interpreting film. This must not be read as a 

free-form experimentation, either. This is, rather, a departure from models that seek to 

simply interpret an object towards a view of the object that makes visible along with it 

both the viewer and the method of apprehension. It is important to understand how the 

stance taken by criticism on philosophical questions manifests itself in the solutions to 

questions posed by investigation. If a meaning is to be found in film other than and 

necessarily alongside that which dovetails with capitalist accumulation, this meaning 

must be thought in a radical sense. 

Deleuze’s concept of the time-image is meant to highlight that an entirely new 

thought may erupt into consciousness at any-instant-whatsoever, if only one prepares for 

it dispositionally. Thus we have the description, indiscernible fusion of real and 

imaginary and narration of the crystalline regime of the time-image. Limited to the 

movement-image, the preeminence of sensory-motor situations and the automatic 

123 Amenábar’s film The Others (2001) does a similarly beautiful job of showing the existence of one world 
within another, although to discuss it here would be distracting, if not an aberrant spoiler.
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extension of perception of them as such into cycles of action/reaction prevents thought 

from thinking the new. It would be an error to understand that the films Deleuze mentions 

in his books, Rosselini, De Sica, Fellini, Godard, Resnais, Antonioni, Pasolini, etc., 

possess an essential quality that permits the viewer a direct image of time, of the whole. 

If he chooses these directors, it is because in them the time-image as a tendency is 

greater, for he speaks not of essences, but as did Bergson, merely of tendencies. The 

time-image cannot exist outside of movement-images, nor vice-versa. The two regimes 

that he contrasts are not bounded totalities, but are in fact the Bergsonian Two which 

differ in nature but which cohabit in the One. What Deleuze manages in the cinema 

books is a nondualism of movement-image and time-image. Films with a face open 

toward the latter tend toward either a cinema of the body or one of the brain, but each 

differs only in tendency from the other. For in fact, “Landscapes are mental states, just as 

mental states are cartographies” (TI 206-07). It is only that there are those films which 

tend to present a false closed image of the whole (movement-image, Bergsonian space 

which excludes time), and those which tend to show the properly open Whole (time-

image, Bergsonian time which includes space). In producing the concept of the time-

image, Deleuze has sought to show that “the Whole can only be thought” (TI 158) and 

undertakes the differentiation of that thought which merely seeks to extend stimulus into 

response from this proper thought. This second thought is left behind by regimes of 

production that seek always to translate movement in space. The natural bent of the 

human brain, which is to turn perception into reaction and not to question, the natural 

bent of capitalism which is to reinvest capital and not to question, are both products of 
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the organic or kinetic regime of movement-images which differ in nature from the 

crystalline regime of the time-image. Or rather that the movement-image rests atop the 

time-image—neither, as we saw in the second meditation, is the liminal (betwixt and 

between) merely the break in structure nor is the time-image merely a break in the 

movement-image. Instead, just as the liminal is properly that which cohabits with 

structure at any-point-whatever, the time-image subtends the movement-image, even 

makes the movement-image possible, in the sense that we have now found “temporality 

as a state of permanent crisis” (TI 112). This is not a temporality merely of cinema, but 

temporality as lived, perceived and imagined in the broadest sense. As such, this sense of 

permanent crisis presents or (re)presents consequences for the geographical production of 

space. 

From this perspective, Harvey’s insistence on the crises inherent to capitalism is 

perhaps deceptive. The very emplotment of his narrative forces a radical confrontation 

with the possibility of social change tellingly only as an afterthought in Spaces of Hope

(2000). If we are even to go beyond dismissing the final ideas of this work as so much 

fatalism, his characteristically Marxist argument looks to the crises inherent to capitalism 

for the seed of change, to some economic break point in which the desires for a better 

world will coalesce, when frustrations will have to be heard. And yet in this proclamation 

there lies a resignation, an inability to find the revolutionary potential in every moment, 

the evocation of a movement by nature external to thought. This solution, which 

contradicts vast portions of his scholarship, neglects that idea so fundamental to both 

Bergson and Deleuze—the idea of the new. It is this question that efforts to imagine and 
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engender a better world must grapple. How does the new come into being? Why does the 

new constantly elude? How is the new consistently turned actively back towards the old? 

What are the obstacles to creating a new world, to producing new sets of relations? For 

Harvey the new is ultimately a mystery. Although he always makes sure to talk about 

space and time, the latter is somehow on the same plane as the former. He ignores that 

space is extracted from the Whole of a time that includes it as tendency. He is lacking a 

(Bergsonian) theory of difference that can not only account for spatial variegation, but 

that can approach difference as a fractal organization in which difference begets 

difference begets difference. The question from this perspective can never be to delineate 

utopias and ghettos, nor to ask to be able to point to the revolutionary, be it a space, a 

film, a message, a content, or even a form, for this is the method of capitalism, a method 

of closure, a strategy of containment. Rather the revolutionary is that which allows itself 

to be other, that which permits cohabitation, which does not expel the other, that nondual 

division in which, as Rimbaud said and as Deleuze reminds us, “I am another.” This is to 

find the ghetto in the utopia, and the utopia in the ghetto. This is to expose the ways in 

which thought participates in movement without assessing its own intentions, for there is 

a thought which is blind to itself. This is to avoid thought as reflex and uncover thought 

as true production.

In closing let me return to Michael Dear’s provisionally important model of 

filmspace. The revolutionary in the film text itself is not in the use of metaphor over 

metonymy nor the other way around, but in a mode of thought that allows for them to 

cohabitate. The opportunity is to see in what ways criticism uses these tropes as pawns of 
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displacement to sever the text from the world and to expel dissent in the production of a 

supposedly unitary filmic statement. The revolutionary in the place of production lies in 

seeing that some virtualities are actualized in the film text at the expense of others. The 

revolutionary in the production of place lies in seeing how the sensory-motor agenda of a 

capitalist mode of production runs through an on-off-screen totality. When a film is seen, 

consumption occurs both in space and of space. And yet is it fair to say that when a film 

is screened there is only consumption? Is there not something which escapes 

consumption? Is there not the possibility for a paradigmatic change of thought in any film 

and with any viewer? This is the true meaning of a temporality of permanent crisis, of the 

Deleuzian potential of the any-instant-whatever, of the quantum revolution in physics. 

Yet try as we might to account for this possibility by analyzing film to death, there is 

something which always, and necessarily so, escapes analysis. The viewer. There is 

nothing stopping a viewer from reducing the open to the closed, from condensing the 

time-image into the movement-image. It is no longer possible, I have said, to confine 

analysis of film to an object. It is important that film analysis follow the path of the 

imaginary outside of the film into the space of the city, for it is there that the film is 

produced, viewed, criticized. It is there, in the space and time that exceed the film, upon 

which the film opens outward, that the battle continues in the sixth meditation as I look 

into the intimate connection between filmic space and geographic space, between Dear’s 

“production of place” and his “place of production.”
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SIXTH MEDITATION—FILMSPACE: BERGSONIAN SPACE, GEOGRAPHICAL 
PLACE & THE CINEMATIC CITY IN JARMUSCH’S NIGHT ON EARTH & 

SAURA’S TAXI

Introduction: Film space meets urban space

The cinematic landscape is not, consequently, a neutral place of 
entertainment or an objective documentation or mirror of the “real”, but an 
ideologically charged cultural creation whereby meanings of place and 
society are made, legitimized, contested and obscured. 

—Jeff Hopkins

[T]he city is constructed as much by images and representations as by the 
built environment, demographic shifts and patterns of capital investment.

—Rob Lapsely

The notion of city-space has for the most part rejuvenated film theory and, in 

more than one sense, has pulled it out of the low-lit art house and onto the streets. Edited 

volumes such as The Cinematic City (Clarke 1997), Place, Power, Situation, and 

Spectacle: A Geography of Film (Aitken & Zonn 1994), and Cinema and the City (Shiel 

& Fitzmaurice 2001) rightly seek to reinstate film into the immanent political, social, 

economic and cultural field. In his introduction, David B. Clarke (1997) rightly decries 

that “The city has certainly been understated in film theory” (1). In Chapter Nine of The 

Postmodern Urban Condition (2000), Michael Dear argues for “Filmspace, or A Spatial 

Theory of Film” (188). Mark Shiel (2001) does well in taking up Raymond William’s 

legacy in his emphasis on “the interpenetration of culture, society and economics” (4). 

These works succeed to the extent that they emphasize the connection between city and 

cinema and yet fail to the degree that they imagine film to be a reified cultural artifact 

ontologically distinct from the city, thus engendering space as external to the film rather 

than constitutive of both city, film and scholarship as tendency. Given the Bergsonian 
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understanding of space which I outlined in the first meditation, Shiel’s insistence that 

cinema is “primarily a spatial system” (5) as well as Dear’s emphasis on a spatial theory 

of film should be viewed with caution. Likewise, Tony Fitzmaurice’s (2001) assertion 

that “the world market is not, of course, a cultural concept” (28) reveals how the 

connection between city and film in many texts still rests on a base-superstructure model 

that reifies culture as object and displaces it as superfluous or peripheral to real economic 

contexts and market spaces. It furthermore rests on the striking assumption that cultural 

concepts are shadows that somehow lie over material reality instead of being wrapped up 

in its very fabric. In many cases, the recent approaches to film lack a philosophical 

understanding both of space as differentiation and of culture as process. 

As I have argued in the first meditation, Bergsonian methodology provides a 

necessary corrective to the limits of these recent theoretical approaches, properly 

questioning the traditional ontological foundations of the term “space,” recovering the 

notion of culture as process and thus restoring city-space and film-space to one 

variegated spatial and cultural production. Things are not in space, but rather as Bergson 

(1889) reminds us, space is in things. (see also Harvey 1996; Hewitt 1974). Difference is 

to be found within, throughout, and across the thing itself. Thusly, when Clarke (1997: 

drawing upon Fleisch 1987 and Friedberg 1993) argues for a conception of film as

(re)producing a virtual space and a “flickering virtual presence of the city” (10), he seems 

far from an understanding of the Bergsonian virtual as tendency and instead participates 

in the reification of the virtual into what is in effect the Bergsonian palpably real. Film 

cannot be understood as a spectacle held at a distance in a way different from extra-filmic 
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perception. Rather, if, as Bergson asserts, perception is our virtual action upon things 

(MM), then filmic perception is no different. It, too, is a virtual action upon things which 

is already cultural and political, always already wrapped up in an immanent social and 

economic reality. In our patterns of viewership and our reactions to film, we trace a 

necessarily social movement in the imaginary-real, actualizing some sheets of the virtual 

and leaving others at rest. In short, film can no longer be taken as a static event to be 

approached only intellectually, but rather is an event of the same kind as the 

apprehension of the city itself, and as such is approached viscerally in an embodied 

form—Shaviro’s (1993) “visceral immediacy of the cinematic experience” (36). Indeed, 

“constructedness and immanent reality go hand in hand” (Shaviro 1993: 36). The same 

conceptual frameworks and philosophical errors that rear their heads in the production of 

city-space can be found in film interpretation. For this reason, it is important to return 

film to the world. In the previous meditation I presented two important components of 

this return, first a reevaluation of the notion of iconicity as crucial to Film Studies, and 

second a critical rejection of the false philosophical problem that opposes real space to 

imaginary space. In this final meditation I would like to continue with Michael Dear’s 

theory of filmspace, specifically the areas he has termed “place of production” and 

“production of place.” I want to frame this discussion as departing from the 

acknowledgment of the crucial importance of iconicity in film as previously discussed, 

and I will subsequently connect on and off-screen space through a return to Madrid’s 

Retiro Park (from the fourth meditation), this time as it appears in Carlos Saura’s film 

Taxi (1996).
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I will first briefly remind the reader of Michael Dear’s theory of filmspace as 

articulated in The Postmodern Urban Condition, which displays a firm grasp of the 

immanence and constructedness of both film and city.124 In refusing to limit cinema as a 

reflection of city, his theory from the outset seeks to fold film into the built environments 

for both production and consumption. Although he gives his model spatialized form on 

the page (190), drawing what are apparently isolated boxes representing the “film text,” 

“place of production,” “production of place,” and “consumption in place,” the boxes are 

best understood as abstractions wrought of a unitary experience. These abstractions in 

effect serve as so many socially constructed scales (see Marston 2000) from which to 

view a singularity of movement that takes up both cinema and city. I will explore each of 

these scales with particular attention to how at each level space is routinely cleaved from 

time in order to simplify production in a drive toward meaning. In order to think this new 

and composite method of thinking film, I will address the severing of film from thought 

through interpretational modes which reduce film texts to expressing either bourgeois or 

progressive views in order to emphasize the connection between on-screen place and off-

124 Necessarily like all criticism his argument is at times problematic. Quite troublesome is his 
forceful distinction between the viewer and the critic, each of which possesses its own box in the diagram 
(190). Similarly, his concluding remarks fall into a standard art-life binary (such as that denounced by 
Sontag 1964). Dear states, “We may even go on to imagine and create a life, a city, that mimics the 
movies” (193). Although perhaps a poignant ending to a chapter, the statement both begs the question of 
which movie (and which aspect of a movie) to mimic and leaves unacknowledged that our lives and cities 
undoubtedly and necessarily, immanently, already mimic the movies. As his model itself presupposes, there 
is little ontological distance between film and city in the first place. Notwithstanding, the theory is a 
necessary corrective to theories of film that merely read the film text as a content reflective of reality, those 
auteur theories that equate film with directorial intent, and those that compromise the revolutionary 
capacity of film from the outset because of a determined industrial bias and ties to capital. It is, in fact, 
important to see how the scales Dear has abstracted from a unitary experience are all intimately connected, 
and how in understanding each there lies in wait a problematic separation of heterogeneous and 
homogeneous multiplicities.
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screen place and locating them both in a contemporary capitalist mode of production 

focused on the selling of place and the spatialization of difference.

At the levels of “place of production” and “production of place” I will attempt a 

comparative study of Jim Jarmusch’s Night on Earth (1992) and Carlos Saura’s Taxi

(1996) in order to tease out the particularities regarding the role of Madrid’s Retiro Park 

in the latter film. My object will be neither to isolate film or city as dependent upon the 

other, but to grasp the movement of a spatializing thought which exists as a tendency 

equally on and off, and through, the screen. This will expose the commonality between 

how the same capitalist system is bent on selling place whether it be filmic or extra-

filmic. Although formal procedures may be different in the two films, this is not enough 

to account for the political stance of each (see Shaviro 1993: 42). Rather, each film can 

be seen to express political criticism, strong in some senses and inadequate in others. In 

doing highlighting this multivalent conception of meaning, I will call for the revision of 

that well-intentioned but monolithic mode of interpretation espoused by Walter Benjamin 

that labels films either bourgeois or progressive.

Place of production, production of place: Globalized and (pen)insular taxistas

Space, it deserves repetition, Bergsonian space, is not something perceived in the 

film outside of the city, nor in the city outside of the film, nor a base or container for the 

film or the city, but a way of creating, organizing and reflecting upon that runs through 

the city-cinema experience. Space is that tendency of human thought and production that 

seeks to partition, divide, separate, limit and control. A story: Trade ministers planned to 
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meet in Quebec on April 20, 2001 to discuss the FTAA, an expansion of NAFTA by the 

WTO (formerly GATT). Under the proposed FTAA, the power of private corporations to 

undermine democratic rule would increase. This would add to already existing 

deregulated globalized trade and the creation of safe-havens for transnational 

corporations. In Tucson, Arizona, protesters walked around the downtown area and 

successively took over intersection after intersection in solidarity with the protests taking 

place in Quebec. “Whose streets? OUR streets! Whose world? OUR world!” they 

chanted, until police in riot-gear designated the peaceful protest unlawful and issued a 

dispersal order. The riot-geared police then began arresting some of the over two hundred 

peaceful protesters and physically and sometimes violently removing them from the 

streets. 

The point that the protest example above brings to light is key to any analysis of 

the urban—space in the city is delineated and policed in specific interests. In linking 

Michael Dear’s (2000) notions of the “place of production” and the “production of 

place,” this section will assess the degree to which two films, Carlos Saura’s Taxi and 

Jim Jarmusch’s Night on Earth, present the city as a product of increasingly globalized 

socio-economic practices, both successfully and unsuccessfully. It will be necessary to 

first present a view of those practices grounded in the work of Marxist cultural 

geographer David Harvey before commenting on the films. The films were chosen 

because of their similar taxi leitmotif, which itself holds implications for the study of 

movement through and access to urban space. Urban space is at once physical and 

mental, material and ideal, constituted by an indivisible movement that nevertheless 
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works from static images presumed to be discrete, and from which static images may in 

turn be apprehended by the intellect’s spatializing function. This process is simultaneous 

with the deployment of social power, for movement itself is no mere translation in space, 

but rather as Bergson reminds us, enacts a qualitative change in the Whole. 

The city context

The present discussion of space in the city and its corresponding cultural and 

cinematic forms is informed by the theory of cultural geographer David Harvey. The 

parallel processes that Harvey terms the ‘urbanization of capital’ and the ‘urbanization of 

consciousness’ work to shape specific interests that in turn police the city. This 

consciousness is a negotiation between and amongst five loci of power: individualism, 

class, community, the state, and the family, all of which interact with capital to form and 

reify the way in which we conceptualize the city. As capital and consciousness become 

increasingly urbanized in the uneven geographical development of capitalism, the city 

becomes the playground of those trying to accelerate turnover time. This can only be 

done through the production of space and long-term investments. Capitalists and local, 

state, and federal governments work together to create spaces of long-term investment 

that will make money, but that will do nothing to minimize the disparity between what 

the upper tier earns and what the underclass brings home. Harvey (2000) illuminates the 

distinctively capitalist production of space:

Capitalism thereby builds and rebuilds a geography in its own image. It 
constructs a distinctive geographical landscape, a produced space of 
transport and communications, of infrastructures and territorial 
organizations, that facilitates capital accumulation during one phase of its 
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history only to have to be torn down and reconfigured to make way for 
further accumulation at a later stage. (54)

As sections of the city fall prey to urban renewal schemes, working class areas are gutted, 

spruced up, resold, in the hopes that more affluent populations will turn dumps into 

booming downtowns. While these less affluent areas of the city are seen as unsightly 

problems from the insular class-based perspectives of planning boards and commissions, 

they are really symptoms of a mode of production that depends on the exploitation of 

labor to make money for those at the top of an age-old pyramid. Nevertheless, these 

symptoms reread as problem areas are disappeared by city planners only to manifest 

themselves in other spaces and contexts.

These processes intensify in the city that necessarily engages in interurban 

competition. As capital becomes urbanized it is also globalized, and the idea of selling 

place in a global economy becomes a city’s main focus. To be sold, places must undergo 

a minimization of difference. As Harvey (1996) writes, drawing on Boyer (1988):

Investment in consumption spectacles, the selling of images of places, 
competition over the definition of cultural and symbolic capital, the 
revival of vernacular traditions associated with places as a consumer 
attraction, all become inflated in inter-place competition. I note in passing, 
that most of postmodern production in, for example, the realms of 
architecture and urban design, is precisely about the selling of place as 
part and parcel of an ever-deepening commodity culture. The result is that 
places that seek to differentiate themselves as marketable entities end up 
creating a kind of serial replication of homogeneity. (298)

Class conflict must be erased from the landscape, written out of that place’s history. 

Cities strive to attract international businesses that are all too pleased to set up shop in an 

area in which the infrastructure of what Marx denominated the “second circuit of capital” 

is already provided for them. The nature of capitalism’s spatial fix, or its uneven 
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geographic development, necessitates that these corporations seek out the most 

advantageous business location. Yet, due to the changing nature of this very geographical 

development, that ideal location is always on the move. Thus, these same businesses 

attracted to a city due to place-bound advantages are destined to pull out and reestablish 

themselves somewhere else, when and where the conditions might be appropriate. In their 

wake, they leave unused city infrastructure and investment and displaced workers—

another problem whose bills effectively become a regressive tax on community members. 

The interpretation of the city, and of all its representations both literary and otherwise, 

necessitates a negotiation of the twin processes of the urbanization of capital and that of 

consciousness, and of their particular spatial manifestations.

Because of the above spatial practices performed therein, Harvey (1989) imagines 

the city as the place where “firmer connections between the rules of capital accumulation 

and the ferment of social, political, and cultural forms can be identified” (246). How, 

then, should the cultural critic interpret the presence or absence of these connections in 

filmic expositions of the city? On this point Walter Benjamin’s “The Author as Producer” 

offers direction. Addressing the Institute for the Study of Fascism in Paris on April 27th, 

1934, he distinguishes between two types of authors, the bourgeois and progressive:

You believe the present social situation forces him [the author] to decide 
in whose service he wishes to place his activity. The bourgeois author of 
entertainment literature does not acknowledge this choice. You prove to 
him that, without admitting it, he is working in the service of certain class 
interests. A progressive type of writer does acknowledge this choice. His 
decision is made upon the basis of the class struggle: he places himself on 
the side of the proletariat. And that’s the end of his autonomy. He directs 
his activity towards what will be useful to the proletariat in the class 
struggle. (85-86)
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Though these comments were made in an era of the fascists’ rise to power, their force 

does not diminish when related to today’s context. Consider the assertion by Michael 

Parenti that “US policymakers use fascism to protect capitalism” (52). Though there is no 

space here to discuss the fascist nature of contemporary capitalist injustice, it should 

suffice that injustice is produced by capitalist processes of wealth concentration. 

Benjamin argues that the authors of contemporary film have a responsibility to speak out 

against this injustice. Harvey’s connections between the ‘rules of capital accumulation’ 

and the ‘ferment of social, political, and cultural forms’ are either explicitly present, as in 

the work of a progressive filmmaker, or ignored, as in the case of a bourgeois filmmaker. 

Still key is Benjamin’s designation of bourgeois production as that which “transforms the 

political struggle so that it ceases to be a compelling motive for decision and becomes an 

object of comfortable contemplation.” The intent of the comment regarding political 

struggle, though it has gone considerable mutations from Benjamin’s pre-war context to 

Harvey’s late twentieth century urbanized consciousness, is still appropriate. Yet the 

simple opposition between bourgeois and progressive authors he employs runs the risk of 

reduction to a directorial determinism and accounts neither for the film’s reception nor 

for the fact that the notion of “progressive” must not be held to be monolithic, based on a 

single criterion. Also, in many cases, this denomination is only possible in retrospect, as 

those films which galvanize the consciousness of certain communities obtain a great 

relevance to current struggles and as others intended to do so fail in their attempt—once 

again a rereading of Bergson’s “The Possible and the Real” (CM) is appropriate. Instead 

of asking what a film means, we must attend to the way in which it functions, with which 
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discourses it relates itself, and which connections it leaves virtual (see also Deleuze ATP

4; 22-23). This is to break down the distinction between film, city and thought.

The taxi and the city

Both Night on Earth and Taxi foreground the conceptualization of city and focus 

on the taxi as a vehicle for viewing the urban. The urban consciousness presented through 

these works is contemporary to a system of corporate-dominated power elites leading the 

push for adoption of the FTAA. I will use the preceding framework to highlight the texts’ 

inclusion of taxis in the city as the cultural manifestation that necessitates recognition of a 

contemporary and predominating system of increasingly globalized capital.

The ubiquitous nature of taxis in these cultural products is not surprising given 

their unique position as an interstitial movement-image in larger patterns of space and 

time. The role of the taxi in this urbanized consciousness becomes important as one asks 

the question “who has access to space?” The taxi itself is a locus of capital exchange that 

permits access to space. This access takes the form of a distortion of spatial barriers. 

Distance is leveled in a manner proportional to the amount of money one holds. Yet time 

is purchased as equally as money. Thus through that lovely concrete abstraction, money, 

one purchases access to the space and time that define the city. The taxi-ride seems to 

offer a respite, however ephemeral, from the outside world and its issues of power. It 

almost seems a space of liminality, betwixt and between point of departure and 

destination. Yet in arriving at this conclusion there is something quite rotten. This sense 

of liminality is not a sense of neutrality. Interests of class, gender, and race are no less 
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invisible inside the taxi than they are throughout the city as a whole. There is, after all, no 

politically neutral space. Conflicts of class, gender and race are played out even inside the 

taxi, as the rear-view mirror is used to negotiate space between passenger and driver, and 

dialogue either challenges or necessarily reinforces the issues of power that root 

themselves in less transitory institutions. The atmosphere of the city, both in and out of 

the taxi, indeed provides ample moisture for the distinctly capitalist growth of 

distinctions of class, race, and gender.

Jarmusch and globalization demystified

Each of the five stories depicted in Jim Jarmusch’s film Night on Earth (1992), 

well known in independent film circles, presents the interactions between driver and 

passenger in five spatially displaced taxi-cab rides as more than just transitory in nature. 

Rather, these episodes are worthy of a feature-length film and speak to a greater truth. 

The most salient aspect of the film is its presentation of the globalized nature of the urban 

experience.

The connection of Jim Jarmusch’s Night on Earth to globalization and its cultural 

forms is undeniably omnipresent from the opening sequences. This relationship builds 

upon the opening image of the film, that of a spinning globe. Such a stock image of 

modernity has become synonymous with the processes of globalization. Harvey (2000) 

offers an explanation for the prominent triumph of this icon over that of the two-

dimensional map:

It has no natural boundaries save those given by lands and oceans, cloud 
covers and vegetation patterns, deserts and well-watered regions. Nor does
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it have any particular center. It is perhaps no accident that the awareness 
of the artificiality of those boundaries and centers that had hitherto 
dominated thinking about the world became much more acute. It became 
much easier, with this icon of the globe hanging in the background, to 
write of a ‘borderless world’ (as Miyoshi 1997, has so persuasively done) 
and to take a radically decentered approach to culture (with the massive 
cultural traditions of China, India, South America, and Africa suddenly 
looking as salient and as geographically dominant across segments of the 
globe as those of the West). Travel around the world, already much easier, 
suddenly had no natural stopping point and the continuity of spatial 
relations suddenly becomes both practically and rhetorically a 
fundamental fact of life. (13)

Of course, implicit in this statement is the understanding that in privileging the global 

image of a ‘borderless world’ one uncritically accepts an accompanying and underlying 

discourse of globalization. This discourse of globalization, like the image of the globe, 

purports itself to be a realistic representation of world affairs. Discourse and image link 

shake hands and lobby together for the production of ‘politically neutral’ trade areas such 

as those proposed by the FTAA. Yet, the neutrality of both discourse and image is merely 

a mask for power.125 As Harvey (2000) notes, the term globalization appears neutral and 

yet serves as cover-all for other less politically neutral terms such as imperialism and 

neocolonialism (13). 

That Jarmusch uses the spinning globe icon to start the movie immediately 

couches what is to follow in terms of an economy that is more geographically uneven 

than it is globalized. This uneven geographical development marked by the city is made 

explicit by the transition from the first image of the borderless spinning globe to the 

second image of the globe with its structures of power imposed. National borders, interior 

125 For a brief discussion of the history of the WTO and by extension the FTAA, see The WTO: Five Years 
of Reasons to Resist Corporate Globalization by Wallach and Sforza (1999).
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boundaries, and city names mar Jarmusch’s globe showing us the distribution of power 

over the surface of the world. Harvey (1989) writes that:

The conquest of space first required that it be conceived of as something 
usable, malleable and therefore capable of domination through human 
action. A new chronological net for human exploration and action was 
created through navigation and map-making. (176)

This is precisely the consequence of a Bergsonian spatializing intellect as it has harnessed 

or is harnessed by an advanced regime of capital accumulation. In light of this quotation, 

the sequence formed by these two opening shots demonstrates an evolution of the way in 

which cadastral survey came to partition space and reify claims to power in the landscape 

itself, and thus a welcome critique of the supposedly borderless world. Space is now 

displayed as universal in the fact that all space can be dominated and delineated. We must 

recall the Bergsonian notion of homogeneous space or Husserl’s geometrical space here. 

Then, rather than film the globe as static, the shot pans from Europe to the Bahamas, just 

north of Cuba, and through the Gulf of Mexico. The camera’s approach to each of the 

five highlighted cities is never static, reflecting the flows of information, people, and 

capital which more than ever before characterize the current state of the global economy. 

As the spherical cartographer’s dream continues to spin, the camera lays rest in Los 

Angeles where a light beneath the surface of the globe illuminates. The rest of the before 

ever-moving camera serves to LA stands out from its surroundings as the enlightened 

advanced capitalist city, a socially privileged entry point into the processes of that 

capitalist homogenization of a heterogeneous cohabitation of space-time.

The film is divided into five parts, with each part advancing its plot in the context 

of one of five of the largest cities in the world—first Los Angeles, then New York, Paris, 
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Rome, and finally Helsinki. This attempt to constitute the movie in spatial terms rather 

than through one unifying chronological narrative element highlights the specialized role 

of space in modernity. And yet each division of the film is introduced by the spinning of 

the hands of time, a perfect vision of Bergson’s spatialized time, that time that since the 

1880s has been the dog-demon of capitalist accumulation practices, and that has enabled 

the monitoring and acceleration of turnover time itself. Given the priority assigned to 

spatial division by Jarmusch in this film, it would be easy for a reading of the movie to 

emphasize the fragmentation of experience so often touted by self-congratulatory 

postmodernists. Yet on a much grander scale, such a reading would ignore the common 

materialist issues of class, race and gender, all of which contribute to the (re)production 

of the city as a locus created by the uneven distribution of capital. Such an interpretation 

would ignore the commonalities of place experienced by the characters of the five 

settings. Rather, implicit in the film is the idea that these places are participating in a 

system of globalized capital, marked by the influx of immigrant populations into a world 

economy and by the variegated spatial nature of flexible accumulation. 

The taxi drivers of each spatially contextualized mini-narrative are intimately 

connected to city, in the sense that their ability to make their living depends on their 

knowledge of the city itself. This connection is emphasized through the establishing shots 

that Jarmusch places at the beginning of each segment, a collage of still shots depicting 

the architectural and static qualities of places almost devoid of human presence. The 

attempt to envision the city as static reification in the establishing shots is contrasted with 

the emphasis of the taxi rides—constantly moving negotiations that frame the city as 
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process. As we move beyond the establishing shots in each of the city-stories, the taxi 

ride highlights place as a confrontation of difference. Negotiating the city becomes even 

synonymous with negotiating difference. 

The Los Angeles segment juxtaposes a young taxi driver with dreams of 

becoming a mechanic against an upper-tier Hollywood casting agent, both white, both 

women. This juxtaposition is underlined by the camera in one scene where Corky, the 

young cab driver speaks to her boss on a pay phone on the right side of the screen as 

Victoria, the casting agent, speaks of work on her cell phone on the left side of the screen. 

The two protagonists share the screen equally. Yet, the shot goes further than to establish 

the one as mere reflection of the other. Both have differing access to space. Corky must 

stop her activities to report in to her boss, whereas the mobility symbolized by Victoria’s 

cell phone enables her to stay in motion, only impeding slightly her attempt to procure 

her luggage from the circular airport belt. After all, as Newton well foresaw, an object in 

motion tends to stay in motion unless it happens to not have a cell phone. The space 

issues raised by the split-screen phone calls reflect larger issues. Victoria has just flown 

in on a small jet, and travels to Beverly Hills, an area to which Corky only has access 

while driving a taxi. Victoria soon realizes that Corky is the perfect candidate for a movie 

part that requires someone with “no experience and the nerves of a paratrooper.” Even

Victoria’s half-white half-black business fashion symbolically reflects her role as 

someone who profits through appropriating the other. Since at least the myth of Horatio 

Alger, America in particular has been obsessed with the idea that through hard work

anyone can improve their class status. This imagining of America as a meritocracy 
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obscures the real processes that restrict class mobility and the power base that validates 

the claims of a corporate global elite and a consenting and supporting bourgeois class. 

That the dialogue discursively repeats geographic signs evocative of place reinforces the 

homogeneity of Beverly Hills, and by extension the upper-tier access to capital. “This is 

Beverly drive coming up, where to?” Corky says, to which Victoria replies, “Turn right 

on Beverly Court and follow the road up to Beverly Circle, please.” But here, Jarmusch 

refuses to develop the hackneyed rags to riches story so often given credence through 

Hollywood tales. Corky has no illusions of mobility outside of her work knowledge of 

the city’s roads, and in turn, rejects Victoria’s offer and all the false assumptions that go 

with it, ironically leaving illusions of class mobility for the big-screen.

Jarmusch’s negotiation of difference in New York refuses to uncritically paint the 

city as playground for the bourgeoisie. In this second segment, the encounter with 

otherness centers around the interaction between Yoyo, a black passenger from Brooklyn 

and Helmut, a recent immigrant from East Germany. Before being picked up by Helmut, 

Yoyo is refused service by a multitude of cabs, driving home the point that he is all but 

invisible in the city. “What am I, Invisibleman?” he exclaims. He then takes to holding 

out a handful of money to combat racist stereotypes, and is finally picked up. The pair 

negotiates the city while Jarmusch draws light-hearted comparisons between the two that 

serve to identify their commonalities. Helmut remarks on their common hats. Yoyo 

laughs at Helmut’s name, and Helmut does the reverse. Though the scene is, in one sense, 

a comment on the relationship between capital and the city, in another sense it fails. As 

Elisabeth Mahoney (1997) remarks, Jarmusch is blind to the way in which he has merely 
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reproduced conventional stereotypes of gender and race that are common to urban and 

gender ideologies. Yoyo’s sister-in-law, Angela, she argues, is very much a stereotype. 

She is portrayed as a “feisty fast-talking and uncontrollable woman who very much 

comes to symbolize Brooklyn for Helmut,” and who is likened to a part of the city itself 

through Helmut’s similar reaction to both her beauty and the beauty of the Brooklyn 

Bridge (178). Yoyo acts as the arm of these restrictive urban gender stereotypes when he 

leaps out of the taxi and grabs Angela, forces her into the cab, and finally locks her in the 

back seat to carry her back to what he deems a more appropriate location. Through 

reproducing stereotypes, as Mahoney suggests, Jarmusch seemingly also reproduces the 

way in which women’s access to space is limited. Yet, that Jarmusch is not conscious of 

what he is reproducing lies in his fashioning of the scene. The camera is sympathetic to 

Yoyo as a character and also to his restricting of female space as Angela’s story is used 

only to create comic relief. Ultimately, she becomes merely an intercalated story and as 

the segment ends we watch as Helmut becomes lost in Brooklyn, solidifying his 

relationship to the similarly marginalized Yoyo—both of whom are lost in the 

labyrinthine city. Given this inadequacy, it seems more unfruitful than ever to speak of 

the film as a totality, as either bourgeois or progressive. Rather, this is appropriate of a 

scholarship that sees itself as a mere substitute for action rather than one which seeks to 

explore the way in which every film is an opening onto the whole of the world, to find 

those paths which a monologic quest for meaning has covered over.

In the Paris segment, race takes a back-seat to class issues as a pair of black 

African diplomats get into the cab of a black African immigrant from the Ivory Coast. 
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Their superior self-important attitude takes the form of implied and finally formal 

condemnations of the driver as they address him pejoratively as “little brother.” In this 

case, the upper-class access to space is temporarily deposed as the driver kicks them out 

of his cab in an unfamiliar neighborhood. This is, however, a rather poetic and 

unsystemic reversal of class-mediated access to space. Ultimately, the driver has 

sacrificed his time for nothing. The viewer watches as the realization hits him that he did 

not collect his fare. 

Jarmusch’s film is at least an attempt to show the ills of an urbanized 

consciousness. From the start he unmasks power distribution across the globe. He depicts 

characters who are restricted in their access to urban space. This restriction is shown to be 

a direct result of static city formations, themselves the product of urban planning and 

design projects, and the urban consciousness that is embedded in them. This urbanized 

consciousness and its corresponding economic social cultural legitimizations of the flows 

of capital are all shown to pervade the sum of city life down to the seemingly 

inconsequential taxi-ride. The city is space of otherness, but as the Paris segment shows, 

class legitimacy reigns supreme and victories against institutionalized class power are but 

ephemeral at best. Night on Earth, following Benjamin’s guidelines, seemingly refuses to 

depict life in the city, or the political struggle for that matter, as a mere object of 

comfortable contemplation, and yet as Mahoney mentions, there are areas whose 

reception is indeed intended to be quite comfortable.
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Saura’s Madrid

If Night on Earth functions to unmask the processes of urban consciousness 

formation, Carlos Saura’s Taxi, too, shows the ways in which the battle over space is 

dominated by the laws of flexible accumulation and their support by the Spanish 

bourgeoisie. The film is intended to be a confrontation with and denunciation of stagnant 

racial attitudes, an intent which is quite successful in and of itself. Yet, lacking from the 

film is a substantial critique of these laws that unerringly presents capital, and not just its 

culturally-based lackeys, as the prime player in this battle over space. The film thus offers 

a severely limited understanding of interactions concerning space in the city. This 

understanding of the film’s critique as limited is greatly enriched through awareness of 

the events that have transpired in Madrid before and after the film’s release. In discussing 

these events we will uncover the immanent link between Dear’s “place of production” 

and “production of place.”

The format of Taxi runs contrary to that of Night on Earth. The film proceeds 

developing a chronological plot. The narrative structure is squarely conventional. There 

are no extended breaks of place or time. There are no ambiguities as to the events 

themselves, such things being quite frequent among the films of younger directors of the 

last decade. For example, Alejandro Amenábar’s Abre los ojos (1997) and Mateo Gil’s 

Nadie conoce a nadie (1999) rattle off the familiar reality vs. fantasy question, which has 

become a staple of the contemporary big-budget movie-going experience. Insofar as this 

aspect dominates the action of the movies, such directors embrace uncritically the 

seemingly postmodern and thus fragmented nature of film’s portrayal of the world. The 
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audiences of these types of big-budget movies are overwhelmingly concerned with mere 

escape from life in a system that needs their continual support to dominate and exploit the 

working class. It is precisely this bourgeois class of people that forms the central family 

and focus of Saura’s film.

Saura’s focus on the bourgeois family is nothing new to Taxi. Starting out with 

what Virginia Higgenbotham terms neo-realist aims, Saura soon turned to slightly veiling 

his criticism of the civil war and the Franco regime (77). This veiling took the shape of 

the equation “family = Spain under Franco.” This is certainly the case with Jardín de las 

delicias (1970), which additionally provides an interesting point of comparison with Taxi. 

In the former, José Luis López Vásquez plays Antonio Cano, an industrialist suffering 

from amnesia as a result of a car accident. His family attempts to restore his memory, 

through a series of dramatic recreations of significant episodes of his life, in order to 

prompt him to remember the number of his Swiss bank account. As Higgenbotham states, 

Cano is clearly representative of a Spain whose amnesia is the repression of the Franco 

era. His family, similarly, is a Spain who is witness to Franco’s declining health.

But Saura soon turned to less traditional analogies. The family of Taxi is a perfect 

example of this. It is not a nuclear or extended family, but rather of a group of taxistas, 

only some of whom share blood relationships. Extending Marvin D’Lugo’s (1991) 

analysis, these taxi drivers are the logical continuance of the Spanish bourgeois 

characters that Saura has depicted in films since La caza (1966), wearing “the mask of 

modernity, while mentally and spiritually rooted in the past” (67). Of course, the 

relationship of these characters to a Spanish national identity has necessarily changed 
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since the end of the dictatorship. The Spain of the 1990s faces new questions of cultural 

and national identity under the globalized nature of the world economy. In recent 

decades, Spanish film has been in an important position to comment upon these questions 

of changing identity. Though the Franco regime itself became more interested and 

capable of entering the world economy even before 1975, most of all due to its anti-

communist position in the Cold War, Spain is now in a position to participate more fully 

in a system dominated by corporate multinationals and governments cooperating to sell 

place as never before. This selling of place has been facilitated by and reflected in the 

Spanish cinema despite a transparent effort to disguise the process in patriotic rhetoric. 

Barry Jordan notes that in 1982, 

Government policy reaffirmed the PSOE’s [Partido Socialista Obrero 
Español] pre-electoral commitment to the concept of a subsidized national 
cinema, defining the cinema not simply as a commercial product but as a 
‘cultural good’(‘bien cultural’), which formed part of the people’s cultural 
heritage (‘el patrimonio del pueblo’) and served as an instrument of 
emancipation (‘instrumento de liberación’) (Hopewell, 1989, p. 400; 
Gubern et al., 1995, pp. 400-1). (181) 

Yet despite this decree that cinema was ‘not simply a commercial product,’ the film 

industry, especially during the 1990s, became subject to the desires of its financers. These 

financers, as Jordan continues, were more and more dominated by “foreign transnational 

capital, which demands projects that promise a commercial return” (190). The 

appearance of corporate American product-placement in the form of a Coca-Cola 

vending machine testifies to Taxi’s involvement in these global and commercial practices 

which, having been almost absent under Franco, are becoming more and more a part of 

Spanish cinema.
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These global and commercial practices are as highly visible in Taxi’s narrative 

and characters as they are in the Spanish film industry at large. Contemporary analysis of 

written cultural texts has been able to shed light on what should not be just another 

literary question. As John Goode (1978) writes regarding the work of Dickens, “The 

social space of the city, insofar as it is created space, is partly organized to keep class 

relationships to an abstraction – suburbs, ghettoes, thoroughfares are all ways of keeping 

the possibilities of direct confrontation at bay.”126 His realization holds true in all manner 

of cultural products. This type of analysis is at least equally suitable in discussing films. 

After all, the medium of film is able to represent spatial relationships of class visually.

As we have attempted to show in the above discussion of Jarmusch, it is through 

the taxi that class relationships are liberated out of abstraction and into the real. 

Negotiating the city occurs simultaneously to negotiating patterns of difference, of class, 

gender, and race. Yet in Saura, the taxi converts itself even more pointedly into a locus of 

direct confrontation, albeit in the process of making an insufficient critique. Here, the 

purported neutral though ephemeral spatial qualities of the taxi become the direct 

instruments of violence. Saura’s family of taxistas steps in to fill the gap left by the 

Franco dictatorship and continue its early fascist aims of cleansing within a new context. 

Akin to the “Limpia Madrid” gangs of Alex de la Iglesia’s El día de la bestia (1995) 

setting fire to the homeless in the street. Their daily activities include roughing up blacks, 

throwing addicts off bridges, and shooting anyone that doesn’t conform to a 

compulsatory heterosexuality. Calero, the most vehement of the group sums up this 

126 This citation comes from Harvey (1989: 178).
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attitude while staring down at a chabola, “ Negros, maricones, drogadictos, delincuentes 

internacionales… Ellos tienen la culpa de todos los males que padece este país...”

Calero’s list of the scapegoats for Spain’s supposed ills forms an equally accurate 

summary of the movie’s most brutal scenes. As part of the opening sequence of the 

movie, the camera pans downward from a hotel directly to a woman vomiting into a trash 

can. As a taxi approaches her, the taxista notices a needle on the ground next to the 

woman, and the audience knows she is headed for the trash herself. She is disposed of by 

the male members of the familia taxista by being thrown off of a bridge. A switch from 

mid-shots to a long shot from below after the moment of release frames the action in 

terms of larger issues of the city.

The next episode recalls the Paris segment of Night on Earth. A black delegate 

passenger is on his way to the Hotel Palace. His request of direction is met with the racist 

reply “Desde cuándo admiten negros en El Palace.” After the passenger gets out, he spits 

on the hood of the taxi, and the driver leaps out and begins to rough him up on the hood 

while launching at him an insular and racist invective. The violence is only stopped by a 

police car driving by, which gives the passenger the chance to escape.

In one of the more developed segments, the taxistas go to a chabola to destroy 

that which they see as being responsible for, as above, “todos los males que padece este 

país.” Saura’s intent here is to echo the bourgeoisie’s instrumental support of Franco 

during the Spanish Civil War. Following from Gerald Brenan (1960), tired of a history of 

violent worker strikes and brutal repressions, many members of the bourgeoisie in Spain 

were easily persuaded to a fascist ideology that promised illusions of unity and an end to 
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conflict. Though still part of the movie’s denunciation of Francoist ideology, the scene 

also expertly reproduces the evils of bourgeois mobility. Contrary to the taxi drivers of 

Jarmusch who are clearly working class, here the mobility of the taxistas likens them to 

the middle class. Their taxis, indicative of their middle-class access to space, facilitate 

their arrival at, and more importantly, their quick getaway from the chabola after they 

have beaten its habitants and burned their possessions. The camera emphasizes the 

connection of these class-based atrocities to the city, and thus to an increasingly 

urbanized, though not uniquely Spanish, consciousness. Larry Ford documents that “the 

role of cities in film gradually changed over time from serving as mere background 

scenery to acting as the equivalent of major characters in many stories” (119). This is 

most certainly the case here. Throughout the movie, lighting and camera angle are 

manipulated to capture the reflections of buildings and the urban on the windshield of the 

taxi. The effect is such that, in looking at the taxista, the viewer cannot visually separate 

them from the superimposed reflections. Person and city are thus cut from and 

constructed by the same fabric.

Moreover, this city is itself produced in the image of the bourgeoisie. The family 

formed by Velasco, his wife and their daughter Paz, who is the main protagonist of the 

movie, is solidly middle-class. Shots of the daughter’s room clearly depict bourgeois 

space. Innumerable outfits fill her closet. Mirrors line many surfaces in the room as a

metaphor for the bourgeoisie’s wide-angled access to space, extending the visual space of 

the room for both Paz and movie-goer alike. A poster on the wall depicts a palm-treed 

tropical scene of bourgeois vacation or escape, equally at home in Manuel Vázquez
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Figs. 1.16-1.17, The Palace Hotel, Madrid
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Montalbán’s Los mares del sur (1979). Paz, though a product of her bourgeois family 

environment, is seemingly interested in progressive causes, carrying around a lighter 

upon which is written “Lucha por la paz,” which eventually gets Dani, her stock love 

interest in trouble. Dani, however, plays a less peripheral role in the brutality. Although 

he urinates on someone he considers a maricón in a dance club bathroom and kills one of 

the members of the chabola with a baseball bat, he is nevertheless unconvincingly 

portrayed as politically on the fence. He waffles from racially insulting a black peddler in 

a bar to purportedly apologizing to him later on and even purchasing a gift from him in 

order to prove his love to Paz. The violence instigated by Dani and the entire family of 

taxistas is simultaneously an attempt by fascists to reclaim the city as their own space as 

well as an equal attempt by an accommodated bourgeois class, fascist ideology or not. 

These attempts take on a special meaning since they are perpetrated against infiltrations 

of otherness, in terms of class, race, gender and sexuality made more poignant by Spain’s 

increasing involvement in a global economy.

In contrast to Jardín de las delicias, Taxi represents a move out of the isolation of 

the Franco period to encompass themes of more relevance in a globalized world. Here, 

Saura has taken on issues of immigration and difference, themes notably absent in his 

earlier film. Yet, though he succeeds in presenting the class struggle in the abstract, he is 

blind to the way in which his own filmic representation of the city projects a space that is, 

in Benjamin’s words, a mere “object of comfortable contemplation.” In continuing to 

criticize the ideological holdovers of Spain’s transition to democracy, Saura ignores the 

way in which his treatment of space is now subject to analysis in terms of a global system 
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of capital and its corresponding consciousness. Instead of framing spatial divisions as the 

dominant, but not determining, function of human thought, the partitioning of space is 

held subject to a peripheral and primitively imagined fascist identity—itself distanced 

from the mode of production and seen as easily corrected. It will be the purpose of the 

next two sections to document this unique treatment of space.

El Parque del Retiro, On and Off the Screen127

Perhaps the most important location filmed in Taxi is El Parque del Retiro in 

Madrid, which occupies a central place in its narrative. The viewer witnesses night scenes 

of the Palacio de Cristal, lit-up in splendor, and the water’s edge monument to Alfonso 

XII. It is this monument that forms the location for the movie’s climactic final 

confrontation between Paz, Dani, and Calero, played by actor Eusebio Lázaro. In this 

scene, Calero is worried about Dani’s increased predilection for the notorious political 

fence-ride due to his non-fascist love interest, Paz, and determines to kill her. Paz—also 

worried about Dani’s choices—from the other side of the fence, arrives at the Parque del 

Retiro to escape and sits meditatively under the statue of Alfonso XII. Calero arrives with 

a gun, and Dani enters the monument from another side, forming a triangle. In a stock 

love-interest-sticks-up-for-girl move, Dani says that Calero will have to kill him first. 

Calero shoots Dani, conveniently enough in the shoulder. Dani knifes Calero, and as 

127 Much of the information in this section and the next concerning the Retiro Park is taken from the fourth 
meditation, but nevertheless deserves repetition here in order to highlight the connection between on and 
off-screen space.
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Calero is about to knife him back, Paz shoots Calero a few times with his own gun. Dani, 

supposedly cleaned of his military ingrained life-long fascist desires, walks out of the 

park limping alongside Paz along the tree-lined path that leads to the water’s edge as a 

crane-shot rises and tilts out towards the newly-born sun.

Despite the erroneous assertion made by Harvey (1990) that film is “in the final 

analysis, a spectacle projected within an enclosed space on a depthless screen” (308), 

there is, indeed, an interaction between the medium of film and the city. Rob Lapsley 

writes of the oft-quoted cliché that “the city is constructed as much by images and 

representations as by the built environment” (187). Both city and film are in a sense 

reifications of processes engendered by the distinctively urban nature of consciousness 

and capital. Both share a capacity if not a propensity to present dominant discourses of 

power as natural. And as Jeff Hopkins shows, film, too, has the power to construct a 

façade of neutrality over that landscape of power: “The cinematic landscape is not, 

consequently, a neutral place of entertainment or an objective documentation or mirror of 

the “real”, but an ideologically charged cultural creation whereby meanings of place and 

society are made, legitimized, contested and obscured”128 (47). This realization 

necessitates a discussion of El Retiro on and off the screen, as simultaneous “place of 

production” and “production of place.”

Delving into the place-bound history of the park and surrounding areas shows an 

intersection of on and off-screen narratives. The doubled Retiro and its surrounding areas, 

in both the on-screen and the off-screen Madrid, proves to be a space historically claimed 

128 This citation appears also in Dear (1999: 182).
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by the Spanish bourgeoisie. As María Jesús Vidal Domínguez notes, at the beginning of 

the 20th century, housing in older sections of the zone known as El Retiro was originally 

directed to working or popular class peoples. Yet, the middle class soon occupied these 

dwellings. In the 60s and 70s, the same pattern emerges nearby. The zone known as Niño 

Jesús was first directed to middle class professionals, but was occupied by the more 

accommodated middle class who installed pools and gardens among other renovations 

characteristic of their class privilege. Housing in Estrella was constructed for lower 

middle class families but was soon placed in demand by middle class professionals. 

Fuente del Berro, too, underwent a change from lower-middle class to solid middle class 

residents. A familiar pattern emerges in which the underclass is pushed to the outer rim of 

the city or from one place to another as cities try to secure a safe haven for transnational 

capital. This capital, tied to tourism, would rather see homogeneity than the real wealth 

disparities created by practices of flexible accumulation that now globally dominate the 

construction of space.

The park itself has long-time ties with class privilege. “Lugar predilecto de los reyes ya 

desde la época de Felipe II, fue Felipe IV el que impulsó su creación y en 1868 se 

convirtió en propiedad del municipio.”129 Though the Revolution of 1868 sought to bring 

the space under public control, the 1990s saw the increasing privatization of the park’s 

supposedly public space. An attempt to close the park at the start of the ‘90s did not fully 

succeed due to the lack of perimetral barriers. In 1995, before Taxi was released, the 

park’s closing was announced “por razones de seguridad y para evitar el

129 See <http://www.madridhoy.net/ciudad/parques.htm>.
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Fig. 1.18, The Retiro Park: Statue of Alfonso XII & the estanque

Fig. 1.19, Eastward view from the monument of Alfonso XII
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gamberrismo” (El Mundo, 1 Feb 2000). The rhetoric of protecting the public disguises a 

need to remake the park in the bourgeois image, and is a reformulation of the same

attitudes that have sought to homogenize space in Spain since at least the start of the 

twentieth century, if not since even earlier.

On the screen, Saura’s bourgeois characters have unfettered access to the park. 

There is no evidence of the night-time gamberrismo that has motivated talk of its 

closings. Instead, the violence therein is the product of the same particularly bourgeois 

fear and hatred that characterized support of the Civil War Nationalists and accompanied 

Spain’s integration into a global economy in the Post-Franco era. Taxi presents a 

homogenized view of public space idealized by a bourgeois mental cartography. It is this 

urbanized consciousness, present in Madrid before Taxi’s release as well as in Saura’s 

film itself, that has engulfed El Retiro and surrounding areas in class war even after the 

film’s release.

El Retiro Since 1996

The spatial reading of the film takes on even more meaning in the wake of events 

surrounding the park that occurred since the release of the movie. The park has 

increasingly become the site of a battle over the privatization of space – a battle that 

seems to be dominated by governmental legislation under the rule of the more 

conservative Partido Popular (PP) that beat out the socialist PSOE in 1996. This 

legislation seems, more than ever, to focus on attracting tourism and business. Gerry 
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Kearns and Chris Philo (1993) describe three ways in which history is used to attract 

these very things, or in other terms, “sell place:”

The first occurs when local authorities and local entrepreneurs self-
consciously draw upon the economic and social history of a particular 
place as a source of pride and inspiration for the present […] The second 
and related possibility here entails the use of ‘heroic’ imagery surrounding 
historical processes as a lever for money-making and persuasion in the 
present […] The third possibility here involves the planned adoption of all 
manner of historical references, particularly architectural references, in the 
fabric of the built environment, so as to foster the ‘cosy’ ambience of a 
place that is basically familiar. (6)

As recent urban projects have sought to sell Madrid in the realm of interurban 

competition, they have used all three of these methods. The park and surrounding areas 

have become part of efforts to restore Madrid’s patrimony, to seek out the false shadow 

of historical accuracy, and also to police bourgeois space to secure the interests of 

transnational capital.

A massive campaign to restore historical monuments has been underway in 

Madrid. In the last few years, restorations have been performed on over 182 statues, 174 

sculpture groups, 397 fountains, and 17 doors and arcs (El Mundo, 10 Jan 2001). Slated 

for restorations, even the top of the statue of Alfonso XII at the water’s edge has been 

closed to the public since 1990 (El Mundo, 16 Marzo 2000). Documentation of the clean-

up has even been organized into a museum exposition itself, on the assumption that “Los 

madrileños no tienen conocimiento suficiente del patrimonio monumental del que 

disponen,” according to Sigfrido Herráez, Concejal de Vivienda y Rehabilitación Urbana 

(El Mundo, 10 Jan 2001). As regards the burgeois production of space it seems there is 
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always a need to document, and in this case, document in a museum the documentation 

that already exists in the park, itself a museum.

Futhermore, the Retiro metro stop, declared a Monumento Histórico Nacional in 

1997, has also been remodeled in an attempt to sell Madrid’s urban space. 

Homogenization of corporate interest has taken precedence over that of small businesses. 

As Sandra Commisso writes of the station, “Los quioscos y locales que se instalaron sin 

respetar la estética del lugar serán reubicados de acuerdo con la idea original. En fotos 

antiguas conservadas en el Museo Ferroviario se puede apreciar que la farmacia, la 

fiambrería y la bombonería, mantenían el mismo estilo de la estación” (Clarín, 26 Oct 

2000). Here as elsewhere in the world of globalized capital, historic preservation serves 

as a smokescreen for the consolidation of corporate interest as small businesses are 

pushed out for such bogus reasons as ‘not fitting the style we had in mind.’

The same interests apparent in the restoration projects above have resulted in 

increased policing of the Parque del Retiro itself. The reasons given for the privatization 

of this supposedly public space have been the usual --prostitution, drugs and stigmatized 

undesirables. Sound like Taxi yet? Yet underneath these conservative rationalizations lie 

larger systems of capital and the social injustice that always accompanies them. Non-

governmental organizations such as SOS Racismo have denounced the increased policing 

of the park. Rosa M. Tristán decribes the presence: “Policías a caballo, en coche, en 

moto. Decenas de agentes recorren cada día, durante horas, el parque de El Retiro a la 

caza del inmigrante.” As Tristán notes, pedestrians of African or Arab appearance are 

routinely and systematically stopped and asked to produce papers. Even if the papers are 
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in order, they are told to leave (El Mundo, 15 Aug 1998). During June and July 1998, she 

continues, the municipal police identified 990 people as suspicious. Of these 911 had no 

result whatsoever. The operation, part of the aptly named Turista 98, found: 

[...] 16 decomisos de pequeñas cantidades de droga, una navaja; un 
indocumentado; tres personas sancionadas por consumir algún tipo de 
estupefaciente en público y 56 intervenciones menores, que incluyen 
desde pasear suelto al perro hasta la pérdida de un niño o una multa de 
tráfico por circular el parque. (El Mundo, 29 Aug 1998) 

In “real” life, as in the movies, we see once again the homogenization of public space. 

The persecution of otherness in the park is not a hold-over from the Franco era as is the 

violence that Saura embodies in his taxistas so much as it is a presumably valid method 

to be used in policing investment of capital. In this case the capital takes the form of 

restoration of a national patrimony that Madrid uses to make money through selling itself 

to global tourism. One can see a familiar process -- capitalist intercity competition must 

play up the history of a given place. The history of that place must be as ‘inoffensive’ as 

possible, as ‘bland’ as possible, and be presented in as ‘neutral’ a manner as possible. The 

idea of a ‘neutral’ history is, however, quite offensive. Instead of the history of 

persecution of immigrants, the history of bourgeois control of space is celebrated. The 

spaces of this bland monumental history must then be policed and deemed ‘safe’ for 

capital. 

It seems important to note that attempts to reclaim that space from the interests of 

bourgeois supported capital have been made. The monument has been the site of many 

pro-immigrant protests. July 23, 2000, for example, various immigrants rights and human 

rights groups assembled by the monument to protest the PP’s 1985 offensive Ley de 
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Extranjería. Under this law, in the words of the organization Papeles para Todos, “los 

inmigrantes que lleguen a España no serán personas con reconocimiento legal y derechos, 

sino <<ilegales obligados a aceptar cualquier condición de trabajo, a ocultarse, a callar 

ante las injusticias>>” (El Mundo, 24 Jul 2000). The interests of these immigrants are not 

being served by the aforementioned large-scale historical restoration projects. Rather 

these urban projects reconstruct space to accommodate a larger influx of multinational 

money. 

Conclusion: The future of film as tourism?

Having established the place-bound history of El Parque del Retiro and its 

surrounding areas, I return once again to the climactic ending of Taxi. The characters’ 

free movement in the park at night, seen in this light, reflects their privileged status and 

their appearance as non-immigrants. Their mobility goes unchecked, in marked contrast 

to the fact that by the filming of this scene, there had already been much discussion 

surrounding the closing of the park and the “strange” people who occupied its space. In 

an inversion of the discourse advanced by the taxistas  in the movie, the strange occupants 

of the park are the middle class themselves. The “gamberrismo” cited in 1995 as the 

reason for wanting to close the park takes the form of the racially privileged and fascist-

leaning Calero, who is shot dead.

Yet, it is too easy to conclude that justice has been served. As Paz and Dani march 

out of the park towards the rising sun, the movie would have one believe that Calero’s 

fascism is a characteristic of a generation gone by – that a new generation marches 
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forward, rejecting racism, homophobia and the sequestering of women. With Calero 

dead, we presume, Dani will be deprogrammed and metaphorically seek out the ‘Lucha 

por la paz’ lighter that became emblematic for his struggle. The problems posed by the 

use of El Parque del Retiro in Taxi, however, are not easily packaged as Francoist 

ideology, but rather as we have attempted to show, by the marked construction of space 

around the ideology of selling Madrid in a globalized economy. It is this act that remains 

virtual throughout Saura’s movie. He does not unravel the link of the taxista attitudes to 

global business, but rather displays the social ill without its corresponding economic 

counterpart. The Hollywood ending is reproduced here in all of its glory as a new day 

dawns, love and drying blood are in the air, and the lovers’ passage through the park goes 

unchallenged.

Saura’s traditional critiques and metaphors seem unlikely to capture the issues 

surrounding space in an epoch of flexible accumulation. Despite functioning on one level 

as a harsh commentary of insular Spanish attitudes, on another, Taxi merely functions to 

sell place. The relationship of capital to its corresponding socio-cultural manifestations is 

not fully developed, and what development exists is disappeared in the final scene as we 

are dealt an all-too-familiar ending. Will a viewer of the movie see use of the park as 

anything other than that which appears in a tourist brochure? The park information easily 

found on the web can serve as a sufficient summary of the movie itself.

Se trata de uno de los parques más animados de Madrid. Desde la entrada 
norte se baja por un paseo arbolado hasta el lago, donde se pueden alquilar 
barcas de remos, en un lado del estanque se levanta una columnata 
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semicircular con la estatua ecuestre de Alfonso XII. Recomendamos un 
paseo por este parque uno de los sitios emblemáticos de Madrid.130

As class history gets erased from the landscape of globalized capitalism it, too gets erased 

from popular memory. The most emblematic sites of a city, in tourist parlance, become 

those that express a false image of class homogeneity. The most economically successful 

movies do the same. As Spanish film gains a wider international market and more 

distance from the Franco era, it is likely that it will become even less critical and more 

bourgeois. As cultural artifacts, films play an important role in class war, either affirming 

or protesting capitalist claims on the landscape, either pointing out injustice or 

contributing to it through omission. 

And yet Saura’s film is not alone in the contradiction it entails between the 

bourgeois selling of place and the political denunciation of lingering insular attitudes. 

This is the contradiction that can be found in many movies, depending on the virtualities 

that a given viewer or reviewer actualizes based on their own center of indeterminacy. 

For at the same time that the work of art expresses a “coherent deformation” of reality 

(the phrase is from Malraux; see Merleau-Ponty, PW 60), the viewing experience 

expresses yet another coherent deformation. The discernment of bourgeois and 

progressive authors in contemporary film is problematic at best in that it, by nature, 

disallows establishing multiple criteria upon which to judge a film’s merit. Through a 

look at the role of the Retiro Park  in Saura’s Taxi I have shown that at the levels of 

“production of place” and “place of production,” images of place are produced as 

commodities, already subject to processes of perceptual-industrial capitalist 

130 See <http://www.rodamons.net/espamadrid.htm>.
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homogenization. In a world in which revolutionary messages are necessarily lodged in 

webs of capitalist exchange, what matters is the ability to truly think the new and not to 

merely reproduce the static images of space and time in both making and viewing a 

film—this means to resist the path to an easy solution to social problems and linger long 

enough to find and avoid the way of thinking that continues to reproduce the problem in 

its pre-given solution.
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CONCLUSION—ON SPACE, MOVEMENT & COMPLEXITY

Any large social process or event will inevitably be far more complex than 
the schemata we can devise, prospectively or retrospectively, to map it.

—James Scott, Seeing Like a State 309

Space, as I have attempted to show throughout, is no mere container for things, 

but as Henri Bergson contended, is a very peculiar method of differentiation. This 

difference is internal to what we consider to be the thing itself. Space understood in this 

manner calls for a simultaneous reevaluation both of the spatial problems of advanced 

capitalist societies and of the critical categories that go unquestioned in the intellectual 

research of these societies and their cultural products. As an important complement to the 

unique link between the production of city-space and wealth accumulation, the 

Bergsonian philosophical method provides a more careful formulation of the questions 

that are asked of space. This approach leads the researcher towards awareness of the 

spatializing processes which structure perception itself. The distinction between thought 

and action is itself revealed to be a habitual human practice holding consequences for 

social justice. It is not that thought may lead to action, but that action is already contained 

within the thought. It is by thinking through traditional models of reality that the human 

brain introduces stages into an indivisible process of movement, blind to the effects of 

this partitioning. Problems of differentiation in space are produced by a thought that must 

simplify complex mobile processes in order to act. This is thought in its reductive 

capacity. I have argued that reductive scholarship reproduces the same spatialization 

active in the cause of social problems. Yet true critical thinking involves acknowledging 

the cohabitation of opposites, embracing plurality and gaining an awareness of the 
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consequences and limitations of thought’s own movement. If scholarship has a role to 

play in the creation of a better world, it is this: to advise caution in the use of thought 

itself, and to reveal the generative power of a perception which we routinely take to be 

reflective. For this reason, throughout the present work, I have engaged in 

metatheoretical critique of certain foundational disciplinary oppositions. 

In the first meditation, on philosophy, I explored how space and time, materiality 

and ideality, economy and culture are differentiated but not ontologically separated 

through use of a Bergsonian philosophical-phenomenological approach to problems of 

space. This discussion took us through the ideas of his major works, and through those of 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gilles Deleuze (with Félix Guattari). I argued that in order to 

assess both the meaning of cultural products and their immersion in and non-

differentiation from a social field a more complex ontological model of spatial production 

was necessary. It was necessary to clarify the phenomenological and philosophical 

dimensions of the production of space in order to illuminate a road to the analysis of 

cultural production that refused to content itself with the object studied. I showed that this 

model is active in recent cultural analyses and implicit in approaches to the production of 

space, thus preparing the way for the literary to exceed the text, for health to exceed the 

notion of disease, for the urban to exceed the city and for filmspace to exceed the film 

itself. 

The second meditation, on literature, was attentive to how the literary overflows 

the text with particular attention to the nondual differentiation of composites I outlined in 

the first meditation. My point of departure was the radical indivisibilities of world-book-
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author and world-book-critic. I took up the explicit concerns of the first meditation 

directly in discussion of Belén Gopegui’s novel La escala de los mapas ([1992]1993) 

whose novelistic form and content I argued works well with the Bergsonian approach to 

dissolve the distinction between mental and cartographic space in the production of city 

space through references that ground the work in an undeniably geographically urban 

format. 

In the third meditation, on illness, I explored the wholly spatial nature of the 

traditional paradigm of medical practice. I opposed this paradigm to the recent Nursing 

theory of Margaret Newman, which articulates the variegated terrain of health/disease in 

an implicitly Bergsonian fashion. I used this theoretical framework, an implicit 

reformulation of Bergson’s work on space-time and differentiation through a discussion 

of the novels El árbol de la ciencia (Baroja 1911) and Tiempo de silencio (Martín-Santos 

1961). This latter discussion was informed by Pío Baroja’s El dolor (1896), Susan 

Sontag’s Illness as Metaphor ([1978]1990) and a close reading of Newman’s Health as 

Expanding Consciousness (1999).

The fourth meditation, on urban space, focused on public/private space as 

produced in terms of the social struggle in and around Madrid’s Retiro Park. The park, 

comparable in many ways to New York’s Central Park and situated behind the renowned 

Prado museum, was shown to be at the heart of a recent battle over public and private 

space. I discussed the park’s most recent manifestation, as a space in continuous 

production by both material and ideological forces, and highlighted that it has been 

fraught with simultaneous historical restoration, increased privatization, subsequent 
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police intervention and the production of what Steven Flusty (1994) terms “crusty 

space”— “space that cannot be accessed, due to obstructions such as walls, gates and 

check points” (17). I argued that the crucial question here was that of “who has the right 

to the city?” (Lefebvre 1968, reformulated in D. Mitchell 2003). I outlined the all too 

one-sided struggle for power that underlies the cleansing of the park and surrounding 

areas and discussed how the area’s collective image is being sold to transnational 

interests and dominated by the intercity competition requisite of a local, regional and 

national tourist-centered economy. In proposing an answer to the question “who has the 

right to the city” I emphasized the priority given to the urban developers who shape space 

and contingent privileges of race and class, and argued for reframing this question by 

necessarily interrogating problematic concepts of “culture,” “state,” and “public and 

private space.”

The fifth meditation, on the philosophical bases of film theory, provided an 

opportunity to examine the nondualities of form/content, metaphor/metonymy, and 

real/imagined space. I discussed the opposition of works by Sontag (1969), Roman

Jakobson (1975), and the important intersection of Geography and Film through the 

studies of filmspace (Aitken & Zonn 1994, Harvey 1990, Dear 2000, Hopkins 1994, 

Compitello 1999), to those of more traditionally-minded critics (D’Lugo 1991; 

Higginbotham 1988; Kinder 1997; Jordan and Morgan-Tamosunas 2000; Stone 2002). In 

doing so, I continued to map out the Bergsonian trajectory outlined in the first meditation. 

Using Michael Dear’s components of filmspace as an organizational framework, I 

explored “film text,” through a theoretical discussion of metaphor and metonymy with 
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relation to film theory and subsequently “consumption in place” through a discussion of 

the problematic relation between the real and the imaginary in Alejandro Amenábar’s 

Abre los ojos (1997). The former entailed a discussion of the interdependence of 

conceptual categories which Film Theory has implicitly separated and an important 

reevaluation of the role of iconicity in Film Studies. The latter used a 

Bergsonian/Deleuzian approach to film in order to reclaim cinema from historical 

isolation as a merely representational art form and to instead argue the importance of 

seeing discussions of film as crucial to understanding the limitations that we place on the 

creation of future possible worlds.

The final and sixth meditation took on Michael Dear’s ideas of “place of 

production” and “production of place” through a comparative analysis of Carlos Saura’s 

Taxi (1996) and American indie-director Jim Jarmusch’s Night on Earth (1992). In an 

implicit extension of the discussion on iconicity from the fifth meditation, I will revisit 

the fourth meditation’s focus on Madrid’s Retiro Park in an attempt to sketch out the 

immanence of filmspace to urban space and to show the necessity of using the same 

conceptual and methodological frameworks to understand both film and the production of 

larger social problems. This produced a more intimate connection between film and 

world.

Scholarship has two faces. On the one hand, the complexity of the various 

incompossible social worlds borne out of human practice is reduced to a simple diagram 

by one-dimensional models and theories that simplify processes to stages and extract the 

closed form from the open. On the other, the closed yields to the open, staticity to change 
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and process, and rigid models give way to the omnipresent creation of the new. This is a 

difference between intellect and intuition. The results of intellect are easily perceived. 

Intellect in the Bergsonian sense is a process of division rooted in perception. Through 

intellect are produced the stratification of classes, the hierarchies of race and gender, and 

the capitalist conquest of space. Bergson makes clear the consequences of a thought 

which merely follows the path of intellect.

Thus perception, thought, language, all the individual or social activities 
of the mind, conspire to bring us face to face with persons, including our 
own, which will become in our eyes objects and, at the same time, 
invariable substances. How can we uproot so profound an inclination?  
How can we bring the human mind to reverse the direction of its 
customary way of operating, beginning with change and movement, 
envisaged as reality itself, and no longer to see in halts or states mere 
snapshots taken of what is moving reality?  (CM, 70)

Yet intuition, or the “direct vision of the mind by the mind” (CM, 42) as Bergson 

succinctly puts it, works against intellect in order to see its limitations and consequences 

before acting. Instead of habitually tackling the world of objects perceived as outside of 

the self, the mind though the practice of intuition takes its own movement as object, 

discovering the stratification, hierarchies and conquest of space present in its very 

perception.

In order to create a better world we must fist understand the assumptions active in 

our production of our present world. This returns theory to material realities, and rightly 

places thought in the world. With the recognition that thought is no longer merely 

reflective of reality but constitutive of it, we can understand the difference that space 

makes.
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